
Quest of the Doomed and Foolish

  Prologue

 463 OR (Orlathian Reckoning)

   What are they doing?
  I'm not sure that they know, said Kymenos silently, stroking Sykeen's head, and 
holding the stallion back when he would have stood to see over the low ridge. No, stay 
low. They would take you, too, if they saw you.
   Sykeen made a discontented snorting noise, but he lay back down behind the 
ridge. Kymenos continued to peer over it, watching in fascination as the people in the 
small valley below herded a flock of chickens towards the burning fire at one edge of a 
great clearing.
  Kymenos had been watching all evening, unable to believe that they would 
simply repeat their actions, but it seemed that this was going to be another instance of it.
  The women who had herded the chickens said something that Kymenos couldn't 
hear given the distance and the intense crackling of the flames, and the man behind her 
nodded. Then the woman gestured with one robed arm, and the chickens moved forward 
in odd, jerky motions, straight into the fire. Though the distance was indeed great, 
Kymenos convinced himself that he could hear the shrieks of the birds as they died, and 
he could certainly smell the burning feathers.
  He shook his head. The villagers kept urging their animals into the fire, and there 
seemed no sense to it. Why would they do this? The spring was still young, and they 
would need those animals, which had included a few pregnant cows and horses, to get 
through the season until their crops took root. But they had sacrificed them as though 
there was no need to retain the animals, even dancing sometimes when the fire gave an 
especially large flare.
  "What is happening?"
  Kymenos started. Norianna, the talking sword who hung at his hip, did not 
exactly sleep, but there were times she kept so silent for so long that it was almost like 
slumber. She probably could have floated out of her sheath and looked over the ridge 
herself- Kymenos had seen her do far more impossible things- but she preferred to laze 
about when possible.
  "The villagers are herding animals into a fire," Kymenos said. "I don't know why. 
There's no sense in it. They should have more sense themselves than to do something like 
that. And yet they keep doing it."
  "Let me see."
  Kymenos rolled his eyes, but unhooked the sword and held her up over the ridge, 
trying to tilt her so that her blade didn't flash in the firelight. As the night had fallen, the 
light had diminished; the moon was just recovering from her waning, and the fire seemed 
to dim even the radiance of the stars.
  "Ah, no."
  Kymenos blinked at the tone in Norianna's voice. She could not laugh or cry, but 
it seemed that if she could weep, she would have been doing so now. "What is it?"
  "This is a ritual of sacrifice," said Norianna, "but one that I have not seen in so 



long that I had hoped it had passed out of existence. I did not know that they retained any 
memory of it." She was silent for a moment, and then said, "Do you see the figure that 
stands at the edge of the clearing?"
  Kymenos managed to take his eyes from the fire- the villagers were herding a 
cavalcade of goats towards it now- and look towards the far side of the clearing. A tall 
woman stood there. She had been so motionless all this time that Kymenos had assumed 
she was a wicker statue, but now he saw her move, raising one hand to touch her face as 
though she were hiding a cough.
  "What about her?" he asked.
  "That is an effigy of a goddess called the Masked One," said Norianna quietly. 
"She consumed all that a village would offer to her, and she offered them weapons in 
exchange, powerful magic they could use to defeat their enemies. Of course, when they 
had used the weapons, their fields were devastated as often as the fields of the next 
village were. And then they had to work twice as hard to get back the things they'd 
sacrificed to win the war."
  "I've never heard of her," said Kymenos with certainty. He had avoided religious 
instruction as much as he could, but some had seeped in. "I thought they still worshipped 
Elle in Arvenna."
  "They did. They do. But the Masked One was worshipped here a long time ago, 
before the religion of Elle came south and conquered every other religion in its path. 
Elle's priestesses learned much of their torture techniques from her clerics. I had thought 
she was gone, gone utterly, consumed by Elle."
  "It appears that she is not," said Kymenos, and then tensed. The villagers who 
were not watching the goats die in the flames had turned to watch something else, the 
spectacle that Kymenos had half-expected since he had started watching them herd 
animals into the flames. They had brought a young man forward, bound and gagged and 
naked. "They are going to sacrifice him, too?"
  "Yes," said Norianna, her voice so careful that Kymenos wondered what she was 
trying to avoid. "A human dying in the flames is usually required before the Masked One 
will grant her worshippers their weapon."
  "I won't let it happen."
  "Kymenos," said Norianna, her voice gentle. "There is nothing that you can do. 
The power of a goddess fuels the fire and guards the prisoner. You cannot quench the 
flames or free him."
  "I wasn't thinking of quenching the fire," said Kymenos. "I was never good with 
it." He shuddered, remembering the cold nights in the past few days and the other times 
that it would have been useful to be good with fire, then pushed the imaginings away. 
Those were old and useless thoughts, and they wouldn't help him save the young man 
beneath him. "I will try to free him."
  "You can't-"
  But Kymenos was already reaching out. A small river flowed not far away, and 
Kymenos had always been good with Azure. A small rain might be enough to distract the 
villagers, and then he could charge down into the middle of them and-
  Do something.
   He picked up the Azure without trouble, but when he tried to make it rain in the 
clearing, the rain simply boiled away long before it would have hit the ground, with 



nothing more than a few protesting hisses. Even worse, the Masked One raised her face, 
which was indeed covered with a mask, and turned in a slow circle, head up as if she 
were sniffing.
  "You will make an enemy of a goddess," said Norianna, her voice tight, "and she 
will kill you, and with you will die the hope of recreating the Dalznan royal line. 
Kymenos, let us depart."
  "No," said Kymenos, and tried something else. Perhaps the Masked One, a power 
of Scarlet, could guard against Azure magic, but Light magic might be something else 
again. Light was a Wonder discovered only in the past few centuries, and if the Masked 
One's worship was old, she probably came from a time when it wasn't known.
  The flare of Light started to explode over the village- and then died again. The 
Masked One turned to face the ridge, and the villagers hauled the young man rapidly 
towards the fire.
  The young man must have stirred from the haze of fear or whatever had kept him 
quiet until then. He cried out in pain, and Kymenos knew the accent and tone of that 
voice. He was Dalznan.
  Rage gripped him for only the fourth time in his life, and Kymenos lashed out, 
mind moving from Azure to Dust while his fingers wove the pattern that had saved his 
life time and again. He seized on the Azure in the bodies of the villagers who held the 
prisoner, and changed it in an instant to Dust. They collapsed as their blood dried out, 
withered husks, leaving the young man to sag to his knees.
  The Masked One began to run towards him.
  Kymenos leaped the ridge and did the same thing, while snarling to Norianna, 
"Protect me!"
  "I can't-"
  "You can. I know very well."
  Kymenos and the goddess had nearly closed on each other before Norianna 
spread a sphere of light around Kymenos. The Masked One pulled up, and this time her 
sniffing was audible. Kymenos stared at her, though the giant red lion mask entirely 
prevented him from a sight of her face. Her eyes were green, though, piercing and hungry 
as her fire. He resolved to remember that. And the sniffing was as loud as the wind 
hunting through dry trees.
  "Kymenos!" Norianna actually squeaked that. "I can't hold out much longer!"
  Kymenos shook himself away from the goddess's eyes and ran to the prisoner. 
His hand rang off the air when he tried to touch him, though.
  "Norianna!"
  "My creator would melt me if he knew I was doing this," said Norianna in pitiful 
tones, and then the sphere of light expanded, touching something that Kymenos could see 
only a flicker of around the young man. It shattered, and then the prisoner was rocking in 
place, free of obstruction, and Kymenos could hear his breathless sobs. He picked him up 
quickly, slinging him over his shoulder. He would probably have found the burden too 
much ordinarily, but the rage still kept him on his feet. Norianna and the young man 
together felt as light as snowflakes.
  "Make for the ridge," said Norianna, "and mount Sykeen. Her power is great in 
this place, but if we can run, then we can leave her behind."
  Kymenos whirled and sprinted up the ridge. He heard the Masked One say 



something in a language that he didn't know, and several villagers sprang towards them. 
The edge of Norianna's light, though, sliced through their bodies as easily as she would 
have done. Kymenos would have paused and stared at that if he hadn't been so intent on 
getting out of the little valley.
  He came up to Sykeen, whose nostrils flared at the smell of the rescued prisoner, 
and slung his burden over the saddle. "Run," he told Sykeen, even as he leaped up 
himself.
  "Kymenos."
  Kymenos glanced back, thinking that something had gone wrong, but found the 
sphere of light still wrapping them firmly. Norianna's voice had been awed, though, and 
after a moment, Kymenos decided that she had just wanted him to see the thing that rose 
from the valley now.
  It was a giant figure of a woman, though her body was small compared to the 
great masked head and the clawed hands reaching out towards him. A wind began to blow 
a moment later, and the figure, made of smoke, whipped apart, but Kymenos had 
understood the message. The Masked One hated him now, and she would probably hunt 
him with all her power.
  I didn't expect anything else, Kymenos reminded himself, and urged Sykeen into 
a furious gallop down the other side of the ridge.
 *******
  "He's awake, Kymenos."
  Kymenos turned from the small fire he had managed to build with Norianna's 
help in locating the dry wood, and found a pair of terrified eyes staring at him from under 
the cowl of his spare robes. Or at the flames, he realized, and came over quickly to 
crouch down beside the other man.
  "The fire is only for warmth," he said, making sure to speak in Dalznan, and let 
the purity of his pronunciation prove to the stranger that he was a fellow countryman. 
"My name is Kymenos. Who are you?"
  The man blinked at him a moment longer, and Kymenos wondered if a blow on 
his head or fear had somehow driven him simple. Or perhaps he had been simple in the 
first place, and that was why the villagers had chosen to sacrifice him.
  But he was the only Dalznan in the middle of a village full of Arvennese. There's 
something amiss here.
   Abruptly, the stranger reached out and grasped his hand. Kymenos smiled and 
patted his shoulder, letting him take and hold the other hand as long as he needed.
  "My name is Talazh," said the stranger. "And I owe you a great debt of gratitude 
for rescuing me. I thought that was the end. She was a goddess, I knew, even though I had 
never seen her before. How could I fight her?"
  "I would not have been able to, either," said Kymenos, sitting back on his heels 
and nodding to Norianna. "I had the help of a talking sword-"
  And me! said Sykeen, shouldering forward without stopping his munching in his 
nosebag.
  "And a telepathic horse," Kymenos finished. "What of yourself? What were you 
doing in the middle of an Arvennese village?"
  Talazh laughed aloud, though there was little of amusement in the sound. "They 
captured me not long ago. They had decided that I was a spy and a danger to their cause, 



whichever one they were defending at the moment, and they decided to throw me in the 
dungeons. Then that goddess showed up, and she decided that she would make the 
perfect sacrifice." He shuddered abruptly, and buried his head in his arms. "The moment 
when she came into the cell and spoke to me- that will give me nightmares forever." His 
voice cracked on the last words.
  Kymenos fetched a waterskin for him without speaking. Talazh drank from it, 
and then sighed and lay back in the spare robe.
  "Were you a spy?" Kymenos asked, leaning back as comfortably as he could on a 
small patch of grass.
  "Oh, of course," said Talazh dismissively. "We've heard rumors lately of someone 
organizing the Crownseekers in the south, and I said I would go south and see what I 
could learn of it. And then I made a few mistakes, asked a few too many questions, and 
was a little too obviously Dalznan, so they captured me."
  Kymenos blinked. "Then you were a Crownkiller?"
  "Still am," said Talazh proudly. He started to sit up, but fell back against the 
robes. "I was one of their best agents, and they'll take me back in a moment." He made a 
wry face. "I'm not good at spying, obviously, but I am good at holding the Crownkiller 
positions in the north and killing Crownseekers who're convinced that they're right. 
They'll snap me up." He grinned at Kymenos. "And you, too."
  "Kymenos,' said Norianna, her voice tight. "May I speak to you for a moment?"
  "I'm awfully hungry," said Talazh plaintively in the same instant.
  "Meal's cooking," said Kymenos, nodding to the fire. He had wrapped some of 
the potatoes and meat that the innkeeper in the village where he'd last stayed had given 
him, and was roasting them in the embers. "Will that satisfy you?"
  "It will." Talazh hesitated. "I don't mean to ask stupid questions, but why did you 
rescue me?"
  "Because I don't want to see a Dalznan destroyed," said Kymenos. "I'm going 
home, and anyone Dalznan I meet along the way is, too."
  Talazh smiled then, eyes intent as he reclined in the robe. "Oh, yes. They'll take 
you in a moment."
  "Kymenos," said Norianna in agitated tones.
  Kymenos smiled at Talazh and turned to Norianna. "Yes?"
  The sword spoke directly into his mind then, something that Kymenos hadn't 
known she could do. You are the royal Heir of Dalzna. This man is one of those 
dedicated to your non-existence. And you're going to stay with him.
  I don't know I'm the Heir, and I like the Crownkillers, said Kymenos, turning to 
look at Talazh again. I shall stay with him.
   He could kill you.
  He could try. And he does owe me a debt for saving his life; those are not empty 
words. He probably wouldn't kill me.
  Probably?
   Kymenos serenely ignored her. He didn't think he was the Heir, and being in the 
company of someone from Dalzna again was too great a pleasure to let him listen to 
Norianna's silly suspicions.
  



Chapter 1
 

Messages and Murmurs
 "Sometimes armies move without rumors, either from within or from behind, of 
their movement. But such armies must be guarded by some magic I don't know about. 
Every army I've ever fought in has carried rumor with it like a disease, like a choking 
cloud of smoke."
  -Attributed to the Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
  "Olumer."
  Olumer winced. Only a few days on the road, and just a day after their first 
victory- over a small group of Darkworkers strangely encamped in northern Rivendon- 
and he had learned to fear that tone. It meant that Cadona needed to speak to him about 
something else that he wouldn't like.
  "Yes, Princess?" he asked, jumping over a small garden and joining Cadona 
where she stood between Queen Idona and Pannerel. The elf nodded to him; Idona 
smiled. Olumer ignored them both as best as he could, fixing his eyes on Cadona. She 
looked more upset than she had since they began the march. "Is something wrong, Your 
Highness?"
  "What does this mean?" Cadona held out a folded piece of paper to him.
  Olumer took it, then frowned as his claws punched holes through it. He still 
hadn't gotten used to having his claws back after long years of lacking them. He shot 
them back into his fingers and handled the paper carefully, especially when he saw that it 
bore the royal seal of Orlath.
  It was short, but the implications of it were enough to make him stare and catch 
his breath.
  To Lady Estora, my esteemed colleague.
  I fear that there are powers rising in Rivendon that Prince Artaen does not 
understand and will do nothing to contain. It may well be the right moment for you to 
rise and take the throne of Rivendon. Watch out for the Princess Cadona, whom I have 
reason to believe is roaming the Kingdom in the company of many Faerie elves.
  Nightstone of Orlath.
   Olumer blinked and handed the letter back to Cadona. "It seems to imply that the 
Dark is much more organized and ready for war than we thought, Princess," he said, the 
first words that came to his lips.
  "Of course it means that!" said Cadona, clenching her hands. "But I'm not 
interested in that. I want to know something else. Why would Nightstone have written to 
this Lady Estora? What interest does Nightstone have in my Kingdom, and what interest 
does this Lady Estora have in the throne?"
  "Nightstone was probably trying to prevent a loss by the Dark, my lady," said 
Olumer, remembering the tension that had shimmered between the Orlathian Princess and 
Artaen, the Dark lieutenant who ruled Rivendon, in the dungeons where they had almost 
succeeded in destroying Cadona. "And this Lady Estora- well, obviously she's a 
Darkworker of some status. Where did you capture this message?"
  "On a pegasus whom I want kept alive," said Cadona, raising her voice slightly. 
Olumer wondered if others had been urging her to kill the winged horse. Cadona looked 
sternly at him. "But I'm more concerned about other things than that. Why would this 



Lady Estora be urged to take the throne?"
  "Prince Artaen-"
  "Do not call him that."
  Olumer blinked, then nodded shortly. "Yes, my lady. Artaen has no favor with 
Nightstone. She would organize a coup under him if she thought she could do it."
  "Yes," said Cadona flatly. "But this particular person, this Lady Estora. Is she of 
royal Rivendonian blood?"
  Olumer gaped. The thought had not even occurred to him. "I could answer that, 
Your Highness, if I had her in front of me," he said. "I would recognize the blood of my 
descendants. But without her, there is no way to answer that. You know that Artaen has 
no right to the royal title, and yet claims it. This could have been another case of that."
  "If there is a chance, however small, that there is someone else of Rivendonian 
royal blood out there, I must find her," said Cadona feverishly. 
  "To make her part of your army, my lady?" Olumer asked.
  "No. To kill her."
  Olumer closed his eyes. Of course. I am a fool. This is the girl who stabbed Lyli 
and bound her for the gods know how long in a trance to feed her army. She would not 
hesitate to kill someone else who could threaten her claim to the throne.
   "I would be prepared to go and look for her, my lady," he said, opening his eyes 
again. "I would recognize her on sight. The bond of blood between an ancestor and a 
descendant is sufficient for that."
  "You didn't realize that I was your great-great-granddaughter for years," said 
Cadona, halting and glaring at him. "How can I trust you on this?"
  Olumer snapped his fangs together. "My lady, I have my memories back now. I 
could find her." And perhaps I would find some way to save her, if she really does exist.
   Cadona considered him for a moment. Then she shook her head. "No. The silver 
eyes are enough of a marking." She touched the skin beneath her own silver eyes, smiling 
faintly. "After all, there was no one else in our village who had them. And there were 
many who thought of me as an outsider, a stranger, for having them, instead of being 
marked out by Destiny as I truly was. Did I tell you that story?"
  "Yes, Your Highness," said Olumer. He was familiar enough with the nuances of 
the stories to tell them himself. "But there are many half-silvereyes people in this part of 
Rivendon. I would hate to see innocents caught up in your attack. You do come to free 
your people and not harm them, after all."
  "I know," said Cadona. "Well, we will be careful." She turned to Idona. "Take a 
detachment of at least twenty, and scour the hills. Bring me any silver-eyed people you 
find. We will see if one of them is the Lady Estora."
  "Yes, Your Highness," said Idona, with a bow so fluid that even living stone 
shouldn't have been able to make it, and then turned and called orders to a small group of 
the living statues who now followed Cadona as their Queen. They came to her at once, 
and hurried along in a tight group as Idona began to explain what Cadona wanted them to 
do. 
 Olumer shook his head. He had seen the stone monarchs in battle for the first 
time, when they smashed into the small camp of the Darkworkers. They were 
unstoppable.
 He would not want to face them.



 But he would have to, if he was going to keep his vow of stopping Cadona- which 
he fully intended to do.
 He turned back to see that Cadona was regarding him with thoughtful, though 
otherwise unreadable, silver eyes. Olumer held her stare, unable to think of anything to 
say. If she had come up with a way to denounce him, he knew, that would be the end of it. 
Probably not even Pannerel's elven magic could stand against the rest of the army 
assembled behind her back.
 "You don't like me much anymore, do you, Olumer?" Cadona asked slowly.
 Olumer would have panted in fear, except that he had already decided he would 
use his last moments to strike at her. Perhaps he could maim her before the living statues 
killed him. Keeping his gaze peacefully on her face, he said, "I never liked you that 
much, Cadona. I love you, yes, and I honor your claim to the throne of Rivendon, and I 
know that you are the true Heir. But I don't like you much."
 Cadona regarded him in silence. One of the stone monarchs stepped forward, 
some old King of Rivendon, his hands clenched so that the silver rings he wore riveted to 
his fingers for some reason gleamed. "Let me kill him, Your Highness," he said. "He has 
no reason to speak to the Queen of Rivendon like that, even if she is uncrowned." He 
scowled at Olumer over Cadona's shoulder.
 "No," said Cadona at once. "He speaks the truth, the truth that I asked him about 
and which he would have kept silent if not for my asking. And I need him with me. The 
silvereyes have not yet come to join me, and he is the only one of their kin who has 
reason to be loyal to the true Queen of Rivendon. If I killed him, it might drive the others 
away forever. He stays."
 She turned to talk to the stone statues then, and Olumer swallowed. She had 
somehow gained a grasp of politics that he had never trained into her, since he had 
thought he was half-silvereyes then and a shining net had concealed most of his 
memories. He wondered what had happened during the day or so she had spent alone in 
the strange country where she had awakened the living statues. And he wondered what 
those statues, especially Queen Idona, his one-time mate, might have been speaking to 
her since.
 "Olumer."
 Olumer turned to Pannerel gratefully. The Faerie elf was still very strange, still 
prone to singing at odd times and skipping away only to return hours later and declare he 
had been looking at ripples, but he was the best ally Olumer had. "Yes? What is it? Do 
you know something about the message?"
 Pannerel blinked at him for a moment, and then his eyes turned golden. "Olumer, 
this is a fey matter that I would speak with you about, and not a human matter. Come 
with me. There is someone waiting to see you." He turned and strode away across the 
stone and snow, threading his way around the Darkworkers' tiny gardens with grace that 
Olumer ached to watch.
 Olumer glanced around before following him, but no one seemed to notice their 
departure. Of course, Pannerel, who normally seemed to like the humans to pay attention 
to him, could vanish in the oddest ways at the oddest times. Olumer decided that the 
others would simply think they were both gone on one of Pannerel's exploring journeys.
 Pannerel led him past the last garden and to a ridge that Olumer had seen shining 
silver last night. He had thought then that the living statues were performing some magic 



there, but the stone, though broken, was clear of the heavy breakage that he had seen 
where the statues walked. Mystified, he glanced at Pannerel, who only stood looking out 
over the landscape for a moment before nodding.
 Out of nowhere the filiferna stepped, and stood facing Olumer with arms 
extended in a gesture of peace.
 Olumer felt his lips pulling back to reveal his fangs, and had to fight down the 
hatred that coursed through him. The filifernai, the dark fey, had a war with the silvereyes 
as old as time. The last time he had met them, he had thought he was half-silvereyes, and 
the hatred had still been intense. Now he had to clench his hands and let his claws bite 
into his palms so that he wouldn't fling himself at the filiferna at once.
 "Hear me out," said the creature in its bizarre voice. Olumer fixed on the words, 
since that was easier than looking at the hair like twisted clumps of silver wire twisting in 
the wind, or the faceted eyes that flashed different colors, or the smooth skin between its 
legs where no genitals were. "You spared my life once, and I told you then that I would 
hunt you no further. But that was not enough to pay the debt, as my people agreed when I 
returned to them. So I have come to tell you what is approaching."
 Olumer restrained his hatred at that. Some things about the fey still didn't make 
sense to him, even with his recovered memories. "Your people told you to come back and 
do this?"
 "Yes."
 "Why?"
 "It is a duty," said the filiferna, "and you are fey, and you have a right to know." It 
turned slightly to look at Pannerel. "And you, too."
 The Faerie elf was silent. Olumer glanced at him, and recoiled. Pannerel's eyes 
had narrowed, and his features looked as long and fine and sharp as blades. He looked as 
if he wanted to rip the filiferna to pieces.
 "Really?" he asked.
 "Yes," said the filiferna. "The Darkworkers escaped your net, or at least the ones 
who bore the most vital messages. They came to my people and told them to prepare to 
attack yours, which the Dark had long devised as a counterstroke if the worst happened. 
A hundred filifernai are approaching you now."
 Olumer felt his courage shrivel. A thousand silvereyes packs could not fight that 
many. And if anyone could defeat an army of living statues, then an army of filifernai 
could.
 "You are honor-bound," said the filiferna. "You are fey. You have no need to be 
caught up in this human war. I have warned you. You will leave now, and take no part in 
defending the Princess Cadona."
 "What-" Olumer began, but Pannerel reached out and placed a hand on his 
shoulder.
 "It is right," said Pannerel. "According to the oldest fey laws, if a fey pays back a 
debt like this, then the others cannot interfere with him or his people. And ordinarily, that 
would be enough."
 Olumer shook his head. "I am still going to fight."
 Pannerel turned to look at him slightly. "Why?" he asked. "You know that you 
have vowed to destroy Princess Cadona yourself."
 Olumer shook his head again. "Not like this."



 The Faerie elf nodded, as if that were a reasonable answer. Olumer hoped it was. 
And then he saw Pannerel was smiling as he turned back to the filiferna, and Olumer 
wondered if he should have hoped for fey law to prevail after all. It was never a good 
sign when the elf was smiling.
 "It would ordinarily be enough," Pannerel continued. "But my people have found 
a good reason to suspend the laws. The Dark has betrayed us, and the Light, and all the 
powers that thought the slaughter of Faerie elves was less important than their precious 
negotiating." He laughed, and Olumer shuddered. "A warning for a warning, dark fey, 
violated one. We are bringing war out of Faerie, and the first strike will be here. Your 
people will be consumed in the fire, if you stay. Fair warning. Flee now."
  The filiferna stared at Pannerel. Then it bowed and stepped into the air again. 
Olumer shuddered. He had just seen fear in the eyes of a filiferna, something he had long 
wished to see, and now he wished he hadn't.
  "What are you saying?" he asked Pannerel.
  Pannerel smiled at him. "You need have no fear," he said. "We care nothing about 
the wars for human thrones. Our anger is at the powers. We will come forth, and strike at 
them."
  "And what about the humans in the way?"
  Pannerel smiled even more widely. "If all goes well, the humans will never know 
what is happening. The fey are a different matter."
  "Wait a moment-"
  Pannerel turned and raised his arms. Above him, a small patch of the sky gained 
rainbow colors and began to revolve.
  Olumer decided that now was not the time to ask questions.
 

 



Chapter 2

 An Unwelcome Change
 "Once I was the Lady of all that I saw,
 And now, bowed down by Time's changeless law,
 I lie and look out to sea,
 And who upon the land will mourn for me?"
  -Supposed last poetry of Rizzeros, First Queen of Doralissa.
  Nightstone kept her eyes closed. She was awake, and aware of voices speaking 
near her in what was probably Onnalathiel, the elven tongue, but she thought that she 
could maintain some illusions if she kept her eyes closed. She might manage to think, for 
example, that she was still in Orlath, in the castle she had ruled for the past twelve years, 
and not where she really was.
  But the Faerie elves didn't seem intent on maintaining the illusion.
  Someone poked her, and Nightstone opened her eyes in shock. No one would 
have dared poke the Dark's Lady of Orlath. But the eyes that glared at her now shone 
with rich anger, and she decided to forgo the shouting that she would have liked to do.
  "Yes?" she asked.
  Annalithiel, the woman who had brought her here, stepped back. "There is 
someone who would like to meet you," she said.
  Nightstone sat up and looked around for the first time. She did lie in a bed, and in 
a room with delicately carved stone walls that she might have enjoyed if she had been 
here by choice. There were wide windows, without glass or shutters of any kind, and light 
pouring in through them, but Nightstone found herself avoiding looking at the light, 
almost by compulsion. The country outside was dangerous, she felt. Perhaps she would 
find the courage to look at it later, but not right now.
  She looked ahead, and saw a male Faerie elf sitting on a chair at the end of her 
bed. The chair looked too delicate to support him, but then, Faerie elves looked too 
graceful to exist, so Nightstone supposed the contradictions balanced each other out. This 
elf was different from the ones she had seen before, though, because he actually looked 
tired. No Faerie elf ever showed weariness that Nightstone had seen. And why should 
they? They were immortal.
  "You do not know me," said the man. "And I only have one question for you, 
after which I will leave you in peace."
  Nightstone listened suspiciously. The man could have passed for human, but of 
course, elves sometimes sounded like that and then did something that was incredibly fey. 
"And what do you want to know?"
  "Have you heard anything of the whereabouts of Prince Warcourage of 
Doralissa?"
  "No. He was not my concern. I believe that Shadow allowed him to escape, but I 
don't know where he went."
  The man stood, bowed to her, and walked out of the room. Nightstone blinked. 
Well, so there were elves who would keep a promise after all.
  "We need your help."
  And then there were elves who just made no sense, Nightstone thought, as she 
turned her gaze back to Annalithiel. "How could you need my help? You can walk from 



world to world and change anything you want with silver fire." She shuddered. She had 
still not forgotten Annalithiel's changing her distant relative Tewilde into a cheetah, which 
had happened right before they came to- this place, probably Faerie. "What could a 
human do to help you?"
  "You are no ordinary human," said Annalithiel.
  "So nice of you to notice," said Nightstone.
  The elf shimmered. Nightstone blinked, then shrank back in the bed as 
Annalithiel seemed to grow larger. Her voice sang and snarled in the room, as though it 
were bouncing off immense rock walls that Nightstone could not see. "We need your 
help, but we will not accept flippancy from you. Flippancy means that humans either 
aren't taking the situation seriously, or are masking fear, and neither is the emotion that 
we need from you. Therefore, you will not be flippant."
  Nightstone nodded, and the elfwoman shrank back to her normal size, speaking 
in a normal voice once again. "You have lived centuries, and you have seen things in your 
own world that could be a help to us. We only left Faerie again a century ago, by your 
world's time, and we have walked from world to world instead of always staying there. 
So there are many things that we do not know."
  "Why should I betray-" And then Nightstone stopped, as the rest of what had 
happened before Annalithiel brought her here showed up again like a bad dream. The 
Dark had betrayed her, turned away because it believed that she was listening to Shara 
and Shadow over it.
  "You have nothing to betray, any more," said Annalithiel. "You can help us 
without fear of endangering your loyalties back in your own world."
 
  "There is no reason for me to be loyal to you," said Nightstone.
  "Oh, yes, there is."
  "What?"
  "We can get you what you want." Annalithiel smiled at her, and Nightstone had to 
suppress some flippancy that the elf wouldn't like. "The Dark won't help you anymore, 
and the People of the Blending have reason to hate you, and Shara hasn't spoken to you in 
a long time."
  Nightstone nodded.
  "That is because all of them are busy attending to their own needs," said 
Annalithiel. "Shara and Shadow have negotiated with Elle to make her part of their force 
instead of the Light, and they think that means that the wars should simply cease. But 
they did not take into account that Elle herself killed many of our kin." Her eyes turned to 
swirling gold on swirling blue, so that it was like looking down from a cliff into a sunrise 
more than it was like meeting someone's gaze. "They will not punish her for that, since 
they have taken her back into their hearts. It is up to us to punish her. And you are a 
natural ally of our side, since we are the only ones who care enough to make a bargain 
with you."
  Nightstone ground her teeth. No human would have phrased it as indelicately as 
that, but that didn't mean that she had to object to that. What Annalithiel was saying was 
probably right.
  Which made her all the more angry.
  "I can think of no reason for Shara to abandon Her worshippers," she said. "She 



has always been one of the more faithful gods, willing to answer what we asked of Her, 
willing to protect us."
  "Oh, I know," said Annalithiel. "But She will not bring along those of Her 
worshippers who have come to Her because of the Dark, or She will try to convince them 
to join Her while She fights beside a god of Light, and Shadow. Is that what you really 
want?"
  "No," said Nightstone quietly. "My first loyalty was always to Dark, and then my 
second one to my goddess."
  Annalithiel nodded. "They have sacrificed much to chase a dream of alliance 
with Elle, and now that that is met, they believe that those they sacrificed should be 
grateful. I am not. My people are not. And you are not."
  "But you can't get me what I want," said Nightstone. "Not unless you can take 
revenge on the powers."
  "I didn't think that you wanted revenge on the Dark," said Annalithiel, for a 
moment showing the elven confusion around humans that Nightstone was most familiar 
with. "I thought that you wanted Kymenos dead or tortured."
  Nightstone didn't realize she was leaning forward until Annalithiel leaned 
forward to meet her, staring curiously into her eyes. "Do all humans grin like that when 
they want something? You look like a darlatha about to attack."
  Nightstone sat back and cleared her throat, though she couldn't stop grinning. "I 
want him dead or tortured, yes," she said. "He humiliated me, and he is the source of 
most of my troubles." Not all of them, of course, she thought. But enough of them that I 
can claim this. "But the Dark would not let me chase him down, and of course the hunters 
I sent after him failed. Almost I could think him protected by the powerful Destiny he 
denied to me."
  "Not protected by that," said Annalithiel, "but protected, yes. A talking sword has 
joined with him, and Shadow saved him from the Dragon Queen."
  Nightstone stared. "Why?" She couldn't imagine Shadow, the tricky bastard of a 
power, rising to be champion of anyone or anything but those who served his own causes.
  "Because," said Annalithiel, "he has some use for Kymenos. I believe that he 
merely likes to cause problems for those who would save their own people, or take 
vengeance, or order the world to their liking. But he set Kymenos free, and he did the 
same thing with the Princess Mitherill and the Prince Warcourage. Now comes the 
alliance with Elle. I wonder if Shadow is not serving the goals of the Light."
  Nightstone nodded. Her old suspicions were roaring to the surface again. 
"Shadow sent Rior to me," she said. "He thought that we should stand in place and fight a 
defensive war against the Light. I didn't know why, then. Now I believe I do. He didn't 
want to hurt his Light allies."
  Annalithiel laughed. "Very good. You have helped us already. We didn't know 
about Rior's coming to you. We had no one in the castle who saw that. But we cannot 
simply sit here, debating and telling you much that is vital, without making an alliance. If 
you give us information about your world, and promise that you won't go back to Dark or 
Shara, then we will hunt down Kymenos for you."
  "I have heard my allies say that before," said Nightstone. "And something always 
happens to turn them back. I think that I would prefer to ride in your company and hunt 
him myself."



  "Then you shall have that," said Annalithiel, with a little shrug as if to say that 
that part of the bargain didn't really matter much to her. "We shall call out the Hunt. It 
will be good exercise for the horses. Then you have agreed to an alliance with us?"
 
  "Yes."
  Nightstone cried out and grabbed her wrist in the next moment. A glowing pain 
and light had landed there at the same time, and it was a long time before she dared to 
release her hold. When she did, she had to shield her eyes; a fallen star still seemed to 
shine on her wrist. Gradually, the light faded, and she saw a silver band in place. When 
she touched it, she couldn't feel any place where it rose above her flesh; it seemed to be 
embedded there.
  "That is only a sign of alliance," said Annalithiel. "It will tell any of our people 
that you are our ally." And then she stood and walked out of the room, before Nightstone 
could ask about what else it might do.
  Nightstone sat alone for a time, massaging her wrist until the pain, sharp as the 
pain from a broken bone, faded. Then she stood up and walked to the window, 
conquering the temptation to look away from the light. She did want to see where she 
was, though the gods alone knew if it would turn out to be a world she could escape from. 
She had studied widely in her centuries, but she hadn't learned all the worlds that the 
elves could walk to.
  She gazed into a plain of short silvery grass, sweeping away in a direction that 
might have been west in her world, though the sun hung directly, motionlessly, above her 
and she couldn't be sure. There were mountains in the distance, she knew, silver and blue 
and purple, and closer at hand a roaring river raced across the grass, tossing up bits of 
foam that flashed like diamonds. A herd of large, silvery, cat-like creatures lay basking in 
the sunlight by the water, save where they lay in the shade of purple flowers taller than 
they were. One lifted its head and yawned towards her, and Nightstone shuddered to 
watch the sunlight flash from its teeth.
  She could feel the danger of the world's beauty pressing in on her, trying to kill 
her. There were old legends that Faerie and other worlds could be like this, sharp-edged 
and dazzling, always burning into a victim's sight and then mind afterwards. Some died 
with the name of Faerie on their tongues when she was a girl; others simply pined to 
death, saying that they would never again see anything as beautiful.
  Nightstone could feel something else fighting back against the beauty, though. 
She didn't know for sure, but she thought it was probably the magic of the unicorns that 
had guarded her for centuries and granted her her long life. So long as she did nothing to 
endanger her chastity, then she probably didn't have much to fear from Faerie's beauty.
  Nightstone looked down at herself, just to make sure she wasn't naked- there 
were some odd stories about the elves- and found to her relief that she wore a dark gown. 
A little more sober than she would have usually chosen, perhaps, but it fit well and 
covered her from neck to heel, which was what she required of gowns. She went to the 
door, because no one had told her that she couldn't, and pulled it open.
  She blinked, a moment later, and sagged back against the door, not sure if she 
should look away or not.
  Directly in front of the house was a large tree with a white trunk and blue leaves, 
which she hadn't been able to see from the windows. Sitting under it were two Faerie 



elfwomen, their gaze on the male one who hovered in the air, naked, and played a drum 
with intense concentration. Nightstone could feel no breeze, but his long pale hair stirred 
around him as though breezes were blowing it anyway. 
  The elfwomen looked up at her, but only with the kind of incurious glances they 
might give one of the cats or trees. There were no shrieks of "Mortal!" as there sometimes 
were in stories. They just went back to looking at the man, who had his back to her and 
hadn't noticed her appearance.
  Blushing furiously, Nightstone shut the door behind her and crept past them. Her 
cheeks continued to burn until she was away from the house and walking towards the 
river, and she sighed. It will be harder keeping my chastity of mind intact than I thought, 
then. Well, it is a good thing to know.
  Something zoomed past her head, and she looked up, then blinked. In front of her 
hovered an immense dragonfly, except that it had a human head. It examined her closely, 
then buzzed away.
  Nightstone sat down on the bank of the river and trailed her hand in the water, 
wishing she knew whether she was curiosity or guest, marveled over or merely stared at 
when nothing better was in the offing.
  The water bit into her skin with a sharpness and coldness that Nightstone had 
never felt in her own world. The song of the river was altering as she listened to it, 
mingling with the sounds of flutes and drums, and then turning back into water when she 
listened more intently, like something darting away out of the corner of her eye. And 
there were plenty of those, too, fleeting shadows that wheeled away when she tried to 
look at them.
  Nightstone shook her head. I don't like this place. She could feel another pressure 
bearing down on her, but this time it was nothing so arcane as the desire of Faerie's 
beauty to make her bleed. It was only the temptation to start crying or screaming or 
shuddering at the sudden change of everything she had known in her life.
  But she shook it off. She had borne torture in the Temple of Elle, and she could 
bear this. 
  Besides, they are going to help me kill Kymenos. When he falls to his knees 
before me and screams for mercy, then that should be enough to make up for the loss of 
everything else.
  



Chapter 3

 Memories of Home
 "Home is, of course, one of the most tender and most beautiful memories that 
anyone has. It is also usually the most clouded, the most ridiculous, and the most open to 
tenacious, baseless defenses."
  -Attributed to Queen Joydancer of Doralissa.
  "How long has it been since you saw Dalzna?"
  Kymenos grinned at Talazh. The young man's company was a delight to him, 
especially since Norianna continued to chatter in his head about the danger of traveling 
with a Crownkiller, and what would happen to him the moment that Talazh found what 
he, possibly, was. Talazh had never been out of Dalzna until this journey south, and he 
spoke and thought many things that were Dalznan truth, untarnished. Kymenos treasured 
the sound of that innocence.
  "Fourteen years," he said now. "I spent most of that time in Orlath, and finally 
gathered enough money to return home."
  "And why did you leave?"
  "A minor disagreement," said Kymenos. Of course that was not the entire truth, 
but he didn't see any reason to explain the whole mess right now. Talazh could always 
learn it later, if he really wanted to. "And why did you come south? Did they choose you 
for the mission, or did you volunteer?"
  Talazh sighed and looked ahead for a moment. He was riding Sykeen, to the 
horse's disgust, because Kymenos judged that he needed the rest. For the first time all 
morning, Talazh seemed to appreciate the consideration. He certainly took a long time 
gathering his thoughts before he spoke again.
  "They wanted someone to do it. Does that make sense? I would never have left 
Dalzna of my own free will, but I did know that I could do this and spare someone else 
the pain of leaving."
  "I understand perfectly," said Kymenos. He is so perfectly Dalznan. And he tells 
me details about the Crownkillers not because he's innocent, but because he just knows 
that as another Dalznan, I won't betray him. "Home is like nothing else in the world, is 
it?"
  Talazh shook his head, eyes filled with longing. "It is not. It will be good to see it 
again." He paused. "And I am surprised that you could have brought yourself to stay 
away for fourteen years."
  Kymenos frowned a little. They did train him to ask questions, then, even of 
other Dalznans. This could be inconvenient. "It was not my choice," he said, "but 
something entangled me for twelve of those years, and for the first two I was too proud to 
return."
  "Now you're humble?" Talazh was grinning.
  "Not really," said Kymenos, "but I decided that wanting to see home again 
overpowered my minor fears about the disagreement."
  "Where is home?"
  "Dalzna, of course!"
 
  Talazh laughed along with him. "Of course," he said, when Kymenos's laughter 



stopped, "but where in Dalzna?"
 
  "Serian."
  Talazh let his eyes widen. "I have never seen a city so large. Is it really true that 
you can't spit from the walls, because your spit would dry in the air, before it hit the 
stones so far below?"
  Kymenos laughed again and began entertaining the boy with tales of Serian, 
while he calmly fended off Norianna's grumbles.
  You cannot stay with him, the sword fussed. You see how intrusive he is. He 
would learn before long what you are, and that would mean that you would die on the 
end of his sword. I know these Crownkillers. They think the whole of Dalzna should 
belong only to them and those who think as they do, and they would spill any royal blood 
they found.
  I think they are right. And you might be wrong about my being royal. Remember 
that there is still the test of the Lake of the Northern Winds to face, and that I don't have 
the silver ring.
  I am remembering.
   The sword sounded so sulky that Kymenos decided he should leave off teasing 
her for a while, and concentrated entirely on the stories. He had enchanted Talazh so 
much that the young man nearly let a mistake that Kymenos made slip by- but, in the end, 
Kymenos's storytelling powers weren't that good.
  "-and of course that's about as likely as the Light's prophecy about the four royals 
coming true now, so-"
  "Wait."
  Kymenos paused to stare at Talazh, and then heard his own words echoing in his 
ears again and groaned soundlessly. May all the stars shit on me, I think that's done it.
  Talazh reached down and drew one of the knives that Kymenos usually used to 
skin his food from its sheath. Sykeen snorted and stood still, but the boy didn't seem to 
care. All his attention was on Kymenos. "What is this about a prophecy? And royals? And 
how do you know about them?"
  Kymenos looked haughtily at him, while his mind raced. "Why shouldn't I know 
about them? I told you that I've spent twelve years in Orlath."
  "You said that you were entangled," said Talazh, his eyes narrowing. "Could you 
have been entangled in royal matters, I wonder? Were you trying to help Princess Alliana 
take the throne?"
  That was close enough to the truth that Kymenos knew he flushed. Talazh leaned 
over Sykeen's back, evidently not noticing the stallion's twitch. "I asked you a question, 
and I want to know the answer."
  Kymenos sighed aloud, and smoothly lied his way out of trouble. "I should have 
known that you would find out, shouldn't I?" he asked, shaking his head. "They used to 
say that the new recruits weren't all they could be, that all of you were too self-involved 
to read the truth if it was painted on the air, but they were mistaken again. I can't hide it 
from you."
  Talazh blinked at him. Kymenos understood his confusion. The words sounded 
like a confession, but Kymenos wasn't running away and screaming in panic, the way that 
most royal agents would have if they were facing a Crownkiller. "Don't try to confuse 



me," he said, ignoring the fact that he was already openly confused. "I know your tricks."
  "Do you?" Kymenos asked in interest.
  "Yes! You can't convince me that you weren't entangled in royal business."
  "Of course I was!" snapped Kymenos. "Trying to find out some way to stop it. 
They wanted a princess on the throne of Orlath, the Lightworkers. It's only a matter of 
time before they turn their attention to Dalzna, if only to thwart the Crownkillers. I went 
south as an early agent. I was to become close to the Princess Alliana, and kill her if 
possible. Of course, trying to find some way to do that, as well as kill the other members 
of the royal family still alive, wasn't simple. And none of you left back home could help 
me, in case it showed the Light too clearly what we were afraid of, and quickened the 
idea in their minds where they hadn't conceived it before." Kymenos shook his head 
again. "I did finally achieve what I went to do- Alliana is dead, and the other royal family 
bound closely to her death- but dear Dark, it took a long time. And then I go home again, 
and of course meet a young man who could be myself who needs rescuing, and the story 
comes tumbling out again."
  Talazh tried to say something, and finally managed with, "You're a Crownkiller?"
  "Of course I am," said Kymenos calmly.
  What are you doing? Norianna screamed in his mind.
  Shut up, sword, Kymenos snapped, taking a moment both to calm himself and to 
make sure that he didn't speak those words aloud and make Talazh suspicious. "I would 
have told you before, Talazh, but you didn't seem as if you were ready to accept it. And 
I'd like to keep my return across Arvenna as quiet as possible. I've had to escape 
Crownseekers once already, and a crazy Lightworker who thought that I existed mostly to 
make her life uncomfortable. So I didn't mention it, but then I got careless." Kymenos 
sighed. "Shows you what the anticipation of returning home will do to one."
  Talazh blinked slowly. "But that is such a coincidence, to meet with you just as 
you returned across Arvenna. Besides, you didn't give me a sign when you met me that 
you were a Crownkiller." He peered at Kymenos suspiciously. "Why didn't you?"
  This should be good, said Norianna.
  "Simple," said Kymenos. "I didn't know it. I've spent over a decade on my own in 
the south, trying to help destroy a threat that hardly anyone else believed was a threat. I 
don't know the signs and countersigns and all the other earnest nonsense that the 
Crownkillers who have the time for such things play with in the north." He glared at 
Talazh, who had the grace to lower his head and look abashed. "You should have asked 
me for it before, and then we could have told each other the truth from the beginning."
  Talazh shook his head and blinked. "But you said that you were going to Serian. 
Are there Crownkillers in Serian? Most of them are gathered around the Lake of the 
Northern Winds, just in case the royal Heir that many still believe exists shows up there 
to claim his crown."
  Kymenos restrained his hilarity with difficulty. He knew that Norianna had to be 
listening, from the way she vibrated in her sheath, and he couldn't wait to hear her 
reaction. "I was an early recruit," he said, "during the days when the Crownkillers still 
had some presence in Serian. In fact, I was a trainee mage in the Star Circle at the time. 
But the Star Circle has always been too remote from the world for me, and their training 
didn't agree with me. So I managed to make myself so obnoxious to them that they finally 
shoved me out of their ranks. I went south, to begin my true work of thwarting the Light 



that I knew must be about to make a move."
  "But that would have been two years before the Dark attacks that destroyed the 
royal families," said Talazh, with a faint frown.
  "There was already a Light-Destined Heir in Rivendon," said Kymenos. "I did 
think about going to Rivendon to deal with her, but while I was still in Arvenna, I heard 
about the birth of the Heir of Orlath. I hastened south then. Orlath has always been the 
most royalty-focused of any country except Doralissa, and I knew I couldn't operate in 
the jungles. Orlath was the best choice. I only had to kill one of the royals, and the 
prophecy would be broken."
  Not necessarily, said Norianna in his mind, her voice shaking with fury.
  Shut up, sword, said Kymenos, but more cheerfully now. He could see the slow 
change in Talazh's face, the slow acceptance of what he hadn't wanted to believe true.
  "What was this prophecy?" Talazh asked then.
  Kymenos grinned. "One that said the four royals would rule in peace and Light 
forever, of course. But there was a chance that they could be destroyed, and the prophecy 
needed all four of them to work. Without them, Light's been running in circles. And 
Princess Alliana is most definitely dead."
  "How did the prophecy go, exactly?"
  Kymenos dipped his head. "Well, of course, since I was so dedicated to stopping 
it, I have the words in my head." Norianna?
  A short silence from the sword. You can't expect me to help you with this, she said 
after a moment. It goes against every idea of Destiny.
  Someone dedicated to stopping the prophecy would know it by heart. I don't. You 
give me the words or he tries to kill me. Maybe even gets away and spreads word of me to  
other Crownkillers.
   There was a longer grudging silence. Talazh had just begun to stare suspiciously 
when Norianna dumped the words into his mind, and Kymenos recited them as gracefully 
as he knew how.
  "She who sings sees now a great vision;
 The cry of ravens she hears, who deride
 The attempt to reclaim those who have died.
 The great ones of Light come to a decision,
 And influence the birth of four Heirs of Light 
 Who shall make the world forever bright,
 And turn the Kingdoms into a deep paradise,
 Though only with blood and fire's sacrifice.
 But they must be the true and four royal Heirs,
 Or else this paradise shall never come to pass.
 This prophecy is as fragile as glass.
 Before the advent of the black stone's cares."
   There was silence when he had finished. Kymenos looked ahead for a long 
moment, then looked at Talazh. If the young Crownkiller was preparing to slay him, then 
he wanted to know.
  He was startled to see tears on Talazh's cheeks.
  "Talazh?" he asked. "I did not mean to make you fear. The prophecy is shattered. 
The four royal Heirs are only three now."



  Maybe not, Norianna snarled in his mind, but by now Kymenos had become used 
to ignoring her. He was more concerned about the boy, anyway.
  Talazh shook his head, cleared his throat, and said, "That sounds horrible. And 
definite. The Heirs would have ruled the Kingdoms, maybe all of them, without you. But 
you have made sure there is some hope in the world. And you went south to do it all 
alone." He reached down and grasped Kymenos's arm. "Thank you."
  Kymenos inclined his head.
  You don't deserve his regard, said Norianna.
  I do feel a little bad about deceiving him, said Kymenos. I even regret the 
necessity. Does that make it better?
   Norianna didn't speak to him again, but Talazh said, "Everyone should know 
about this."
  Kymenos laughed. "Wait until we are out of Arvenna, I beg you." He looked 
towards the mountains that loomed ahead of them. These were the lower slopes of the 
Dalorths, and they would be better off climbing them and continuing on into the 
Mountains proper, rather than trying to go across the Shelin Valley, covered with farms 
and villages. "There are many here who would kill us, even if they aren't Crownseekers, 
if we spoke such words."
  "I know," said Talazh, letting his arm go at last. "But it is something, to know that 
I am riding in the presence of the savior of the world."
  Such attention is nice, isn't it? said Norianna in his head.
  I wouldn't save the world by being a royal Heir. I would only corrupt it, said 
Kymenos, and smiled at the boy. "I only did what I thought I had to do."
 



 Chapter 4

 Starwalkers' Hall
 "Of course there are legends of the ancient days, before Shara and the other gods 
had to flee before Elle, and when they had more power to order the world as they thought  
right. There are legends of Starwalkers from that time, strong assassins trained to walk 
beyond the worlds. But they died so long ago that no one knows if the death is real, or 
only the death of a legend."
  -Tessa Wetwings, historian of Amorier.
  "This will be your home for the duration of your training."
  Ternora blinked away the silver and gold sparks of light that were still swarming 
across her vision, and then stepped back. Directly in front of her, a great cat crouched and 
snarled, and around its neck, a spiked collar projected into the air.
  Then she saw it more closely, and managed to cover up her embarrassment with a 
weak cough. It was only a statue of a lion, and the mane had been spiked and projected 
around the head, in a manner that Ternora had never seen before.
  "Come."
  Ternora glanced hard at Shara, thinking she had heard amusement in the 
goddess's voice, but Shara stepped past her before Ternora could look her in the eyes, and 
led the way around the stone lion. One of Shara's hands did reach out and caress the back 
of the neck, in between the spikes of the mane, but Ternora wasn't sure what the gesture 
was meant to do.
  "This will be your home for the duration of your training," said Shara again, as if 
she thought that Ternora had forgotten her words between her first mention of them and 
now. "This is the place where all the Starwalkers trained."
  Ternora walked around the statue and saw the soaring hall for the first time. She 
blinked. It seemed to be a fairly ordinary building for most of its length, but then two 
great, slender towers climbed into the air near the far end of it, so thin and so high that 
Ternora wondered how they managed to hold their weight up.
  "What did the Starwalkers do?" she asked, turning her head to look up at Shara, 
and surprising a look of sorrow on the goddess's face. The Lady of the Night banished it 
in the next instant, though, and turned to look at her with a motherly, stern expression.
  "They were my assassins," she said. "They could walk between the worlds, and 
they were the only mortals who could. That made sure they could pursue their quarry 
anywhere. Many times the fey interfered to rescue my enemies and carry them 
somewhere else, and so the Starwalkers were essential. We know now that Alami is fey, 
and to pursue her, you need this training."
  "I want to kill Prince Warcourage, and not just Alami," said Ternora, who was 
still having trouble remembering not to call the woman "Savior."
  "Of course," said Shara, and then smiled. "But surely, since the woman so 
humiliated you, you will not exempt her from your vengeance?"
  "Well, no-"
 
  "Good." Shara stepped forward and touched the heavy door of the hall, 
ornamented with yet more of the crouching lions. It faded away at the brush of her hand, 
and she led the way into the hall beyond. Ternora followed, looking over her shoulder to 



see that Alira paced with her head lowered.
  "Is something wrong with Alira, my lady?" she asked, wondering if the High 
Priestess was sick.
  Shara glanced back impatiently. "Nothing at all. She just didn't like the 
Starwalkers when they first lived, and she sees no reason to bring them back now. But 
only a Starwalker could track Alami and Warcourage in all the places they might go, and 
that's what you want to do, isn't it?"
  "Yes," said Ternora firmly. "You know it was the reason I joined your priestesses 
in the first place."
  "It should not have been."
  Ternora glanced over her shoulder to meet Alira's eyes this time, and fell back a 
step at the hostility there. She had never seen the High Priestess look angry- joyous and 
fearful and calm most of all, but she had never known that Alira could hate. Still less 
would she have expected Alira to be angry at her.
  "What is it, Alira?" she asked.
  "You should have become a novice priestess in the usual way," said Alira. "We 
should never have allowed you into our ranks. And the goddess should not have accepted 
you when She saw what the ruling desire of your soul was."
  "I accepted her of my own free will," said Shara, with a coldness in her voice that 
Ternora hadn't thought her capable of. "And I will hear nothing more of this, Alira. You 
have spoken your words, and I have found them unworthy of a priestess. You will speak 
them no more."
  "My Lady-"
  "I will not listen, Alira." Shara turned, her back to one of the pillars that 
supported the hall's roof. "I made my decision, and I will not deny that I thought of 
Ternora as a Starwalker when I first saw her. But the decision is made now, and if she had 
wanted to become an ordinary priestess, then I would have agreed. She has chosen to 
become a Starwalker." She looked at Ternora. "I believe, at least."
  "Yes," said Ternora firmly. Her heart shivered with the thought of the power that 
she would have, the power to walk from world to world. It was a power that half-elves 
could never master, and that had been lost even to the Light elves for centuries. Surely, if 
she acquired it, she would be able to do more than just track Alami and Warcourage. She 
would be able to visit other worlds and gaze on their beauty. She had always wanted to 
see what Faerie looked like.
  "It is still wrong," said Alira.
  "It is not," said Shara, and now her voice was sharp. "Or do you question my 
decisions so much that you wish to leave my service?"
  Alira knelt at once, her dark robe pooling around her. "My lady, never. You know 
that my life is Yours."
  Shara eyed her for a moment more, and then smiled and walked over to her. 
Bending, she made a gesture of blessing on Alira that Ternora couldn't see; it might have 
been a touch on her face. Shara pulled back with a little sigh, and said, "Sometimes I 
wonder that I am so indulgent. My servants question my decisions, and yet I let them go 
on living."
  "Yes, my lady," said Alira, staring at the floor, which, Ternora noted, was 
ornamented with yet more lions. "Elle would have destroyed me for daring to question 



Her."
  "At one time," said Shara, and her face was soft and thoughtful, even in between 
the shifting human and elven features. "Now, I am not so sure that she would do that. But 
I would not make the test."
  "I understand, my lady."
  Ternora coughed, hoping she could distract Alira from saying something else 
unfortunate, and Shara from paying so much attention to her High Priestess. "And when 
is the training to begin?"
  "Oh, soon," said Shara. "There is still someone left who used to train the 
Starwalkers, and I have summoned him. But he has been asleep for centuries, and it will 
take time for him to rise."
  Ternora looked around the hall again. "My lady, why are there so many lions 
everywhere?"
  "That was the symbol of the Starwalkers," said Shara absently, staring into the 
back of the hall as though she expected something to appear there. "It was a sign by 
which they could always recognize each other, sometimes carved on a piece of wood they 
carried with them, sometimes burned on a piece of clothing or a sword. The most 
dedicated branded it on their hands."
  "I don't think I'll do that."
  Shara laughed. "I only had one in the last centuries who did that. And here is your 
teacher!" She gestured to the end of the hall.
  Ternora turned to face the far end of the hall, expecting a human or an elf or 
perhaps one of the other kinds of fey. She blinked when she saw a lion there, the living 
counterpart of the stone one outside the door of the hall, his mane standing out around his 
head in the same spikes.
  "His name is Elnorth," said Shara affectionately, walking forward and reaching 
out a hand to the lion. He bounded towards her at once, and bowed his head so that she 
could scratch behind his head, probably in the same place she had scratched the statue. 
He never took his large amber eyes off Ternora. "He has trained many Starwalkers, and 
never found one he could not teach."
  "And will you stay, my lady?" Ternora asked.
  "Alas, no," said Shara. "I must leave and get ready for the war that is coming. 
There are Darkworkers to punish for hurting my faithful, and other powers to persuade of 
my good intentions. Alira, you will come with me."
  "My lady, I still must object-"
  "You can object as easily in your own Temple as here," said Shara, and snapped 
her fingers. Swirling gold and silver light sprang into being around her, and then around 
Alira, and whirled them both away before Ternora could make a complaint of her own, or 
say anything at all.
  Left alone, Ternora stared at Elnorth. The lion snarled at her, then turned and 
padded towards the back of the hall. Ternora, shuddering a little at the thought of what 
those teeth could do to her, followed him, since she couldn't think of anything else the 
gesture meant.
  The back of the hall turned out to be much further away, and much darker, than 
she had thought. As she walked past them, the pillars became shorter and shorter, and 
finally faded away altogether, although the ceiling seemed the same distance from the 



floor as it always had. Ternora looked up towards the ceiling, and could see only 
darkness.
  Elnorth growled. Ternora shook her head, deciding that she had more important 
things to worry about than the ceiling, and hurried after him into the darkest corner of all.
  The lion stood in front of what looked like a mirror, though Ternora, gazing into 
it, saw only more darkness. She was puzzled as to how she could see at all, since there 
had been no sun outside the hall and there were no lamps inside it, but the mirror 
shimmered, and she watched attentively.
  A vision of stars appeared. Ternora sighed in appreciation. This was like the 
vision she had seen when Shara had taken them between the worlds to Elle's country. The 
stars sparkled many different colors, not only silver or white but also pink and blue and 
even green, now and then. She felt almost as if she could reach out and scoop them out of 
the mirror.
  Elnorth gave another growl, and then reached a paw into the mirror. Ternora 
blinked, then blinked again when a heavy paw settled itself in the middle of her back and 
shoved her forward. She braced her hands on the edges of the mirror, and so did not fall 
through it, but her head went through.
  Beyond the short curtain of what felt like dark and cold water, there was another 
country. Ternora caught her breath. This was Faerie, she felt almost certain. The short 
silver grass was similar to the grass in the world that Savior had told Warcourage she had 
created. There was a great hill in the distance, upon which a light gleamed, and Ternora 
felt her gaze rising in that direction. But before she could see what it was, fire or beacon 
or city, the paw pulled her back.
  Ternora stared at Elnorth as she ducked out of the mirror. "That was Faerie, 
wasn't it?" she asked.
  The lion dipped his head in a short nod. One paw was still through the mirror, 
and when it came back out, it bore a flower with it. Elnorth held out the flower towards 
Ternora with another growl.
  Ternora accepted the flower and examined it curiously. It appeared to be made of 
metal rather than of petals and stem and roots, and it gleamed sharply as she turned it. 
She ran a finger down the edge of a petal, then snatched it back with an exclamation. 
Blood welled in a straight line down her finger.
  Elnorth made another sound that might have been intended to signal amusement, 
then turned back to the mirror. He moved a paw in a complicated, shuffling pattern on the 
floor, which Ternora tried to trace but could not, and the mirror went dark again, no 
longer showing even the vision of stars. Then he turned and paced back towards the 
brighter portions of the hall.
  Ternora followed him, sucking on her finger and pondering the purpose of that 
lesson. "You wanted to tell me something with this flower," she said to the lion's back, 
holding up the flower just in case he looked back. "But what? I don't know how you 
opened the mirror and reached through into Faerie. It would help if you told me how, so 
then I could do it myself."
  Elnorth looked back at her with impatient eyes, then bounded off. Ternora hurried 
after him, but when she walked into the light again, he was gone. She turned in a slow 
circle, suddenly afraid that he was crouching on the column of a pillar, ready to jump 
down upon her.



  Nothing was there. Only the empty, open hall, and the strange light streaming in 
through the windows, and a small dusty pile of objects in the corner nearest the door. 
Since no one seemed inclined to tell her any differently, Ternora walked forward and 
examined the pile.
  It was made of books, she found, and clothes, and branding irons, and long thin 
strips of ribbon that could have easily bound someone to a chair. Ternora picked up one 
of the tunics and turned it back and forth, admiring the silvery shimmer. Then she sniffed 
herself, and made a face. Yes, she could do with a bath, and clean clothes at the end of it.
  Carrying the tunic, she went to the door of the hall. Perhaps there would be a 
stream outside it; she hadn't had much chance to look around before the stone lion 
loomed up in front of her and then Shara had ushered her inside the hall. She touched the 
door confidently, thinking that it would fade just as it had for Shara.
  Nothing happened.
  Ternora stared, and then pressed again. Nothing continued, stubbornly, to happen. 
She leaned on the door, tapped on it, pulled on its edge, pushed it, and kicked it. The last 
hurt the most, but none of them moved the door.
  Ternora hissed. "I'm trapped here until- until what?" she asked. "Until my 
training is done?"
  "Until you learn how to leave."
  Ternora turned quickly. Someone was coming towards her from the far end of the 
hall, and Ternora resolved to be as polite as possible to him, since he was bigger than she 
was.
  When he came near, though, she found it harder. He was pale of skin and had the 
same constantly moving wings that she had last seen on Savior, and the same sneering 
expression.
  "You were brought to the Starwalkers' hall, and they didn't tell you that you had 
to wait to leave?" he asked.
  Ternora rolled her eyes. I'm having to put up with a lot. I hope what they teach 
me to do to Warcourage is worth it.
  



Chapter 5

 Kinessi and Alnessi
  "There were fey wars long before the establishment of the Kingdoms, and long 
before humanity even came to be. Who knows how long the fey have lived and made the 
Kingdoms their battleground?"
 -Attributed to the Historian Queen of Arvenna.
  "There it is."
  Elary shivered at the tone in Silar's voice. The woman was gazing at the cracked, 
three-headed mountain as though it were an enemy. Given the stories that she and Melior 
had told about the Caves Radiancia as they drew closer and closer to the completion of 
Mitherill's quest, Elary wasn't surprised. She was surprised that they had agreed to go 
near it at all, in fact. There were monsters who lived there, Melior had whispered, 
monsters that hated humans and liadrai and the kinessi that Silar was part of alike.
  "How soon should we enter?" Elary asked, turning absently to the side as Silar 
wheeled in the air. She had learned much more about flying over the past few days, 
including the best way to turn so that she didn't impede Silar and Melior too much as they 
carried her.
  "Not before dawn," said Silar. "There are many stories that my people tell of 
fighting and winning battles on the slopes of the Three-Headed Dragon, but I would not 
enter at dusk. No one who enters at dusk will come out again."
  "The Three-Headed Dragon?"
  "The mountain itself."
  Elary gazed at it in silence as they wheeled past one final time, Silar gaining 
height and speed to return to their camp. She thought she could see the cave entrance they 
would need to use, the one that led to the caverns that hid the Diamond of Ezudlos. It was 
high up on the mountain, and gaped darkly into the distance, like a beast yawning.
  Or just a mouth, Elary told her firmly. The most recent tale that Melior and Silar 
told was five hundred years old. Surely that should mean that the monsters have gone to 
sleep.
  Or died, even. Elary contented herself with that cheerful thought as they flew 
back to camp.
 ******
  She had to summon another mood when they landed. Melior stood up at once 
from beside what should have been their small fire, but was in fact only a pile of ashes, 
her face pale and grim.
  "Winged shapes in the north, Silar," she said. "And they did not draw close to us, 
nor did they respond to the kiness whistles that you told me to use. They hung there, 
watching us for a while, and then wheeled off."
  Silar nodded shortly. "I had thought that might happen," she said, and moved off 
to draw the long, curved blade she had carried openly since she joined them.
  Elary stepped up to Melior and lowered her voice. Mitherill sat in a trance not far 
away, and they had learned it was risky to interrupt the Princess when she was like that. 
At the least, they would get a blast of screams and tears in the face, which neither woman 
wanted. "Do you think we will have to fight?"
  Melior nodded. "I am almost sure they are alnessi, and from the stories Silar tells 



about them, they are implacable. They will stop at nothing to seize Mitherill and drag her 
back to Faerie."
  Elary nodded in turn. "Then there is something I want to talk to Silar about. Do 
you think, if both of us died, you could take Mitherill and still make for the Caves 
Radiancia? Silar said not to enter them in the twilight-"
 
  "Not would I," said Melior fervently. "It must be daylight, or never entering them 
at all. But what do you think will happen to you and Silar?"
  "You know that Silar means to fight them," said Elary, looking towards the 
winged woman. She was spinning in slow circles, her blade cutting the air around her 
with little sighs.
  "Yes, I do," said Melior.
  "I want to go with her," said Elary. "There is a battle tactic I remember learning 
about from my mother when I was very young. It might work to drive the alnessi back 
and convince them to leave us alone for a time."
  Melior nodded slowly. "That would be worth a risk. But do you think that Silar 
will you let you accompany her?"
  "Oh, yes."
  Melior laughed softly. "I recognize the look in your eyes. Just remember that 
Mitherill didn't get much sleep last night, and these trances are the next best thing. Don't 
wake her up with your shouting."
  "I'll try not to," said Elary simply, and then turned and made her way towards 
Silar, who was now fanning her wings as though she would use them to mimic the cut of 
her blade through the air.
  Silar stopped moving when she saw Elary, and nodded tensely. "Elary. I think 
that you should get Mitherill into the caves as soon as possible."
  "Not at dawn?" Elary paused and raised an eyebrow. Silar seemed to have taken 
on the responsibility of protecting them, as if it were her fault that her distant kin were 
chasing them, and she wasn't inclined to share it. But we will see about that.
   "Only retreat inside if you must before the sun rises," Silar conceded. "But even 
going into the caves in the darkness, as little as I like it, would be preferable to having 
Mitherill fall into the grip of the alnessi. The monsters are old dangers, and they may be 
gone by now, or dead, or so deeply asleep that no one can wake them. But the alnessi are 
implacable."
  "Then why are you staying to fight them?" Elary asked quietly. "Why not join us 
in flying Mitherill to the Caves now, and standing ready to retreat inside if we have to?"
  Silar blinked. "Was I that obvious?"
  "You told me that I should get Mitherill into the caves. Not you."
  Silar thought about that for a moment, then shrugged. "It is true. The alnessi 
would not hesitate to follow us into the caves, or at least, not for long. And in a place 
underground and which I don't know at all, I am less confident about my ability to face 
and fight them than I am in the open air."
  "They have to be stopped."
  "Yes."
  "If I told you that I had a plan that might do that, and that I wanted to say with 
you and fight beside you, would you lay that against me?"



  Silar's eyes chilled at once, to something complex between blue and gray. "I 
cannot let you do this, Elary."
  "Why not?"
  "They are alnessi. I am kiness. I am the one who thought, foolishly, that working 
with the Serpents would keep Mitherill out of their hands. I am the one who brought this 
on us all."
 
  Elary laughed. "You can't claim all the blame for that. I've lain awake damning 
myself for taking Mitherill from Shadow's hands."
  "But you couldn't have known-"
  "Exactly." Elary fixed her eyes on Silar's face. "Are you going to argue with me 
about who deserves the greater share of the blame, or are you going to stop arguing and 
let me fight beside you?"
  A small smile brushed along Silar's lips. Elary rarely thought she was seeing the 
woman's true face, so skilled was Silar with Illusion, but this was close to reality, 
probably. "You realize that we will fight in air."
  "I know that. I think that you could still use my help, if I stay behind and remain 
on the ground when you fly."
 
  "How?"
  "Ilzán magic," said Elary. "I can use it very near the time of the attack, and then 
you would have a greater chance of frightening them away for a long time."
  "Why couldn't you give me the magic and leave?"
  "Because it works best if I can apply it to your sword right before the battle. It 
fades quickly, and by the time battle came, it might have faded altogether."
  Silar considered her for a long moment. Then she said, "You want to do what's 
best for Mitherill, don't you?"
  "I think this is best-"
  "I wasn't questioning that," murmured Silar. "But I was just making sure that that 
is your sole reason for doing this."
  "Of course it is," said Elary, her head firmly uplifted, and her eyes steady as they 
met Silar's. She knew the fey woman would see nothing but sincerity in her face, since 
that was the way she wanted so badly to look.
  The fact that it's best for the rest of us, too, is just a side-note.
  *******
  "Here they come."
  The words woke Elary up at once, though she thought Silar might have spoken 
them softly on purpose, as much to try and leave Elary sleeping as to avoid warning their 
enemies. Silar gave her a quick, annoyed glance when she sat up that almost confirmed 
that. Elary grinned and studied the sky ahead of her to keep Silar from seeing the grin.
  The starlight was faint, but the sight of an ilzán, or anyone who shared their 
blood, was better in the darkness than the sight of a full-blooded human. Elary made out 
the winged shapes swooping with dazzling speed across the stars. Four of them, she 
judged, and moving so fast that she put aside all thought of flying with Silar. The kiness 
would need all the advantages she could get in the air.
  "You said that you could give me ilzán magic that would benefit me in the fight," 



said Silar tightly. "I suggest that you give it to me now. There's no telling if there's more 
of them, watching us right now."
  Elary swallowed back her questions, and said, "Hold out your sword. I only need 
to touch the tip."
  Silar drew the blade from its great sheath on her back and held it out. Elary 
closed her eyes, and recalled the words that her mother had murmured to her on a lazy 
day as they lay in the grass of the Corlirin Plains together.
  Sometimes, you can call diseases that don't need a human to live. You can call 
such a sickness onto stone or metal instead of directly into flesh. It s a great gift, and a 
weapon as well, but you should never use it unless you are prepared to accept the 
consequences. Such sicknesses can easily spread.
   Elary called one of the sicknesses she knew now that could survive on metal and 
bone and cloth, and imbued it with all of her determination to make it to the Caves 
Radiancia and out alive with Mitherill, and all of her determination to see Silar survive 
the flight. The sword gave a little hiss, and Elary opened her eyes to see the metal 
smoking as though she had scored it with acid. Silar blinked, examined it, and then 
looked at her with new respect.
  "What did you do to it?"
  "Gave it a disease," said Elary. "Strike them with the tip, and it should jump to 
them."
  "Will it work quickly enough?"
  "Oh, yes," said Elary, shuddering a little. The magic had taken something out of 
her, and summoning the intention to kill when she still considered herself a healer had 
taken more. "Just make sure that you don't touch the tip yourself."
  Silar nodded, looking impressed, and then stood up. The alnessi saw her at once 
and swooped towards her. Elary watched narrowly, but saw none of them draw blades of 
their own.
  That was because, she saw a moment later, they were readying longbows, tossing 
them from feet to hands and then stringing them with a skill that bespoke long practice. 
She caught Silar's arm just as the kiness woman spread her wings.
  "Can you dodge their arrows?"
 
  Silar winked at her. "Watch me," she said, and sprang into the air, flying openly 
towards the alnessi.
   Two of them had arrows already nocked, and shot at Silar without hesitation. 
Silar braked in place and then dived. One arrow went past her, and the other went above, 
and then she wheeled neatly past the next two. The moment after that, her wings were 
beating so powerfully that even Elary, inexperienced at watching battles in the air, could 
see that she would be even with the alnessi before they had time to string any more 
arrows.
  The alnessi tossed their bows back into their feet, and from there over their 
shoulders. Then they closed. Elary decided they meant to close on Silar and pull her out 
of the air.
  There were only four of them-
  Five, Elary realized, as one circled up from below. She didn't stop to think, 
seizing a stone that lay near at hand and imbuing it with the same disease that she had 



given Silar's blade. Then she stood and yelled, "Over here!"
  The alness turned at once, and flew for her as though she had never intended 
anything else. Elary threw the rock when she was close enough to be sure of a hit.
  The alness caught it in one hand, and then looked at the weapon and laughed. 
"Do you think that you can hurt me with such a toy?" she asked in heavily accented 
Arvennese.
  "Oh, yes," said Elary, who saw the moment when her enemy's face changed. An 
expression of startlement blossomed there, but it was not far ahead of the racing sores. 
The alness woman lifted her hands to her face, and screamed when she felt the skin 
pulling out. Elary winced even as she watched with grim satisfaction. Smallpox was ugly, 
an ugly weapon to inflict even on one's enemies, and one that her mother had made her 
promise never to use unless she could think of nothing else.
  Elary turned away from the woman whose face was already ravaged with the pox 
scars, and looked towards the battle. The screams of the alnessi reached her ears, then, 
and she saw two of them reeling across the sky, clawing at their faces. The other two had 
divided, one hovering in front of Silar, one behind. Silar turned easily back and forth, 
swinging the sword that neither wanted to touch.
  One of the alnessi shouted something. Elary couldn't hear what it was, but it 
made Silar laugh and shout something back.
  At once, the wings of the alnessi beat, and they fled. The scarred ones reeled after 
them. Elary, squinting as Silar flew back towards her, was almost sure she saw one of 
them fall from the sky, but she wasn't really sure.
  Silar landed on the ledge, smiling, and bowed to Elary. "Thank you," she said 
when she straightened. "I don't think that I could have won that battle without your 
magic." She glanced at her sword. "I should clean the blood-"
  Elary seized her hand when she started to touch the blade. "Did you forget what I 
told you about the magic lingering?"
  Silar blinked, then laughed. "That is twice that I owe you my life, then."
  Elary nodded firmly back. "That should scare them off, you think?"
  "Oh, yes." Silar looked directly at her for a moment. "And I shall remember that I 
cannot always defend Mitherill by myself."
  Elary smiled. "Of course you can't. I am Mitherill's guardian, after all, and 
Destiny must have had a reason for choosing me."



 Chapter 6

 The Return of Faerie
 "No one now lives who remembers the power of Faerie as it was meant to be 
remembered. Perhaps some of the elves retain faint memories of the time, but that is not 
what it was really like."
  -Sorrasonde, Prince of Doralissa and husband of Queen Aneron.
  Olumer stepped further back, away from Pannerel's side, as the rainbow swirl in 
the sky intensified. Then Pannerel uttered a short whistling sound, and the sky snapped 
open, the colors falling all around them like a rain of light.
  Olumer stared, then remembered to avert his eyes. There were old legends that 
the beauty of Faerie creatures could destroy the sight.
  "They will not hurt you," said Pannerel, his voice soft. "They are safe for fey or 
even humans to look at. They once ran the whole of Faean, and they harmed no one 
then."
 Olumer looked back, and saw that a herd of horses circled around Pannerel, 
tossing their heads and snorting as though they found the smell of Rivendon's air 
disagreeable. They were all ill-proportioned, their necks impossibly slender and their 
heads ridiculously small, but somehow they moved on legs like reeds and still looked 
beautiful and graceful. They had black coats and long silver manes and tails. Their eyes 
gleamed like coins. One of them looked directly at Olumer and then turned away, 
snorting so hard it might have been blowing its nose.
 "What are they?" Olumer asked. His voice was hushed, awed, and he found that 
he couldn't raise it above a whisper when he tried, even though he didn't want to sound as 
though the sight of the horses meant so much to him.
 "The horses of the Hunt," said Pannerel, caressing the silver mane of one horse. It 
leaned into his hand, snorting slightly as though it welcomed his touch, narrowed eyes on 
Olumer warning him not to try and mimic the elf. "They have stood in stables for a long 
time, awaiting an hour when they could be of service. And now they have come forth into 
the world." He stepped back, smiling, as another fall of light took place from the rainbow 
patch in the sky. "And here are their riders."
 This time, Olumer did look away for fear that he might be blinded, not least 
because the elves were clad in armor that flashed like metal but was colored like flowers. 
Their voices rang in his ears, fair and wild, and so sweet that Olumer was blinking away 
tears as well, even though he hadn't looked at them directly since the first glimpse. He 
heard the steps of delicate feet, the stamp of the horses' hooves, and then a sound like silk 
sliding against silk.
 When he turned back, all the elves were mounted, and the sunlight no longer 
flashed from their armor like metal. As he watched, in fact, they muted themselves more 
and more, even the horses seeming to turn the color of shadows and air, until only the 
restless stirring of the animals showed they were there at all. The elves sat still. They 
might not have been breathing. Olumer had heard that elves could do such things, but he 
didn't want to check and see if their chests were motionless.
 "What are they?" he asked Pannerel, who was still standing nearby with the only 
visible horse.
 "The first strike force," said Pannerel. "Our cavalry."



 "And whom are you fighting?"
 Pannerel looked at him, every trace of a smile gone from his face. "Those who 
would destroy us. Those who would kill Faerie elves and think they can get away with it. 
Some of our targets are nearby, and some are far away. But this force will ride into Faean, 
and bring down death here."
 "Faean?" Bewilderment must have wet Olumer's mouth, since he didn't think that 
he had enough saliva left to do it on his own. "And where is that?"
 "You do not recognize the name?" Pannerel asked, and then softened as if he 
should have expected that. "Of course. The elves took the name with them, whether we 
went to Faerie or Dezeywandu or Elfwood. And your memories are still drowsing under 
the shining net. Faean was once the true name of this world. And then the elves went to 
other places, and learned that this was not the only world, after all."
 He turned as one of the riders said something in the elven language, and answered 
in the same tongue. Olumer looked at the riders in the meantime, trying to form his mind 
into something that would comprehend this.
  They're going to take revenge. That was the main thing he kept running into and 
foundering against. Elves didn't do that. They huddled in the Elfwood or they lived in 
other worlds. Even after a hundred years ago, when the Faerie elves had reappeared, that 
hadn't really changed. Olumer was used to almost every other kind of fey doing 
something more active among the humans than the elves.
 He wondered what the elves taking revenge would be like, and decided that he 
didn't want to know.
 And that was the problem. He would have to know. If the elves planned to harm 
Cadona or the powers that she depended on for her protection, Destiny or Light, then he 
would have to-
 Then Olumer stopped and made himself think about such things. I still behave as 
though I'm protecting her. Why is this? Is Destiny reaching for me? Or do I just find it 
hard to give up the idea of protecting and serving my pack, since I did that for centuries, 
even if I didn't know it?
  He could step back, and if the elves destroyed Destiny and Light, then they would 
destroy Cadona. He need not interfere.
 But that would probably destroy Rivendon.
 Olumer let out his breath. That was what I forgot. I didn't swear by the cold just 
to stop Cadona. I swore to stop her, and make sure that Lyli is free, and that this army 
she has is put back in its proper place. And I think that I swore to bring peace to 
Rivendon, too. If it wasn't in the original vow, then I'm going to put it in the second one 
I'm swearing this moment.
 And watching the elves ride across the world and the Kingdoms unopposed is not 
the best way to achieve this.
  He turned to Pannerel, who had just finished his conversation with the mounted 
elf and stepped back, smiling and nodding. "Who are you taking vengeance on?" he 
asked.
 "Pardon?" Pannerel glanced at him, wild light still flaring in his eyes, but looking 
more human than he had since the sky opened.
 "Who are you taking vengeance on? Is it anything that would interfere with my 
stopping Cadona, or bringing peace to Rivendon?"



 Pannerel blinked at him. "I don't know. Has Elle stood behind Cadona until now? 
I didn't think that She had. But we are going to destroy Elle, and perhaps the Light and 
Destiny, if they insist on standing in our way."
 "That could harm Cadona."
 "You wouldn't mind that."
 "He most certainly would."
 Olumer turned swiftly. Striding towards him was Cadona, her long silver hair 
swirling behind her, her silver eyes blazing with a rage that went far beyond the bounds 
of temper. The King who had challenged Olumer walked close behind her, smiling at 
Olumer when their eyes met.
 "You cannot challenge my authority," said Cadona. "And since you are here near 
my army, I must assume that you mean to fight for me."
 Pannerel bowed to her, and his tone was polite, so polite that it took Olumer a 
moment to listen to the words. "My lady, you are not a ruler of elves. Indeed, if I had my 
way, you would rule only bones and heaps of dung."
 Cadona blinked and seemed to need the time to think about that for a long 
moment. Then she said, "You can't talk to me like that. I am a Princess, and my guardians 
will not permit it."
 "No, we will not," said the King, and stepped forward.
 Olumer felt Cadona's gaze turn towards him, and he wondered for a moment what 
he should do. He stood against Cadona, but if he let her find that out too soon, then all the 
work had been for nothing.
  On the other hand, whatever I must do to stop Cadona, I am sure that I don't want  
the elves to use it. They would destroy everything in their path, simply because it stood in  
their paths. Cadona would bring destruction, but nothing like they would.
  "I will not permit it," he said, and was sure that for a moment Cadona looked at 
him in relief. He determined to ignore the sensation, though. Probably he had only 
thought that because he wanted to believe that she would look to him for something 
besides agreement.
 "You don't have any choice," said Pannerel. "Of course, it would be lovely and 
heroic, to see you fight against us in a doomed last stand. But that is not something we 
can permit." He nodded to one of the almost invisible elves, and she rode forward, 
drawing a sword that flashed in the air like a falling flower. 'And we cannot permit you to 
march across the land with your army that feeds on blood and magic, Princess Cadona. 
We are only taking them from you so that we may safeguard the rest of your Kingdom. I 
trust that you understand."
 "I do not understand," said Cadona. "You will take them from me, you say. You, 
and who else?"
 The flashing sword struck then, and severed through the stone neck of the ancient 
King as though it were a butterfly. The stone head bounced and rolled away, still wearing 
a living expression of anger. The body wavered for a moment, and then collapsed into 
pebbles, and then into dust.
 The elf who had killed the King became visible for a moment, looking down at 
Cadona with eyes sterner than Olumer had ever seen Pannerel's become. "Take this as a 
warning, child. You cannot bend everyone in the Kingdoms to your will, and there are fey 
forces no human can stand against, not even if the human is sculpted of living rock." She 



turned and called something in the elven tongue to the riders, and then the horses began 
to trot forward, now and then shimmering oddly into being as they moved from stones of 
one color to ones of a slightly different hue.
 "Stop them, Olumer!" cried Cadona.
 Olumer took a deep breath and moved forward so that he stood in the horses' path 
He expected to feel the pain when they rode over him, but the lead horse halted, and the 
elfwoman who ride it leaned forward so that he met her eye to eye.
 "You do not belong here," she said, but there was no threat in her voice. Olumer 
thought she was being as kindly as an elf knew how. "You belong in the high Mountains, 
running with your pack and protecting your children. Find your people and tell them to 
take to their caves until this war is done. We cannot harm humans unless we fight them 
directly, but the magic we stir could destroy a fey mind."
 "My loyalty is to the Princess Cadona," said Olumer, speaking the first of the lies 
that he would have to go on speaking. "In my veins runs blood that also runs in hers. She 
is my last living descendant."
 The elfwoman gazed at him for a long moment, then laughed and shook her pale 
hair. "I don't know who told you that. Doubtless she did, wanting to bind you to her 
service. But if you had looked around more, you would have found that she was lying. 
There is someone else to the north who shares some of your blood, an older human 
female." She smiled at Cadona. "And she does not have the ambitions of this one. 
Shouldn't you find her, and serve her?"
 Then she called something to the riders behind her, and touched the neck of her 
horse. The beast reared; Olumer saw little more than the light glinting on the edge of a 
hoof. And then the whole cavalcade lifted into the air and soared away to the north, 
making a wide bend as though to go around a particular peak before they flew across the 
Mountains.
 Olumer stared after them, not sure what to say. He turned back to find that 
Pannerel was gazing at him, arms crossed and face closed.
 "We have waited too long, in the hopes that our problems would simply fade," 
said Pannerel. "We should have learned from the humans that that wouldn't work. We are 
going to strike now, and woe to those who will not back out of our way because of a 
misguided sense of duty."
 "Olumer!"
 Olumer turned to the Princess, sure that she was about to scold him for letting the 
elves get away. But she darted forward and pulled at his arm, all but dancing, her eyes 
alight with a dangerous fire.
 "You heard what she said! There's someone else with royal Rivendonian blood to 
the north. That must be the place where the Lady Estora is hiding. Come and help me find 
her!"
 "You should hurry," said Pannerel, his voice gently mocking. "After all, there is 
an army of filifernai waiting not far from here."
 "What are you talking about?" asked one ancient Queen. "I have looked over the 
ridge, and the ground is clear."
 Pannerel smiled. "Then they were frightened by my kin, and ran away. But they 
will come back before long. You should move, you monarchs of the Light, and find 
somewhere to hide from the dark fey."



 "We need not hide," said Cadona, her head still proudly uplifted. "We are merely 
going into the foothills to find the missing member of the royal Rivendonian line, and 
make sure that she doesn't challenge my claim to the throne." She smiled coldly at 
Pannerel. "You are not welcome to come with me, since you have proved that you are 
hostile to my cause."
 "I will go where I will," said Pannerel. "And if my path happens to lie with your 
army's for a while, then you cannot prevent me from marching with you."
 Cadona laughed. "Olumer will see to it. See to it, Olumer," she added, and then 
turned and walked towards the Mountains, the army of ancient Kings and Queens 
following her. Many of them glanced back at the place where the elfwoman had "killed" 
the ancient King, and shuddered once or twice, but none of them really hesitated in 
following the Princess.
 Left alone with Pannerel, Olumer stared at him helplessly. He wanted to say 
something, badly, but nothing came to mind, perhaps because there were too many things 
he could have said.
 "You are wondering why we did that, aren't you?" asked Pannerel. "Even though 
we did tell you."
 "You can't simply attack gods and powers," said Olumer, grateful that Pannerel's 
words seemed to have loosed his tongue at last.
 "Yes, we can," said Pannerel. "We may die in doing so, but there is no fey 
powerful enough to stop us, and there were never mortals powerful enough to stop us."
 "What about Queen Aneron?"
 Pannerel shrugged. "She stopped our weaker kindred. She did not stop us. We are 
riding in Faean, Olumer, and before this ends, then the world will have remembered us." 
His eyes shone with an eagerness and joy that he didn't try to hide. "We will have begun 
to prove ourselves as warriors once again."
 "And that is worth attacking gods and powers, and panicking me?"
 Pannerel laughed, and snapped his fingers. The air seemed to stir, and a moment 
later, one of the elf-horses trotted towards him, becoming visible again as it moved. "We 
thought that we would not leave you behind, Olumer. Will you come with me to the 
northern Mountains?"
 "To do what?"
 Pannerel, stroking the horse's heavy mane, looked at him sideways. "To find this 
relative of yours, of course, and make sure that no harm comes to her from your great-
great-granddaughter or her army."
 Olumer hesitated for a long moment. But he had thought of leading the hunt and 
rescuing the Lady Estora, and so he decided that he would be able to leave Cadona for 
this long.
 He nodded.
 "Come, then!" said Pannerel, swinging onto the horse's back. Olumer followed 
him, shivering as the horse stamped and snapped its teeth at him. "If Orvathiel could feel 
her in the north, then I certainly can."
 Olumer grabbed the elf's waist and held tightly, sure that he wouldn't be able to 
imagine what it was like to ride an elf-horse.
 He was more than right about that.



Chapter 7

 Swift as the Night Wind
 "The Dark once worked in partnership with the fey; that much is well-known. But 
then one kind of fey, the filifernai, came over to the Dark completely, and since then none  
of the fey have trusted the Dark, nor will any serve its goals unless those goals coincide 
with their own."
  -Diary of a traveler from Faerie.
  "Wake up, Nightstone."
  Nightstone opened her eyes, and then cried out and clutched the moving shape 
beneath her. Somehow, she had been flying through the cold night air, and hadn't felt any 
of it until now. She didn't like the idea that someone could take her out of her bed and put 
her on a horse and never have her feel any of it, but she couldn't deny that that was what 
had happened.
  "Hold still," said Annalithiel's voice from above her, sounding amused. 
"Sometimes you humans react too quickly for your own good."
  Nightstone looked around, or at least as much as she could when hanging over a 
horse's back. A flying horse's back, she knew, but she saw no wings moving up and down. 
There was no visible sign of how the horse stayed in the air. 
  She fixed her gaze on the ground far below and kept it there. She saw rivers 
briefly flash back at her from among a dark maze of mountain peaks, and then they 
wheeled, and the mountains vanished. They were flying now over a large, grassy space.
  "Is this the Corlirin Plains?" Nightstone asked, an unexpected burst of 
homesickness choking her voice. "Are you taking me back to the castle and establishing 
me as Lady again?"
  "What purpose would that have?" asked Annalithiel, voice delicate and amused. 
"No, this is the Shelin Valley, which is between the Rashars and the Dalorth Mountains. 
We're over Arvenna."
  Nightstone let out her breath and tried to get over her disappointment. Now that 
she was looking with the eyes of reality instead of the eyes of hope, she could see that of 
course this wasn't the Corlirin; there was a large lake staring back at the moon, for one 
thing, and no sign of the Terrana River. And there was no salt smell of the sea, save in the 
wrong direction. They were over Arvenna.
  "And why are we here?" she asked.
  Annalithiel answered in absent tones, as if she were busy with something else. Or 
perhaps that was just the way an elf sounded when asked to care about something that 
wasn't elven; Nightstone didn't know. "You said that you wanted to hunt Kymenos and 
bring him to his knees before you."
  Hope came rushing back. This was a finer thing than the elves bearing her back 
to the castle of Orlath. Nightstone carefully worked herself around and slung her legs 
over the horse's back.
  "Tell me when you're going to do that."
  Nightstone glanced back and saw Annalithiel scowling at her. The elfwoman 
clasped the horse with only her legs, but Nightstone didn't think that was merely disdain 
for bridle and saddle. She just rode more naturally like that, and so did the ten or twelve 
elves who rode in formation behind her.



  She had something large and curled in her hands, Nightstone noticed. "What is 
that?"
  "A sign that we have returned to Faean," said Annalithiel, and lifted the large 
curled thing to her lips.
  "Faean?"
  But even Nightstone couldn't hear her own question in the blast that followed. 
What Annalithiel held was a hunting horn, and the sound of it was clear and wild enough 
to make Nightstone think she could leap into the night sky and fly under her own power. 
She clenched the horse's mane and shook her head hard to rid herself of that dangerous 
delusion. The horse made a disgusted sound.
  "Don't hold her," said Annalithiel, reaching past Nightstone to soothe her hands 
out of the mane. Nightstone wouldn't let go completely, however, so Annalithiel sighed 
and gave up. "Very well. Hold on, but not so tight."
  "You meant that as a sign that you've come back to the world?" Nightstone asked, 
determined not to be distracted.
  "Yes," said Annalithiel. "Once, we traveled back and forth from Faean to the 
other worlds in all our power, not just a small group or one at a time. This is the world 
where we were born, after all, and there was no reason that we should shrink and cower 
and hold back. It was just what happened. And some of us became more interested in 
Faerie and the other worlds. But now Elle and the other powers have sought to challenge 
our last foothold here. That shall happen no longer." A wild, exultant power was growing 
in her voice. "The Hunt shall ride again, and we shall challenge our enemies and fight 
them thousands of feet above the ground."
  "You will?"
  "If we want," said Annalithiel, and then laughed. The sound was softer than her 
words, but somehow more dangerous, and Nightstone shivered. "If they dare to rise into 
the wind and challenge us."
  "And who are your enemies?"
  "Elle, to start with. And after that, we shall see."
  Nightstone felt another little thrill of hope. After all, Elle was her enemy, had 
always been her enemy, as a Darkworker. Perhaps there was a chance that she could still 
serve the ends of the Dark, even though it would be as a secondary measure and not 
under her own power.
  "And that is our first target."
  Nightstone looked down. They were flying over a place where the Shelin Valley 
mounded up again, a foothill against the bulk of the Rashars, and a gleaming city stood 
on the top of the hill. In the center of it all was a spire, rising from the roof of a great 
Temple.
  "That's Kendos," said Nightstone, so surprised that she almost fell off the horse's 
neck. "The greatest stronghold of Elle's worshippers, after the old Temple of Elle in the 
Orlathian castle was torn down."
  "Oh, yes," said Annalithiel, voice soft and warm. "Why do you think that we 
came here first?"
  Nightstone shook her head. "But wouldn't it make more sense to start with 
something smaller, and then work your way up?"
  Annalithiel laughed again. "Of course, if we were weak or intent on causing them 



terror before we truly strike. But we are strong, and we wish only to destroy, not cause 
them terror."
  Nightstone's hope faded again. She clutched the horse's neck as they turned in a 
wide circle over Kendos and came back down. Will we truly serve the same ends, then? 
The Dark would taunt the priestesses and want to kill them slowly, or leave some alive 
and terrified. I wonder if the elves will ever want to do the same thing.
   They came in across the Temple's roof, and Annalithiel called something out in 
the elven tongue, voice clear as the hunting horn. Two of the horses split off at once and 
raced towards the spire that rose from the roof of the Temple. Nightstone abruptly 
squinted. Something white had begun to glow in each elf's hand, flaring as brightly as the 
magnesium she had once seen lighted in a tunnel during the Dragon War.
  The elves threw, both at the same time, their voices falling behind the flaring 
lights in what might have been commands or prayers or simple laughter; Nightstone was 
too unused to elven voices to tell. Both landed at the same time on the spire, and clung 
for a moment, seemingly harmless. Then the spire faded into smoke, and drifted away on 
the night air.
  Nightstone swallowed. It looked like an explosion or a collapse, from the dust, 
but she knew an explosion or collapse would have made far more noise. She thought it 
was probably exactly what it looked like, the spire simply turning into ash.
  "We are truly free again," said Annalithiel softly, her voice full of wonder. "If we 
were not, that trick would not have worked."
  "Trick?"
  Annalithiel shrugged, nearly sending Nightstone off the horse. "Trick, magic, call 
it what you will. I merely called it a trick because it is so small compared to most of our 
magic."
  "Ah," said Nightstone, and fought to keep from sounding ill. "Of course."
  Annalithiel wheeled the horse, and again called out something in the elven-
tongue, voice still as clear as ever. This time, three horses broke from the line and flew 
across the Temple. And this time, the elves began to sing, and silver fire followed their 
movements, spreading across the Temple until it was encased in a bubble of silver. 
Nightstone squinted, remembering the way that Annalithiel had turned Tewilde into a 
cheetah with such a bubble.
  "You're turning them all into cheetahs?" she asked.
  "No, of course not," said Annalithiel calmly. "What would be the use of that? We 
are merely turning the Temple into a block of stone. It will take some time, and thus we 
are leaving the egg here." She nodded to the elves who had encased the Temple in silver, 
and they nodded back to her and then came wheeling up to join their fellows again. 
Nightstone could hear them laughing, and some chatter in the elven-tongue that might 
have been them either boasting or refusing accolades.
 "But what about the people inside?" Nightstone asked.
 "Oh, they will become part of the block of stone," said Annalithiel, turning the 
horse in the direction of the Rashars.
  "That- seems cruel."
  "Not really," said Annalithiel. "Elle draws part of her power from her 
worshippers. And they in turn love their goddess so much that their worship increases in 
power. We are merely making sure that she cannot continue to grow in strength while we 



are hunting her."
  "You- somehow, I thought after the way you dealt with Tewilde, that you were 
reluctant to kill anyone."
  Annalithiel looked at Nightstone as she turned to peer over her shoulder, and 
Nightstone shuddered at the look in those golden eyes.
  "That was then," said Annalithiel. "When we thought that the powers and the 
gods had some stake in keeping us alive. But they slaughtered us for the sake of an 
alliance with Elle. They knew it was her killing us, and they excused it as fits of rage 
while they tried to calm her down and make her see 'reason.'" She laughed, but the sound 
contained nothing of cheer. "We are reluctant to kill when we think there is a better way. 
But there is no better way. This is war."
  Nightstone shook her head.
  "Besides," added Annalithiel, "you don't seem to think much of killing when you 
do it."
  "That is different."
  "Is it?"
  "Yes. I am human, and I was doing it for the cause of the Dark. Those nobles had 
rebelled against me one too many times."
  Annalithiel shrugged. "You can think of us as doing this for the cause of the 
Faerie elves, if that makes you feel any better."
  "It doesn't."
  "I didn't think so," said Annalithiel. "Kymenos isn't far from here. We should just 
be able to swoop down from the sky and take him. Do you think that there's anything 
wrong with that plan?"
  Nightstone forced down her queasiness. The elf was right. What they had just 
done was milder than some of the revenges that she had planned on rebels against the 
Dark in her time. She had to think of Kymenos, and what she would enjoy doing to him 
when she saw him again.
  Quickly, the doubts subsided, and what rose in their place were thoughts of 
revenge, far more delightful.
  "I don't think there's anything wrong with that plan at all," she said.
  "Good."
  Nightstone sighed. She would probably never know how much of that last word 
was the elf seriously taking her pleasure into account, and how much of it was just 
acknowledgment of something that wouldn't inconvenience Annalithiel.
 *******
  "There he is."
  Nightstone gazed down, and felt like laughing. They were swooping along above 
a thousand darkened dells, and Kymenos could have chosen any of them to hide in. But 
there was his fire, blazing in the open, and he had probably just lain down beside it and 
gone to sleep, arrogant in his confidence.
  "Do we frighten him first?" she asked.
  "I see no reason to do so," said Annalithiel, and then the horse tilted and began to 
dive from the sky.
  Nightstone clutched the horse's mane, at least until the mare gave an irritated 
snort and flicked her tail. Then she loosened her hold a little, gazing down eagerly as they 



leveled out just above the campfire.
  Two men were sleeping there, one on either side of the fire, and one horse was 
tethered on a lead rope. The horse tossed up its head, and Nightstone frowned as she 
recognized the bay stallion that had caused so much trouble. It would be a pleasure to kill 
him, too, but they probably didn't have time.
  Then she laughed. What am I thinking? Of course we have time. There is nothing 
that could keep us from taking our vengeance now.
  One of the men opened his eyes, and then sat up, drawing something at his side. 
Nightstone laughed again to see Kymenos's dark brown eyes blinking, and his face 
staring at her, still startled with sleep. Then he held out his sword before him, and shut his 
eyes tightly.
  "Why are you doing that, Kymenos?" Nightstone asked. "In the hope that we will 
go away? Nothing will stop us from taking you!"
  "I might," said a woman's unfamiliar voice, and then the sword abruptly began to 
glow with power. "I was forged before the elves were made. I might be a slight problem 
for you."



Chapter 8

 Not Worth the Price
 "To the battle the forces of Dark and Light came, and then they just stood there 
looking at each other. It was rather anticlimactic."
  -Yillos Goldfleet.
  Norianna, what are you doing?
  Let me handle this.
   Kymenos kept his eyes closed as the light from the sword grew brighter and 
brighter, even though he desperately wanted to open them so that he could see the 
expression on Nightstone's face. The talking sword had told him that she would take care 
of the woman and the elves on their horses, and Kymenos knew that was the sensible way 
to do things. Nightstone's way would be gloating over his enemy when he thought she 
didn't have a chance anymore, and then being extremely surprised when the enemy did 
something unexpected.
  "Not so easy as that, sword."
  It was an elven voice that said that, calm and familiar. It was Annalithiel's voice, 
in fact, and Kymenos found himself immediately opening his eyes and looking for her, 
since he didn't think that she would be against him, no matter what her reasons.
  Luckily, the light was dying, and he found that Annalithiel had gathered it into 
her palm. She gazed at it for a moment, then shook her head. "The power was indeed 
forged before we were," she said, and then closed her hand. The light dimmed and 
vanished. "But it is old, and tied to the ways of Destiny. You forsook your victory over us 
when you chose to ally yourself with Destiny." She turned the horse to face Kymenos. 
"There is no reason to fight us, sword. Let us take what we came for, and we will go."
  "You cannot have him," said Norianna. "I have defended him this far, and I will 
go on defending him."
  "No, you won't."
  Kymenos found his voice at last. He wouldn't let a talking sword and elves argue 
over him as if he were a prize. "What is this? I thought that you were on my side, 
Annalithiel, and standing against Nightstone."
  "That was before the rest of the world turned against Faerie elves," said 
Annalithiel. "Nightstone has promised to help us, and what she wants in return, she will 
get." She leaned off the horse and made a grab for him, but her hand skidded off air. She 
sighed. "Let him come with us, Norianna."
  "I will not," said the sword. "Why should I? He might be the royal Heir of 
Dalzna, and that means that he deserves protection."
  Kymenos wondered if he was the only one who heard the loud gasp on the other 
side of the fire. He turned his head, and the betrayal and rage in Talazh's eyes struck him 
like a blow.
  "You knew about this," said the young Crownkiller, in a voice choked with 
emotion. "Didn't you."
  "I'm not the Heir," said Kymenos with feeling. "Norianna just thinks that I am. I 
don't have any signs or tokens of royalty."
  "Except how much trouble you manage to cause," said Nightstone, who was 
apparently as tired as he was of listening to the sword and the elves argue without adding 



her own voice. "You have troubled me for long enough, Kymenos. And now I shall have 
my revenge."
  Kymenos looked up into her blue eyes. She was still one of the most beautiful 
women he had ever seen, and still never one he would go to bed with, though it was fun 
to pretend. She had a hardness to her face that he feared that she would never get over. 
"Why are you here, Nightstone? Don't you have a country to strangle?"
  Nightstone's face changed. Just a little, but Kymenos had been watching the faces 
 of women for a good portion of his life and knew how to spot such things. He 
smiled. "You lost it, didn't you?"
  "Shut up, Kymenos," she snapped.
  "I can offer you something in return," said Kymenos. "Of course, it might not be 
as comfortable, given that we won't be in a bed in your castle, but I could still offer you 
the touch of a man, which is something you'll probably never get otherwise. Would 
anyone else be interested in what's between your legs, after so long? But I do like a 
challenge."
  Nightstone's face turned an interesting mix of colors; it appeared to be trying to 
flush and pale at the same time, which was impossible. She made an incoherent sound, 
and then grabbed fire out of the air and threw it at him. It shattered on Norianna's shield 
and burned itself out on the stone.
  Kymenos smiled. "Is that an indication of how fiery your passion for me will be, 
my dear?"
  Nightstone spat at him, which was something that Kymenos hadn't thought 
anyone outside history-tales actually did, and then said, "If I cannot reach you with my 
magic, then I will reach you somehow." She leaped off the elf-horse's back and charged 
the shield that Norianna had raised.
  Kymenos danced back, and enjoyed seeing Nightstone smacked into the shield 
and then fall to the ground. "Careful, the ground's stony," he said.
  "You might be royal?" asked Talazh, who seemed to be armed with one of 
Kymenos's skinning knives again.
  "Enough of this!" yelled Annalithiel. "There are other elves behind me, sword, 
and you know that you can't hold all of them off."
  "I can try," said Norianna, with grim determination in her voice but no sign of 
strain. "And I'll do it, rather than let you take what could be the one hope for Light from 
me."
  "I'm not the one hope for Light," said Kymenos. "I'm myself."
  I don't like this! Sykeen declared, and jerked his rope free, running forward to 
clash hooves with the elf-horse.
  Kymenos laughed in the middle of it all. He had the feeling that he was going to 
get away, and if that meant that he had to leave Talazh behind, so be it. Sykeen and 
Norianna would come with him, at least. All he had to do was work himself to the side a 
little, and then he would leap onto Sykeen's back, and-
  Annalithiel gave a shrill cry that rang like the sound of a hunting horn, like 
something heard in dreams. Kymenos paused for just a moment, and then saw the elf-
horses whirling down from the skies and knew that the threat of more elves hadn't been 
just a boast.
  He leaped backwards as the first one swooped above him, a hand reaching for his 



hair. Then he rolled under the sweeping hooves of another, and struck with Norianna at 
one who tried to drop a white light of some kind on him. Norianna hissed, and the elf 
screamed and fell from her saddle.
  Everything seemed to stop at once, even Nightstone's furious hissing and spitting, 
even Sykeen's continuing fight with Annalithiel's horse. Kymenos could feel the elves' 
heads turning, and all of their gazes fixing on the dead Faerie woman, as easily as if he 
shared their bodies and eyes.
  "Ivaran is dead," said Annalithiel, and in her voice was a sorrow fit to mourn all 
the world.
  Even Kymenos would have wept, except that their heads turned in the next 
moment, and their eyes fixed on him, and it was very clear that they blamed him for 
something that was only a casualty of war.
  Kymenos shook his head. "I didn't do anything that she wouldn't have done to 
me," he said. Norianna, how much longer can you hold a shield?
  Not long enough for us to outrun elf-horses, if that's what you were thinking of 
doing. Sykeen can't move that fast, anyway.
  Yes, I can.
   Kymenos glanced over to see Sykeen beside him. What are you talking about? 
Of course you can't.
   "This is different," said Annalithiel. "We would have taken you prisoner and 
given you to Nightstone to be tortured, but we would not have done anything to you 
ourselves. Now you have killed one of our number. Now we will." She turned the elf-
horse towards him, moving with a deliberation that Kymenos supposed was meant to 
strike terror into him. It was working, at least at the moment. "And you will scream for 
mercy before we are done."
  "I wanted to make him scream for mercy," said Nightstone, fighting her way to 
her knees, but she was smiling through her pout. "I will be happy to stand back and watch 
as you do it, however."
  Kymenos bared his teeth. "I am tired of people threatening me," he said. 
"Especially with torture. How far must I run before they stop it?"
  "They threatened you with torture before?" asked Talazh.
  He was the only one in the camp who wasn't making threats or impossible 
promises, so Kymenos answered him, though he never took his eyes from the ring of 
hovering elves. "They captured me once before, or at least Nightstone did. They thought 
that they could intimidate me this time. And I am getting tired of them trying. Especially 
when I thought the elves were on my side."
  "We're on no one's side," said Annalithiel, eyes still glowing. "Except on our 
own. And you killed Ivaran."
  "She would have killed me."
  "No, she wouldn't."
  "How was I supposed to know that?" Sykeen, do you really think that you can 
run fast enough to keep ahead of elf-horses for a little while?
   Yes, I can. The stallion was dancing from hoof to hoof, his tail twitching as 
though he had fleas. Trust me.
  Kymenos knew he would have to. Norianna's shield still glowed brightly, but the 
elves could probably break through it if they tried hard enough. And there was no one 



else offering anything that he thought worthwhile, including himself.
  "It will not hurt as much as you think," said Annalithiel.
  "That's what they all say," said Kymenos. "And I've never found that one 
dungeon is really that much of an improvement over another one." Are you ready now, 
Sykeen?
  Ready!
   Kymenos sprang, and landed on the horse's back. Sykeen snorted and began to 
run.
  Kymenos sagged backward suddenly, and feared for a moment that one of the 
elves had found a way past the barrier to seize him. Then he felt arms clasp his waist, and 
Talazh's voice yelled in his ear, "I'm not sure how I feel about you yet, but you aren't 
leaving me behind until I decide."
  Kymenos yelled in turn, "I think that you'll just stab me in the back and leave me 
for dead, no matter how many times I try to convince you that I'm not the royal Heir and 
never wanted to be."
  "I have to decide that."
  Kymenos clenched his teeth, and then bowed to Sykeen's neck as a white light 
shot overhead.
  "It can't get past the barrier," said Norianna. "And you're making it harder for 
Sykeen when you do that, as if two riders didn't already make it hard enough." She spoke 
into Kymenos's head on the next words, so that Talazh wouldn't hear her and do 
something unfortunate. Do you want me to kill him and drop him off Sykeen's back? It 
wouldn't take any time at all, and it would be much faster.
   Leave him.
  As you will, but you shouldn't be taking risks with a royal life, Norianna 
complained, and then fell silent as the barrier around them grew stronger and thicker. 
Another elf-light struck it and rebounded off. Kymenos let out his breath and looked 
above them, expecting to see elf-horses.
  There were two, keeping pace with them, and Kymenos's growing hopes flopped 
again. He didn't think they could outrun horses that didn't even have wings to flap and tire 
themselves out with.
  Then Sykeen said, I am going to run now. But I will need your help, Kymenos.
  What do you mean?
  I depend on you for my speed, said Sykeen calmly, as if he were explaining 
something that Kymenos should have known already. No horse can match me, if I draw 
on the bond that we have together. But I can't do it if you don't like or trust me enough to 
give me that strength.
  Then we're doomed, Kymenos snapped. You know full well that I don't like or 
trust you enough.
   Sykeen jumped a small ridge and landed on the other side with a grunt and snort 
as the wind was driven out of him. The elf-horses curved ahead and then behind to show 
they could, and the elves laughed merrily, calling out something in their own language. 
Their horses weren't breathing hard, Kymenos noticed. But then, he wasn't even sure that 
their horses were breathing.
  Then we are doomed, indeed, said Sykeen. But you put up with me now, and you 
didn't think to leave me behind when you decided to run.



  I knew that I would need you.
  And I need you now. We all need you, if we're going to survive. Open up the bond 
to me, the way that you never have.
  You didn't tell me this was the price.
  Most would consider it a small price to pay for survival, said Sykeen, ducking 
himself as another elf-light sped past them.
  Kymenos gritted his teeth. He had heard the history-tales speak of the bonds 
between royal Heirs and telepathic animals. Something of the humans went into the bond, 
and they would never get it back. That was what the history-tales said. Oh, they 
celebrated it in other words and songs, mostly ones about never being alone again, but 
Kymenos knew what they meant.
  The elves flew past again, making what sounded like jokes in their language.
  Kymenos groaned and reached out for Sykeen's mind, dropping the barriers that 
he had always kept up. If you need to draw strength from me, then do so, he said. But I'm 
doing this under protest.
  I know, said Sykeen, and then drew.
  Kymenos gasped, and gagged, and dropped limply forward across Sykeen's neck. 
He could suddenly feel the weight of two people and a sword on his spine, and the 
pounding of the rock on his hooves. It hurt, both the weight and the stone. He had the 
temptation to shake them off his back and run away to meadows that would not hurt his 
feet.
  But there was also the temptation to run faster and faster, never minding the 
weight, swooping along on the wings of the bond that connected him to- himself. He had 
strength and speed flooding him, suddenly, and it seemed like a shame not to use it, or to 
waste it shaking the riders off his back.
  He began to run.
  And it was so easy. He had the feeling that he should have scrambled and fallen 
on four legs, but instead he was soaring, stepping from hoof to hoof in the flight of the 
gallop, and sometimes not touching the ground at all as he ran. He threw back his head 
and neighed in exultation.
  The elf-horses flew up to him, and he glanced up, seeing the silver magic that 
supported them and gave them their speed. They could have increased it, but not without 
drawing firmly on the magic of the world in which they found themselves. Then they 
might not be able to ever go back to Faerie, which was what they wanted to do. He 
neighed again, cradled in magic that was fully of this world, and kept running.
  And still he kept running, on and on under the stars, even when the elf-horses had 
vanished altogether, until the power of the bond left him and he and Sykeen slid to a stop 
both at once.
 *******
  "Kymenos? Wake up."
  Kymenos opened his eyes, then cried out and clapped a hand over his nose. A 
sudden blast of scent had hit him, acrid and dirty. He thought it was sweat, but he had 
never smelled it so keenly before.
  "Kymenos," said Talazh. "Are you all right?"
  Kymenos sat up and looked around with dazed eyes. He was in a small valley, 
cradled between two grassy hillsides. Sykeen stood not far away, grazing, and Norianna 



lay on the ground beyond him. Kymenos could almost feel the sword looking at him, but 
he didn't speak to her, nor did she to him.
  He was more concerned with something else. 
  Sykeen, he asked, why can I smell so well?
   Sykeen flicked his tail and didn't look at him. Kymenos could hear the words in 
his head, though, as clear as the legendary Crystalfalls. You know the answer to that. The 
bond is fully completed. I can see in color too, now, which I think was the greater shock. 
Pretty, though.
   Kymenos stood up, nodding shortly to Talazh's repeated words, and walked 
forward until he stood before the horse. If he concentrated just a little, he could see 
himself standing in front of Sykeen, which made him furious. I didn't tell you you could 
do that. The bond was only supposed to last long enough to give you that speed, so that 
we could all get away.
  Sykeen looked up at him, and Kymenos pushed the doubled vision away, though 
it hovered on the edge of his mind. You kept me out with barriers, but you had to be 
awake and strong to maintain those. I merely slid under them while you were faint with 
exhaustion, and completed the bond.
  I didn't say you could.
  I know that. Sykeen bared his teeth. But I suppose that I learned something from 
you, too, more than how to see in colors. You've denied me long enough. I went ahead 
and took what I wanted.
   Kymenos turned away from him with a sharp curse. Sykeen neighed, and laughed 
in Kymenos's mind, and went back to eating. Kymenos could feel the grass in his mouth 
if he let his concentration slip just a little.
  "I suppose this wouldn't be the best time to talk about your being royal, would 
it?" Talazh asked.



Chapter 9

 Entering the Caves
 "I have stood before many and dread dangers of the world, and never felt a 
tremor. But when I looked into the mouth of darkness opening up before me, then I felt as 
if I had never known fear before. And this was only the first darkness, only the first sign 
of what awaited us. I still wanted to run."
  -Attributed to an explorer who mapped the caves of Arvenna.
  "Will it be dawn soon?"
  "Soon, Princess."
  Mitherill stirred, then sniffed loudly. She might have said something else, Elary 
judged, but Melior had taken her arm and shook her head. Silar's response had sounded 
rather strained, at that.
  Together, they stood outside the Caves Radiancia, or the entrance that Silar said 
led to the main part of the caverns, and watched the sunrise. It crept slowly over the 
horizon in the east, peeking as if shy at the mountains, like a mouse ready to dart back 
into its burrow. Elary smiled and shook her head at the phrases tumbling through her 
mind. It wasn't like her to be so poetic.
  Of course, perhaps this comes from the victory that we won.
   And that was another thing; it was bad to think about such things, wrong to 
assume that she had used that weapon of smallpox rightly. Elary had seen many healers 
break down and weep the first time they let someone go who was willing to die of her 
sickness, never mind using disease as a weapon. She should be remonstrating sternly with 
herself.
  Instead, she kept fighting a smile.
  She looked at Mitherill to dispel herself of the urge to smile, and felt it mostly 
fade. What they were doing was going to be dangerous enough without unnecessary joy. 
  The Princess looked as if she knew it, and had been quiet and sober since Silar 
and Elary joined her. However, that could be because she was naturally disposed to 
tragedy anyway. She looked unflinchingly into the east, golden eyes gleaming with the 
faint light, never blinking. Elary blinked herself as she realized that the pose was assured, 
struck for its own sake.
  I wonder if she is thinking about the history-tales or the songs that could come 
from this. Probably.
   The sun rose high enough at last for Silar to shake her wings and say, "That 
should be safe. Be careful, though."
  "Of course," said Mitherill, and stepped towards the caves. She held up one hand 
as she moved, and the aura of Destiny that always hung around her body, more or less 
seething, abruptly burst into light. Elary squinted, and wondered how bright that would 
be in the darkness of the caves.
  Or how advisable.
   It seemed that Silar was thinking the same thing. "Your Highness," she said, 
voice tight nearly to breaking, "the light will speak of our coming to everything in the 
caves, harmless or not. Are you sure you want to do this?"
  Mitherill turned back to look at her, and the light caught in her golden eyes just 
as the light of sunrise had. "I'm sure," she said. "The Light must not be afraid to walk into 



the strongest fortresses of the Dark."
  And she turned and led her way forward once more as if the disagreement had 
never happened. 
  Silar shook her head, but walked after Mitherill, wings spread as if she wanted to 
know where the sides of the tunnel were at all times. Melior darted after them, half-solid 
and half-lightning. Elary paused one more time to look back at the stars and the rising sun 
and drink in the fresh air.
  It was strange, she realized as a wind stirred her hair. She was behaving as though 
she never expected to emerge from the ground again.
  That is ridiculous, she thought. Of course I will. I am accompanying Mitherill, 
and she is protected by Destiny. The whole point of this quest is to emerge from the 
ground again, not remain there forever.
   Still, a solitary thought trailed her as she walked underground, leaving the cave 
mouth behind as a bobbing gray point to complement Mitherill's bobbing golden one.
  Do the caves know that?
  ********
  "We will rest here."
  Elary started, and came back to herself. They had been walking along in silence 
for so many hours, or however much time it had been since the cave entrance vanished, 
that she had fallen almost into a trance. She shook herself out of it and looked around at 
the place Mitherill had chosen to see if it was suitable, while reminding herself that of 
course she probably couldn't tell, not having experience in caverns.
  One look, and she felt her interest kindle. Signs were carved in the walls, some of 
them letters but most pictures or simply symbols. Most seemed to be symbols of growing 
corn and rising suns, the usual signs of Crop magic.
  "Crop mages were here," said Mitherill. "Long ago, but their protective presence 
lingers. We are safe here."
  Elary turned to the Princess, concerned at the weariness in her voice, and found 
her sinking down onto the stone. The light around her flared once, and Elary feared for a 
moment it would go out. Then it detached from Mitherill and flew to the walls, lighting 
some of the symbols with glowing gold. The radiance was faint, but it kept them from 
sinking into darkness. Elary sighed as she moved to kneel next to Mitherill. Light in itself 
wasn't much of a protection, but if dangers from the depths came after them, she wanted 
to be able to see.
  She made her voice as casual and gentle as possible. "Has the walk tired you out, 
Your Highness?"
  The Princess remained with her head bowed on her knees for a long moment, and 
Elary worried that she had simply fallen asleep. Then Mitherill looked up, and Destiny 
gazed out of her eyes.
  "This is a strange place," said the hollow voice of the Princess in her power. "I 
can feel the presence of the Dark here, but it is muted. Darkworkers worshipped here just 
as Lightworkers did, but they did not carve this place first. Other hands did, hands that 
wielded tools at the behest of powers I cannot name. It is strange…"
  And then she was silent again, staring around at the walls. Elary swallowed dryly. 
She would have felt more at home if they were in a temple of the Light.
  "Is there anything I can get you, Highness?" she asked.



  "Leave me alone to think," whispered the hollow voice. "I must think about what 
this means."
  Elary stood, bowed- though Mitherill didn't seem to notice that part, she would 
have if Elary had skimped on honoring her- and left her alone. She turned to Silar to find 
that the kiness was snapping her wings up and down and glaring at the cave walls.
  "Are you uneasy without the open air?" Elary asked, moving to stand beside her.
  Silar started and then glared at her. "No. Of course not. I would be uneasy within 
the Serpent's Shelter, then, wouldn't I?" And she went back to fluttering her wings and 
looking around as though she could feel some danger dropping down on her from the 
walls. Elary immediately wished she hadn't thought of that last, and then tried to pretend 
that the walls didn't seem about to fall on her.
  "Then what is it?" Elary asked, unwilling to be put off and left alone with her 
thoughts. Melior had curled up and gone to sleep the moment she saw the light settled in 
the symbols; Elary suspected that the long night flying Mitherill to the caves and then the 
march had left her wearier than anyone, without even the exultation of battle to share.
  "I don't like this particular cave," said Silar. "And I know I'm being childish, 
since undoubtedly this place is wholesome, or Mitherill wouldn't have wanted to stop 
here. But-"
  "Yes?"
  "There is something here that's old," said Silar. "And I'm not used to feeling that 
way. I'm fey, and I've lived a few centuries, and I know that my own kind have existed 
longer than humans. But still, there's something here that makes me feel young, and 
nothing ever has before."
  Elary studied the symbols. "Humans must have made this place," she said, 
indicating the walls. "Those are drawings that humans have always used in places of 
worship. And that means that it must be younger than the fey. So you can know that the 
caves aren't that old."
  "Of course I can," said Silar, something like anger very near the surface of her 
voice. "That's not the point. I can look at the walls and know it all I like, and I still feel 
young."
  Elary didn't know what to say, and she preferred the loneliness of her thoughts to 
an argument, so she didn't speak again. She stepped away instead and lay down in a 
shallow dip in the stone, spreading her blankets around her to cushion some of the 
hardness. Then she closed her eyes firmly. She had fought, too, in her own way, and then 
marched through the caves. She should be nearly as tired as Melior, though worn out with 
exercise and not worry.
  But sleep wouldn't come.
  Shadows flickered at the edge of the golden light. More than once, Elary lifted 
her head and thought she saw them moving. Of course, they were moving, but in this 
case, she thought she saw them creeping closer than they should. And then she would 
shift the angle of her gaze, and realize that she was mistaken. She had to be mistaken. 
The shadows were back in their proper place, and only flickering because the lights 
flickered.
  That was all.
  She finally nuzzled her head into the crook of her arm and firmly closed her eyes, 
since that was the only way she would get any sleep at all. Slowly, her breathing relaxed, 



and she might have fooled anyone looking at her into thinking that she was sinking into 
slumber.
  But she wasn't. She could hear sounds, this time, and sounds couldn't be 
prevented by closing her eyes, or even tucking her arm around her head as hard as it 
would go. 
  She heard a soft tapping next to her ear, and would have opened her eyes except 
that she knew it would fade at once, a phantom of her mind in the same way that the 
moving shadows were. So she kept her eyes closed, and the tapping grew, and spread out 
until it was in the stone all around her, jerking and flickering and growing into a deep, 
soft drumming. Elary flinched, but tried to convince herself it was only a sign of dreams 
coming upon her at last.
  That was when Silar said, "What in the name of Faerie is that?"
  Elary sat up so fast that she scratched herself on the wall. She cradled her 
bleeding hand and stared in the direction that Silar was looking, though nothing at all was 
there.
  "What is what?" asked Mitherill, in the fretful voice she used when someone had 
interrupted her trances.
  "I thought I saw something," said Silar. "And I'm certain that I heard something. 
Drumming. In the stone."
  "This place is enough to make anyone get bad dreams," said Melior, who 
sounded nearly as irritated as Mitherill at being awakened. "We've all heard the evil 
stories about it, enough to make us start imagining anything. Now go to sleep, Silar, and 
I'll do my best to follow your example." She lay back down and shut her eyes as if that 
would banish everything outside her head.
  "I'm sure that she's right," said Mitherill, in a tone that she probably intended as 
reassuring and which came off as condescending. "It was just a product of too many 
stories. We shouldn't have spent so many nights sitting around the fire and telling 
ourselves tales of evils that are long past. We should be thankful that none of those evils 
are here now."
  She, too, shut her eyes, returning to her trance. Elary waited until Silar turned to 
look at her, half-angry and half-defiant.
  "You heard it, too?" asked Silar, when she met Elary's eyes. "Didn't you?"
  Elary sighed, then nodded. "But what can we do about it?" she asked. "They 
didn't want to believe. And there's no drumming now."
  "What are you going to do?" Silar asked. "Sleep?"
  "Yes."
  "Then I won't tell you what I think about the drumming."
  "Why not?"
  Even in the flickering of Mitherill's lights, Silar's smile looked unnatural. "I don't 
want to give you bad dreams."
  Elary thought of responding to that, but turned away and curled up instead, 
clenching hard on her hand to make the bleeding stop. Of course, now that she was 
listening for the drums, she heard only Silar's muttering to herself, and fell asleep with it 
in her ears. That produced odd dreams, though not bad ones.
  But towards the end of the night, or the day, or however long she slept before 
Mitherill woke them all up with an impatient demand to move on, Elary did have one 



dream that frightened her. She was walking through the caves, towards a glowing light. 
The path descended, but the light was definitely growing brighter. She was not having a 
nightmare of being lost in the darkness forever. 
  But in the dream, the light brought her not hope, but agony and terror. 
 



Chapter 10

 Irande
 "There are kindreds that have never come into contact with humans, and so think 
nothing about them. I know that might seem hard to believe, since humans are the center 
of Faean- or so they like to think- but among all the countless worlds upon the beast, 
surely it is not so hard to believe?"
 -Attributed to the Faerie elf Emrissa, speaking to Queen Joydancer of Doralissa.
  Ternora studied the figure in front of her dubiously. Even if it hadn't been for the 
pale skin and the wings, she would have been wary of him, she thought. He was so 
obviously full of himself, so content in his own arrogance. He sneered at her even when 
she merely stared at him, though he didn't speak again. He stood where he was, wings 
moving, and glared.
  "You aren't appealing," said Ternora at last.
  She got to watch him be astonished by that. He blinked, then managed to choke 
out, "What?"
  "You heard me," said Ternora. "I decide what's appealing to me, and what isn't. 
There's some power that I have to kneel down before, like the power of Shara, and some 
power that appeals to me because it's clothed in beauty, like that of the Faerie elves. But 
you can't make me kneel or weep."
  The man spluttered for a moment, then said, "I would not require kneeling or 
tears of a human, anyway."
  Ternora jerked her blonde hair back from her ears so that he could see them. 
"These mean I'm a half-elf," she said.
  "But you think and speak like a human," said the man, his voice lazy. "And even 
if you were an elf, what does that matter? They don't understand the worlds like we do, 
and you especially don't understand the Starwalkers like I do. There's no rational reason 
for me to yield to you, even though you seem to want it. So I might as well think of you 
the way that I think of humans."
  "And what is that way?" asked Ternora grimly, letting her hair fall into place over 
her ears again. She would learn to bear him, or at least frustrate him so much that he 
would go away and leave her alone.
  "As dust," said the man. "They sometimes irritate my eyes and nose, and get on 
my feet, but I can always shake them off again."
  Ternora laughed shortly. "I'll make it even easier for you, you- what's your 
name?"
  "Irande."
  "Any relation to Erlande?"
  The man scowled at her. "I am fey, and he is a god- a god who likes to take 
human form, and is still angry at something a human did to him. I am above such things. 
What do you think of the answer to your own question?"
  "I think that I'm more irritating than you give me credit for," said Ternora 
cheerfully, and ignored his glare again. "Show me a place where I can bathe, and then I 
promise you I'll leave you alone."
  Irande shook his pale hair, as if to call attention to it. Ternora watched him 
politely. Perhaps this was some gesture of special meaning among his kin, because when 



he looked up and saw that she was still watching, he grew even more angry.
  "I showed you the way to do it," he said brusquely. "Will the sweat and dirt and 
whatever else you're covered with- the slime from your egg, perhaps- to go away. All you 
have to do is shake your head a little and call on the magic that lingers in the Hall, a 
magic of all worlds and of none. Surely you know how to do that?"
  "If I did, you probably wouldn't be so contemptuous of me."
  Irande blinked at her a time or two, then nodded. "Quite right. I wouldn't be." He 
shrugged. "There's little to it. Every Starwalker learns to call on the magic sometime 
during her training, as long as she stays in the Hall."
  "And how long does it usually take to learn it?"
  "Some time." Irande smiled pityingly at her. "You may not have noticed, but 
there is no sun or moon or stars here, none of those things that the lesser fey races need to 
measure time. So you will learn to do this sometime during your training, and no one can 
tell you exactly when, because there is no such things as 'when' here. You must learn to 
break your mind free of its small notions of time, or you will never survive your training. 
Elnorth will train you to that, I think." He turned away. "Until you learn to do it, you'll 
just have to remain as you are."
  "I'm not remaining this way," said Ternora, and strode forward, gripping his arm 
and turning him back. Irande leaped a little at the presence of the slime and dust on his 
arm, and Ternora smiled at him. "Now. Show me some water where I can bathe. And if 
that's too much trouble, then conjure up a pool, and perhaps I can finally get you to leave 
me in peace."
  Irande shuddered. "I've met elves before," he said at last, "and they are annoying, 
but nothing like you."
  Ternora smiled. "Then perhaps half-elves are twice as irritating as both humans 
and elves."
  After that, she got her bath with remarkable swiftness.
 ********
  Ternora shook her head and sighed as she ran her fingers through her hair. "It 
wasn't that hard to do, you see," she said to Irande, who stood scowling not far from her. 
"I knew that if you were able to shake the dust free of your body, pulling water out of the 
air was no trouble."
  "It's not something Starwalkers usually do," said Irande, who was staring 
resolutely at the far wall, as though the sight of a half-elf climbing out of a tub of hot 
water was something he wanted to avoid. "The other way is so much easier."
  Ternora looked around for a moment, and then said, "Towels?"
  Irande scowled harder than ever, but concentrated. Glittering motes of magic 
rushed past Ternora and coalesced into towels that then flopped beside her feet, soft and 
fluffy as Ternora had rarely seen them outside the more expensive inns in Doralissa. 
Grinning, she picked one up and wrapped herself in it, using the other rub at her hair 
enthusiastically. Irande turned slowly back towards her, as though the sight of her breasts 
covered gave him courage.
  "You will have to learn how to do such things," he said. "And Elnorth will have 
to teach you. We have no other Starwalkers here for you to learn such things from, and I 
am far too busy."
  Ternora studied him, at least as best she could between the swinging strands of 



her hair. "And why are you here?"
  Irande smiled, and a slight flare ran under his skin like the sun rising, as though 
the question pleased him. "I have very important work to do," he said. "Shara trusts me 
with things She would never dare put in anyone else's hands."
  "Such as?" Ternora asked, trying to conceive of Shara having a problem with 
trust, and failing. She was a goddess, and the Lady of Mysteries at that. Surely she would 
know if someone couldn't be trusted, and more than that, if someone was trying to 
deceive her.
  "They're secrets," said Irande, contriving to look important and mysterious. "And 
I don't think that you would understand them anyway, even if I tried to explain them in 
the same simple language that you know. There are powers and mysteries in the world 
that can't be explained."
  "I'm a priestess of Shara."
  "An untrained Starwalker, who came here because of vengeance," said Irande, his 
voice full of distaste. "I don't think that's the same thing as a priestess, especially the High 
Priestess. Alira is a human I can deal with."
  "And I'm sure that your approval matters to Shara," said Ternora, and shook her 
head out. Her hair had always been quick to dry, and she hooked it behind her ears. It 
couldn't hurt to irritate Irande some more and remind him that he was dealing with a half-
elf. "I'm sure that She never makes a decision without coming to the Hall and consulting 
with you."
  "She never does," said Irande, and she looked up to see him smiling at her. 
"Perhaps you are more clever than I thought you were."
  Ternora ducked her face back into the towel to keep from gaping or laughing, and 
didn't speak until she was sure that she could do so in a normal voice. "Perhaps," she said. 
"Maybe not, though. And you watch over the Hall, then, and keep Her from having to 
worry about such minor things?"
  Irande blinked, and the light under his skin grew brighter and brighter until 
Ternora had to squint. "You are very clever," he said, out of the radiance. "No one else 
has ever guessed it so quickly."
  "Oh," said Ternora, and since she was sure that she would laugh this time, she 
turned her back on him until the impulse had passed. Then she reached for the silvery 
tunic that she had put beside the tub and pulled it over her head, turning back to see 
Irande's face averted once more. "I'm dressed," she said.
  "In not much more than you were," said Irande. "What about your undertunic, 
your trousers, your- other garments?"
  Ternora blinked. "You don't have any high ground to stand on about this. You're 
more naked than I am."
  "That's different," said Irande. "The alnessi may go as naked as we like, for our 
bodies are a delight to the eye. We were made as the perfection of the fey, and our forms 
show that. But you are different."
  Ternora narrowed her eyes. "I am not nice to look at?"
  "You could be pleasant," said Irande, in the grudging voice of someone giving 
her a point. "But you are not perfect, and that means that my eyes would be assaulted by 
looking at you. It would be rape of a mind that has seen many perfect things and grown to 
love them all."



  Ternora gritted her teeth to keep herself from retorting, and moved away. "This 
tunic was the only clothing I found that didn't have dust living inside it," she said, this 
time fighting to keep her voice away from anger and not amusement. "Find me some 
trousers and undergarments-"
  "Done and done."
  Ternora turned around and saw a pile of clothes lying behind her. She picked 
them up and pulled them on, moving around into Irande's field of vision as she did so. He 
at once turned even further away, pulling his wing over his face so that he couldn't see 
her.
  Ternora grunted, and then looked down at what lay under all the other clothes. "I 
am not putting that on."
  "It would make you feel as though-"
  "No." Ternora kicked at the garment, a heavy harness of what looked like copper 
and silver, supporting a pair of delicately wrought metallic wings. Delicately wrought, 
perhaps, but it barely moved with her kick, and Shara knew how heavy it would be to 
carry. "I am not going to look like an alness for your pleasure."
  Irande bowed to her coldly. "Now that you are clean, come with me, and I will 
show you how we eat here."
  "With your mouths, I should hope," said Ternora, following him towards the dark 
part of the Hall once again. "Unless you are like those creatures I saw on the Shining 
Isles that just surround their food and eat it that way."
  Irande glanced back at her, shocked. "You use such language- I never heard such 
language before, from an elf or a human."
  "I'm a half-elf," Ternora reminded him.
  "I will avoid them in the future," said Irande, in what sounded like a fervent vow, 
and then gestured ahead. Ternora followed his gesture, grinning fiercely to think that she 
had so discomforted him, and saw a table laden with cheese and bread and small, round 
pink fruits, not very different from the feast she had eaten in Elle's country. Her mouth 
watered, and her stomach called out loudly. 
 Irande sniffed. "You should refrain from doing such uncivilized things in the 
Hall."
  "Half-elves do them," said Ternora, and then leaned forward and snatched up one 
of the pink fruits, biting into it before Irande could make any more ridiculous rules. The 
juice exploded in her mouth, running down her chin, and she found herself licking at it, 
trying not to let any explore. She had never tasted such sweetness without it crossing over 
into the sickly sweetness of sugar.
  "Stop!" Irande shouted.
  Ternora looked up at him and managed to move her tongue so that the piece of 
fruit was shoved back against her teeth. Irande turned away as though someone eating 
with her mouth open was the most disgusting thing he had ever seen. Ternora grinned. 
"Are you going to tell me they're poison? If so, remind me about them when I want to 
die."
  "No," said Irande, his voice strained as though he were walking on a wire above a 
pit of sharks, and had his wings bound. "But we cut them open with these." A gesture, 
and a delicate knife was in his fingers. Ternora narrowed her eyes. She hadn't even seen 
where he drew it from. He was fast with a blade, then, and that was both dangerous and 



worth knowing. "We cut them open, and then again, and then again, and collect the juice 
into a bowl that we then offer to Shara."
  "A waste," said Ternora, and licked at her fingers, half-closing her eyes. No, she 
had never tasted anything so sweet, and yet so fulfilling to her hunger. "Does She ever 
come down and drink it?"
  "Well, no. But-"
  "Well, then," said Ternora, since that settled things as far as she was concerned. 
"You've been missing out." She drank again of the juice, and then set about eating the 
piece of fruit in her mouth.
  Irande hissed and turned away from her. His voice was strained when he spoke to 
her again, but not breaking any longer. "There is a visitor coming to the Hall. I trust that 
you will be on your best behavior. I would not ask for civilized actions from you, since it 
is so obvious that you cannot be civilized. But you will be on your best behavior. Promise 
me that."
  "Depends," said Ternora. "If the visitor is Shara, then-"
  Someone knocked on the door of the Hall, then, and Ternora turned eagerly 
towards it. Irande at once hurried in front of her, and she didn't see what gesture he made 
that faded the door into a collection of whirling motes, which disappointed her. But she 
did see the visitor. Since he loomed over Irande's head, it was impossible that she 
wouldn't see him.
  And since she knew him, it was impossible that she wouldn't cry out.
  "Viridian!" she said, stepping around the foot that Irande put out to trip her and 
racing forward. "How are you? Do you come as an emissary from Savior? Was 
Warcourage still with her? How-"
  Then she stopped as she saw the look in the dragon's golden eyes. He was glad to 
see her, but the main emotion was despair.
  "Ternora," he said softly. "I serve Erlande now. And He wants you back for what 
you dared to do to Him."
 



Chapter 11

 Making Other Plans
 "I have always loved the Faerie elves, but well I know that they are not always 
right. How can anyone be right? Power, mortal, god, or fey, there is always something 
that we do not know. There are times I think even the Goddess is not infallible."
  -Princess Wenne of Orlath, a priestess of Elle, writing in her journal. 
  "All is not lost."
  Nightstone sat quietly on Annalithiel's horse and said nothing, since it was the elf 
and not she who had a right to talk about this. She had no knowledge of what their other 
plans were, even though Annalithiel had talked loudly and fluently of other plans from 
the moment Kymenos's horse had unexpectedly outrun them. But she could feel her heart 
beating hard, and knew the dry feeling in her mouth for fear.
  "All is not lost," said Annalithiel, as if Nightstone had indeed spoken, but only to 
argue with her. "I promise it. I swear it. I decree that it is not lost. We will find another 
way to take Kymenos."
  Nightstone decided it was time to say something. The elf was arguing anyway, 
and probably wouldn't get angrier. "Did you know that he would have a talking sword 
with him?"
  "Of course," said Annalithiel. "I told you that. And they ripple the world around 
them, those blades." Nightstone listened hard, and thought she heard more than anger in 
the elf's voice, though whether it was fear or just ancient hatred she didn't know. Hatred 
dried and powdered could sound much like fear. "We always know where they are."
  "But you didn't expect that she might outrun us?" Nightstone asked, careful to 
keep her voice far from accusation.
  "One thing has nothing to do with the other," said Annalithiel, just a little 
snappishly. "They did not outrun us using Norianna's magic. They called on the magic 
between horse and rider instead. We knew that Kymenos rode a telepathic horse, but not 
that it was bonded with him. Together, they are a match for us."
  "And why?" Nightstone asked, feeling her fear grow. Kymenos was hardly 
forgiving. He would probably hunt her down, now that he knew she lacked the magic to 
take him. "You are the most powerful of the fey; I know that. The world bows before you 
and bends around you. You can walk from place to place. Why could you not catch a 
running horse?"
  "We have been gone from Faean for too long," said Annalithiel abruptly. "I didn't 
want to believe it, though Pannerel did try to warn me. We have to rely on the magic of 
Faerie and the other worlds where we were never diminished or caged in a mortal's 
conception of us. But the magic of Faean is all around us when we ride these skies, and, 
if it is strong enough, or evoked in a specific act of magic like the bond between horse 
and rider, then it can overwhelm our own magic. If this had happened in Faerie, then 
Kymenos would have been the one using magic not of that world, and we would have 
had him."
  "But can't you just use the magic of Faean?" asked Nightstone, not sure why this 
was out of the question.
  "Oh, of course. If we never want to go back to Faerie again." Annalithiel made a 
little exasperated sound, but she seemed to be letting go of her anger again, for which 



Nightstone was duly grateful. "This will pass in time. We will grow accustomed to Faean 
once more, and bring it back into the coils of our power. But until then, we can't risk 
being stranded here, and the horses especially can't. They are out of their stables for the 
first time in centuries. They need time to run and fly and gain their confidence again."
  Nightstone nodded wisely, though in fact she knew nothing of what Annalithiel 
meant. She looked at the ground, hoping to see some sign of Kymenos's passage, but 
there was nothing. The horse had well and truly outrun them. She sighed.
  "What do we do now?" she asked.
  "What we came to do," said Annalithiel, her voice surprising Nightstone. It 
sounded sharp and clear, and she had shed all the uncertainty that had ruled her just a few 
moments before. "We have struck at Elle. But she was not the only one who betrayed us, 
who turned against us. There were others who knew what was happening and never 
intervened until the very end. They even hid Elle from us and our vengeance, until they 
had her allied with them and didn't think they had to conceal her any longer. We are going 
to ride against them."
  "How?" Nightstone asked. "And who are they?"
  "Shadow and Shara," said Annalithiel. "Before we are done, those names will be 
a curse on the lips of every mortal in Faean, not less than they were a curse on ours when 
we learned what they had done to us."
  Nightstone smiled. Getting revenge on Shadow, who had betrayed the Dark, and 
the goddess who had betrayed her sounded good to her. "But can you do anything other 
than kill their worshippers?" she asked.
  "Oh, yes," said Annalithiel. The horse hovered in the air for a moment as though 
she was thinking about something. "And as much as I would love to attack Shara first, 
she did shield one of our kind against Elle's final attack. Shadow knew all the time, and 
never did anything, even though you would think that he would, if he was really so 
concerned about the fey. So we are going to attack Shadow first. We will seek out the 
source of his power and use it against him."
  Nightstone thought about that as the horses wheeled on Annalithiel's command 
and went flying sharply to the north. "You don't mean worshippers, after all, do you?" she 
asked finally.
  "No," said Annalithiel. "Shadow is a power of the world. He does not need 
worshippers to survive like a god, though of course he desires them. But his power comes 
from something else. A place. And I know where that place is. I could find it if I were in 
Faerie, or some other world even more distant."
  "Why?" Nightstone asked.
  "It is the place where we were born," said Annalithiel quietly. "Where the elves 
and the other fey came dashing into the world, and found that we were not as free as we 
had thought." She smiled sourly, from the tone in her voice. "Or, at least, that is what I 
remember most. There are many memories of elves between me and that place, but that 
sense of lost freedom echoes in all our songs. Shadow promised us much, and granted us 
only half of what he had said."
  "But surely he will sense that you are coming, and protect his power?" 
Nightstone objected, shuddering as she thought of the strength Shadow would have so 
near to his own source.
  "Oh, he would," said Annalithiel, "if he heard of it in time. But there are many 



things he does not know. He has never wanted the knowledge that Dark and Light have 
and use so freely. He closed the minds of the fey to himself when he first created us, in 
apology for all the other freedoms he took. So I can think about this plan all I like, and so 
can other Faerie elves, and as long as none of us speak of it to him, then he will never 
know in time to stop it. He has divine politics to play with, and no reason to check on his 
source. Such a strike would never occur to him."
  Nightstone nodded, comforted. "I would like to see him fall. He set Prince 
Warcourage and Princess Mitherill free, or at least did nothing to stop them. And he 
helped Kymenos at least once."
  "Yes, he did," said Annalithiel, and anger was back in her voice. "He thinks that 
he knows what he's doing. He thinks that if he sets loose a few strange people in the 
world, they will somehow cause more good than evil." She shook her head with such 
force that Nightstone leaned forward to avoid having her neck struck. "And he doesn't 
know what he's doing. The people just wander around, and get tangled in the threads of 
others' plans."
  Nightstone thought, Perhaps that is his goal, but she wasn't silly enough to say 
that aloud and risk Annalithiel's scorn. The elf knew much more about the world than she 
did, and if she hadn't figured out the motive for Shadow's actions, then Nightstone was 
hardly likely to.
 *******
  "We will rest here for a time."
  Nightstone nodded, and all but fell off the horse's back when Annalithiel said the 
words. The elf didn't appear to need rest, of course, and led her mount away, rubbing its 
heavy mane and speaking to it in a soft voice. Nightstone propped herself up one elbow 
and looked around.
  This was a small rocky dell, or it would be ordinarily. But it was blossoming as 
the elves walked it, sometimes stooping to speak to a struggling root poking through the 
stones. Nightstone thought it would be a little paradise in the wilderness by the time they 
left.
  Just like the Kingdoms would have been if Destiny had been allowed to achieve 
its goals.
   Nightstone stiffened. That thought very definitely came from outside. She looked 
suspiciously around, but no one was paying attention to her. The elves were tending to 
their horses with instruments that looked like bells, or tending to the roots and flowers, or 
laughing over a gull that had come to them to beg for tidbits, snatching them unafraid 
from their fingers. None of them looked interested in putting a thought in her head, even 
if they had wanted to.
  Who? Nightstone thought back, just in case the speaker was one who would 
choose to reply to her that way.
  The air sparkled, very quickly and just for a moment, and Nightstone's first 
thought was the People of the Blending. But they had no reason to love her now, and so 
she turned in that direction and awaited something else with more curiosity than she 
would have felt otherwise.
  The sparkle repeated itself, and then formed into a golden figure. Nightstone 
blinked. The face was almost the twin of a Faerie elf's, but more striking and cutting in its 
beauty. She knew it was a Light elf, but she didn't know what one would be doing here. 



Any hint of conflict usually made them huddle in their Elfwood or the jungles of 
Doralissa, just waiting for someone to pounce on them and end their lives.
  "I have come here by the power of the Light," said the golden elf. "I have come 
to offer you a choice."
  "A choice?" Nightstone asked, intrigued enough to keep her voice low. She didn't 
really know what the Faerie elves would do if they saw their relative, but she didn't think 
they would leap to welcome him with open arms.
  The Light elf looked cautiously around, but the Faerie elves still appeared utterly 
ignorant of him. He became bolder, leaning closer to let Nightstone get a look at his 
amber eyes and delicately pointed ears.
  "Yes, I know you're an elf, and beautiful," said Nightstone, unable to fight back a 
catch in her voice. Of course, the Light elves used their beauty as a weapon, and so she 
was entitled to be affected. "But that alone isn't going to convince me to make this 
choice. I'm surrounded by beautiful elves."
  "Their beauty is lesser," said the Light elf, his voice deep and sonorous. "My 
name is Lornidiel, and I can offer you beauty and peace unending in the Elfwood, where 
nothing ever dies."
  "It sounds nice," said Nightstone cheerfully. "But I'm afraid that beauty still isn't 
enough to make me choose."
  "Would you hear the choice?"
  "Yes."
  Lornidiel nodded. "Then hear it." He spread his arms and hummed softly under 
his breath. Nightstone blinked as light of a new kind began to glow from his body, silver 
and not golden. She had never seen the Light manifest itself in such a way. She glanced 
quickly around, but still none of the Faerie elves seemed to notice. Perhaps Lornidiel 
really was as invisible to them as he seemed to be.
  She turned back, and found that the silver light had formed itself into a figure 
before her, small and perfect. A sylph, she thought, but the wings that foamed from her 
back were a butterfly's, and shimmered with many different colors, instead of the 
transparency of a sylph's dragonfly wings. The figure smiled at her and spoke in a voice 
like dew falling into limpid pools.
  "You have heard the prophecy of the Light. It formed the prophecy and the four 
royal Heirs for the sake of turning the world into a good and pure place, ruled forever 
by-"
  "I know," said Nightstone. "And I shattered that prophecy when I did not stop the 
beast from killing Princess Alliana in the dungeons of Orlath's castle."
  "Yes, and no," said the small figure, frowning prettily at being interrupted. "There 
is still a small hope for the prophecy to be realized. We need four royal Heirs, but nothing 
in the prophecy says that they must be the four Heirs of Orlath, Rivendon, Doralissa, and 
Ilantra-Arvenna. The Light left itself that loophole, though it thought it would never need 
it. And we have a fourth royal Heir, the Heir of Dalzna."
  "Kymenos?" asked Nightstone, drawing back in revulsion.
  "Perhaps, perhaps," said the small figure. "There has been powerful magic at 
work in Dalzna, and not only enchantments of the Dark, though of course that foul magic 
is part of it. The people of Dalzna themselves do not wish to have a monarch, and thus 
they have worked against the native Destiny of the royal family. The Heirs have actually 



been able to pass as peasants. But it is time for one to come back to Dalzna. And all shall 
be revealed at the Lake of the Northern Winds."
  "What does this have to do with me?" Nightstone asked. "I will not work with 
anyone who supports Kymenos."
  "You are essential," said the little figure. "Your name is mentioned in the 
prophecy, specifically, and we know that you had the power to shatter it. You should have 
the power to repair it again. Join our side, and we promise that we will transform 
Kymenos so completely that you will not recognize him. It will be necessary anyway, 
since he continues to be so resistant to Destiny, so argumentative, and so- stubbornly 
Dalznan. You shall be able to do anything you like with him, order him about as your 
slave, and so on. He will be happy to do that. He will do anything that a powerful ruler of 
the Light tells him to do."
  "I served the Dark for centuries."
  "A misunderstanding," said the little figure. "And you might well sit on the 
throne of Orlath when all is done."
  Nightstone glanced at the Faerie elves. "I will think about it."
  "That is all we ask- for now," said the figure, and then both she and Lornidiel 
faded between one blink and the next.
  "Here is some bread and fruit from Faerie."
 
  Nightstone jumped as the food was dumped in front of her by Annalithiel. She 
picked it up, glancing at the Faerie elf, but she seemed calm enough. If she had seen the 
conversation with Lornidiel, she was going to keep it to herself for now.
  "Why are you smiling?" asked Annalithiel.
  "Just thinking," said Nightstone. She knew she should suppress the smile, but she 
couldn't seem to.
  Annalithiel glanced at her, shrugged, and walked away. The gull took her place a 
moment later, snapping at the food Nightstone was willing to toss it. It looked at the 
Faerie elves, who were trying to coax it back, and made a shrill cackling, mocking noise.
  "You and me both," said Nightstone, and fed it another piece of bread.
 



Chapter 12

 The Lady Estora
 "Have you ever looked into the eyes of a child, a parent, or a lover, and realized 
that you didn't know her at all? Then you can have no concept of strangeness, and hardly  
any of sorrow."
  -The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
  "There she is!"
  "You're certain?" asked Olumer, leaning over the elf-horse's side as much as he 
dared, but he felt the burst of kinship with the woman below even as he looked. She was 
running flat out over the stone of the slope before her, and he thought he could see some 
silvereyes swiftness in the way she moved, but that was not the most important clue. He 
could hear the song of her blood, and knew that it was similar to the song of his own, 
though not the same. He would have known her if he had been blind. "You are certain," 
he said.
  "Yes," said Pannerel, and then whispered something to the elf-horse. It neighed, a 
high and shrill sound that stirred Olumer's heart with both fear and longing, the way that 
the entire ride had, and then arced forward and down. It landed in mere seconds ahead of 
the running woman, who spun to a halt and began to run in another direction.
  "You cannot outrun us," Pannerel called in Rivendonian that didn't have a hint of 
an accent. "This horse is fleeter than anything in this world."
  The woman stopped and turned, even as Olumer said, "Don't threaten her, elf," 
and leaped from the horse's back to stride forward, irritated that Pannerel would sound so 
hostile towards a woman they were trying to help. She stood waiting for him, and Olumer 
felt a trace of both pride and disquiet at the lack of fear in her silver eyes. She was 
courageous, but she also, probably, had the same ferocity that Idona and Cadona did, and 
that would make her difficult to deal with.
  Otherwise, she looked little like Olumer's mate or his great-great-granddaughter. 
She had deep golden skin, and hair that was utterly dark, without a trace of the silver that 
Cadona had in full and that Olumer vaguely remembered in Crown Princess Terdona, 
Cadona's mother. She had the blood of some other fey in her, but Olumer was not sure 
what it was.
  She waited until he was a few feet away from her, and then drew a longsword 
that shone with a faint blue aura, as though light were dashing itself to pieces on the edge. 
"Do not come near me," she said. "I am Estora, the rightful Queen of Rivendon, and I 
would cut you down where you stood."
  "You don't know me, do you?" Olumer asked, halting.
  Estora frowned at him. "Should I?"
  Olumer sighed. "I suppose there is no reason you should." He hesitated, but if she 
was going to trust him, then she should know the full truth from the beginning. "My 
name is Olumer. I was once the mate of Queen Idona. I'm related to you, though I don't 
know the exact degree of relation-"
 
  "I am the bastard daughter of King Glangon of Rivendon and a morning-fey," 
said Estora, without any flinch in her voice, as though she had long been used to saying 
the words. "And you are claiming to be my great-grandfather?"



  Olumer nodded. "It would be that, wouldn't it? And you are aunt to the current 
Princess of Rivendon."
  "The current Princess of Rivendon is wrong."
  Olumer studied Estora for a moment. "What do you mean, 'wrong?'" She was 
using the word the way a silvereyes might, but he didn't really know if she meant it the 
way a silvereyes would mean it.
  Estora laughed. "Can you ask! She marches across the land with an army raised 
by evil magic."
  "Her army is made of the Kings and Queens of Rivendon," said Olumer mildly. 
  "The Kings and Queens of Rivendon are dead and buried," said Estora. "Those 
are stone statues, and the magic that guides them is made possible only by murder. I 
know. I have felt such evil before."
  Olumer nodded.
  Estora's eyes narrowed at him. "You know this? And yet you follow this Princess 
and protect her?"
  "For a long time," said Olumer, "I didn't know who I was. I was certain that I was 
only an oathsworn guardian of the Rivendonian royal line, and only half-fey. I protected 
Cadona because I was so sure of that. And she was the only Heir, which meant I was 
prepared to excuse much. Now I am not. I have sworn to destroy her, and I have found 
another Heir."
  Estora smiled, and Olumer blinked. That smile was as different from Cadona's as 
it was possible to be, though it was still proud and self-assured. She didn't wear that pride 
and self-assurance at anyone else's expense. "I would be happy to have your support," she 
said. "It seems that my Dark army has cracked around me."
  "You are of the Dark?"
  "Yes."
  "Why? It was the Dark that cracked apart the country and destroyed your family."
  Estora sniffed. "If the family hadn't accepted the birth of a Light-Destined child, 
then it would never have happened. They knew what would happen the moment Cadona 
was born, but they rallied all around her and proclaimed her Heir to the throne anyway. 
And then they were surprised when the Dark swept down on them! They had no right to 
be."
  "Why did the Dark let you live?"
  Estora shrugged. "They didn't think that there was a need for a royal family in 
Rivendon then, and so they didn't even think about my claiming the throne. I wouldn't try 
now, except that I began to suspect two years ago the Crown Princess was not dead. Now, 
Rivendon needs me to prevent that bitch from sitting the throne."
  Olumer smiled in spite of himself. He had become incredibly angry at Pannerel 
not too long ago for calling Cadona a bitch. He had never thought that he would welcome 
the word as an accurate description of his Princess, but he did. "So you want the throne 
mostly to prevent Cadona from sitting it?"
  "Well, and because there are luxuries that go along with the title," said Estora. 
"I've lived most of my life in a village or the wilderness. I'm tired of sleeping on stone 
and eating pinecones when there's nothing else available. Yes, I would like to sit on the 
throne for mercenary reasons."
  Olumer nodded slowly. He had backed Cadona, even when he knew what she 



was, because she was the best alternative. Estora was likely to be the same way, he 
thought. A mercenary Queen was not the best one they could have, but she was far better 
than- well, a bitch-Queen.
  "Are you ready to throw in your lot with us, then?" Pannerel asked, from the back 
of the elf-horse.
  Olumer started and looked towards him. He had almost forgotten the elf was 
there, so quiet had he been. Perhaps he had a modicum of gentleness and good sense after 
all, to let Olumer and Estora have their reunion without interfering. Or perhaps he had 
left them alone to talk for some incomprehensible elven reason.
  "I think so," said Estora. "At least, if your horse can fly, it can get me out of here 
before the hunters come."
  Olumer smiled again, and again it was in spite of himself. Pragmatic to a fault. 
Well, she was still better than Cadona.
  "It can fly," said Pannerel. "But you are only half-fey. I am not sure if she will 
bear you."
  "I will ask her," said Estora, and Olumer had the novel experience of seeing an 
elf startled. Estora walked up to the horse without waiting for permission, and stroked her 
heavy silver mane while hissing through her teeth. The horse tossed her head, then 
lowered it cautiously towards Estora. Estora patted her on the side of her jaw, near her 
ears, and the mare gave a snort. Estora smiled and looked at Pannerel. "She says that she 
will bear me. It's not something she would do for just anyone, but she will do it for me."
  Pannerel raised his eyebrows and looked at Estora for a long moment. Then he 
said, "You are a strange woman."
  Estora shrugged. "I was raised among the morning-fey. They taught me about the 
creatures who are not of Faean." And Pannerel looked startled again for a moment, then 
approving.
  "Then come onto the horse," he said.
  Estora leaped up gracefully. Olumer followed behind her, and only as they 
wheeled into the sky did he realize that he knew no safe refuge from Cadona's soldiers, 
particularly if he was supposed to stay with them and pretend that he still supported the 
Princess. He hissed in vexation.
  Pannerel said at the same time, "My lady, I am not sure where we should go. I 
cannot take you into Faerie as I would ordinarily; that realm has become too dangerous 
for anyone who is mortal."
  "I know," said Estora. "I would not go into Faerie anyway. I would not leave my 
Kingdom. Take me to the refuge I was making for when you found me, and then I might 
still be able to rally some Darkworkers to my cause. Those could be the beginnings of our 
army."
  "Where is this refuge?" Pannerel asked, and the elf-horse turned and hovered in 
the air like a floating spider drifting on a web.
  "There."
  Olumer followed Estora's pointing finger, and blinked when he saw a copse of 
pine trees. "Wouldn't Cadona's soldiers simply follow you into it?" he asked.
  "It is more than it seems," said Estora, and this time her smile held a mysterious 
edge. Olumer supposed he could get tired quickly of that, but it was still refreshing after 
Cadona's whines and moans.



  "Then let us go to it, and we will see how different it is," said Pannerel, and 
touched the horse's sides. The horse flew forward at once, and as she drew nearer to the 
pine copse, strange things began to happen.
  Olumer blinked, wishing he could rub his eyes but not daring to take his hands 
from the horse's flanks, so fast was she flying. The pine copse wavered as if in a heat 
shimmer, though Olumer had never seen heat shimmers except in southern Rivendon. 
The northern part of the Kingdom was too cold for them, so it had no business having 
them.
  The thought inspired Olumer with a most peculiar idea. If he just turned and 
looked away, then it would be all right. He would see the normal Mountains and snow 
and stone of his own world, and the shimmer would fade away as if it had never existed. 
Just walking away from the trees was best.
  So strong was the thought that he had actually started to turn before he 
remembered that they were flying on a horse several hundred feet in the air. He turned 
back just as the shimmer almost exploded, and then they were through it and hovering 
over yet another stretch of cottages and small gardens, the way that the Darkworker camp 
had looked before the army destroyed it. The horse snorted and drifted lower. Pannerel 
was looking around with quick motions of his head. Olumer already knew what those 
meant, and wasn't surprised when the elf spoke in a voice bright with curiosity.
  "How did you conceal this?"
  "Sun magic," said Estora. "The blending of Scarlet and Light. It makes it so 
painful to look at this village that most people don't persist in trying after the first 
blinding flash."
  "The Sun magic is yours?" Olumer asked.
  She craned her neck back to look at him. "Yes."
  "I thought that half-fey weren't supposed to be born with elemental magic."
  "They aren't, usually," Estora agreed, as the horse wheeled in great circles over 
the village. A few people, all of whom looked human, had come out of the houses and 
stood staring upward. Estora looked down and made some sort of sign with her hand, and 
they cheered and started getting things ready for the landing instead of shooting them 
with arrows, for which Olumer was grateful. "I was."
  "How did that happen?" Olumer asked.
  Estora laughed. "I was just lucky, I suppose."
  Olumer continued to study her as the horse landed on a small fallow patch of 
ground, and the humans immediately surrounded them. It had come to him that Destiny 
could have chosen her for the throne, after all. Insuring that someone half-fey was born 
with elemental magic would be small effort for Destiny, after everything else that it 
tended to change for its chosen. 
  But Estora had only a small aura of Destiny, the kind that Olumer ordinarily 
expected to find on a peasant woman who would spend the rest of her life tending her 
crops and hauling water. Estora's confidence as she greeted her people and explained 
about Cadona's army argued that she was not that, and yet the aura barely glowed at all, 
certainly not gold.
  "This is all wonderful."
  Olumer looked sideways at Pannerel, who was gazing at the gardens. "What's 
wonderful about it?" he asked.



  "They can make the stone bloom," said Pannerel.
  "Of course," said Olumer, who was still more worried about Estora, but suspected 
he wouldn't get any answers from her. "That is only Crop magic. Most mages are strong 
enough for that. The more talented ones get hired by the nobility to create gardens, and 
sometimes to revitalize farms. You should see what they did at the palace in Queen 
Idona's time."
  "I went there, and saw it," said Pannerel. He shrugged when Olumer stared at 
him. "That was in the days after we first returned to Faean. We went everywhere, and saw 
everything that we could. Those gardens were beautiful, but they had only flowers that 
humans couldn't eat growing in them. I had forgotten how much the sight of growing 
food could affect me." He gazed again wistfully at the gardens.
  "Don't elves grow food?" Olumer asked.
  "Why should we, when we can step into another world and fetch all the food we 
need?" Pannerel didn't turn around to look at him. "I didn't know- I had forgotten- how 
the common sights of humans stir me."
  Olumer only shrugged. Elves were very strange, to think that such things were 
wonderful. But he didn't have time to speak about it right now, since Estora had led 
several people up to him, and Olumer thought it was politic to turn around and appear 
polite.
  "Olumer, these are the ones who will help us," said Estora, smiling as she guided 
several older men and women with the first faint traces of gray in their hair around one of 
the gardens. "They will spread messages to all the corners of Rivendon that you like. 
There are many more people than Prince Artaen thinks lying in wait, and preparing to rise 
up if I call on them."
  Olumer gazed on the older humans with some sadness; he could remember, even 
given the mess the shining net had made of his mind, his own descendants graying and 
collapsing and dying, while he lived on untouched by age. But these humans had more 
fire and spirit in their eyes than he could remember most of his descendants having. One 
woman stepped forward as he watched, and though her hair looked like iron, her eyes 
looked far more like it. She had a spirit that would break before it would bend down to 
anyone, Olumer was sure.
  "You are the husband of Queen Idona?" she asked.
  "I was."
  "And still alive." For a moment, the corresponding emotion to Olumer's sorrow 
flared in her face, the human envy of the long lives the fey led. But it was gone almost at 
once. This woman would have lived long enough to learn the futility of such emotions. "I 
am Moranna. I lead here when the Lady Estora is gone, and I say that you will stay here 
and help us by becoming a symbol."
  Olumer blinked at the blunt command. "I would prefer that, my lady," he said, 
"but I must return to Princess Cadona and make her think that I am on her side for just a 
little longer."
  "You use deception and subterfuge?" Moranna asked, her voice rising 
dangerously. A few of the other humans looked over at her. "And you expect us to trust 
you to serve the Lady Estora faithfully?"
  Olumer blinked again, and then remembered who he was dealing with. "Why 
shouldn't I?" he asked. "You're Darkworkers. You understand the uses of deception."



  There was a long pause. 
  And then Moranna laughed.
  "Yes, we do," she said through her chuckles. "But still, serve the Lady Estora 
faithfully, or I'll stuff one stone down your throat and the other up your ass and shove 
until they meet in the middle."
  She turned and walked away while Olumer was still pondering the nature of that 
threat. Estora winked at him.
  "You can go back to Cadona's army now," she said. "They understand the nature 
of your service to me."
  "I find this place pleasing," said Pannerel to no one in particular. "I might tell my 
people that we shouldn't conquer the world."
  Estora narrowed her eyes. "What?"
  And just then there came a chorus of shouts, most of them seeming to be about 
giant stone statues on the borders of the pine copse.



Chapter 13

 Vindictive Horses and Equally Vindictive Mages
 "I have heard tales of stubborn mules and dogs and cats. But there is no creature 
than can match a horse in stubbornness, I tell you. It is simply that they chose to display 
that stubbornness less often. But when they do, it comes at the most inconvenient times."
  -Esilla, Princess of Amorier.
  "One of you has to yield."
  Kymenos said nothing. He could feel the jolt of Sykeen's hooves and the weight 
of Talazh on his own spine, and that would have put him in an ugly mood, if the mere 
implication of his feeling those sensations hadn't already put him in an uglier one. He 
lowered his head and plodded on.
  You can't escape me that easily, said Sykeen into his head. You know what it 
means to be bonded as well as I do. You've heard all the history-tales.
  I've heard them, Kymenos snarled back. And I know that I'm not a hero, and you 
are not my Destined mount.
  I wasn't talking about that aspect of it. I was talking about the fact that we can 
always hear each other.
  Hearing doesn't mean loyalty and love. I will never love you, for what you have 
done to me.
   Sykeen snorted and tossed his head so hard that Talazh nearly slid off over his 
tail. He grasped the reins and stared reproachfully at Kymenos.
  "If you want me to rest, then don't make him do that."
  "Sorry," said Kymenos shortly, and continued walking, returning to his private 
thoughts as best he could.
  He wondered moodily how the heroes in the history-tales had stood it. To have 
someone capable of spying on his thoughts at every moment was the Darkness where the 
worshippers of Elle would say he belonged, and it didn't seem fair that he should have to 
experience it while he was still alive. He didn't even have the assurance now that Sykeen 
would grow bored or irritated and leave him. Bonds like this were for life.
  Not for death, then.
  If you planned to kill me, I would know about it in an instant, said Sykeen, 
demonstrating his disagreeable habit of speaking directly to Kymenos on matters that he 
had intended to keep to himself. And I would be able to counter every move you made, 
knowing your body as well as I know your mind. So I wouldn't try it.
  I should geld you, Kymenos thought savagely.
  The threat had lost its power, though. Sykeen only snorted in laughter. You could 
try that, yes, but I don't think you would like the results even if you succeeded. You would 
feel the pain of my gelding as though it were your own, and you seem to have a rather 
greater love for your organs than I do for mine.
   Kymenos said nothing at all to that. What could he say? The horse was probably 
right, damn him, that he would feel the pain of Sykeen's gelding. If he felt his hooves 
bouncing on the rock, and the taste of grass in his own mouth when Sykeen had finished 
grazing, then he would surely feel something much stronger.
  But there had to be an escape. Kymenos was clear on that. There had to be 
something he could do. There always was. When Nightstone and Destiny tried to enslave 



him, he had found a way around their strictures. He could do the same thing now. He just 
had to figure out what that way would be.
  None, said Sykeen gently. I am afraid that you have finally met a challenge you 
cannot overcome, Kymenos.
  Kymenos said nothing. At least he could avoid responding to the horse, and 
perhaps that was the beginning of his escape. Sykeen could say anything he liked, but he 
couldn't force Kymenos to have a conversation.
  This bond goes both ways, said Sykeen quietly. And what can knowledge of each 
other lead to but a deepening of love? I told you long before that I loved you, and that 
was true with even such imperfect grasp of yourself as you allowed me. And now I know 
you more fully, and you shall know me.
  Kymenos longed to snap something back at him about that, but forced himself to 
look up instead. They were climbing the far side of a valley now, where for some reason 
flowers had managed to grow. Sykeen snorted as the softer vegetation afforded him better 
footing, and Kymenos smiled grudgingly. It did feel better, he had to admit, than climbing 
the stone.
  Yes, it does.
   Kymenos gritted his teeth, and said nothing.
  "Since I weary of silent conversations," said Talazh abruptly, "I propose 
something else. Tell me about your being the Heir of Dalzna, Kymenos."
  "There's nothing much to tell," said Kymenos, glad to have something to distract 
him, though it was another subject that would just make him angry. "Norianna thinks that 
I'm the Heir of Dalzna-"
  "You are," said the sword, who had been mercifully more silent since Kymenos 
and Sykeen bonded. Perhaps she didn't like to cut through the conversations that she 
would probably think were turning Kymenos into more of a hero. "You have to be. 
You've been caught up in the twists and turns of Destinies, and there would be no reason 
for such a thing if you didn't have a kind of special significance."
  "That significance was as Princess Alliana's guardian, and not on anything of my 
own merit," Kymenos snapped at her. "I have no merit. Haven't I told you that, and tried 
to prove it again and again? And yet you continue willfully blinding yourself, and 
insisting that it must be true."
  "You were her guardian?"
  Kymenos looked at Talazh. The boy looked as though he didn't know whether to 
howl in rage or burst out laughing, and his eyes were fixed on Kymenos as though 
nothing could have moved them.
  "Yes," said Kymenos, drawing his words out so Talazh would know he wasn't 
happy about it. "Destiny chose me to become her guardian and to protect her until she 
assumed the throne, whereupon I would become her adviser, or something else equally 
insipid, and not thought out well. I didn't want to serve her, so I spent twelve years 
looking for a way out. And then I found Chaos, and Chaos granted me that way out. I 
actually protected Alliana's foster sister instead of Alliana, and Destiny thought she was 
the Princess, too. The real Princess died in the dungeons of Orlath, and I came north, 
thinking I was free." He slapped Norianna's hilt, and she got him back for it by swinging 
in close and slapping him on the back of the leg. Kymenos scowled. "This was the sword 
Alliana was supposed to find. She came to me instead. And now she talks about repairing 



the prophecy that I went to so much trouble to break-"
  "You can't have broken it," said Norianna. "Nightstone was the one who broke 
it."
  "Why?"
 
  "Because the prophecy itself said that our plans could be fragile before the black 
stone's cares. Tell me who that meant, if not Nightstone the interfering Princess." 
Norianna's voice descended, and she sounded as if she were muttering. "I wish she would 
come back. I'd kill her next time."
  "I don't understand any of this," said Talazh, in a cheerful, polite voice. 
  Kymenos shook his head. "Sorry."
  He gets an apology, and I don't? Sykeen lifted his tail and dropped a load of shit 
to show what he thought of that. If Kymenos were walking behind him instead of beside 
him, it might even have worked. 
  He's Dalznan, said Kymenos, and then scowled harder as he realized that he had 
just responded to the horse. Well, at least Sykeen was too disgruntled to be very happy 
about his small victory. "Nightstone was the one who wanted to kill Princess Alliana, and 
me as well," he said. "She held us both prisoner for a time. But I managed to make her 
very angry by constantly talking about sex, when she depends on unicorn magic for her 
long life and her protection, and then I escaped. She spoke into my mind for a time at 
night, but she hasn't done it for a while. And then she appeared last night, and it seems 
that she has elves with her, who want to kill me instead of helping me."
  "I did notice that," said Talazh, and Kymenos laughed in spite of himself. The 
young man's face clouded as he went on. "But what was your connection with the elves in 
the first place?"
  Then Kymenos had to explain that, and then Talazh wanted to know how he had 
managed to run away from Nightstone and then get himself recaptured, and that required 
more explanation. By the time the sun was falling west. Kymenos's throat was very dry, 
and Talazh was frowning.
  "You're not a Crownkiller, are you," he said at last, and once again it was not a 
question.
  "No."
 
  "Why did you tell me you were?"
  Kymenos snorted. "What could I have said? You would have killed me for being 
involved with royalty-"
 
  "And royal himself," said Norianna.
  "Sword, I swear by Death that I will melt you in the heart of a star," said 
Kymenos. "You would have killed me."
  "How could you fear me?" Talazh looked down at himself. "Wrapped in one of 
your old robes, suffering from weakness and bruises and what I still think is a broken 
bone-"
  "It is not. You're just crying about the pain in hopes of some more plants, which 
you can't have. I gave you as many leaves as was safe."
  Talazh ignored him and went on with some dignity. "I am suffering from all of 



this, and you think that I can harm you?"
  "You seemed ready to, when the sword that shall remain nameless blurted out 
that I was royal."
  Talazh sighed. "But now I know the truth," he said, "and you remained Dalznan 
under circumstances that would challenge any of our country-kin to remain that way. You 
searched for twelve years for a way to remain free." There was a soft awe in his voice. 
"That's a majority of the time that I've lived, you know."
  Kymenos nodded. "I wish that I could have stayed in Dalzna," he said, "and lived 
there as a healer, and never come south to have all this happen to me. But I was as young 
as you probably are, and I thought that I would show them all by going south. Let that be 
a reminder, Talazh. Don't take thought beyond Dalzna. Our home is all anyone born there 
needs."
  Talazh nodded fervently. "And you rescued me, and you are making sure that I 
can see that home again," he said. "I should have remembered that before. Even if you 
were royal, I would have followed you home, and waited until we crossed the border of 
Dalzna before I did anything."
  "And what would you have done then?" Kymenos asked curiously.
  Talazh grinned at him. "I would have killed you the moment that you set your 
arrogant royal foot on Dalznan soil, of course. Royalty in the south is fine. They haven't 
learned better yet. But I'm not having royalty in Dalzna. Even if it turns out to be another 
Crownkiller, I would slay him." There was conviction in his voice that Kymenos 
admired. He was sure that nothing would stop or slow down Talazh for long, and if he 
had been in the situation that Kymenos was in, he would have fought until he found a 
way to escape Destiny.
  There are some things that you cannot escape from, said Sykeen in his head, 
annoying as the tolling of a funeral bell.
  "But you are coming north for good now?" asked Talazh. "I hope the answer is 
yes. Our country deserves to have such a hero as you living there."
  "I am not-"
  "I meant a hero for struggling against Destiny, and never giving up," said Talazh 
quickly. "Not for any other reason."
  "There are some who would say that his actions were ill-considered," said 
Norianna. "Why not yield to what was best for him, and accept what Destiny offered? It 
is the act of an animal to go on struggling when the trap is sprung. He should have given 
in, and then he could have had a royal Court position in Orlath. That was what he was 
meant for."
  "Even though I'm supposedly the Heir of Dalzna?" Kymenos asked.
  "You would have found a way to fulfill both your Destinies," said Norianna 
comfortably. "The Light didn't want to fight two wars at once. It would settle the southern 
Kingdoms under their true rulers, and then fight to free the northern ones from the grip of 
the Dark."
  Talazh laughed. "If we are under the grip of the Dark, sword, then it has been a 
very light grip. We are happier now than we ever were under Queen Bel and her kind."
 
  "You should not say such things," said Norianna primly. "You will learn better 
than to make such decrees someday."



  Talazh only laughed again, and Kymenos joined them.
  Kymenos's good mood lasted until Sykeen said, How come you never laugh with 
me, and share such moments with me? I'm not just your horse anymore.
  



Chapter 14

 Luminous
 "There are many reports of treasures beneath the ground, in caves lit by luminous 
moss. I always wonder how the moss came to be there. Of course, it might not need light 
to grow, but why should it always grow just where someone needs it? Is that the action of 
Destiny, or some other power?"
 -Liessa the Inordinately Curious.
  "I don't like this."
  Elary kept silent. There wasn't much that she could say to reassure Melior. She 
didn't like this, either.
  Mitherill still strode ahead of them in her circle of golden light, with Silar 
walking at her side. The kiness woman hadn't said a word all morning. Elary supposed 
that meant that she was angry, but since she hadn't said a world all morning, Elary didn't 
really know for sure. Neither of them looked around at Melior's words, just as neither of 
them had looked around when the drumming began again in the stone, or when they 
found a mark in the tunnel floor that looked remarkably like a footprint.
  But Melior didn't intend to follow Elary's example. "I don't like this," she said, 
louder.
  "There is nothing that we can do about whatever you don't like," said Mitherill, 
without turning around. "We must keep going into the Caves Radiancia. This is where the 
Diamond of Ezudlos is buried."
  "It's the 'buried' part I have a problem with," said Melior, but not loud enough to 
warrant Mitherill's attention. The Princess had slowed and was studying the symbols on 
the walls intently, as though she was looking for a specific one.
  She got Elary's attention, though. "You don't like the darkness?" Elary asked 
curiously. "But you can call lightning and banish the darkness whenever you want, and 
surely you are well-armed against the beasts we might meet."
  "Neither of those trouble me," said Melior, wrapping her arms around herself and 
bowing her head. "And I am cowardly to be troubled by what does trouble me. But the 
thought of stone hanging over my head terrifies me."
  Elary blinked and looked up at the ceiling. She hadn't even thought about that. 
She missed the feeling of sunlight on her skin and wind in her hair, and there remained 
the strange terror that they would never step out of the caves again, but the stone didn't 
frighten her. "Do you think the tunnel is going to collapse?" she asked.
  "Don't say such things!"
  Elary glanced at Melior, stunned. The half-liadra's eyes were open, the lightning 
bolts shining in the glow from Mitherill's hand, and searching the corners of the tunnel as 
if she could see rock falling.
  "I'm sorry," said Elary. "I didn't mean to discomfit you. But you should know that 
I don't think it's likely to happen."
  "How can you know that?" Melior asked tensely, now craning her head to look 
behind her.
  "Because Destiny protects the Princess, of course, and those who walk with her," 
said Elary. "So a rockfall won't kill us."
  "Unless we get in the way of Destiny."



  Elary looked up in surprise. Silar had dropped back to join them, and her eyes 
were direct and tight, shining blue-silver now.
  "Elary," she said. "I hate to pull you away from reassuring Melior, but I must 
speak with you privately."
 
  Elary looked at Melior to see if she minded that, but Silar already had hold of her 
arm and was tugging her away, so that Elary didn't get to be sure. The last sight she had 
of Melior for some time was of the half-liadra walking with her head turned to look over 
her shoulder, shivering all the while.
  Silar tugged her almost out of the light, which made Elary want to object. Not 
that she was afraid of the dark, of course, but she wanted to see the beasts coming at her. 
But when she saw Silar's tight lips, she decided that the beasts weren't a present danger, 
while Silar was, and consented to listen.
  "What has Mitherill done now?" she asked.
  Silar shook her head violently. "Nothing that she did. She was speaking to me, 
and I suddenly realized I wasn't hearing her voice. I was hearing something else instead, a 
rushing wind, and a sound of collapsing stone. It was so real that I thought the tunnel was 
falling. But the next moment, I was walking beside Mitherill again, and hearing her speak 
to me, and the tunnel hadn't collapsed."
  Elary blinked. "Very well. Do you often have visions like this?"
  "No," said Silar shortly. 
  "Then why did you want to talk to me about this?"
  "Because the only thing I saw in that vision, above the wind and the stone, was 
your face. So I want to know what you have to do with it."
  "I don't know anything about it," said Elary.
  "So you've never had any visions that involve a tunnel collapsing?"
  Elary shook her head firmly. "Never." But she had been a moment too slow, and 
by the way Silar gripped her arm, she had noticed the hesitation.
  "If you have, you must tell me," Silar whispered harshly. "I have never had a 
vision like that before, and it scared the shit out of me. You must tell me if we're in 
danger in the Caves."
  "I haven't had a vision of collapsing stone," said Elary. "I had a dream once that 
seemed to predict the future, but it had nothing to do with that."
  "What was the dream about?"
  Elary shook her head. "Nothing that concerned you." Which was a direct lie, of 
course, but Elary didn't know any diplomatic way to inform Silar that she had dreamed of 
her sitting on the throne of Ilantra, long before they had met, and in fact of her taking 
Mitherill's rightful place there.
  "Yes, it was."
  "How do you know that?" Elary asked, grimly determined to ignore the pain as 
long as she could. Silar was pressing the tendon in her arm almost to the bone, but she 
could ignore it. She could. Or, at least, it would be all right if she let out a little 
whimpering cry, as long as she didn't confess anything to Silar about that strange vision. 
Silar was becoming strange lately; she might decide that she had a duty to make the 
vision come true, especially as Mitherill had supposedly surrendered all claim to the 
throne of Ilantra.



  "I could see it in your eyes," said Silar. "I've had people have visions about me 
before."
 
  "How wonderful."
  "It's a nuisance," said Silar. "If Destiny has grand and terrible things planned for 
me, then I want to know about them in advance, so that I can go out and do them. But this 
is something else, I think. Something you know about. You're going to tell me about it, 
because otherwise I'll squeeze until you can't use your arm. And given the beasts that are 
down here, that would cripple you."
  Something black leaped out of the darkness and fastened itself on Silar's 
shoulder. The kiness woman gave a loud shout of disgust and beat her wings, sending the 
creature flying back into the shadows. At once she turned and stared after it, letting 
Elary's arm go in the process. Elary rubbed it and thanked the little thing for the reprieve, 
even as she prepared for battle.
  "What was that?" Silar asked.
  "I don't know," said Elary. "I've never seen anything like it before."
  Silar gave her a dark look. "Given how much you probably know, particularly 
about me, and don't want to tell-"
  The thing popped out of the shadows again, this time with another half-dozen of 
its kind. Elary caught a glimpse of dull black skin, hooked claws, and short, powerful 
legs. Then three of them sprang on her, and the other four sprang towards Silar, who had 
drawn her sword and cut one of them out of the air without trying.
  Elary was worse off. She caught one with a blast of blood plague as it tried to 
leapfrog over her head, but the other two fastened themselves on her shoulders, their 
claws digging in. Elary cried out. The pain was much sharper than the one Silar had 
caused. One of the beasts dipped its frog-like head and bit into her shoulder, and along 
with the agony, Elary had to marvel at how easily her flesh tore.
  "Stop them!" Mitherill's voice said, ringing out like a trumpet. "They are here to 
prevent us from reaching the Diamond of Ezudlos!"
  At the sound of the word Ezudlos, the creatures seemed to go mad. More of them 
boiled out of the tunnel and leaped after Mitherill and Melior. Elary felt her blood spilling 
with horrid ease over her skin, and reached up to give her attackers smallpox. Already she 
was weakening from loss of blood, though, and she wasn't sure it was possible.
  Then Silar's voice said, "Duck," and her sword flew across at shoulder height a 
moment later, removing the things from Elary's flesh. Elary looked up, nodded, and then 
collapsed.
  Silar picked her up, seeming to use her wings as much as her arms, and shouted, 
"Princess Mitherill!"
  "Yes, Silar?" Mitherill sounded impossibly cool, and impossibly adult. Even 
Melior was shrieking in disgust over the horrid things, but Mitherill sounded almost as if 
she had battled them before.
  "This is not the right tunnel," said Silar. "I remember this now, from the old maps 
I looked at. We must find a tunnel that shines with golden moss, and that will lead us to 
the Diamond."
  "Very well," said Mitherill. "Then I rely on you to lead the retreat."
  Silar gave a savage mutter, and then said, "Elary, I must hit them head-on, and 



use Illusions. I beg you, close your eyes. What you see otherwise could tear away your 
sanity."
  Elary shut her eyes without further prompting. She would have fainted in a 
moment, she was sure, and she had no desire to see what Silar would conjure, after a 
warning like that.
  She heard a growl that grew into a cackling laugh. There came the soft sound of 
giggling, and then voices speaking in a language she did not know. And following that 
was soft bubbling, and the sound of heavy footsteps, as if loud, large creatures were 
moving all around them.
  She shut her eyes a little more firmly. If the Illusions sounded that bad, she didn't 
want to see what they looked like.
  The creatures screamed, and the bubbling grew louder.
  "Do I want to know what that looks like?" Elary asked, eyes still shut.
  "Absolutely not." Silar's voice sounded strained. "They're dying of fright now, 
and I can hardly look at the Illusions myself. Keep your eyes shut."
  "I will."
  Besides, the darkness was getting more compelling even than the sounds or the 
temptation to look. Elary sighed once, and then, with a slightly bad feeling at leaving 
Silar to carry her dead weight, entered the darkness.
  It seemed that even here she could not escape visions of beckoning, terrifying 
light, and that rather annoyed her.
 ******
  "She almost died."
  Elary blinked once, and then opened her eyes fully when she heard no screams, 
or bubbling, or cackling laughter. Silar crouched over her, one wing obscuring most of 
Elary's sight. Elary pushed at her.
  "Let me sit up. I feel better."
  "I would imagine you do," said Silar. "I had heard that the Golden Tunnels had 
some healing properties, but I never imagined they worked so well. Your wounds started 
closing the moment we entered them."
  She sat back, and Elary looked around. They lay in a tunnel with many shelves 
on the walls, many nooks and crannies that looked as though they could comfortably hold 
a table and chairs, and large patches of golden moss clinging to the ledges. Just looking at 
the moss made Elary feel better. It had the color of leaves in sunshine, and its glow was 
as warm as candlelight. The shadows that played from it were more natural than the ones 
that the caves produced on their own, or what came from the light that Mitherill carried. 
Elary could have gone on gazing at it quite happily if Mitherill hadn't coughed, attracting 
her attention.
  "Welcome back, guardian," said Mitherill, voice deep and grave. "Not that you 
protected my life very well, since you were so busy almost dying yourself."
  Elary stared, unable to think of anything to say, but Silar rose and spread her 
wings in Mitherill's direction. Elary blinked. There were feathers as well as hair standing 
up on Silar's back, which was an interesting effect, as if she were a bird trying to make 
herself look larger.
  "You have no right to speak to her that way, when you were the one who took the 
Blood-drinkers' tunnel," said Silar harshly.



  "Destiny protects us all," said Mitherill. "It falters only when the one who claims 
its protection has a less than perfect faith in it." She looked at Elary. "Would you say that 
that described you, Elary?"
  "Well, yes."
  Mitherill narrowed her eyes. Elary realized she hadn't expected that answer. "And 
why do you have no faith in Destiny?"
  "Because Silar and Melior took me to the Crown, and that shattered the bonds 
that had tied me to you," said Elary. Why am I being so frank about this? But why not? 
She doesn't seem to care whether I live or die, as long as she isn't blamed for it. "I wanted 
to help you become a good Princess after that. You never were a worthwhile one, but I 
thought you were arriving there. And now this. You don't care about someone else who 
nearly died. You care more about her lack of faith. I wouldn't find that very touching even 
if the person wasn't me."
  Mitherill stared at her with her mouth open. Melior and Silar did much the same 
thing. Elary would have done the same thing if she could find a mirror. She didn't know 
where that had come from.
  Perhaps honesty and blood loss combined.
   Mitherill turned away from Elary suddenly, and bowed her head. A moment later, 
her shoulders began to shake with her sobs. Melior walked slowly towards her, and Elary 
started to get up.
  "No," said Silar. "Leave her."
  "Why?" asked Melior. "She's weeping as though she's really sorry for what she 
said."
  "I can tell," said Silar, and Elary was disturbed to see that her eyes were coolly 
fixed on Mitherill. The tone of disgust in her voice was even more of a concern. "She's 
not sorry for what she did. She's just trying to win our pity back, because she needs our 
protection."
  She turned back to Elary, before Melior could say anything one way or the other, 
and said, "Elary, are you all right?"
  Elary gazed at her in confusion. By rights, that tone of solicitude should really 
have belonged to Mitherill.
  But perhaps it was just because she had almost died. She nodded, and Silar 
sighed. "You should still stay quiet for a while, before we move on," she said, and draped 
her wing over Elary again, crouching down as she did it. "I don't want you fainting as we 
walk, and hitting your head on the stone."
  Elary watched the Princess's face over Silar's back, and caught a hint of 
something disturbing when Silar spoke of waiting. Mitherill's eyes were suddenly 
narrowed, and fixed on Silar.
  And the expression in them was one of hatred.
 



Chapter 15

 Ternora's Training Begins
 "For too long I have heard the gods claim that they cannot do as they wish, that 
the powers impede them. But they are more powerful than any mortal. What can they not 
do, if they wish it? That is never clear."
  -The Mistaken Mage.
  "That doesn't matter."
  Ternora glanced backward in surprise. She wasn't even the one who had spoken 
the words. Irande was stepping forward, his wings fanned slightly out, his head lifted as if 
he would charge Viridian personally.
  "It doesn't matter what Erlande wants of her," he repeated. "Shara would never 
permit someone to take a Starwalker from Her."
  "Starwalker?" Viridian lashed his tail once, as though he were interested in the 
new word but would need time to think about it.
  "Never mind about that," said Ternora. "Tell me what happened since you left 
Savior and Warcourage. How did you come to serve Erlande? Of course he would take 
you back, since you worship him, but why would you go back? Have you forgotten how 
much trouble we took to escape his realm?"
  "You can't escape from the Lord of Waters," said Irande.
  Ternora glared at him. He is annoying me more than I'm annoying him right now. 
He must be. "Can't you be quiet for a moment? I was talking to Viridian. And we did 
escape, though it was with the help of winged fey magic."
  "Winged fey?" asked Viridian.
  "I will not be silent," said Irande, flushing. "What you propose is impossible. No 
one could escape from a god unless he willed it. Therefore, you must be lying, and a 
lying Starwalker is not to Shara's advantage."
  "I want to hear-"
  "Shara?" Viridian gazed at Ternora in open wonder now. "So you really have 
thrown your lot in with the goddess? Enough not to snicker when someone talks about it 
being to Her advantage?"
  "I have indeed chosen to serve her," said Ternora. "Of course, it's not without 
some consideration on my part, since-"
  "You have to listen to me," said Irande. "You can't simply escape from a god. I 
want to know how this happened. I insist on knowing how this happened."
  Ternora smiled at him as viciously as she knew how. "Why? Do you fear that I 
might escape from the Hall before my time?"
  She never knew what Irande would have replied, since a growl ran around the 
hall like the crash of drums, startling them all. Ternora turned towards it, and saw Elnorth 
standing in the part of the hall where darkness gave way to light, staring at her as though 
he would compel her to come to him by the power of his gaze.
  "What is that?" asked Viridian, with both fear and fascination in his voice.
  "You ask entirely too many questions, dragon," Irande said coldly, seeming to 
forget that he had been asking many of his own. "I do not think that any of us will answer 
any more until you have proven your trustworthiness."
  Viridian growled, and a small cloud of steam rose from his nostrils. "I have 



received no answers to any of my questions, which I think I might at least receive before 
a forbidding of such answers."
  "Enough of this."
  The rich voice startled Ternora further, and silenced Irande at once. Spinning 
around, Irande knelt before Elnorth, his wings folded tight in to his back in what might 
have been a gesture of humility, if he was capable of such a thing. Ternora wasn't sure he 
was. "My lord! You speak!"
  "I do," said Elnorth. "And only because Starwalkers have forgotten their place." 
His eyes went back to Ternora, who felt a stab of the same terror that had overcome her 
when she saw the lion outside the Hall. She shook her head and fought back, both with 
firmer control of her emotions and with words.
  "You could have spoken before, then. Why growl and gesture into the mirror as 
though you couldn't?"
  "It is part of the training," said Elnorth, "that Starwalkers learn to be still and 
silent when it is required of them, and patient in puzzling out the answers to the questions 
they must ask. Silence and patience are often required of those who would learn to walk 
between the worlds."
  "Walk between the worlds?" asked Viridian, who seemed inclined to go on asking 
until he got noticed.
  Elnorth just gave the dragon a superior glance that Ternora resented, and then 
looked at her. "Since it seems that I must conduct your instruction with words, you will 
come with me, and not hesitate or balk at anything that might be asked of you." He turned 
and glided into the darkness, and Ternora shrugged at Viridian and followed him.
  Once again, the darkness deepened, and the pillars seemed to vanish altogether. 
Ternora thought many things, but didn't question, since Elnorth seemed so intent on 
silence; even his footsteps made barely any sound. He led her to the back of the hall once 
more, and Ternora braced herself for another pointless "lesson" of reaching through the 
mirror into Faerie.
  This time, though, they didn't reach the wall with the mirror, even though Ternora 
had been sure they were going in that direction. They reached a short, bulky wall, made 
of brick, and painted with a dozen strange symbols. Elnorth paused for a moment, lashing 
his tail, then reached out and pushed his paw against one that looked like a crescent 
moon.
  The wall shifted, and vanished. Ternora found herself looking into a landscape as 
barren and rocky as she had ever seen in her life. Only the Black Isles, which she had 
seen once at a distance, could compare to it, and those were made of lava. This was made 
of stone, beneath a sky dark and featureless except for faint points of light that might be 
stars. And this was no mirror. Ternora could feel the intense coldness of the place just a 
few feet away.
  "Why is there no mirror in Faerie here?" she asked, speaking the first words that 
came into her head. "Surely we are in the same place that you brought me before, when 
you gave me that flower."
  "Yes." Elnorth gave her a stern look. "And where is the flower?"
  "I don't know," said Ternora. "I laid it down while I was looking for clothes, and 
didn't pick it up again."
  The lion growled. "You were to gaze on the flower, and contemplate how 



different it was from the blossoms that grow in your own world, and reflect on the 
diversity of life in the worlds."
  "How was I supposed to know that?" Ternora asked, growing rather irritated. 
"You could have meant that you disliked me, since that flower cut my finger, or you 
could have given me the flower as a gesture of greeting. How does anyone ever learn 
anything, if you give them flowers and growl at them and expect that to suffice?"
  "Most Starwalkers want to learn the craft of walking between the worlds to serve 
the goddess, and not themselves," said Elnorth.
  Ternora laughed. "The goddess has chosen to share this knowledge with me, and 
unless you want to defy Her, then I will continue to learn for my own reasons. She knows 
what they are." She looked into the barren stone and darkness again. "And what is this 
place?"
  "This is Silinde," said Elnorth reluctantly. "One of the worlds that few people 
visit, since there are so few people there. It is hostile to those who remain too long. There 
are always fools who try to live there, of course, but we are not fools. We will use it to 
open doors for you."
  "Won't the cold kill us if we remain too long?" asked Ternora, shivering. "The 
world won't have to do anything."
  Elnorth growled at her. "If you wouldn't be so ridiculous, then we could get much 
more done," he said, and stalked forward into the darkness. Ternora heard the click of his 
claws on the stone, very near, but he suddenly appeared to spring forward a great 
distance, so that she saw him far away. He turned, and the same combination of distance 
and closeness was in his eyes and voice. "Come with me. Or are you so afraid that you 
cannot bear a little cold?"
  Ternora braced herself, and stepped after him into the glittering place, under a 
sky that seemed to stretch impossibly high without a sun or moon to roof it.
  The place was not as cold as she had feared, though it was just as depressing. 
Looking in every direction, Ternora could not see a single scrap of green, or even of 
darkness that might have been green if any light ever shone here. Silinde was not a world 
of life. It was apparently a world of frozen gray stone extending endlessly into 
endlessness.
 "Who made Silinde?" asked Ternora. "What god would make a world where no 
one could live?"
 "Some of the gods have very strange ideas," said Elnorth, and then turned to face 
her. "Now. How much do you know of walking between worlds?"
 "Very little," said Ternora, pleased that the lion was apparently going to be serious 
and stop presuming on his own superiority. "The other times, it was Shara who took me 
between the worlds, or between my own world and others. And I know that some legends 
of my people speak of walking the worlds. But if they ever had the gift, they lost it long 
ago."
 "What?" asked Elnorth, sounding startled for the first time. "But you are half-
elven. Of course your people have the knowledge. They have always had it."
 Ternora shook her head. "Those are Faerie elves. My people are Light elves."
 "There is no difference."
 Ternora shrugged. "Differences of history and magic, even if there are no 
differences in body."



 Elnorth stared a moment longer, then sniffed. "You have heard, of course, that the 
worlds dance around each other," he said.
 "No."
 Elnorth snarled. "Must I begin your training at such a low level? I had one elven 
student recently who was as troublesome as you are, and yet she knew that, even though 
she professed not to know anything else. You must know that the worlds dance around 
each other. Tell me you are joking in your ignorance."
 "I am not," said Ternora coolly. She briefly considered calling out to Shara and 
asking the goddess to get her some better teachers. "I know there are other worlds. That 
much knowledge is mine. And I know that Faerie elves and the gods, and apparently 
Starwalkers, can step between them. But there was never a reason for me to know more 
than that. Light elves can't walk between worlds, and I have lived three hundred years in 
my own world and found it enough."
 Elnorth made a mewling noise. "Then I must make do with this," he said, and 
snapped his teeth shut, making a tugging motion with his head. Ternora watched in 
fascination as he pulled a thread out of the air, and then shook his spiked mane. That 
sketched a pattern of globes circling each other on colored threads, all the threads 
changing colors madly.
 "How did you do that?" asked Ternora.
 "There is much extra magic in Silinde," said Elnorth. "No one lives here to use it. 
Now pay attention." He nodded to the model of dancing globes and threads. "The worlds 
dance around each other, which means that sometimes they come into conjunction."
 "Like stars?"
 "Like dancing partners," said Elnorth. "Unconscious dancing partners, of course, 
since the worlds do not really care where they go. But a mortal can enter that dance as a 
conscious participant, and draw one world into line with another."
 Ternora shook her head. She would never have thought of such power, if asked to 
describe the way that someone crossed from one world to another. "And I thought they 
hung on the neck of a beast."
 "They do."
 "And the beast moves, so they dance?" Ternora asked, getting an absurd picture in 
her mind of a stomping, shuffling beast.
 "A creature so huge cannot be said to 'move,' in any true sense of the word," said 
Elnorth. "They are hanging on the beast and moving in the dance, both at once."
 "That's a paradox."
 "It is a truth that you are too ignorant to understand," snapped Elnorth. "And a 
mortal moves into the dance and seizes one world, pulling it until it is into conjunction 
with the one she is leaving. The elves can do it instinctively. Their creator bred it into 
them. But other races, including most of the Starwalkers, must learn it. Attend."
 Ternora watched, more interested than she wanted to let on, as Elnorth stepped 
back and then stared into the distance. She followed his gaze, but saw nothing save the 
rock and darkness and faint stars that made Silinde such a depressing place to be.
 "Now," said Elnorth, "you must learn to look. Look with the eyes of your mind. 
Let yourself relax, and think of the stars and moons and suns if you must think of 
anything at all. They are the parts of certain worlds that are the closest to all the other 
worlds in the dance."



 Ternora thought of the stars as she had seen them soon after becoming a priestess 
of Shara, points of not only light but color in the darkness. They had fascinated her. How 
had she never seen the colors before? Why were there so few green ones? Why did the 
stars shine as white to most other people?
 Then she saw it. It was a thin silver line, and when Ternora moved her head, she 
lost it. But she thought of the stars again, and saw it, a strand of light as thin as 
spiderweb, drifting towards her as if lured by her thoughts.
 "That is it," breathed Elnorth. "Think of the stars, or suns, or moons, or whatever 
you are thinking of now. Then reach out and touch the line. It is the edge of a door 
between worlds. Open it, and think of the world that must lie beyond. Later, you will 
learn which worlds are nearest the one where you stand in the dance. For now, think only 
of looking into another world."
 Ternora thought intently of the place Savior- Alami- had taken her and 
Warcourage to. A part of Faerie, maybe, but she had never seen the whole of Faerie and 
could only imagine this part, with silver grass and distant mountains, and Savior's 
bragging boast that she had created it all.
 "Just stars," said Elnorth. "You're not trying hard enough."
 Ternora grunted, and thought of something else that could be there: the broken 
web of Destiny, on which she had shattered two strands as the only revenge she could 
think of.
 "There you are."
 Elnorth's voice was distant as Ternora watched the vision grow clearer. And then 
she was looking into the part of Faerie that Alami had claimed as her own creation, and 
before her were Alami and Warcourage. Both of them were staring at her. Alami looked 
startled.
 Warcourage…
 Warcourage had a strange, glassy look in his green eyes, and his hands were 
opening and closing in time to the motion of Alami's wings.
 Ternora frowned. What happened to him?
  "You must only look into that world. No, don't lean forward that much!"
 But Ternora was leaning forward, hanging onto the edge of the silver door, and 
then she was falling through, into Savior's country. There was a large crack behind her, 
and a snarl, but Ternora didn't bother with them. She was at last in reach of the woman 
she detested.
 She began at once to sing, intending to send Alami to sleep. 
  And if it affects Warcourage, and then I can slaughter both of them while they 
sleep, so much the better.
  



Chapter 16

 Rites of Command
 "I have seen many battle commanders who were worthless at leading in other 
situations. They always wanted to charge ahead with shield lifted and sword waving. 
None of them would understand that that was not the best response. I usually had to kill 
them before their followers would listen to me."
  -The Dark's Lord, Serais.
  Estora's eyes narrowed further, until they looked like slits of silver. "Stay silent, 
everyone," she said, without lifting her voice.
  The shouting quieted at once. Olumer frowned, wondering if there was some 
magic that made Estora's voice audible to everyone in the village. There was no other 
way that she could have tamed them so easily with barely a raising of her tone.
  She turned to look at him, and Olumer tried to look as if he hadn't been thinking 
anything so potentially threatening. Estora's gaze was very direct, though not hostile. 
"You will go out and tell Cadona that you have looked into this copse and seen no sign of 
a village here."
  "They won't believe me," said Olumer. "They will want to look for themselves."
  Estora smiled, and an oddly uncomfortable light grew around her, swelling until 
Olumer had to look away, the way that he did from the sun when it rose. "I will make 
sure they won't want to look," she said. "Your task is to be convincing, and make sure that 
their sense of duty doesn't overpower their discomfort."
  Olumer sighed, nodded, and then walked towards the border of the copse. 
Everyone around him was looking towards Estora, he noted, and waiting patiently for the 
order she would give next. Perhaps she really did have them trained after all so that they 
would respond to the sound of her voice; Olumer didn't know.
  "Make it convincing," he muttered to himself, as he stepped out through the 
border of the pines. "And how do I do that?"
  "Olumer!"
  Olumer looked up, and swallowed to conceal his nervousness. It was not 
Cadona's group that had come to the copse at all, but the group of Kings and Queens she 
had sent out earlier, under Idona's command. Idona walked towards him now, eyeing him 
and the trees with curiosity that did not diminish when the pulse of Estora's Sun magic 
welled up around them. 
  "What are you doing here?" she asked him.
  Olumer lied as convincingly as he could. "My lady, I thought that I might still 
find the Lady Estora faster on my own. I know that Cadona wanted you to find her," he 
added quickly to her deepening frown, "but you might have hunted for hours and never 
found her."
  Idona nodded unwillingly. After all, it was what had happened. "And you found 
her and killed her?"
  "She is no longer a threat," said Olumer. "I suppose the strain of running must 
have been too much for her. I found her dead not far from here."
  "Do you have the body with you?"
 
  Olumer smiled sourly. "Hardly. She must have been a Scarlet mage. Her magic 



coiled around her and burned her body the moment I tried to touch her."
  Idona laughed. "Well, yes, that sometimes happened." She was still eyeing the 
copse, though. "But you came from this pine grove. Why?"
  "I thought that she might have been making for a shelter," Olumer explained. 
"And this was the only shelter in sight; I couldn't even find a cave. So I investigated to 
make sure that she hadn't left someone behind here who might have been determined to 
come out and avenge her."
  "Nothing?"
  Olumer shook his head. "No one. There were signs of a hasty camp, but the 
Darkworkers must have abandoned it some time ago. Really, why would they stay here, 
when they had the camp that we destroyed?"
  Idona nodded, and then squinted. The magic was getting uncomfortable, Olumer 
supposed, and he was only protected because he had his back to it. "Well, then we should 
report this to the Princess at once," she said. "Come, Olumer." She turned to walk back 
down the slope.
  Olumer hadn't anticipated this. He had thought he would have a chance to go 
back and say farewell to Estora and Pannerel. But it appeared he wouldn't, so he glanced 
back just once at the pine copse, making what farewell he could, and then hurried after 
Idona.
  Surely they will understand. They know how important it is for me to remain with  
Cadona, so that she suspects nothing.
  *****
  "I wish that we had been able to find her."
  Olumer walked with his eyes on the ground, and said nothing, since if he started 
talking now he might never stop. Cadona was still gazing wistfully back at the mountains 
as the army started to leave them behind, and had been talking for the last half hour about 
how she wished she had been able to see her aunt's body before it burned.
  Not that Olumer could tell her Estora was her aunt, of course.
  "There will be other times, Princess," said Idona, who walked at her descendant's 
shoulder but kept her eyes moving about the landscape ahead. They were coming down 
into the foothills now, and woods thick enough to shelter enemies were slowly springing 
up on every side. "Other enemies, whose bodies you can see lying on the ground and 
gloat about all you wish."
  "I wouldn't have gloated," Cadona protested, though how she expected anyone to 
believe that Olumer wasn't sure. Of course she would have gloated. What could she have 
done but gloated? "I just wanted to see her, and then kill her quickly, so that she wouldn't 
be a threat to my claim to the throne."
  "I understand the impulse," said Idona. "I had to rid myself of an heir to the 
throne, or at least one who could have proven troublesome."
  "You did?" Cadona asked, looking up. Olumer glanced over as openly as he 
dared, and saw her eyes shining. "I never knew. Did you have a sister who stood against 
you?"
  "Nothing so dramatic," said Idona. "I had a brother. He would never have 
challenged my claim, but he sired a child who could have proved troublesome. And so 
this is what I did…"
  Olumer grimaced as she recited the story. It was one he knew but had never told 



Cadona, not wanting to sully the image of Idona as a heroine in her eyes. He saw now 
that he needn't have worried. Cadona listened to the story, laughing in all the right places, 
and clapped at the end. "I wish I could have known you in those days," she said. "You 
were everything that I wanted to be, when I was a child."
  "Did you?" Idona looked back at the Princess, and Olumer stared. Tenderness 
looked foreign on her face, even though she was now something other than human. "I 
didn't know that you aspired to be like me that much."
  "Oh, yes," said Cadona. "Olumer raised me, and he told me many stories of you."
  "Did he?"
  Olumer turned away hurriedly. Idona was gazing at him now, and he didn't like 
the smile that was forming on her lips. Cadona was chattering on heedlessly, of course, 
and telling his old mate more things that he would never have wanted her to know. He 
hunched his shoulders and hoped she would keep in mind that he had been without his 
memory then. He hadn't known that she was his mate, nor how much he had hated her 
before the end. He had told the history-tales of the most powerful Queen of Rivendon, 
and in so doing, had spoiled Cadona, encouraging her to be like that woman.
  Of course, Idona didn't know that, and so she came up to Olumer when the army 
halted for Cadona to rest her legs; the stone statues didn't need to rest, of course. "You 
still kept me in mind," she said softly. "You told stories of me. You raised me to a hero in 
my granddaughter's eyes."
  Olumer grimaced. "I didn't know who you were then," he said, "or what you had 
done. And those things I did know, I had to choose among carefully, to decide what I 
would present to Cadona and what I would not. You are such a mixture of Dark and Light 
that I am surprised you knew which one you were serving."
  Idona laughed softly. "You have an odd way of courting me, Olumer. You could 
have said openly that you missed and desired me. I would have come to your arms in an 
instant."
  Olumer turned to stare at her. "Are you mad? I hate you. For what you did, and 
for existing again so that I cannot go back to a pack of my own-"
 
  "You wouldn't leave," said Idona. "Even if I wasn't here, you would stay with our 
descendant, and help her win her throne."
  There was nothing that Olumer could say to that. He didn't want to lie more than 
he could help it, since Idona had known him well and might still know him well enough 
to tell it. He turned and stared out into the forests instead. Ordinarily, he might have 
expected wolves, since they hated silvereyes and would track them all through their 
territory, but there was no gleam of eyes from the forests. Silvereyes were less important 
than avoiding things as unnatural as the marching Kings and Queens, Olumer supposed.
  "You could learn to love me again," Idona whispered. "I am not the woman you 
once knew."
  "Yes," said Olumer. "You're made of stone. Even if I mated with you, I expect 
that I would bruise myself."
  Idona blinked as if she hadn't expected that response. Olumer blinked in turn. He 
hadn't really expected himself to say it. But Idona was smiling in a moment, and even 
smiling as if she were delighted with him. Olumer stifled a groan and wondered how he 
had managed to attract her attention instead of repulsing her, which had been the general 



idea.
  "You have learned some romantic things in your time away from me," Idona 
teased him. "I think that shining net was a good idea after all. You were always so 
solemn, so fey, with me. Bedding never really mattered; it was something that one could 
do, or not, and you preferred hunting. Do you remember that?"
  "I remember that," said Olumer flatly. "I wish I didn't. The memories are falsely 
sweet compared to what poisons them."
  Idona clicked her tongue. "Poor, poor Olumer! You have learned much, but you 
have not yet learned that you can't resist me." She leaned towards him. "I was more 
powerful than you when I was alive, and that has not changed. Indeed, I think that I am 
more powerful now."
  "Because you can't be killed?" Olumer cocked his head. "You haven't heard how 
an elf killed one of your kind, have you?"
  Idona waved an airy hand. Olumer wondered, once again, at the skill of whatever 
sculptor had created the body that she now inhabited. How could stone look delicate and 
graceful? And yet, it did. "That doesn't matter, Olumer. The elves are gone, and not likely 
to come back." She paused. "I meant that I could offer you another candidate for the 
throne of Rivendon."
  Olumer just stared at her, and was quiet.
  "I have seen the way that you look at Cadona," Idona went on. "You think of her 
as just another version of me, and not someone whom you can look on with falsely 
admiring eyes. She's not the best thing for Rivendon, no. But I might be. I have 
experience of ruling, and who has as much power as I do? And I am willing to let 
Lightworkers dwell in my Kingdom, while Cadona is not willing to let Darkworkers do 
the same. We would conflict on that at some point in the future, anyway. What matters is 
that I am moving now to settle things as they should be settled."
  "What way is that?" Olumer croaked, hardly able to believe that he was hearing 
this.
  "With me as Queen, and having your support." Idona reached out and captured 
his hand. "You really could bring the silvereyes with you, and you could be far more in 
yourself to the right woman. A symbol."
  Unwillingly, Olumer thought of the way Estora had spoken of him, and found 
himself nodding along to Idona's words.
  "So," said Idona. "And you know what I am like."
  "Yes," said Olumer, unable to keep the revulsion out of his voice.
  Idona laughed. "Oh, Olumer, must you keep on thinking about Ulon? He is dead, 
and you may notice that is not even marching among the Kings and Queens of Rivendon. 
He reigned so short a time that the magic didn't think it worthwhile to set him among the 
reigning monarchs. His time is past, and he's found whatever rest he can in the Dark, after 
having killed me. But I am here again, and we might have a new dawn." She bowed her 
head and gazed at him from lowered eyes. "You might change me, if that's really what 
you want to do. You might make of me a Queen you could live with. That's what you 
want, isn't it? Someone you can live with, since you are bound to me as your mate as well 
as your Queen."
  Olumer found himself actually thinking about it, which was something he would 
never have anticipated. Idona was right. Cadona would not let the Darkworkers in her 



Kingdom live there unmolested, even the ones who had been there all along, since Idona 
took the throne and made the Kingdom Dark in the first place. It would mean war once 
she was on the throne. Her sitting on the throne would mean many things, and Olumer 
was sworn to stop them anyway.
  But he didn't want Idona on the throne. And what he really wanted-
  What he really wanted-
  What I really want is to keep my promises and then go home. And home is the 
woods and the mountains, not the castle of Rivendon or the southern cities. I'll stop 
Cadona and her army and free Lyli, since that's what I swore to do. And then I'll go back 
and run with the silvereyes packs once more.
  And if I want someone I can feel comfortable leaving on the throne, then Estora 
is my choice. I couldn't trust Idona unless I remained at her side every moment, and why 
would I want to do that?
  Estora is my choice.
   A feeling of well-being ran through him. Olumer let out his breath. For whatever 
might come, he had made his choice. It wasn't the best one, probably, but he wasn't 
human, and he didn't want to remain involved in human politics longer than he had to. He 
would go home, once Estora was on the throne and reigning as whatever kind of Queen 
she would be.
  He smiled at Idona. "I would have to think about it, of course," he said. "I have 
thought most of the last twelve years that Cadona would be Queen."
  Idona smiled and kissed his cheek with heavy lips, then turned and walked back 
towards the others. Cadona was already insisting that she had rested enough and could 
walk on. Olumer stood and stretched, gazing to the south and wondering with some 
amusement if his decision would make any real difference in the political game.
  Probably not. There will always be someone waiting to show me how much they 
want the throne.
  But it makes a difference for me.
  



Chapter 17

 Wonders and Beauties Forgotten
 "How many wonders and beauties become forgotten, just because they become 
buried? Sand or stone or water, whatever buries them deprives us of much we would look  
at, if we only knew where it was."
  -The Impudent Stranger.
  "This place makes me feel young, too."
  Elary nodded. She could feel now, in spite of not being fully fey, age pressing 
down on her like a weight.
  They were walking through a cavern decorated with yet more of the strange 
symbols that Elary had gotten used to seeing everywhere. But this time, the walls were 
sculpted into other shapes as well, and Elary was more interested in staring at those than 
at the symbols, which never seemed to vary in any case.
  The shapes were houses, she thought, though with round windows and strange, 
low doors. And they were made out of the stone, not from it. Now and then, there came a 
flash of white stone in the light of the golden moss, and Elary would think that that was 
marble, perhaps, which surely must have been hauled from the surface. But it always 
turned out to be a white vein in the natural stone that whoever had been here last had 
reworked into a decorative line around a window or door.
  Elary had not yet found the courage to look into any of the houses, even when 
they passed them quite close. She knew that there was probably nothing in there but 
darkness, or moss if not darkness. But she couldn't shake the conviction that there would 
be something else instead, perhaps one of the people who had used to live in this city, 
looking back at her.
  "We must stop here."
  Elary looked up in surprise as Mitherill, who led the way as usual, suddenly 
stopped in the middle of the city. Melior jolted to a halt behind her, and then Silar, so 
Elary had to pause as well. That left her very near one of the windows. She could have 
looked in. She did not.
  "What is it, Your Highness?" she asked. She had been as flattering as she could to 
Mitherill since their unpleasant confrontation a few rest periods ago. That should make 
Mitherill forgive her if anything did.
  Mitherill didn't reply directly, though, as had become her way of dealing with the 
problem. Instead, she said, "Do you see the symbols that run around the walls? Do you 
feel the sense of age?"
  "Now she notices?" Silar muttered.
  "Hush," said Elary.
  "I have seen them," said Melior, who seemed the most willing of all of them to 
cooperate with Mitherill's odd preferences. "But I don't know what they mean. Humans 
must have been here once, and yet it feels too old to have any human influence at all."
  "Humans were here," said Mitherill. "I recognize the symbols now. Some are 
symbols of the elemental Wonders, and that means the humans must have had knowledge 
that even the Masters of the Star Circle have only possessed recently. And the sense of 
age means that this city stood on the surface once."
  Elary frowned at the houses. They had been carved out of living rock, she was 



certain. Perhaps they had once been closer to the surface, but she was sure that they had 
never seen any light but that of the moss, and perhaps lamps.
  Silar seemed to be inclined to argue the same thing. She snapped her wings 
before she did, perhaps as a warning to anyone near to hide from the barrage of flying 
words she was about to unleash. "Are you sure about that, Your Highness? Perhaps 
humans lived here once, but that doesn't mean they had to come from the surface. Some 
of the tales of the Caves Radiancia speak of humans born in the depths of the darkness, 
and making vast structures like this there."
  Elary's skin prickled. She was sure that something was staring at her from the 
window next to her. She tried to ignore her.
  Mitherill laughed. "Silar, you betray nothing but your own ignorance in saying 
that. Humans were born on the surface of the world. They lived here, and carved their 
symbols here. But perhaps they did not build the city. Perhaps they only came and lived 
in it, and did their best to cleanse it from the unholiness that lived in it before they 
claimed it." She reached out, and a golden light blossomed on the end of her pointing 
finger. Elary saw that she was indicating a high ledge in the wall, where the shape of a 
howling wolf was carved. "What do you think that's a symbol of?"
  "I don't know," said Silar.
  "Shadow," said Mitherill. "Wolves are nearly always his symbols, since he likes 
to use them as animal forms and as gifts to loyal servants. So there used to be a people 
here, perhaps a fey people, who worshipped Shadow. Then humans conquered and spread 
the magic of the Light through the city. But all of them were gone long ago. Perhaps 
Shadow took revenge on them."
  "I thought you said this city was on the surface, Your Highness," said Melior, 
who was once again shivering.
  "I might have been wrong about that," Mitherill admitted. "It was almost 
certainly a city of Shadow, and he probably wouldn't build in the light; nor would his 
people. They would have come down here and lived willingly, and the humans who came 
after them would have done it unwillingly, but still done it, for the good of the world. Can 
you imagine all this vast space filled with the light of lamps? They would have sung and 
danced and worshipped the Light here, and the song would have rung from the stones."
  Elary tried to imagine it, and found that she didn't particularly want to. She shook 
her head and said, "Your Highness, is there a reason that we must pause here? The 
sensation of age and the idea that there might still be fey lingering here does not comfort 
me."
  "Fey lingering here?" Mitherill turned her head, golden eyes alert. "Of course. Of 
course there would be. Why did I not think of that?"
  "My lady?" Elary asked cautiously, wondering what she had stirred. She hadn't 
meant to stir anything, of that she was certain. She had only remarked on what she 
thought was true.
  "There would have been fey living here," said Mitherill. "Why not lingering? 
This is a place of power. The humans have gone, but why the fey? It would explain many 
things. And they could tell us the dangers of the inner Caves Radiancia, secrets they 
might not have revealed for a hundred years."
  "They would not be taken with the idea," said Silar quietly. "They would have 
showed themselves by now, my lady, if they wanted to tell us the way to the Diamond. Or 



if they are even here."
  "Not if they think I won't come after them," said Mitherill. "And I will come after 
them. I will make them uncomfortable until they do show themselves." She stepped 
forward and cupped her hands, one glowing, around her mouth, which made her face 
look strange. "Fey of the Broken City! I know that you are lying in wait until we are 
gone. Know that I am Mitherill, Princess of Arvenna, and that I demand you tell us the 
way to the Diamond of Ezudlos!"
  Her voice was a grand thing near at hand, but Elary couldn't help noticing that it 
died away quickly against the high ceiling of the cavern. She shivered, and looked at 
Silar. The kiness woman had pursed her lips and was shaking her head.
  "I don't think it'll work," she said to Elary, when she noticed the half-ilzán 
looking at her.
  Elary nodded, and then blinked as a shadow detached itself from the corner of a 
house and drifted towards them.
  "You see," said Mitherill in satisfaction, lowering her hands. "You just have to 
know how to talk to them."
  Elary narrowed her eyes as the shadow came closer. She would have said that it 
was fey a moment ago, but already it looked less and less like that. She could see that it 
had a tail, and she knew no species of fey that did. Its form hunched weirdly towards the 
middle, as though it had a hump on its back, and its hands had either claws or nails so 
long and twisted that Elary wondered how it picked anything up. But its face, when it 
turned enough into the light that they could see its features, was beautiful, almost elven. 
Elary stared, fascinated despite herself, and heard Mitherill draw in a soft breath of 
satisfaction.
  "You served Shadow, didn't you?" she asked.
  The creature smiled. Elary blinked. How could she have thought the creature 
other than fey, or deformed? She could see clearly now that its back did not have a hump, 
and its hands were not clawed. It looked almost exactly like an elf, but neither gold nor 
golden-brown of skin. Instead, it was silvery, like a liadra, but there could be no 
mistaking those pointed ears and that beauty. This was indeed an elf, though of a race 
Elary had never seen before. She felt like bowing and apologizing for disturbing the 
important meditations he must have been engaged upon.
  "Yes, I did," the elf said, his voice low and musical. "But, my Lady Mitherill, I 
am surprised to see you here."
  "Why?" Mitherill asked, crossing her arms and planting her feet. Elary supposed 
that she was going to be stubborn, and felt like apologizing to the elf again. The Princess 
was just like that, and there was no good in trying to get her to be different. "I am a 
servant of the Light, and I am come to claim my due from someone who once served 
Shadow. Why are you surprised?"
  "Why," said the elf, "because your Kingdom is in danger."
  "I know," said Mitherill. "The Dark will bring down war on us all if I do not find 
the Diamond of Ezudlos soon. I must find it. And you will tell me where it is, and guide 
us there if I ask it so."
  "Of course I will," said the elf, bowing low. His hair was long and pale, almost 
the color of starlight, and swirled around him as he moved. Elary imagined how it would 
feel, and then felt the heat in her cheeks. Why was she having such shocking thoughts 



about someone who could be an enemy? "You must hold back the danger to your country, 
and the Diamond is the best way to do it." He turned and looked at Silar and Elary. "Who 
are these women?"
  "I am Mitherill's guardian," said Elary, feeling compelled to say something as 
long as those large and gentle dark eyes rested on her. "My name is Elary."
  "I am kiness," said Silar. "And my name is Silar."
  "Melior," the half-liadra managed to squeak, and her face was flaming quite as 
much as Elary's.
  "Fey," said the elf softly. "And half-fey. Then I think I know why you dare to 
tread here. The weight would oppress a mere human."
  "What was this place?" Elary asked him, since she knew no other way her 
curiosity would be gratified.
  "A moment," said the elf courteously, and then turned back to Mitherill and 
gestured almost lazily. A blazing white light sprang up, outlining a tunnel at the far end of 
the cave, and brightened until it competed with the glow of the moss. "That is the way to 
the Diamond of Ezudlos, my lady," he said. "Follow the path that the light marks, and 
you cannot fail to find it."
  "I thank you," said Mitherill, eyes narrowing as they fought against the glare. 
"You have been more help than I dared to hope."
  The elf nodded, and then turned back to Elary. "This place was called Faedan. 
There are places named in memory of it, like Faerie, but this was the first city of the fey 
that there ever was."
  "How could that be?" Silar asked, her voice loud with astonishment. "Surely it 
would be remembered, revered. There are elves I have met who have sought such a place 
all their lives."
  "Oh, it is remembered," said the elf. "But none of them want to come back. Most 
of us left this place long ago, to go out into the world and serve other powers than 
Shadow. And this is a strange city even for the fey, too close to the center of Shadow that 
birthed them."
  "What are you talking about?" Mitherill asked. "The Light created the fey, and 
asked for their service. But they disobeyed, and that was one thing about the fey that 
grieved the Light."
  "Be quiet, little human," said the elf. "I'm not talking to you now. I want the fey 
and the half-fey to understand.
  "Our people remained here, since this was the one place where we could shift 
back and forth between shapes. The further away the other fey went, the more they lost 
the gift. The elves were the most powerful, and they could only change their skin colors. 
And the People of the Blending had to join the elements in order to gain their 
shapeshifting powers back. Let Change move the world, as it did just recently, and lessen 
the power of the Cycle, and the magic they depended on would become lesser as well."
  "You're not an elf, are you?" asked Silar.
  The elf smiled at her. "No, I am not. My people called ourselves changelings, 
when we called ourselves anything at all, for the shapeshifting gift that remained to us. 
There was really no need for any other name. We knew what we were."
  "This is blasphemy!" Mitherill announced loudly.
  "No, it isn't," said the elf tranquilly, and abruptly changed into a large white tiger, 



though his green eyes were still full of that strange amusement. He snarled at Mitherill, 
and then turned to Elary and the others. "We still remember what we are, but we cannot 
be of any more use to Shadow. He created us and set us free, and of late he has turned to 
playing games with the humans, who were always more amenable. And now the end is 
coming, and we don't really care anymore. But we still salute you, our distant kin, who 
are willing to walk in the Light and show some of the boldness that once was ours. May 
you have a long life, and escape the end that is coming."
  "I demand that you tell me what you are talking about!" shouted Mitherill.
  The changeling turned away without answering anything, and moved into the 
shadows. And the buildings of the city turned into other changelings, elves and tigers and 
snakes and humans and too many other shapes to count, and moved away after him.
 



Chapter 18

 New Gods
 "Give me a new god for every breath I breathe,
 And only then will I claim the world does not seethe."
 -Dying words of the Mad Priestess.
  "What do you think that means?"
  "I don't know. I've never seen anything like it before."
  "Nor have I," said Norianna, apparently just to sound important.
  "Shut up, sword," Kymenos murmured, still staring at the statue in the village 
below. It did mean something, he was sure of it, and the fact that Norianna hadn't seen it 
before either just made him more uneasy.
  The statue was made of wicker, and resembled nothing so much as the crude 
form of a stalking lion, with cornstalks wound into the tail and skillfully carved stone 
fangs fastened into the mouth as teeth. Kymenos found himself staring at those teeth, 
wondering why so much skill had been expended on them as compared to everything 
else, and then found himself not wanting to think about it. He looked firmly at the 
villagers, who were heaping piles of straw around the lion with mechanical motions, as if 
they were going to burn it. It didn't take him long to recognize the strange jerkiness of 
their motions. These were the same kind he had seen in the village where he rescued 
Talazh, where the villagers honored the Masked One.
  "Talazh," he said quietly, "do you know what god or goddess these people would 
usually worship?"
  "No," said Talazh, sounding troubled. "But most of Arvenna is under Elle's 
dominion- I thought. Shadow tolerates every religion, so it's hard to say."
  Kymenos nodded. "And have you ever seen the statue of a lion used in a rite of 
Elle?"
  "No."
  Kymenos nodded again. "We can't go much further," he said. "We need ale and 
clean water and food."
  And grain for me, said Sykeen, brushing up against him and letting Kymenos feel 
the hunger in his belly.
  "And grain for the horse," said Kymenos. "We'll have to go into the village. Or, at 
least, I have to."
  "Why you?" Talazh objected at once. "They might take alarm at the sight of you. 
And you already angered whatever goddess was in the village where you rescued me. 
Why take the chance?"
  "This is not the Masked One," said Norianna at once. "I know her rites. I was an 
unwilling witness at them often enough. This is some other goddess, and she probably 
has nothing to do with the Masked One at all."
  "Talazh, you still have your wounds slowing you down," said Kymenos. "Sykeen, 
someone could try to steal you."
  You just want to leave me for a while, Sykeen complained sulkily, lashing out 
with one hoof. It rang on the stone, of course, and he pulled it back with a sharp snort. 
Kymenos would have chuckled if he wasn't feeling the pain himself.
  Can you blame me, when you act like a foal? he asked, and then turned to look at 



Talazh. "I want you to be ready to ride the instant they start trying anything suspicious."
  "Suspicious?"
  "Burning me, for example," said Kymenos, and stood. "Someone has to buy the 
food, and Norianna will go with me. Two should be enough. You stay here, and be ready 
to ride."
  I grow tired of bearing a Dalznan who has done nothing to earn the honor but 
get wounded, said Sykeen. I wish to bear my true rider.
  It's going to have to wait.
   Sykeen filled his head with wordless sulking.
  Kymenos, though, was more interested in Talazh's response, and after a moment 
a moment the young man nodded his head. "I don't like it," he added. "I would be happier 
if I could come with you."
  "I'm sure you would be," said Kymenos. "That doesn't mean that we have time 
for it." He paused, and softened his voice at the disgruntled expression on the young 
man's face. It wasn't something he would have done for just anyone, but Talazh was 
Dalznan, after all. "This is the best chance we have, Talazh. We absolutely must have 
supplies, but together we're too memorable a troupe. I have the best chance of getting in 
there and getting out again, and Norianna can help me do it."
  Talazh stood there for a long moment. He had to lean against the stone to keep 
his feet for that long, though, which just increased Kymenos's conviction that he was 
doing the right thing.
  After that moment, Talazh said, "You don't understand, do you?"
  "Understand your reluctance? Of course I do. I hated having to wait while 
someone else did something for me. But it is a necessary consequence of being wounded 
or sick or-"
  "Not that," said Talazh. "I want to go along because you are my friend, because 
you saved my life, and because I would like a chance to save your life in return. But you 
don't think about that."
  Kymenos shrugged. He hadn't thought about it. That didn't mean it was relevant, 
in his opinion. "You can do whatever you like when you're healthy," he said. "Stay with 
me, or travel on into Dalzna by yourself. For now, you are my patient, and my friend, and 
I say that you stay here."
  "All right."
  See, horse, said Kymenos to Sykeen, as he stood up and walked around the 
boulder, into plain sight of any villagers who wanted to glance up at him. That is the way 
it should be done. Talazh protests, but he does it for real reasons, not romantic ones of 
companionship, and he yields gracefully when he sees that he could not win the fight. You 
could take a lesson from him.
  You haven't understood him at all, said Sykeen, and he sounded gleeful.
  Kymenos glared at the stallion, and then turned and walked towards the village as 
haughtily as he could.
  Several guards met him at the outer borders, which was unusual. Most of the 
villages didn't have walls, relying instead on the natural protections of the Mountains and 
the magic of whatever mages dwelt there. But these men stepped between the houses, 
clutching spears and long bundles of straw that Kymenos was sure they had meant to put 
around the statue of the lion, asking him in sharp voices what he wanted.



  "To trade," said Kymenos, trying to be as soothing as possible, and wondering if 
the tricks that that worked on a rabid animal would also work on a god-fanatic. "I would 
like to buy supplies to continue my journey through the mountains. I am going home."
  "Where is home?" the largest guard asked, tightening his hold on the spear.
  "Dalzna," said Kymenos. "I intend to pass through directly, and not harm 
whatever is going on here."
  "Dalzna?" The man's eyes narrowed. "Then you are a Crownkiller?"
  There's no good answer to that, is there? Kymenos thought. "I am not," he said. 
"I am just going home to Dalzna."
  "But you don't like royalty, do you?" the man asked, and his grip on the spear 
became tighter.
  Kymenos opened his mouth, but Norianna beat him to it. "He is royalty," she 
said. "The Heir of Dalzna. He is going home to claim his crown from the Lake of the 
Northern Winds, and then his country from the Dark."
  Kymenos shut his mouth and rolled his eyes upward, certain the man would kill 
him at once. He started to call on Dust.
  "But that is wonderful!" said the man enthusiastically. "We have just returned to 
our old allegiance is Ishella, the Goddess of Royalty. She told us that someone royal 
would come along to bless our fire, and that something wonderful would emerge from the 
flames for us. Of course, there were some who did not believe her, but that is life." He 
stepped forward and wrapped Kymenos in a tight embrace. "Be welcome, royal Heir of 
Dalzna!"
  Kymenos struggled free as soon as he politely could, imagining Talazh watching 
and snickering from atop the hill. "I would be honored to a part of your ceremony," he 
said, "but I really should return to my country as soon as I can. It's been suffering under 
the grip of the Dark all these years, you know." He grinned and tried his best to sound 
convincing, but the mere sound of the words left a sickness in his mouth. He didn't know 
how convincing he was.
  The guards seemed to notice nothing wrong, though. They all beamed at him, and 
the large one who had picked him up said, "Of course you must hurry on. But the 
ceremony will not take long. You'll come with us and meet Ishella, won't you?"
 "Meet her?" Kymenos asked blankly. "But I've never met a goddess before." The 
Masked One doesn't count. "Is she present in an avatar form, then?"
 "You could say that, yes."
 Kymenos shivered a little. He had never heard a voice like that, gentle and 
beautiful and echoing all the poetic descriptions of bells and streams and birds that bards 
used so often and with so little reason. He turned and found himself gazing at the most 
beautiful woman he had ever seen in his life.
 Even knowing she wasn't human- even knowing she was the Goddess of Royalty- 
didn't help. Kymenos still found himself lost in the luxury of her dark eyes, her heavy 
dark hair, and her deep brown skin. Even the band that ran around her forehead beneath 
her hair, golden and glistening like a crown, didn't put him off. Here was a woman he 
would die happily if he could bed.
 She smiled at him. "I am Ishella indeed," she said. "The Goddess of Royalty. And 
I know a royal Heir when I see one."
  I told you! Norianna exulted in his head.



 Kymenos might have remained in Ishella's spell had she said anything but those 
words. They acted more effectively than a cold dash of water to the face, and suddenly he 
was himself again, warily watching the woman whose beauty had enchanted him so 
effortlessly. He had never felt anything like that, and it frightened him to think he could 
be taken in so easily.
 But, even more than that, it made him angry to think that a little smile and a flash 
of dark eye was all anyone needed to conquer him.
 He bowed to Ishella, and said, "My lady, I long to stay. But I must buy supplies 
and return home as soon as possible."
 "So quickly?" Ishella's lips curved in an even gentler smile, and Kymenos clung 
grimly to his sanity in the rush of his emotions. "I am sorry for that. But the ceremony 
will not be long. And then you may leave. I will even ride with you a short way, to show 
how sorry I am for such inconvenience."
 Her voice was husky, and made Kymenos think of the last bed he had shared, with 
Cheyena- who had tied to betray him and steal the gold chains that he wore around his 
neck, he reminded himself. He reached up and clutched at the metal firmly to keep 
himself from doing anything unfortunate, letting the links of one of the chains cut into his 
skin. "My lady, I would not take you from your people," he said. "Surely they need you."
 "Yes, my lady, we do!" cried the large guard, now looking less than pleased to see 
Kymenos. Kymenos decided he had a rival for the lady's affections, or would if he 
intended to stay and consort with a goddess who represented everything he hated.
  This is a goddess, he told himself, who would favor Queen Bel and her kind- not 
because they were the best rulers of any country, but simply because they had the blood 
of throne-sitters in their veins.
  That worked. Kymenos had heard of the horrors of Queen Bel's reign, the reign 
that Prince Glangon of Rivendon had finally come in and stopped. He would remain free 
of Ishella's spell as long as he could picture her favoring someone like Bel.
 "You are a strange man," said Ishella. "You are sure that you won't favor me with 
your company longer than the ceremony?"
 "Positive," said Kymenos, with a smile that didn't show his teeth because he 
thought that would have looked too threatening.
  You should, Norianna complained in his head. This is a chance to win an army, or  
at least an ally, who could help you retake Dalzna. The Crownkillers will be defeated in 
the end, of course, but they know the country of Dalzna and the hearts of her people. 
They could be troublesome.
 I will not be interfering with the Crownkillers, said Kymenos. If I am the Heir of 
Dalzna, I will never rule, and I will certainly never let my blood be spilled on the ground 
or seated on the throne because of what I am.
 You have a talking sword? asked a new voice. How quaint.
  Kymenos looked up, and met Ishella's eyes. His heart started to pound very hard 
at the look in them, and at the smile on her lips.
 "It has been long since I heard a talking sword, or felt one abroad in the 
Kingdoms," said Ishella softly. "But then, it has been long since I was a goddess on my 
own, to command anyone's allegiance. Tell me, Kymenos, are you truly the Heir of 
Dalzna, or have you only adopted that title?"
 "I wanted only a few supplies," said Kymenos. "We may be able to survive 



without them until the next village." He started to step backwards.
 Ishella reached out and gripped his arm. "Oh, but you must stay," she said to his 
face. "You must. The ceremony will only be a few minutes long, and what is the harm in 
staying those few minutes?"
 "Let him go," said Norianna, startling several guards as she spoke aloud. "He does 
not have time for such business."
 "He is royal, isn't he?" Ishella asked. "I could feel it in the way he stared at me. 
The royal blood knows its goddess."
 That annoyed Kymenos. "A man knows a beautiful woman," he said. "That is 
more like it."
 Ishella laughed. "Beautiful woman, beautiful goddess, it really doesn't matter," 
she said. "For the moment, I rule here, and for the moment, I find it amusing to play with 
you." Her fingers stroked his wrist, and a sensation of heat ran up his arm. "Whether you 
are the Heir or not."
 Kymenos fought past the dizziness her touch brought on, long enough to frown at 
her and say, "You mean you don't know?"
 Ishella frowned for the first time. She looked at the largest guard. "There are a 
few things I have to get ready for the ceremony. Be so kind as to bring our guest along, 
and do make sure that he doesn't run away, or lose his path. I know the village can be 
confusing to someone walking into it for the first time." She turned her back on him and 
walked towards the wicker lion.
  Well, what would you suggest? Kymenos snarled to Norianna as the guards closed 
in. Fight and make an enemy of another goddess, or run?
 You would still make an enemy of her, if you ran, said Norianna. And I want to 
find out why she doesn't know that you're royal. I do.
  Kymenos growled under his breath and gave in to the guards. I should have 
brought Sykeen instead of the sword, he thought. She's too blinded by the glitter of the 
crown to see its spikes.
 
 



Chapter 19

 Descent
 "If you think it is easy to descend to the place where Shadow keeps his power, 
then take a small army of a few thousand and see how long you last."
  -Words of the Dying Madman, on escaping from the caves of Arvenna.
  "There it is."
 Nightstone tried to look impressed, but since she didn't know what she was 
supposed to be looking at, that was difficult. "There is what?"
  Annalithiel gave her a swift, annoyed glance. "The entrance to the place of 
Shadow's power, of course," she said, turning to gaze at the cave mouth once again. "The 
place where we will go and destroy the strength of Shadow, so that he can never again 
create the same dangerous tricks that he has."
  "Ahhh," said Nightstone, and hoped that would make her sound wise. Annalithiel 
just looked annoyed again.
  In truth, Nightstone couldn't see much about the cave entrance to distinguish it 
from any other cave entrance, which she supposed was part of the point. It had a few 
weathered stones near the mouth that might have been the remnants of standing stones, or 
just boulders polished into odd shapes by the wind. An old, twisting path led through the 
sparse greenery on the lower slopes towards it, but that could have been a game trail. 
Nightstone saw no sign that here had once walked worshippers, or that here had once 
walked power, or anything else special. In her heart, she disapproved. The place of the 
Dark's power in the north looked like what it was.
  "And are all of us going to enter it?" Nightstone asked, glancing around at the 
elves and horses.
  "The horses are going back to Faerie," said Annalithiel, stroking the heavy silver 
mane of her mount. The horse snorted softly. So far as Nightstone could read an animal's 
expression, she thought it looked relieved. "They will have no room to fly in the caverns. 
The rest of us will enter."
  Nightstone nodded grimly. She had no especial love for caves, but at least she 
was not a Gust mage. Crop magic opposed the Gust, and she would have been cut off 
from her magic if her magic was wind, just by stepping underground. "And how long a 
journey is it to the place of Shadow's power?"
  "Several days." For the first time, a shade of uncertainty entered Annalithiel's 
voice. "We remember the way, but we have not been there in so long that some of the 
memories are blurred in our minds."
  "Don't you have a map?"
  "Why would we have need of a map, when we have our memories?"
  Nightstone rolled her eyes and said no more. The elf probably wasn't going to be 
reasonable anyway. She studied the stone in front of her for clues, but it remained 
stubbornly clueless. The dark cave entrance waited, the sunlight falling only a short way 
inside. Nightstone wondered if it would be warm enough for a Scarlet mage underground. 
From the very hazy memories of reading on caves that she still retained, she thought she 
remembered that it was always the same temperature in a cave, but that didn't mean it 
was warm.
  And then she abruptly realized what was striking her as so strange and making 



her look for clues in the cave itself. Annalithiel and the rest of her people lingered outside 
the entrance as if it were something important, special, or as if some grand ritual should 
be performed before they went inside. But Nightstone had seen no indication of what that 
ritual was.
  "Can we go in?" she asked Annalithiel.
 "Of course," said the elf, and didn't move.
 Nightstone snorted and stepped forward. At once the elves and horses stirred as if 
they would follow her, but when she glanced back, not one was moving. She rolled her 
eyes again and strode strongly forward, body braced for a trap or a blast of magic that 
would fling her backward at any moment.
 But nothing happened, and a few minutes later she stood in front of the cave and 
gazed at it dubiously. She could feel nothing looking back at her, which made her 
satisfied. Of course, she could see nothing beyond the darkness of the entrance, either, 
and hear nothing when she shouted into the cave. It didn't seem to be a place of echoes.
 She stepped into it.
 She felt the difference at once. In the world above, she was in a place of several 
powers, Dark and Light and Destiny and many more, and they balanced each other out. 
But here, there was only one divine power, and his presence beat around her like wings, 
tightening around her throat like a strangling cord.
 Annalithiel's voice was distant. "Nightstone? Nightstone!"
 Nightstone lifted her hand to signal that she was all right, while slowly pulling the 
noose away from her neck. In a few moments, the sensation vanished, and she could 
breathe normally. Shadow's power dropped back, and then slowly swelled so that 
Nightstone could see the place she had walked into. The daylight brightened, or perhaps 
another radiance grew, revealing the place for the first time in several hundred years.
 The walls were carved with wolves, almost all of them standing with noses 
uplifted and heads tilted back in the class posture of the howl. Others raced across the 
walls in packs, mingling with drawings of flowing waves and leaping dolphins. Above 
them were still more curved lines that Nightstone thought represented an attempt at 
seagulls, by someone who had never seen gulls.
 As if to share her poor opinion of the pictures, the gull who had first found them 
yesterday came down on a rock just inside the cave entrance and cried shrilly, then folded 
his wings and looked around contemptuously.
 Nightstone chuckled. "An old place, and an odd one," she said, stepping forward 
to brush the dust from something hunched in the corner. "But not bad, once you get used 
to the age."
 A moment later, she was stumbling backward, one hand over her mouth. The 
thing she had wiped the dust from toppled forward with a dry rattle of bones. It was a 
skeleton, almost certainly a human one, and it held a sword in the long fingers. 
Nightstone stooped, as if in a dream, and picked up the skull, turning it to face her. A 
glimpse of the elongated cheekbones and the odd eyes told her the truth. This was the 
skeleton of someone fey, probably an elf.
 "Nightstone!" called Annalithiel's voice again. "Did you find anything?"
 Nightstone turned towards the entrance, remembering to pick up the sword. The 
gull uttered a harsh cry and swooped after her, after pausing to defecate on the stone. 
Skeleton or no skeleton, he wasn't impressed, and Nightstone admired him distantly as 



she held out the skull to Annalithiel.
 Annalithiel took it instantly and tenderly, and cradled it in her arms while she 
gazed into the eye sockets. Then she sighed and laid it down on the stone. "Not whom I 
feared," she said. "But I don't think that Emrissa would have had time to wear away to 
dry bones by now."
 "It had this with it," said Nightstone, and held out the stone.
 Annalithiel took the sword away from her, and read the inscription without 
comment. Nightstone tried to read it upside down, but it turned out to be in the elven 
letters, and she had never learned those. She looked up to read Annalithiel's face instead, 
and found the elfwoman's lips tightening, her fingers clenching on the sword until blood 
sprang shimmering on her fingertips. Then she handed the sword to another elf who had 
come up behind her and said something softly in Onnalathiel. The other elf nodded, 
bowed, and slung the sword on his own belt.
 "Someone whom you knew?" Nightstone asked respectfully.
 "No," said Annalithiel, her words clipped. "Not at all."
 "Then why-"
 "It was a warning," said Annalithiel. "He had time to write that warning on the 
sword before he died, and he left his own bones here to tell us the truth, if someone took 
the blade. This was serious. He might have been able to come back to Faerie and survive, 
but he chose to die instead, to make sure that someone would get the message if they tried 
to come this way again."
 Nightstone tried to conceive of a human doing that, and couldn't. She said instead, 
to take her mind off an elf doing it, "And what does the warning say?"
 "That the place of Shadow's power is protected," said Annalithiel quietly. "That no 
elf should come this way, in case the protectors destroy us."
 Nightstone blinked. "I thought nothing could kill an elf."
 "We can die," said Annalithiel. "And the only thing that can kill us is another elf, 
or several with blades, or another of the fey kind who is more powerful than an elf."
 "I thought you were the most powerful-"
 "So did I."
 Nightstone shut her mouth and decided to think about that for a while. Then she 
said, "What exactly did the warning say?"
 "Silderon nunes halat ama," said Annalithiel, her bleak eyes fixed on the tunnel. 
They had become shining gold, but unlike the other times Nightstone had seen them like 
that, they didn't appear angry; instead, Annalithiel looked old and frightened. "Endes 
tumalathiel tyen. The bane of the elves dwells in this tunnel. The way to the old home is 
shut."
 Nightstone shivered, and then tried to convince herself she hadn't really been 
shivering. "And how do you intend to get past that? Or are we going to give up and go 
back to Faerie?" She hoped that there wasn't too much hope in her voice on those last 
words.
 "We are going back to Faerie," said Annalithiel. "But you must stay here, and go 
down that tunnel."
 Nightstone fell back a step. "What?" she spluttered. Behind her, the gull cried 
once, as if to voice the anger that Nightstone couldn't get past the fear choking her throat.
 "You must," said Annalithiel, giving the gull one quick glance and then seeming 



to dismiss him. "We must destroy Shadow's power, but no elf can pass into that tunnel, 
and the time it would take to summon some more of our kin from the other worlds, kin 
who are not elves, would give Shadow time to learn of our plan. You must be the one to 
brave the depths, by virtue of your alliance with the elves."
 Nightstone glared at the silver band on her wrist as it sent a shock of pain through 
her arm. "I see," she said. "And you don't have to keep your part of the bargain, is that 
it?"
 "What are you talking about?" Annalithiel demanded, sounding angry, and glad to 
be angry. "We went after Kymenos-"
 "And couldn't take him," said Nightstone. She fixed her eyes on Annalithiel. "If I 
do this for you, then I want Kymenos bound and waiting for my punishment when I come 
back out of it."
 Annalithiel inclined her head. "You shall have him."
 "You will be waiting for me with him in tow? No excuses, no complaints about 
the talking sword?"
 "None."
 Nightstone nodded reluctantly. She was unsure that even the notion of Kymenos 
captive and bound was enough to make her brave the tunnels- full of some kind of fey 
that could kill elves- but when she pictured Kymenos in the position that she had asked 
for, she felt a hunger course through her body. She would have him that way. It was bait 
enough.
 "Very well," she said. "Then I want all the food and water that I can carry with 
me."
 "You shall have it."
 "And a light to guide me through the dark, since I can't see well enough in it 
without the Dark's power behind me."
 "You shall have it."
 "And the sword," said Nightstone, nodding to the blade that the dead elf had been 
clutching.
 Annalithiel blinked, and the hands of the elf who held the sword tightened as he 
gave her a hard look. "Why do you want that?" Annalithiel asked. "You can't read the 
warning on it."
 "I want a weapon."
 "You have your Scarlet magic."
 "That is not enough." 
 Annalithiel stared at her a moment longer. Then she said, "Rare are the mortals 
who have borne an elven sword. It is an honor largely reserved for half-elves."
 "Rare are the mortals who have walked into a cave for elves, I would guess," said 
Nightstone, and waited.
 Annalithiel grimaced, and looked at the other elf, and spoke in the elven tongue. 
He retorted, holding the sword more closely. Annalithiel looked back into Nightstone's 
face. "He wants to keep it."
 "Tell him that I would consider your not helping me in everything I asked for the 
same as a command not to go at all," said Nightstone, and folded her arms as she stepped 
away from the cave.
 Annalithiel argued with the elf for a moment longer. Finally, she came back to 



Nightstone, holding out the blade. "Bring it back to the surface," she said, as Nightstone 
accepted the sword. "Or Vamorien will come into the tunnels to find the sword, wherever 
it might be, and bear it back himself. The dead elf was his brother."
 Nightstone nodded, and swung the sword. It was marvelously light, just as she 
had suspected, and seemed almost to guide her hand. She didn't have much training with 
the sword, but she would be able to fight with this one; almost anyone would be able to 
fight with this one. "Thank him."
 "He understands your tongue," said Annalithiel.
 Nightstone faced Vamorien and bowed. "Thank you."
 He just looked at her with bright golden eyes, and then turned and stalked away. 
Nightstone shrugged and swung the blade again.
 "And you really will go into the caves?" Annalithiel asked, as though she needed 
the reassurance now.
 Nightstone smiled. "Bring me food and water and a light, and then I will go into 
the caves. I promise it."
 Annalithiel nodded, and stepped sideways into the air, vanishing to another world, 
Nightstone thought. Several of the horses trotted after her, their hooves suddenly ceasing 
to make any sound as they moved. Then they were gone, too, the silver of their tails and 
the dark of their coats vanishing as suddenly as the sound.
 Left alone with staring elves, Nightstone felt her confidence drain a little. But she 
shook her head and maintained her firm grip on the blade and on her pride.
  I will do this, and I will probably come out alive. And then they will have 
Kymenos for me, and I will torture and kill him, and see him broken and sobbing at my 
feet. And that will make it all worthwhile.
 
 



Chapter 20

 Fey and Elven Magic
 "I have never heard that the elves considered themselves better in battle than the 
other fey. It was simply something that everyone seemed to know."
 -Ellitadora of Doralissa.
  "That will not work on me."
  Ternora gasped as she felt Alami begin to fight back against the magic of her 
song. A moment later, the winged fey was free, skipping lightly backward. Her eyes 
shone as Ternora had never seen them shine, full of fire and hatred that was almost 
human. Warcourage was swaying beside her, but she reached out and dragged him after 
her before Ternora could do anything.
  "Did you really think that it would be that easy?" Alami taunted. "Did you think 
that you could come into my realm and use that magic against me? This world is my 
creation. No magic rises here that I do not will."
  "This world is not your creation," said Ternora, angry that the woman kept 
perpetuating the stupid deception. Of course, she was also annoyed that Alami refused to 
simply lie down and die, but the petty lies were an extra irritant. "It is part of Faerie. It's 
no wonder that you can't keep the Faerie elves out. They know this realm better than any 
other world, so of course they can come and go as they please."
  "Is that true?" Warcourage asked Alami. Glancing at him, Ternora thought her 
song had done him some good after all. His eyes were clear again, and he was looking at 
Alami with an expression of disquiet.
  "Of course not," said Alami, and some twist in her words, some inflection of her 
voice, seemed to make Warcourage give up all thoughts of taking vengeance on her. He 
gave a happy nod, and the glaze overcame his eyes again. He turned and glared at 
Ternora.
  "We are going to be married," he said. "Savior and I. And then we will rule over 
Doralissa together."
  It took Ternora a moment to recover from her surprise, and during that time, she 
expected an attack. But Alami only stood gazing at her eagerly, as if waiting for the 
invective that she thought Ternora would hurl her way.
  Ternora recovered, blinked, shook her head, and said to Alami, "At least I never 
promised to marry him. He's a little young for you, don't you think? Twelve years, as 
compared to thousands?"
  Looking disappointed that Ternora's outburst wasn't more bitter, Alami shrugged, 
her wings moving at a blurring speed. "I can make myself any age I want. I can make 
most of the mortals in Doralissa believe that I am only twelve myself, and Warcourage's 
Destined Princess." She smiled. "I might be, you know. Destiny moves in strange ways, 
and I have always felt that I was meant to do something grand in the world."
  "Is that why you betrayed Shadow?"
  Alami gaped at her. Then she whispered, "How did you know that?"
  "I've met him," said Ternora, savagely glad to have startled the woman at last. 
"Your name is Alami, and you are pretending that you created this world when it's only 
part of Faerie, and you once served Shadow. You were a shapeshifter, I believe. Or maybe 
you even are still a shapeshifter. I wonder if Warcourage's children will be able to turn 



into swans?"
  "You must," said Alami, "tell me everything, and at once. Shadow knows of me? 
You told him?"
  "I described you," said Ternora. "That was enough. And he knows that you are 
the kind of servant who would betray him in order to grasp at something that looks better. 
It seems that you've done it before."
  Alami buried her face in her hands, and murmured something. Ternora listened 
eagerly, but the murmuring was in no language she could understand, which was a 
disappointment.
  "Savior?" Warcourage asked hesitantly, touching her shoulder. "What's wrong? 
She's not right, is she? She can't be right." He glared at Ternora, and a wind stirred in his 
hair, as if to remind Ternora of his magic. Ternora returned his gaze calmly. Since he had 
tossed her back into her own world, she remembered all about his magic.
  "Of course she is not right," said Alami, and lifted up her head. Ternora blinked, 
impressed. She kept her voice low, soothing the boy, while her black eyes were bright 
with hatred. "She is only making up lies to separate you from me, to turn you against me. 
But you will not turn against your Destined Princess, will you?"
  "No!" said Warcourage fiercely, looking at Ternora as if he had won something.
  "What have you done to him?" Ternora asked Alami.
  Alami smiled. "Remaining in Faerie for long enough is hard on a human," she 
said. "Or even a half-elf. I think I will keep you here now, since you cannot return, and 
watch what the beauty of Faerie does to your mind."
  "That you could be so cruel, Alami, speaks of how far you have fallen." The 
voice came from behind Ternora, and it was laden with sorrow. "I remember when you 
would have considered such a thing as a joke, laughing all the time, or even considered it 
and not done it. And now you have done it out of cruelty and spite, all the things that you 
once stood against. What for? A throne? I could have given you a thousand thrones, if 
you had asked. I never liked ruling Doralissa. But you have forsaken the chance."
  Ternora looked up. Behind Alami stood a great wolf, gray all over except for his 
burning golden eyes. And even those eyes held sorrow and not anger. Ternora swallowed, 
then looked away. Shadow's grief was not something she wanted to intrude on. And, even 
more, the wolf appeared more real than the rest of Faerie, rendering its beauty and its 
delicacy cheap and artificial.
  Alami turned and stared up at the wolf. Ternora was aware of her motion, though 
she didn't look to see what was on the fey woman's face. Some things should remain as 
private as taking place in public would allow them to, Ternora thought.
  "I didn't want a throne," said Alami. "What I wanted was something more 
complex, something you could never understand."
  "What was it, then?" asked Shadow, in a voice as patient as the deep places of 
forests, musical with a wolf's howl.
  "I can't tell you," said Alami. "You wouldn't understand it."
  Shadow sighed. "Then do not tell me," he said. "But I thought you might at least 
have told Luden. He will pine for you, and when he looks at me with accusing eyes, I will 
not even be able to say that I do not know what happened to you."
  "You would not destroy me," said Alami. "You cannot. You have two servants 
who would never speak to you again, and Luden is only one of them."



  "That applied to those who betrayed me in the great battle long ago," said 
Shadow. "More recent betrayals- well, Luden will pine for you and look at me with 
accusing eyes, but he will understand. And so will Rior." A taste of amusement laced his 
voice, sharp and bitter. "Do you not think it strange to call on the pity of your old friends, 
when you have betrayed the allegiance that made them your friends?"
  Alami was silent for a few moments, breathing harshly. Then she said. "You 
cannot destroy me."
  "I can," said Shadow quietly. "I gave you the gift of your life, and I can take it 
back again. Though I have never done that in all the years the fey have existed, the power 
still remains to me."
  Alami laughed loudly. Ternora looked back now, since she was unable not to, and 
found the winged woman holding Warcourage and retreating step by step. Her eyes were 
wild, and in the way that a human's might be, not in the way a fey woman's might be. 
Ternora found herself wincing without knowing why.
  "You know nothing," said Alami. "Nothing. We have laid our plans, we alnessi, 
and nothing can halt them."
  "You are not alness," said Shadow. "You have dwelled among humans for years, 
and never expressed any disgust towards them. And I know that you spent more time in 
Faean than in Faerie. You are kiness."
  "I am in love with the world only as long as it is in love with me," said Alami. 
She held Warcourage close, wings folding around him, and he didn't protest or struggle, 
just gazing up at her with lovestricken eyes. "It has betrayed my people, and you have 
betrayed my people. You gave us into worlds where we did not belong, and compelled us 
to live side by side with a people who did not please us. You could have prevented all of 
this so easily. And you did not."
  "Alami-"
  "Do not call me by that name again," said Alami. "I am Savior, and that is how I 
will be remembered in the annals of these days. Savior, Queen of Doralissa."
  "Do not make me do this, Alami," whispered Shadow. "You have been my 
daughter since you came to me centuries ago, exulting in the beauty of swans and 
begging me to give you their form. Do you remember that? There was once nothing you 
loved more than flying on your wings, and the politics and thrones of humans be 
damned."
  "They shall be damned," said Alami, "but through me, not in spite of me. And 
there is nothing you can do about it." She took another step backward, and a thin silver 
line that Ternora recognized appeared in the air behind her.
  "Shadow!" she shouted. "My lord! She is opening the way to another world. She 
will get away!"
  But still Shadow hesitated, the anguish in his golden eyes mortal and not 
immortal.
  Ternora growled under her breath and began to sing again. It was only a moment 
that Alami stumbled and blinked, but it was enough. It made the alness woman look at 
her with hatred and exclaim, "I will kill you, when I am done with Doralissa and the 
Prince. I swear it!"
  And Shadow struck.
  Alami's mouth stretched wide in surprise. As Ternora watched in sick fascination, 



it went on stretching, opening so that Ternora could see every tooth in her head, and her 
mouth all the way back to the gums. Her head peeled back, following the line of her 
expanding mouth, and then all the skin pulled away, leaving flesh and muscle in its place. 
Those, too, elongated, along with her limbs, until she was flying into the distance, a 
stretched white shape. Ternora tried to trace Alami's path with her eyes, but saw nothing 
more than a vanishing spark of white.
  "I did not want to do that," said Shadow, to no one in particular. "Why did she 
make me do that?"
  "You killed Savior!"
  Ternora looked around quickly. Warcourage was on his feet, green eyes bright 
with tears and hatred, his cheeks flushed. He reached out in a quick gesture, and snapped 
wind out of the air, hurling it straight at Shadow.
  It blew past the great wolf, who just looked at the Doralissan Prince calmly and 
said, "I would like to believe that you could be redeemed and put back on your throne, 
but I think that your mind is too warped by Faerie's beauty. You would always remember 
Alami, and you would do the things that she might have spoken of in an idle moment, as 
every memory twisted in your heart. I think the kind thing would be to destroy you. 
Ternora?"
  Ternora smiled. Her vengeance had come rather more quickly than she 
anticipated, but as long as she was here, then she would not mind taking it. And then 
perhaps she could forsake all the troublesome Starwalker training, and leave Elnorth and 
Irande behind her. She stepped forward.
  The air turned silver again, and Ternora halted in sheer confusion, wondering 
who would come through. She thought it might be Elnorth, come to fetch her, or maybe 
someone coming to avenge Alami. She did not expect the Faerie elf who stepped through, 
looking old and weary.
  He was tall for one of his kind, and his pale hair was clipped short for an elf, 
swirling only around his shoulders and not around his waist. His face looked as if he had 
learned what human sorrow meant, and a good many other sorrows besides. He gazed at 
Warcourage until the boy, perhaps sensing his gaze, turned to face him.
  "I thought so," said the elf quietly.
  "Who are you?" asked Warcourage, falling back. "Are you the one who turned 
me into a dolphin?"
  Ternora managed a snort at that. The Faerie elf who had turned Warcourage into a 
dolphin had been a woman. Perhaps Faerie really had twisted and warped his mind, 
though it was hard to see how he could be any worse than he had been when she last saw 
him.
  "No," said the elf. "But I am someone who came seeking you." He studied 
Warcourage for a moment more, eyes like antique gold. "And I see that I have come 
almost too late to save you. But I can heal you, I believe."
  "Who are you?" asked Shadow.
  The elf turned his head, and gazed at the great wolf. "You do not know, my lord?" 
he asked. "You made all the fey long ago. You could look into my mind in a moment and 
know my name."
  "I never do that," said Shadow, with a touch of pride in his voice. "But I do want 
to know who you are. I think that destroying this child would be the best thing. A fey 



woman made him love her, and he will forever carry out the plans of betrayal she formed. 
And Faerie's beauty has broken his mind. It will take a great effort to heal him, more than 
many elves would want to put forth."
  "I will heal him," said the elf, with a flash of the fire that Ternora was more used 
to seeing in Faerie elves. "I have reason to. He is of my blood." He stared at Warcourage. 
"I did not know when I lay down with the Doralissan Queen long ago that this would be 
the result, or I might have saved my seed."
  "Who are you?" Shadow repeated.
  "My name is Reweren," said the elf. "I think you have cause to remember me."
  Shadow's face changed, the golden eyes burning brighter. "I do," he said. "And I 
agree that you have reason to take Warcourage into your care and heal him, if it can be 
done. I will not destroy him."
  This was too much for Ternora. She said, "My lord, you may not destroy him, but 
I will. I want him dead."
  "That cannot be, Ternora," said Shadow, tranquilly. "I understand that you only 
entered Shara's service to destroy him, but surely he belongs with his ancestor. I am 
minded to let him go. I let the Princess of Ilantra-Arvenna go, even though I knew it 
might be troublesome. He could still do something to help our cause, especially when 
he's healed."
  "I want him dead," said Ternora.
  Reweren turned and glared at her, and Ternora quailed in spite of herself. "Then 
you are my enemy," he said, and gathered Warcourage into his arms and jumped through 
a door while she was still quailing.
  Ternora got her courage back and turned to glare at Shadow. "And there's a 
chance lost! Do you know where he went?"
  "No," said Shadow peaceably.
  "Damn it," said Ternora.



Chapter 21

 Goddess of Royalty
 "If you could name all the stars, there would still be the blackness between, which  
has no name. And if you could name all the gods, there would still be some whom you 
had forgotten. Perhaps village gods, worshipped nowhere but on their own hearths; 
perhaps gods we would never even think necessary."
 -Delatra the Poet.
  "It is very obliging of you to consent to stay for the ceremony."
  Kymenos smiled showing only his teeth. "I admit that you had a large part to play 
in obtaining that consent."
  Ishella laughed, and Kymenos wondered if she was just going to pretend about 
everything, including the level of courtesy they owed each other. "I would be flattered to 
think so," she said, touching her hair, and then turned to the crowd in front of them, 
around the wicker lion. "That is enough," she said, very slightly raising her voice.
  The crowd at once went still, even the ones who had just been leaning over to 
throw another bundle of straw on the pile. Then, their movements still jerky and 
shuffling, they pulled away from the pile. Ishella strode forward, now and then touching a 
hand or murmuring a word. Kymenos strained to hear, even as he watched the guards and 
waited for them to relax so that he could escape.
  Why do you want to escape? Norianna complained in his head. She could be 
doing something that would give you power.
   Norianna was annoying, Kymenos would concede, but she lacked Sykeen's 
power to irritate the life out of him. He continued watching, and saw Ishella reach the 
edge of the pile of straw and turned around.
  "My people!" she cried. "You have welcomed me back among you for the first 
time in a long age. I am Ishella, the Goddess of Royalty, and I have consented to give you 
a demonstration of my power. But first, before we begin, I want to show you that the 
royalty I promised has indeed come to bless the fire with its presence."
  Heads turned, necks craning. Kymenos was pleased to see that they all 
instinctively looked past him. At least he hadn't managed to adopt the air of royalty 
without knowing it.
  "Where?" someone asked.
  "Not mounted on a bright horse he comes," said Ishella, "but on foot and clad in 
rags-"
  Kymenos looked at his tunic. A bit worn, but it wouldn't have occurred to me to 
call it "rags."
   "And with a blade at his side."
  This time, some of the gazes fell on Kymenos, and the murmuring swelled. 
Kymenos was pleased to note that some people still looked skeptical, however, especially 
as Ishella's voice rolled on. "Full of power and goodness to everyone who looks upon 
him, pleasing to sight and touch-"
  Kymenos was not so caught up in the goddess's words to forget the scowls of the 
guards beside him. He shrugged at them, and mouthed in Arvennese, "She's saying these 
things, not me."
  "Kymenos of Dalzna!"



  There came several hesitant, scattered claps. Kymenos smirked, and the smirk 
grew when he saw several people mouthing his country's name and shaking their heads. 
Norianna and the rest of them are out of touch. Even the citizens of Arvenna find it 
difficult to think of Dalzna as having a monarch. They would probably have preferred 
royalty from their own Kingdom.
   "Kymenos of Dalzna!" said Ishella, more firmly, and beckoned at him.
  Deciding that she would probably drag him in a moment, Kymenos sighed and 
stepped forward. Norianna was humming proudly in her sheath. Kymenos managed to 
smack her a good one on the elbow of one of the trailing guards, which somewhat 
relieved his temper.
  He came up beside Ishella and bowed to her. "I am here," he said. "What does my 
lady wish of me?"
  "Turn and bless the fire," said Ishella firmly. "In the name of- the powers." 
  The slight hesitation in her voice told Kymenos that she probably didn't know 
what powers were worshipped in Arvenna any more, after having been away from it for 
so long. He grinned to himself and then turned to the pile of straw. "I bless thee, straw," 
he said firmly, "in the name of Death."
  There came an immediate protest, and one of the guards who had escorted him up 
said, "My Lady Ishella, I knew he could not be trusted! That is the name of a power that 
was once worshipped in Dalzna, but never here."
  Ishella blinked. "Then people in Arvenna have found some way to escape from 
dying?"
  Kymenos noted downturned faces in the crowd, and grinned. There were always 
some secret heretics, ones who never challenged the power of Elle or the Light- that 
would be suicide- but spent some time tending a little secret shrine in the forest or in the 
corners of their homes. There would be worshippers of Death here, probably, and Dark, 
and any other power or god that was strong enough to command a following, and discreet 
enough to be hidden.
  "Well, no," said the guard. "But we don't worship Death. We have long 
worshipped only Light."
  "And what about royalty?" Ishella asked. "Royalty can be of the Dark or of the 
Light, and I had heard that Arvenna's last King was of the Dark. Would you deny your 
worship to me and any royal I might choose to lend my power to, simply because that 
royalty was of the Dark?"
  The guard hesitated. Kymenos suspected that someone else here was in agonies 
over Ishella's beauty. Then he bowed his head. "My lady, I would follow wherever you 
choose to lead."
  Ishella leaned out, patted his cheek, and murmured something that to Kymenos 
sounded suspiciously like, "Good boy." He fought not to gag. The guard, of course, 
blushed and touched his cheek. The goddess turned back to Kymenos, and he fought to 
keep his expression civil. He still wanted to survive the ceremony, and that would be 
harder if Ishella was in a temper.
  "Bless the fire in the name of the Light," she said.
  "My words would have no effect," said Kymenos. "I do not worship the Light."
  "The Dark, then," said Ishella, her voice growing a little sharper, as if she thought 
that he was making fun of her on purpose.



  "Don't worship that, either," said Kymenos cheerfully.
  Ishella stood in silence for a moment, then said, "Whatever power you last 
worshipped- and do not dare to tell me that you never worshipped any- I command you 
bless the fire in the name of it. Or I shall be vexed," she added. Even with the smolder 
that crept into her eyes then, and which Kymenos might ordinarily have considered as 
promising rough seduction, he didn't think it would be a good idea to get her vexed.
  "Very well," he said, and waved his hand vaguely at the straw. "Then I bless the 
fire to come in the name of Chaos."
  The effect was immediate. Glowing green and purple flames sprang from the 
straw, and some of them sprang merrily from the heads and shoulders of the people who 
surrounded Kymenos, too. They screamed and rolled on the ground. This seemed to have 
no effect at all on the fire.
  What did you do? Norianna demanded in his head, at the same time as Ishella 
screamed the question out loud.
  Kymenos stared at his hand in bewilderment. "I don't know," he said, to answer 
both of them.
  Ishella waved her hands, and said something soft and soothing. A flame sprang 
up from the ground and snarled at her. Ishella pulled back, looking startled, and the fire 
retreated into the ground.
  "You are burning my people," said Ishella, without even looking at him. "Save 
them. You caused these flames; it's up to you to stop them from burning, and save my 
village."
  "I never had any power over fire," said Kymenos, though as he watched a woman 
roll on the ground with her hair aflame, he wondered if that was strictly true anymore.
  "Then do something with water." Ishella turned to him, dark eyes intense, one 
hand grasping as if she would reach out and tear his throat open in a moment. "I don't 
care what you have to do, but save them."
  Kymenos sighed, and reached out towards a stream that he knew ran not far 
away. He didn't know how much he could draw on the strength of the Azure, especially 
since he hadn't practiced in calling on the Cycle for so long, but he tried. The water began 
to move at a brisk pace, hurtling through the air, and a moment later fell in the square of 
the village as soft rain.
  The flames ate the rain, and grew bigger.
  "I see that we have no choice," said Norianna. "We must act in concert to destroy 
the fires of Chaos. I have some of Chaos in me, put into my blade at my forging, and I 
may be able to control them."
  Kymenos drew her and held her aloft. He wasn't particularly enthusiastic about 
the prospect of saving the villagers, but he was enthusiastic about avoiding Ishella's silent 
threat to rip his throat out.
  The sword paused for a moment, as if she, too, were drawing on the strength of 
some element that Kymenos could not feel. Then she began to glow, though the light only 
shone for a moment before Norianna appeared to spit a gout of it at the woman rolling on 
the ground. The woman stopped shrieking, and rose to her feet, touching her singed hair 
in wonder.
  "That's it!" said Ishella exultingly.
  Norianna drew more light and spat it at the flames on the straw pile. They died. 



And then the people who had burned stopped running in all directions and collected 
together in a neat line, following Ishella's shouted instructions. It didn't take Norianna 
long to put all of them out. Ishella took the sword from Kymenos's grip and stroked her 
hilt in thanks, while the villagers sang and danced.
  Kymenos looked around cautiously. There was now no sign of a green or purple 
flame anywhere in the village. He reached out, even more cautiously, towards the great 
power it had taken him so long to pray to, and to which he hadn't prayed in what felt like 
even longer. Chaos? My lord? Are you there?
  Oh, yes, said the great, cool voice in his mind. Would you like some more fire?
  No, no, said Kymenos hastily. I simply wondered why you had come to me now, 
and not before.
  You did not call me before, said Chaos, and though Kymenos had thought the 
power too inhuman to feel anything like amusement, there was amusement in the great 
voice now. If you do not want flames, or something even more unpredictable, then do not 
call me, and I will not come.
  But you've been more unpredictable than that before.
  Yes. At the moment it pleases me to answer the kinds of calls that mortals make, 
and then vanish. As I am doing now.
  And the voice and the sensation of Chaos's presence did indeed vanish from 
Kymenos's mind. He blinked, shook his head, and looked up to find that everyone was 
watching him.
  "You were cloaked in a great power," said Ishella. "Who was that?"
  Kymenos shrugged. Even given all the trouble he had just caused, he saw no 
reason to lie. "Chaos."
  Everyone drew a little back from him, just as he had imagined, instead of 
attacking. None of them wanted to get too close to someone who might set them afire in 
green and purple flames.
  Ishella recovered first, of course, and laughed. "If there are no more interruptions, 
then I hope we can get on with the ceremony," she said, handing Norianna back to 
Kymenos with a little bow. "You are royalty, and you have indeed brought us a blessing, 
though not one we looked for."
  Kymenos, looking at the pinched eyes and tight mouths of her people, thought 
some of them would probably disagree with her about that, though none of the villagers 
voiced it aloud right now.
  "That is the blessing of surprise," Ishella continued, undaunted. "You have made 
us realize that you would not simply murmur a weak little blessing, and perhaps conjure a 
small light. You have made us realize that you are something more formidable than that, 
and more interesting." She smiled a smile at him that Kymenos would be hard put to 
resist, if he wasn't thinking firmly of the throne she would probably want him to sit. Then 
she turned away from him, towards the pile of straw and the wicker statue of the lion. 
"Let us begin the ceremony!"
  The villagers cheered lustily at that, and began scurrying everywhere to find their 
places. Ishella stood waiting, hands folded demurely at her waist, while they scurried. 
She hadn't told him to be anywhere in particular, so Kymenos just stood where he was 
and held Norianna.
  Norianna had a lot to say to him.



  You never told me that you were in the guardianship and protection of Chaos. 
How long have you been? And do you know how dangerous it could be to the Heir of 
Destiny, when Chaos tries to corrupt you?
  Kymenos just shook his head, more intent on watching the ceremony. The 
villagers had begun to chant Ishella's name over and over, and she had turned to watch 
the wicker lion, her head lifted high and her dark eyes wide.
  You could have been killed. You could have been corrupted. You could have been 
any number of things the first time that you called on him, and this without me there to 
protect you!
   The chant grew more and more feverish. Ishella stepped forward and began to 
climb the pile of straw. As she went, fire sprang up at her heels, lighting the bonfire. It 
followed her slowly and steadily up the slope, never burning before her, and never 
burning her at all. Ishella stood at last at the feet of the wicker lion, and waved to her 
people before beginning to climb its leg.
  Answer me. Why would you turn to Chaos in the first place? You mentioned 
something about it before, in order to escape guardianship of the Princess Alliana, but I 
never thought that even an Heir of Dalzna could be so reckless!
   Kymenos didn't answer her. He was more occupied in watching Ishella move up 
the wicker lion. She climbed its leg, then swung out over its belly and climbed to its 
shoulder. In seconds, she stood beside the snarling mouth, lifting her hand one last time in 
what looked like a solemn farewell.
  Then she shed the tunic and trousers she wore, and lay down naked between the 
teeth of the lion, those cunningly detailed stone fangs.
  Are you even listening to me?
   The chant was loud now. And the flames had climbed from the straw pile to the 
wicker lion. As Kymenos watched, with a look of intense concentration on her face, 
Ishella closed her eyes and surrendered herself, lying back so that her hair dangled out 
one end and her legs out the other.
  Kymenos!
   The lion's mouth slammed shut. Kymenos saw a spurt of blood as the stone fangs 
went through Ishella's body.
  And then the blazing body toppled forward, falling with her corpse into the fire.
 



Chapter 22

 Rights of the Queens
 "In the names of the Queens of Rivendon, and the Kings, and the Princesses, and 
the Princes, many evil things have been done. But do those outweigh the many good 
things done in their names?
 "I think so."
  -Teressa the Heretic.
  "What village is this?"
  Olumer kept his eyes on the ground, so that he couldn't show Cadona his true 
feelings. She should have known; he had set her to reading maps often enough, and 
learning about the whole of her country, not just the northern section of woods where 
they lived. But she had never cared for geography, preferring instead to play with her 
bow and arrows and dream about becoming the Queen of the country someday.
  "Its name is Dartan, Princess," he said. "And the people who live there call it a 
city and not a village."
  Cadona snorted. Olumer looked up to find her blocking out the sight of the city 
with her hands. "Something that size?" she asked. "I don't think it looks like much. I don't 
think it deserves the name of city. When I become Queen, you may be sure that I will ask 
them to change it."
  Olumer bowed and said nothing.
  "You have been very quiet of late," said Cadona, with something like accusation 
in her voice. "Don't you like the plans that I'm making for when I take the throne?"
  "It is not my place to like them or dislike them, my lady," said Olumer, looking 
up into her angry silver eyes and thinking how much he would like to see them closed 
forever. Alone, Cadona could have harmed no one but herself; as the Queen of Rivendon, 
and with an army of the country's Kings and Queens at her back, she had so much power 
that it frightened him to think about it. Her temper tantrums could destroy the lives of a 
good many people. "It is my place only to follow you, and offer facts and history when 
you need them, and to keep silent otherwise."
  Cadona blinked at him as if she hadn't expected that answer. Olumer supposed 
she hadn't. He kept his eyes on the ground and said nothing while she stood looking at 
him, and at last she snorted softly and turned away.
  "Sometimes you say things that actually make sense, Olumer," she said. 
"Nonsensical as I find them the rest of the time. You aren't to offer advice again unless I 
ask for it."
  "Of course, Your Highness," said Olumer without pausing. She never spoke to 
him now except to ask his advice about something, and he had not offered it unasked in 
days. She would only snap at him if he did. Or he would start snarling and spitting and 
wouldn't stop, perhaps. Either possible consequence scared him.
  "Good," said Cadona, again uncertainly, as if she had expected more of a battle 
than that, and then turned and walked towards Idona. Olumer shook his head. The Queen 
wouldn't be able to tell her that much about Dartan. She had remained in the south 
through much of her reign, saying that she had had enough of the cold for a lifetime. It 
was understandable, perhaps, and human, but unforgivable in a Queen.
  And these are strange thoughts for a silvereyes.



  I know that there is no hope of redeeming Cadona. I should feel gleeful at each 
new proof I see of her incompetence, instead of mourning that it is another sign that she 
will never be a good Queen.
  But I cannot. Perhaps I am thinking too much of her people, and what they will 
suffer if they have such a child ruling over them.
  He lifted his head as they came near the walls of Dartan. In a few minutes, the 
trumpets would blow, the famous trumpets that announced all arrivals at the city. The 
Keen-Eyed, the watchers in cages hung from the walls, were said to have the blood of 
birds in them, and they would know who had come in a moment. They would blow the 
call for the arrival of a Queen, though what else they might blow Olumer didn't know. He 
entertained himself with thinking about that as they neared the walls. Perhaps many royal 
calls, or a variation, or both at once. The Keen-Eyed would know what had come. It was 
not possible to hide anything from them.
  It wasn't until they were within a few hundred feet of the walls that he realized 
that no trumpets had in fact been blown.
  He halted, frowning. Cadona and her troop continued moving obliviously 
forward. Olumer found himself glancing sideways, but of course there was no Pannerel 
there to share his glance.
  There was Silverheart, though, and the snow leopard was snarling, the sunlight 
shining on his teeth. He caught Olumer's glance and deepened his snarl, then bounded 
ahead of Cadona, towards the gates. Olumer hesitated, then sprinted after him. Cadona 
hadn't actually said he had to stay with the army; her only instructions had concerned his 
words, not his actions.
  He and Silverheart reached the gates at the same time. Now that he had 
remembered he was silvereyes, Olumer had found his speed again. A silvereyes could run 
faster than any human.
  Now, though, he found that it would have done no good. Whatever had happened 
to Dartan had happened before they arrived. The Keen-Eyed hung silent in their cages. It 
took Olumer a moment to realize that their heads had been cut off, and the famous 
trumpets bent into useless circles.
  It took him longer to fight down the rising of his gorge, and by the time he 
noticed that the blood on the walls was arranged in a symbol, Cadona and her army were 
almost level with him.
  "What has happened?" Cadona demanded. "Why is there a crown on the walls? 
This is a poor welcome, if they have prepared it for their future Queen."
  Olumer shook his head, eyes fixed on the symbol. He had seen it before, though 
it was a hundred years since they had been so bold. It was a series of crowns, all of them 
drawn in halves and splashed liberally with blood to indicate how much the drawers had 
hated them. 
  "Crownkillers," he said quietly. "The Dalznan regiments who fight to prevent the 
return of a King or Queen to the Dalznan throne. They have been here, my lady. They 
must have had some reason to believe that you were coming this way, or that there were 
royal sympathizers in the city."
  "The second."
  Olumer turned his head. Idona was standing near the base of one of the walls, 
tracing a line of dried blood with one hand. Olumer hurried over to look at it, and 



recoiled it when he saw it more closely. The broken crowns, again, and this time a name, 
subjected to the same liberal splashing of blood. Estora.
   "She was of the royal family," said Idona. "After all. A descendant of mine, 
hunted and haunted by the Crownkillers." And there was anger in her voice, which 
Olumer hadn't expected to hear. He shook his head. Idona had always confused him, the 
way that she could care only about her throne and yet sometimes display flashes of 
affection for the family they had birthed together.
  "And you think the Crownkillers thought some of her supporters were hiding 
here?" Olumer asked.
  "Not hiding," said Idona. "They were the supporters of a Rivendonian Queen. 
They would not be hiding. But, yes, they might have had reason to suspect that- that this 
city-"
  "Dartan," supplied Olumer, feeling a flash of irritation even through everything.
  Idona nodded in distraction. "Yes, that. And that means that they could come and 
try to slaughter Cadona, too." She folded her arms. "Well, we will kill them if they try 
that; that is all."
  But Olumer noticed a slight tremble both in her arms and in her voice, and 
thought that he knew what had unnerved her. The Crownkillers weren't enemies of 
Cadona because she was Cadona; they were enemies of Cadona because she was royal. 
Idona couldn't comprehend that. She had respected the traditions of Rivendon, even in 
her slaughter of the royal family that had ruled before her. Someone was supposed to sit 
the throne. It wasn't Rivendon if there wasn't a monarch on the throne.
  Looking at Idona, Olumer thought that he could almost feel sympathy for the 
Crownkillers, so viciously determined were they to maintain control of their freedom.
  But that sympathy faded when he saw what they had done in the city.
 *********
  "Anyone left alive?"
  "Not that I can see."
  Olumer nodded. He didn't try to hug Cadona, but otherwise, he felt almost as he 
had done when she was nine and they had come across a senseless slaughter of a herd of 
deer. Olumer had never told Cadona, but he thought that was a silvereyes pack gone mad. 
It had hurt, to see the great creatures lying still in the snow, without even a bite taken of 
all the meat, and blood splashed about as if in play.
  This was worse.
  The Dalznans hadn't tried to burn the bodies of their victims, or pile them, or give 
them any treatment other than just leaving them where they fell. Torn bellies and throats 
and guts gaped at the air. Some of them would have died quickly, others in hours, others 
perhaps in days. And none of the shops, save those which sold food and warm clothes and 
other essentials in the high mountains, had been raided. The Crownkillers had torn 
through Dartan solely to slaughter the citizens for the crime of supporting royalty, and 
then had left as suddenly and violently as they had come.
  "Olumer. Look at this."
  Olumer came at once and knelt silently by Idona. He was still irritated with her, 
but after seeing what had happened here, and how humanly she had reacted, he felt closer 
to her than he had done in a long time. 
 He looked at the flagstones where she pointed now, and frowned. The stones were 



scuffed, as though something heavy had walked across them, or-
 "Been dragged," he said aloud.
 "Yes, exactly," said Idona. She stood up, and led his gaze into the building in front 
of them. It took Olumer a moment to read the letters carved on the façade, which were 
older than the ones he had taught Cadona and sometimes used himself. After that 
moment, he made out that it was a library.
 "They dragged something out here," said Idona, pointing out a similar scuffed 
trail that led down the steps. "And then across the stones to here. Why would they pull it 
only here and then abandon it?"
 "Perhaps they had something waiting here that they could have loaded it onto," 
Olumer suggested. "A horse or a cart."
 Idona nodded. "That would work. And what was it? What kinds of heavy things 
do they have in a library?" She strode up the steps and through the door, which the 
Crownkillers hadn't bothered to close.
 Olumer followed, and held his nose against the sharp smell of blood and open 
wounds and feces that choked the main room of the library. Flies were buzzing 
everywhere, rising and settling in clouds that sounded as if they were growling. 
Slaughtered people lay on the floor, in a fan out from the door, as if they had tried to 
defend it from the invaders before they turned to run. Along the walls stood heavy 
wooden cases, holding scrolls and books.
 "One of these cases," said Idona. "They took one of them out into the street and 
loaded it onto a cart or horses." She shook her head, baffled. "Why would they move the 
whole thing? Why not just look through the books and scrolls and take what they 
needed?"
 "They may have been worried about time," said Olumer. "We're a hundred miles 
at least from the Dalznan border. This was an incredibly bold stroke, and they could have 
been worried about retribution coming at any minute."
 "Or they didn't know what they wanted," said Idona, eyes glowing as bright as 
living magma. "They had one case that could have contained a lot of books and scrolls, 
all on one topic, and they didn't know what they would find, unless they looked all 
through them. So they took the whole thing."
 "And what was that thing?" Olumer asked, running a hand along the empty space 
where the case had stood. He brushed dust off enough to see the lettering carved into the 
stone, and then tilted his head enough to read it. 
 "Legends and stories of Dalzna," he said, and frowned. "What kind of legends-"
 "Legends of the royal Heir of Dalzna, of course," said Idona, her eyes bright with 
revelation. "There's nothing else that the Crownkillers would have to care about. They 
must fear that the Heirs of Dalzna could appear again, with the other Heirs coming back 
to rule over their lands. So they're trying to find out just where the line was hidden, to 
destroy it once and for all."
 Olumer nodded. "That makes sense."
 Idona smiled, and caught his eye. "And do you notice that we managed to reason 
that out together, supplying each other with ideas when we faltered? We make a good 
couple, Olumer. Our minds work together and swiftly."
 Olumer sighed. "You know that it isn't just that simple, Idona, and you know it 
very well."



 "It's more than many couples have between them."
 "Having a history of trying to kill their children is more than most couples have 
between them, too."
 Idona scowled and turned her back on him. "Cadona needs to know about this at 
once," she said sharply. "She could still be in danger. It would not be unlike the 
Crownkillers to leave small troops around to look for signs of a Dalznan Royal Heir, and 
I don't think that they would hesitate to destroy a Rivendonian Royal Heir, if they 
happened upon her."
 Olumer nodded. "They haven't changed greatly since the last time that you were 
awake, or alive, or however you want to phrase it. They-"
 A scream rang out from the streets. Olumer was running before he realized what 
was happening. There could be no living people in the streets to scream like that, and 
besides, his blood roared an angry song in his veins. That told him it was one of his pack 
in danger.
 "Cadona!" he cried as he rounded the corner, wondering what kind of danger she 
could be in that the Kings and Queens of old couldn't defend her from.
 He found out in a moment, as the Kings and Queens moved back from him, 
nearly trampling him. Cadona stood alone in the middle of the street, staring at the beast 
that levered itself up before her and roared again.
 Olumer managed to control his feet, and the fear that swept over him like a wind, 
but it was a near thing.
 A thiria. Another one.
 What in the name of the cold are we going to do now?
 



Chapter 23

 Roads in the Darkness
 "Find me a road in the darkness, a road to the moon, a road to the stars, a road to  
the sun…"
  -Phrase from an Arvennese fairy tale.
  "You realize that we will not come back to fetch you."
  Nightstone jumped, then rolled her eyes. She was already nervous enough about 
entering the darkness of the caves, given that some kind of fey powerful enough to kill 
elves lived in those caverns. The last thing she needed was Annalithiel appearing out of 
the air beside her and telling her something she already knew too well.
  "I know it," she said. "I am going down into the darkness with food and water, a 
sword, and a light, and nothing else."
  "That is exactly right."
  Nightstone sighed. Elves didn't appear to have a sense of humor, or perhaps a 
sense of irony. It made dealing with them much harder than it should be. Any human 
would have paused instead of needling her, or understood what to say in response to 
Nightstone's words. Even Kymenos would have-
  No. Kymenos is a fool and a jester, always convinced that he will escape, always 
convinced that he has better things to do than respond in the way that would be best. If 
he wouldn't simply tell me the truth about the elves and the prophecy to spare himself 
pain, then he would not agree with me to oblige me.
   "This is the light."
  Nightstone blinked. She had expected a torch at best, but it appeared that the 
elves took her quest a little more seriously than that. Annalithiel placed a glowing blue 
crystal into her hand, and Nightstone turned it back and forth in wonder. Small wings 
fluttered inside it. Large shining insects that looked like dragonflies clustered in the 
crystal, in such numbers that their faint light was multiplied many times. Nightstone 
smiled at it in spite of herself. She would probably start talking aloud just for the 
company, and at least the insects would provide a place to direct her voice, beyond their 
value as a light source.
  "Thank you," she said, slipping the crystal into a pouch at her hip. She could 
walk the length of the first tunnel in light, at least. "And now, tell me what I am to do 
when I find the source of Shadow's power."
  "Destroy it, of course."
  Nightstone sighed, and fought to hang onto her gratitude. It would make dealing 
with Annalithiel considerably easier. "Yes, but how? And how am I to recognize the 
source? It's not as if I know what it looks like."
  "You will know it when you see it," said Annalithiel. "Our memories say that 
outside the source stands a city, a unique city filled with round windows and low 
doorways. You have only to go through a door covered with glowing moss, and you will 
find the source."
  "Are there guardians?"
  Annalithiel laughed. "Not unless Shadow has somehow become aware of our 
plans. And he is far too busy doing other things to worry about that. He thinks that no fey 
would go after him, anyway." Her golden eyes turned hard. "He thinks that he did enough 



in creating us. He forgets that he has sacrificed fey on the altars of his plans before, and it 
always, always turns back on him."
  Nightstone adjusted the hang of the sword on her belt. "And how will I destroy 
it? You never answered that."
  "Our memories are faint," said Annalithiel, "but we still somewhat remember the 
source that birthed us. It would be a hard thing to forget. It wears the form of a delicate 
and fragile creature, a shadow or a butterfly. Kill it, and that should end Shadow's power 
at once."
  "And will I make it from the caves alive?"
  "Yes," said Annalithiel. "In fact, your journey up will be safer than the journey 
down. The guardians, if there are any, will die then, and the beasts that haunt the caves 
normally will flee in confusion. Shadow's power feeds them. They will be able to feel it 
end, even if they don't know what it is."
  Nightstone nodded shortly, since there didn't seem to be anything to say to that. 
Annalithiel was very confident, but of course, Annalithiel was not going. "Is there any 
message that you would have me deliver to Shadow?"
  "Message?" The elf looked at her askance, and Nightstone could hear the 
murmuring begin among the others.
  "Sometimes, when I killed in the past, those who sent me wanted me to tell their 
enemies something," said Nightstone. "Some secret message, or just their names, so that 
those who died would know who was responsible for their deaths."
  "But you will be responsible for this death."
  Not human. I do keep forgetting. "Of course," said Nightstone. "I only thought…" 
But, in the end, she had to sigh and turn away.
  The elves stood and watched her as she walked towards the caves, but they said 
nothing encouraging, nor shouted farewell to her. Nightstone told herself that could be 
because they didn't want to alert any guardians that might live in the caves of her coming.
  But she didn't really think so.
  She ducked into the chamber where she had found the bones of Vamorien's 
brother, and spent a moment in silent contemplation. The light grew again, so that she 
could see the representations of wolves and dolphins and gulls on the walls. At the least, 
she might have to face shapeshifting guardians, and Nightstone didn't like the thought of 
that. Shapeshifters were damn hard to kill, especially since they could take forms that 
were sometimes frighteningly fitted to the situation at hand.
  The gull swooped in after her and once again defecated on a rock. Then he sat 
and stared ahead into the darkness, as if he could see what was there. Nightstone waited, 
and a moment later, his sharp, mocking cackle told her that he was not afraid.
  "Wish I could say the same," she murmured, and then started forward.
  The walls of the cave closed in around her almost at once. The light that had 
shone in the initial cavern dimmed, and then faded altogether. Nightstone might still be 
walking between carvings of wolves and dolphins, gulls and waves, but if she was, she no 
longer knew it.
  Something went past her in the darkness, very fast. Nightstone flinched and dug 
for the crystal. If it was something as simple as a bat, she was still killing it. Her other 
hand clawed for the sword.
  But when she held up the crystal, it was to see the gull sitting calmly on a ledge 



on the wall, staring at her as if to ask why she was so frightened.
  Nightstone sighed and ran a shaky hand through her hair. "This is no place for a 
gull," she said. "No sea, and no fish, and you can't fly in the dark. Go away."
  The gull sat there.
  "Shoo!"
  The gull sat there.
  Nightstone took a step forward, waving the crystal overhead. The gull waited 
until she had come close enough, and then nipped at her fingers. Nightstone danced back 
out of reach, frowning. She had never encountered any bird like this. She wondered if it 
was a guardian-
  No. Of course not. They had met it long before they came to the caves. It had 
flown around them on the way here. Nightstone wondered if it was a creature like the elf-
horses, attracted to the elves and roused from sleep for the first time in a long time, as 
Faerie too awakened.
  The gull cocked his head to watch her with one bright eye, but didn't respond 
when she asked, "Do you come from Faerie?" Of course, it might use some kind of 
telepathy that only elves could sense, or anything else. Nightstone knew little about the 
fey despite her centuries. Most of what was true had not been written down, or was so old 
that it was little understood anymore.
  She meditated for a short while, then sighed. "I could use company," she said. 
"And I think that you'd only tag along anyway, if I tried to send you back to the surface." 
She smiled a little. "Much like I used to do to my brother and sister. Perhaps you are a 
kindred spirit after all. Come with me."
  She turned and marched into the cave again. The gull waited until the crystal lit 
up the darkness, then came flying beside her, sometimes only hopping from one stone to 
another while Nightstone carefully negotiated her way downward. She smiled, impressed 
at its forethought. It would probably have an easier journey on the way down than she 
did.
  A few hours later, she was convinced of that.
 ******
  It was a representation of a dragon.
  Nightstone stepped away from the wall, sighing. She had studied the symbol far 
away and closely, in different intensities of the light of the crystal made by closing her 
hand around it. She still couldn't come up with anything else for the dragon to be, but 
neither could she come up with anything for the dragon to mean. If it had once been a 
sign of the right road, or danger ahead, or even just a joke on the part of whoever had 
made it, she didn't know it.
  She sat down on a boulder and stared around her. The tunnel she had followed 
had been straight and smooth- though the ceiling had the distressing tendency to dip up 
and down- exactly as if it had once been a road. And it had led her to this place, a large 
round cavern with eight tunnels at least extending all in different directions. The tunnel 
marked with the dragon was the largest of them, but Nightstone didn't like the smell 
down it. And the other tunnels, save for one that showed a drop-off in the light of the 
crystal, all seemed equally likely.
  Except for the one that just goes back the way I came, of course. But even that 
one could have had a side turning that I missed.



  Nightstone sighed and reached into her pouch for the food the elves had given 
her. Dried fruit wasn't much, but it would last, and if she was careful, she wouldn't need 
to trust to strangely glowing moss, cave-beasts, or anything else she might be tempted to 
forage for underground.
  A loud squawk beside her announced the presence of the gull, which Nightstone 
had thought had given up following her. She smiled wearily and tossed a piece of the dry 
fruit to it. It swallowed the fruit in one quick snap of its beak, and then turned and studied 
the tunnels.
  "Yes, I know," said Nightstone, though since she was eating her words came out 
muffled. "They all look the same, and I don't know what the symbols refer to."
  The gull spread its wings and swooped directly into the one marked with the 
dragon. Nightstone blinked. Perhaps it was eager to die.
  But she heard its call a moment later, echoing back to her with all its usual 
confidence. She stood and came forward, shielding her eyes as the crystal abruptly began 
to glow brightly. The darker it got, and especially if she handled it again after leaving it 
sitting for a while, the more the crystal seemed to glow.
  The bad smell nearly choked her, but the gull called again from beyond it, and if 
the gas had the power to kill Nightstone, it would surely have killed the bird. Or 
something. She edged toward the sound, holding the crystal high and trying not to 
breathe. Even if the gas wasn't poisonous, the stink was still unpleasant.
  She came out abruptly from the bad smell, as if it formed a hovering cloud 
directly in front of the entrance, and found herself in one of the most beautiful places she 
had ever seen in her life.
  The walls were pale blue stone, perfectly made, looking as if they had flowed 
from a chalice instead of being either sculpted or carved out by some great natural 
disaster. Here and there, the light of the crystal flashed from something small and bright 
embedded in the walls, perhaps other crystals, perhaps jewels. On each wall was a long 
rope of braided stone, in all the colors that Nightstone could imagine, and some that 
lingered on the borders between hues, like a deep shade that could have been either black 
or purple. Those, too, flashed in the crystal's light, and glowed so brilliantly that 
Nightstone felt a lump in her throat.
  How long has this been down here, unknown, unseen, unclaimed?
  She turned in a circle, holding the crystal in her hand, and saw the gull perched 
on one of the ropes, pecking at the stone as if it thought the rocks were brightly colored 
fish. A moment later, it flew towards Nightstone, its cries inviting her to share in the 
delight of the chamber. Nightstone held up her arm, and it seemed perfectly natural when 
the gull landed on that and then hopped up to her shoulder.
  "Welcome, daughter of light."
  Nightstone turned again, so fast that the gull nearly lost its hold and cried in 
disgust at her. A woman stood in front of her, head bowed so that Nightstone could not 
see her face. Of course, the long cascade of heavy hair that hung around her, blue and 
motionless as the walls, might have something to do with that, too.
  "I'm not a daughter of Light," said Nightstone, stepping forward so that she could 
see the woman more closely. Her skin was dark, but the kind of shifting color that could 
indicate Rivendonian heritage, or Arvennese, or even filiferna. Her dress was white and 
simple and might have been meant to echo a hundred different gowns in a hundred 



different times and places. "I served the Dark for most of my life."
  "But now you are in between," said the woman, and lifted her head. Nightstone 
blinked. The head was only a skull, strange in between the heavy waves of hair, and the 
jaw did not move as it spoke. "You do not wish to serve the Dark, as it betrayed you. You 
do not wish to serve the Light, which betrayed you long ago and more profoundly, and 
which disgusts you. And none of the other powers walking in the world have any claim to 
you." The skull turned slightly, so that the eye sockets might have been looking at the 
silver band on Nightstone's wrist. "You have bound yourself to the elves, but they are not 
powers, nor yet are they gods. Only those who serve Shadow-"
  "I don't."
  "-or who walk between the powers, as Shadow walks between Dark and Light, 
Destiny and Chaos, Life and Death, would be welcome here," said the woman. "That is 
how I knew you were in between. And more details came to me as I gazed on you, and 
learned who you were. Nightstone, daughter of Eldalona."
  Nightstone inclined her head shortly, affected more than she would have thought 
possible by the sound of her mother's name. Of course, it had been centuries since she 
had heard anyone but a historian say it. "If you will tell me what the point of this 
maundering is-"
  "Only that you will die here and now, in this cave," the skull said, "unless you 
choose to serve Shadow. And if you die, then you will become as I am, another guardian 
sent to test those who enter, and serving Shadow perforce."
 



Chapter 24

 The Round Door
 "Sometimes the most ancient of treasures reveals itself to the most careless of 
seekers. I do not know what to call this, except the whim of Destiny, or Chance, or 
another of the powers. Surely no treasure would want to come to rest in the hands of 
someone who was careless."
  -Alessa the Half-Wise.
  "They're not coming back, Your Highness."
  Mitherill stared at her, golden eyes bright with rage and hatred. "You can't mean 
that, Elary," she said at last, her voice unexpectedly calm. "You only mean that you can 
find no trace of them right now. They will come back in a short while, and then we can 
question them as to what exactly they are, and what this place is, to inspire such magic 
and such power."
  "I mean that they are gone, Your Highness."
  Elary was waiting for it, but still winced as Mitherill hurled a rock past her ear. 
So powerful was the Princess's Crop magic that the stone burst into whirring shards on 
hitting the far wall. Elary felt a shard hit the back of her head, and staggered a little as 
blood flowed down under her hair, but she didn't change the expression on her face. She 
had borne worse pain than this, when she was healing one patient or another, and she 
could do it now.
  "You will find them," said Mitherill. "What place do you have in my company, if 
you cannot do so simple a thing when I ask it of you?"
  "I don't know, Your Highness."
  "You will know," said Mitherill. "No place at all, unless you find some sign of the 
changelings, and bring one to me for some answers."
  "Yes, Your Highness."
  Mitherill stared at her for one moment more, eyes glowing with resentment, and 
then she turned away. Melior followed her hesitantly to her stance beside the path lit by 
the changeling's magic. Elary waited until she was sure that both of them weren't looking 
at her, and then cursed softly, bowing her head so that her fingers could find the bleeding 
lump.
  "Elary? Are you all right?"
  Elary looked up with a weary smile as Silar touched her on the neck. "Fine. A 
shard of stone struck me, that's all, and it's making me bleed." She kept her voice low, 
since she would rather have fainted from the pain than allowed Mitherill to find out she 
was hurt. The Princess would have started going on about justified wounds and having to 
make sacrifices and many other things that Elary wasn't in the mood to hear right now. 
"Don't tell Mitherill."
  Silar hissed. "This isn't just a lump on the head, you know. It's an actual wound, a 
deep one."
  "I know." 
  The kiness woman rustled her wings for a moment, then said, "Hold still. There 
might be something I can do, here. I have felt myself becoming more powerful as we 
descended towards this place."
  Elary frowned. "I didn't know that you had healing magic. I thought your magic 



consisted of flying around and swinging a blade in frightening ways."
  Silar chuckled. "Who did you think tended the wounds in your shoulders so 
skillfully that they haven't bled for days now?"
  Elary shook her head, blushing as she realized that she hadn't thought about it. "I 
didn't know. You said the moss had healing properties, and I thought I had recovered 
entirely in its light."
  "The moss has healing properties," Silar agreed, and then loosed a soft breath 
over the wound. "But so do I."
  Elary stepped away from her, her neck tingling, and lifted a cautious hand 
towards the wound. It seemed to be gone, though blood smeared on her fingers when she 
stroked it away. She blinked. "Thank you," she said. "And thank you for healing my 
wounds, or bandaging them."
  "It was bandaging them, that time," said Silar. "But I think that I can heal more 
fully now. Kiness magic has always lain in the wind, and now the slightest breath of air- 
my breath- has power." She raised her wings and moved them in a complex pattern as 
Elary turned back towards her, and wind sang around the cavern. "I wonder what would 
happen if I-"
  "Silar! Elary!"
  Elary jumped at the Princess's voice. Not only was it harsher than she would have 
thought a young girl's voice could be, but it startled her out of the pleasant moment that 
she was falling into with Silar. She glanced towards the glowing path, to find that 
Mitherill was glaring at her.
  "Find some changeling who can tell us what this means," said Mitherill, 
indicating the white glow. "And who can explain everything else that happened in this 
cavern."
  "No one could explain everything that happened here, except Shadow himself," 
Silar murmured. "And if Mitherill did manage to conjure some servant of Shadow, I 
imagine that it would destroy her in exasperation."
  Elary choked desperately to evade the laugh that wanted to escape. "We will do 
as Your Highness commands," she called, and turned to study the far wall, where the 
changelings had vanished into shadow. The problem, as far as she could make it out, was 
that the changelings could be anything, from the elf-like form to houses to the stones in 
front of her.
  "Do you ever think about announcing that you're going back to the surface," said 
Silar, "just to see the expression on her face?"
  "Don't make me laugh like that," Elary muttered. "I'm trying to be serious here, 
and you keep making me laugh like that."
  "Have you thought about it?"
  "Why would I announce something like that?" Elary asked, turning to study Silar 
curiously. "I know that I'm too committed to this to go back now. I'll stay down here with 
Mitherill and hope that in finding the Diamond of Ezudlos, she finds some magic that 
transforms her into a good Princess."
  "At least you see her for what she is," said Silar, sounding relieved. "I was afraid 
that you'd fallen back into the Destiny-spell that we rescued you from."
  "Not yet."
  "Good," said Silar, without changing her expression. "Then you should know that 



I think Melior is in danger of falling into the spell."
  "What?" Elary glanced in bewilderment at Mitherill again. The half-liadra was 
standing very close to her and listening to Her Highness explain something, of course, but 
that was a scene that Elary had seen repeated many times in the last few days. Melior 
would naturally spend such time with the Princess, since she was the one with the light, 
and Melior seemed frightened of the moss's radiance.
  "I think that Destiny is trying to find a guardian for Mitherill," said Silar, "since 
that seems a main occupation for it. And obviously, you're not the kind of guardian that 
Destiny wants anymore. It's spreading its tendrils for a new one, and Melior is the most 
obvious target."
  Elary nodded. "Then we'll be careful of her, and try to rescue her if it looks like 
the influence is growing too strong."
  Silar nodded back, but then the Princess's harsh voice crashed between them, 
reminding them that they were supposed to be looking for traces of changeling magic and 
not talking. Silar gave Elary an expressive look and then gestured towards the far wall 
and the shadows, as if offering Elary the first chance to find some trace of the elusive 
changelings.
  Elary looked at the place where the changelings had vanished without much 
hope. Perhaps, after all, they were crouching in plain sight and laughing at her. She 
scowled and leaned forward, almost determined to find them on her own account and put 
an end to the laughter.
  Then she saw it. Set almost flush with the stone, a door lay before her. Elary 
looked even more closely. She had never seen such an odd construction. The door was 
round, and carved with dragons and waves and wolves. The power radiating from behind 
it stunned her. She hadn't been able to sense it a moment before; now it overwhelmed her 
so much that Mitherill was beside her and shouting before Elary heard her.
  "What is it? What could possibly make you pay attention to the stone instead of 
me?"
  Elary was spared enumerating the long, long list of things to which she would 
pay more attention than Mitherill by the Princess's soft gasp. It was clear that she had 
seen the door. Elary watched as she swayed as though in a strong wind, her hands 
spreading out and her fingers moving in fans. Then she shook her head and opened her 
eyes, with both their golden color and the white streak in her dark hair glowing. She 
looked at Elary with her heart very obviously in her face.
  "Something is behind that door," she said. "I want it. You must open the door for 
me, Elary."
  Elary looked hesitantly at the door, this time seeing what she had missed before. 
It looked as if it would swing back on hinges, but it was only that which had made her 
call it a door. There was no sign of a way to open it, no handle and no latch and no lock. 
Elary reached out and touched the door experimentally. It shuddered a little, but didn't 
move any further. Silar tried the same, and the door shuddered even more towards her, 
but then settled firmly back into place. Melior's touch produced no result at all, and when 
Mitherill stroked it, there came an intense hissing which caused them all to fall back.
  Mitherill only looked at the door with bigger eyes than ever, of course, and said, 
"Elary, Silar, I know that something is behind there, and you will get it for me."
  "Why?" asked Silar.



  Mitherill blinked and turned her head, slowly, as if she were waking from a 
dream. Elary supposed that a challenge to her power was almost the only thing that could 
have awakened her from her longing for whatever lay behind the door. "Why? Because I 
am your Princess, and I have asked you to."
  "We can't open the door," said Silar, her wings twitching. Elary hid a groan. She 
hadn't known Silar long, but she already knew that the wings twitching was a bad sign. 
"The door stirred at our touch, but it's not going to happen. And I think I know why. We 
don't serve Shadow, whose power must lie behind that door. You and Melior serve Light, 
so that it turned more harshly against you."
  "Then tell me why it quivered towards you," said Mitherill, her eyes narrowing.
  Silar smiled. At least, Elary hoped it was a smile, and not a sign that she was just 
going to leap forward and use her teeth on the Princess. "Because I don't serve Light or 
Dark or Shadow. I just serve whoever can get the rightful Princess of Arvenna back on 
her throne. That means that I walk between the powers as need be, which is the same 
thing Shadow does. The door sensed a kindred spirit in me, but not enough to actually 
open the door."
  "Try again."
  Silar shrugged and reached out towards the door again. This time, it jumped up 
with a sound like a snapping mouth, banging against Silar's palm and then falling back 
into its socket. Silar chuckled. "I think it's warning me not to come any closer. It likes me, 
and doesn't want to hurt me."
  "Try again," said Mitherill.
  "No," said Silar. "I'm not losing a hand so that you can have a door open. And I 
don't think this door will open to you, anyway. Shadow has no reason to reveal his power 
to a spoiled, Light-Destined princess."
  "What did you just call me?"
  "Light-Destined," said Silar, looking at her in amusement. "That's what you are, 
isn't it? If not, I must have missed something important."
  "No, no, the other thing!" Mitherill's hands were clenched and her eyes were 
narrowed. "You called me spoiled."
 
  "I did?" Silar's face assumed an expression of amazement.
  "You did!"
  Silar shook her head. "You must have heard wrong, Princess. There is no way 
that I could call the rightful Princess of Arvenna such a thing."
  Mitherill calmed, considering that. Elary groaned. She just knew that Silar meant 
that Mitherill wasn't the rightful Princess of Arvenna. And if Mitherill managed to figure 
that out, then the gods help Silar.
  But the Princess just nodded, and at last turned away from the door. "I suppose 
that Shadow's power is behind that," she said. "I would have liked to see it, and perhaps 
destroy him, to defeat him. But I will be able to defeat him anyway when I hold the 
Diamond of Ezudlos in my hands. It is very powerful, isn't it, the Diamond of Ezudlos?"
  "Yes, my lady," said Melior, who kept close to Mitherill and looked at the door as 
if she thought it might lunge out of its socket and bite her.
  Silar shook her head as she watched them go back towards the glowing path. 
"They deserve each other."



  Elary hissed beneath her breath. "You aren't doing our cause any good by 
taunting Mitherill like that."
  "I am, too," said Silar. "Being more clever than her is just as satisfying as hitting 
her, and leads to the additional advantage of not having blood sprayed everywhere, which 
would probably distress me and would certainly distress you." She smiled at Elary's 
expression. "Tell me that you haven't wanted to hit her, just once, just to see what would 
happen."
  "She's the Princess of Arvenna-"
  "She's a spoiled brat of a child," said Silar. "Of course, she's the Princess of 
Arvenna by blood. It's such a shame that someone else couldn't be found."
  "The attackers were very thorough," said Elary stiffly. "I know that there is no 
one else bearing the blood of Ilantra-Arvenna left alive." Her thoughts shifted to the 
servant of Shadow, Rior, who had once been a mortal man with that blood in his veins. 
But he wasn't mortal any longer; he wasn't even human. That he would consent to rule the 
Kingdom, or that his people would accept him back again, was beyond hope.
  Besides, I have committed too much to this to back out now.
   "I hope that we find this Diamond soon," said Silar, and Elary shook herself out 
of her own thoughts. "I don't know how much more I can bear of this, cut off from the 
light and the sky under the stone."
  Her voice had an edge to it that made Elary look at her with compassion. "I knew 
that Melior was suffering from having stone over her head, but I didn't realize that you 
were suffering as well."
  "I am," said Silar, adopting a pitiable glance. "And it would relieve my feelings if 
I could slap Mitherill."
  Elary, fallen into the healer's reassuring role, almost agreed with the woman 
before she realized what Silar had said. She glared at her. "That is not allowed," she said. 
"In any way, for any reason."
  "Too bad," said Silar. "I'm afraid that it's the only medicine that will ease my 
illness."
  Elary fought her mouth, which was trying to curl up at the corners. This is 
ridiculous. I should be scolding her. At the very least, I should remind her that Mitherill 
is just a child.
  Instead, she said, "Would anything else ease you?"
  "No." Silar turned her head tragically away.
  "Not even learning that I have the same impulse sometimes?"
  Silar looked back at her hopefully. "Truly?"
  "Truly."
  Silar lowered her voice; they had come up behind Melior and Mitherill on the 
glowing path now, and there was no reason to be heard. "Then I suppose I'm a little 
eased. You won't do it, but you'll talk to me about it, instead of screaming at me. That 
makes a nice change. But don't tell anyone else about this cure. We have to bottle it and 
sell it to anyone who comes into contact with Mitherill."
  Elary laughed, making Melior look back at her. Mitherill never changed the 
forward direction of her gaze. Elary shook her head. "Nothing. Just keep going."
  Melior shrugged and continued walking, head bowed and arms wrapped around 
herself.



  Smiling, Elary and Silar went into the glowing path, surrounded by the 
changeling's magic, and met what awaited them there.
 



Chapter 25

 Plans of the Gods
 "Sometimes the elaborate training of the Starwalkers gets on my nerves, and I 
simply want to go out and kill something."
  -From the diary of a Starwalker.
  "I am very displeased with you."
  Ternora kept her head modestly bowed. If she looked up at Elnorth, she would 
burst out laughing at the thought that she should care about the lion's emotions, and she 
didn't want that to happen, since it would lead to another lecture. She thought this one 
was almost done, but there was no guarantee that Elnorth wouldn't start another the 
moment she revealed she wasn't paying attention.
  "You could have upset many plans that Shara has made, and that other gods have 
made, just by doing what you did!" Elnorth stalked back and forth, his tail lashing; that 
much Ternora could see even with lowered eyes. "Do you know how troublesome you 
have been since you came here?"
  He paused, and Ternora guessed that he actually wanted an answer. She gave a 
controlled glance up at him, and said, "No."
  "I'll tell you," said Elnorth. "You have been very much trouble."
  "I'm sorry."
  "Sorrow isn't enough," said Elnorth. "You can apologize all you like, and that 
doesn't make up for nearly spoiling Shara's plans."
  "Nearly spoiling," said Ternora. "So I didn't actually spoil them, then?"
  Elnorth snarled at her. "That doesn't matter. She is actually coming here, because 
She wants you to apologize to Her personally."
  Ternora swallowed. She feared Shara where she didn't fear Elnorth or Irande, 
simply because the goddess could actually do something to hurt her. "And I am to go to 
meet Her at once?"
  "No," said Elnorth dourly. "It seems that She wants you to meet with the dragon, 
Viridian, first. He has been most obnoxious, sprawling in the hall and eating all the food 
that we can conjure up."
  Ternora bit her lips to keep from snorting at that image, and nodded. "Then I will 
speak with Viridian. Please summon me to the goddess as soon as She arrives."
  "If you think that I would not, then you do not know me," said Elnorth, and 
turned and gestured with a paw back into the lighted regions of the hall. "He is there. You 
can't miss him."
  Ternora bowed her head, and then turned and walked into the lighted regions, 
watching the pillars appear around her again. Viridian, chewing on the haunch of what 
looked like a horse, raised his head at her coming and roared a welcome that sent blood 
flying to the far corners of the hall.
  "Would you like some meat, Ternora?" he asked.
  Knowing how great an honor it was to be asked to share a dragon's meal, Ternora 
said, "No, though I thank you." She sat down in front of one of his great paws, then 
blinked. She had forgotten how big Viridian was, how the head loomed over her and one 
eye was almost as big as her entire chest. "I thought that you came from Erlande, and that 
he wanted me back. But you don't seem anxious to claim me."



  "I know my courtesies," said Viridian, bowing his head to chew on the meat once 
more. Somehow, his voice sounded perfectly clear even through the mouthful. Ternora 
had heard dragons do that before, and had never figured out how. "I don't simply attack 
another god's worshipper in Her own hall." He paused for a moment, swallowing with a 
sticky sound, before he fixed his gaze on her again. "And, to be honest, I would like to 
delay this if I can, and find some way to spare you from Erlande's mercies, which are not 
tender."
  Ternora smiled. "I appreciate the gesture, Viridian, but I wouldn't like you to do 
anything that hurt you with your god."
  "This wouldn't," said Viridian. "If I could bring Him something that would satisfy 
Him as much as you, then He wouldn't care to pursue you further. But I don't know what 
that thing would be-"
  "I do."
  Ternora turned, feeling a sudden surge of energy behind her. Shara was striding 
towards her, in the form she usually wore, of a woman clad in a dark robe whose face 
shifted back and forth between human and elven. Even if she had looked entirely like one 
or another, though, Ternora would have known her at once. There was a bond between 
goddess and worshipper, she was coming to realize, so that she always knew where Shara 
was in a room. It might be stronger than that soon.
  She had realized it before, but it was the first time she had put the realization into 
words, and she frowned. Why am I still feeling like this? Alami is dead, and I nearly 
managed to kill Warcourage on my own, without the benefit of any Starwalker training at  
all. I only joined Shara's service to kill the two of them. I should be rejoicing. Instead, I'm 
feeling as though I really am one of her priestesses. Why?
  Shara gave her no time to puzzle over her feelings, instead seizing Ternora's 
hand. With an easy pull, she had the half-elf on her feet, and she was gripping Ternora's 
shoulders and staring into her eyes. Ternora stared back, not sure what Shara wanted from 
her, nor how dangerous it might become. From the look in those great dark eyes, it might 
become very dangerous soon enough.
  "I know that you have not yet completed your training," said Shara, "and that it is 
wrong for me to ask this of you. But I will ask you anyway. There are some angry Faerie 
elves running about, it seems, and slaughtering my worshippers. I want you to 
accompany me into the world of Faean once again and show them that I am a little upset 
with them."
  "Why me?" Ternora asked.
  The goddess reached out and trailed a hand over her pointed ear. Ternora 
shivered. The touch seemed far more intimate than it should have, as if Shara were 
reaching into her head and caressing her brain instead of her ear. "Because you have 
elven blood," said Shara, "and I will never understand the fey alone."
  Ternora looked up into her face. "You look like an elf, my lady."
  "That's only to appeal to my worshippers," said Shara, and for a moment a less 
grim smile slipped across her face. "You have no idea, the kinds of things that I've done 
to appeal to my worshippers. This is something that I happen to like as well, which is 
why I kept it. Now." The intent look returned. "I know that you are part elf, and not just 
part fey, but I know also that Faerie elves and Light elves are different peoples."
  "Elnorth doesn't seem to," said Ternora, before she could stop herself.



  Shara laughed. "No, because he doesn't follow the history of Faean, and he tends 
to see the surface and not the spirit." She went on before Ternora could ask what that 
meant. "But I still ask you to help me. The elves can hide themselves from me, by 
drawing on the magic of Faerie. The moment they begin to pull on the magic of Faean, 
I'll find them, but they haven't had to do that yet. You can find them. I'm sure of that."
  "Even though Light elves and Faerie elves are different people?"
  Shara nodded, eyes as bright as the shadows of dawn. "You'll still feel the horn-
calls when they ride the sky. You'll smell the blood of the elf-horses. I can't. But you can 
lead me to them."
  "And then?" Ternora asked.
  Shara smiled. "You training is not yet complete, but I can choose any priestess I 
like as a focus of my power. I will simply give you the power to resist the magic of the 
elves, and you can kill as many of them as you like."
  "That sounds good," said Ternora, remembering the Faerie elves who had 
changed Warcourage into a dolphin and led to their entanglement with Erlande in the first 
place.
  "But I don't see what it offers the Lord of Waters," said Viridian, breaking into 
their conversation. 
  Shara glanced at him for a moment as if she were annoyed with him for 
interrupting, and Ternora shivered. She wouldn't like to have that dark gaze trained on 
her. But the goddess smiled the next moment, and said, "The Lord of Waters has long lain 
still within His realm, but I know that He follows what happens on the land. Would He 
look forward to an opportunity to extend His domains?"
  Viridian was so startled that he actually paused before he bit into the next morsel 
of his meal. Then he said, through the carefully masticating jaws, "My lady, He would, 
but I am not sure how-"
  "There is some land in the Kingdoms of Doralissa and Orlath that doesn't really 
need to be there," said Shara quietly. "Land that my ally Elle has preserved for 
sentimental reasons, which would long ago have fallen into the sea otherwise. He can 
have it. I will persuade Elle to relax her hold."
  "You can do that?"
  Shara smiled. "Oh, yes, my lord dragon. You have no idea how much things have 
changed in a relatively short time." She glanced at Ternora. "Will that make up to the 
Lord of Waters for missing one half-elf who is mine anyway?"
  "Oh, yes," said Viridian. Ternora didn't think he had meant to echo Shara; he was 
staring at the goddess with his mouth open, as if he were drinking in her words and could 
not believe that she had no more to offer him. He recovered himself in a moment, 
blinking, and said, "That would be acceptable, my lady. Very acceptable. I will convey 
the offer to Him, of course, but I am sure that He will say yes."
  "Good," said Shara. "Then Tenora and I have some hunting to do." She turned 
and clasped Ternora's hand. "I will take you-"
  "My lady!"
  Shara glanced over her shoulder. "Yes, Irande?"
  The alness man knelt before Shara, trembling a little. Ternora had to admit that 
she was pleased to see that fine shiver edging his wings. Obviously, he wasn't as calm and 
contained as he liked to pretend. "I- I hate to ask You for this, but before You go, will You 



please show Yourself to me once more?"
  Shara smiled. "You have still never gotten over that revelation, have you?"
  Irande lifted a face that burned like ice. "No, my lady, I have not. You are the 
summit of perfection that even an alness will never touch. Please. I cannot touch, but I 
would look."
  Shara smiled and turned her back to Ternora and Viridian, making her robe open 
in the front. Irande stared for a long moment, then bowed his head and began to sob. 
Ternora eyed him in wonder. She had expected his eyes to shine with lust when he lifted 
his head, but instead, he bore what looked like the devout passion of a worshipper before 
his goddess.
  Shara closed her robe again, and Irande said, "Thank You, my lady. If I go too 
long without a glimpse, then I begin to think that nothing so lovely can exist in the 
world."
  Shara bent down and kissed Irande's forehead, running a hand over his ear the 
way she had Ternora's. "I do exist, and I will always return to you when you begin to 
doubt me. Close your eyes and dream, or think, and the memory of my beauty will hover 
above your shoulder."
  Irande's eyes were wet when she pulled away from him. "Thank You, my lady," 
he said, and bowed his head.
  "Until we meet the next time," said Shara, and turned away from him. She 
grasped Ternora's hand again. "We will go hunting in Faean," she said to Viridian. "In the 
meantime, do you bear my message to your Lord. I am sure that He will accept, as you 
say, but I want to hear His own words denoting it."
  Viridian bowed his head. And that was the last Ternora saw of him for some time, 
as once again the silver and gold light closed in around her as they traveled.
  She thought to ask Shara, "My lady, are you dancing with the worlds now?"
  "What?"
  "Elnorth showed me the way the worlds dance. Are you now pulling my world 
into alignment with Faerie?"
  Shara laughed gently. "No. That is the way the fey and even the elves do it, but it 
is crude and uncomplicated. I am walking the distances between the worlds, stepping 
from star to star. It is the way that you will learn. Elnorth starts with the simple lessons 
because he thinks them the best, but those are not the end."
  "Stepping from star to star?" Ternora asked dazedly.
  "Why, yes," said Shara, and though Ternora couldn't see her in the growing light, 
she thought the goddess glanced curiously at her. "Why did you think that my assassins 
were called the Starwalkers?"
  "I thought- I don't know. That it was a poetic name of some kind."
  "I leave poetics to Elle," said Shara. "Poetic names, poetic justice, and that truly 
awful poetry that her priestesses sing. I shall have to see if I can't persuade her to change 
that, now that she's joined us," she added in a mutter. "My names are literal truth, I assure 
you. You will walk from star to star when you have learned to do so. For now, I walk with 
you."
  "And when I have learned to starwalk?"
  "Oh, dear," said Shara, sounding amused. "Are you about to get as blinded by me 
as poor Irande? Yes, of course I will still be with you. But not in my bodily form. Will 



that be all right?"
  Ternora swallowed the impulse to say something rash in reply. "Yes, my lady, it 
should be all right."
  "Oh, good. I'm glad."
  Ternora had not the least idea what to say to the cool, dangerous tone in the 
goddess's voice, so she was still until the silver and gold light melted and they stood on 
the summit of a high, cold mountain. Ternora shivered and turned her eyes away from the 
sunshine bouncing off the snow, to the south. There was something traveling there that 
drew her eyes as irresistibly as the sun drove them away.
  "There," she said softly, and a moment later, saw a dark file of flying shapes 
appear.
  "Oh," said Shara, and her voice was a croon. "So they are flying to destroy my 
worshippers in Dalzna? How very, very predictable of them. I think that I will subject 
them to a toy I have been saving for a time when someone really annoyed me. And it's 
only poetic justice."
  "My lady-"
  "Sometimes I like poetic justice," said Shara, with a shrug. "And I promise you 
that we can actually fight the next lot." She faced the north, and gestured with one hand 
closed into a fist.
  What came then, flying faster than any mortal thing could have possibly done, 
looked like a dragon. But Ternora saw the light flash from it, blindingly, and in the 
middle of her incredulous blinking, decided that that must mean it was made of metal.
  Shara turned and gestured at the flying dark shapes. The dragon shot past them, 
and towards the elf-horses.
  "Now," said Shara, her voice thick with anticipation. "We have only to watch."
 



Chapter 26

 Service To Shadow
 "Service to Shadow is not like the service of the other powers, supposedly. His 
servants are allowed to make mistakes and yet recover from them, mistakes that would 
destroy the chance to serve Dark or Light. But, of course, who knows how much of that is  
true and how much the cunning words of Shadow's servants trying to lure others in?"
  -Alterian.
  Nightstone stared at the skull for a moment longer. Then she said, "Service to 
Shadow or death is not much of a choice."
  "That is because you have never served Shadow," said the skull complacently. 
"Of course you would think that remaining free is better than death. But you must choose 
one or the other, or one or the other will be chosen for you."
  "I have been in service before," said Nightstone tightly. "To the Dark. But this is 
not- this is not acceptable."
  "No?" The skull looked the same as ever, but there was at least a tone of curiosity 
in the voice, so Nightstone decided to assume that it was curious.
  "No," she said firmly. "I cannot choose such a thing. I do not want to die, and I 
do not want to serve Shadow."
  "Our will sometimes has little to do with our fate," said the skull, as if it thought 
that platitudes would serve her. "You must choose one or the other. I will give you a little 
time to think about it." It started to turn away, then paused and gestured around at the 
blue cave walls. "If it makes you feel better about your service, then know that servants 
of Shadow created this."
  "It doesn't," said Nightstone coldly. "Go away."
  The skull bowed to her and turned to the far corners. "I know that you will come 
to Shadow in a little while, one way or the other," it said, as it floated away, "but I hope 
that you will do so freely. Though either release from this post or someone to talk with 
would be pleasant, after so long a time."
  The shadows swallowed the skull, and Nightstone cursed softly and sat down on 
the floor. What was she going to do now?"
  The gull on her shoulder cried into her ear, and Nightstone started, then laughed 
and shook her head ruefully. "If you think you can make the decision better than I can," 
she said, "go right ahead."
  The gull's wings twitched, but it, of course, said nothing, and didn't move from 
her shoulder either. Nightstone leaned back against the wall and closed her eyes, trying to 
decide what would be the best course.
  Of course, her mind kept returning to the fact that she didn't know how long she 
had to decide, and that she would either die or be a servant to Shadow. Or, perhaps, she 
could turn back up the tunnel and escape from the caves.
  But then, the elves would have no reason to keep their bargain with me, and I 
wouldn't ever see Kymenos cowering and sniveling at my feet, which was the only reason 
I entered this damned cavern in the first place. Not to mention that the elves would 
probably kill me horribly for failing them.
  Perhaps she could escape down the far tunnel?
  But she hadn't opened her eyes before the skull's voice said, "I know that you're 



probably thinking about sneaking out. I must forcefully discourage you from that. I know 
that you don't like being forced to make this choice, but there's nothing you can do about 
it, including escape. Sit still, please."
  Nightstone snorted and leaned back against the stone. "You can hear every 
thought in my head, can't you?" she asked the shadows.
  "Of course," said the skull. "Mine is hollow, after all."
  Nightstone closed her eyes again. That sentence makes sense on some level, I'm 
sure, but I'm not going to think about it. It would only make me wonder if the skull is 
mad. And I'm sure she's not. She's just doing what she was put here by her power to do-
  Am I trying to excuse her?
  Well, perhaps. I know what it's like to have to do things that you don't 
particularly want to do, at the command of a power. Did I ever want to go and slaughter 
those babies when the Dark told me to do it, because the Royal Heir of Dalzna might 
have been among them? Not really, but the Dark told me to do it and so I did it.
  Nightstone opened her eyes again. "Skull," she said.
  "My name was Caladria."
  "Do you still want me to address you by that?"
  "No," said the skull. "It might make me feel as if I were still alive, and better that 
I know I'm not." It emerged from the shadows again and hovered in front of Nightstone, 
strange and disturbing under the heavy fall of motionless blue hair and in the white gown. 
"What do you want?"
  "I want to know what it's like in Shadow's service," said Nightstone. "If I made a 
mistake, then would Shadow punish me?"
  The skull chattered its teeth, in what Nightstone thought was probably an 
imitation of laughter. The rictus grin seemed to grow a bit wider, in fact. "Of course not. 
Shadow understands about mistakes. Deliberate malice is one thing, and that he cannot 
ignore, because, after all, he tries to be fair to everyone, even the people who don't 
worship him. But mistakes are forgiven, and the one who made them is sent out to try 
again, unless it was a mistake of ignorance. Then the person is taught to learn better."
  Nightstone narrowed her eyes. "In the Dark's service, a mistake was considered a 
sign that you hadn't followed the training that you received before the Dark ever loosed 
you on the Kingdoms. Does Shadow really want to repair mistakes made later more than 
he wants to provide the proper teaching beforehand?"
  The skull chattered its teeth again. "You have a different understanding than 
Shadow does of what it means to serve. The Dark demands the best, and nothing less, 
from the people who serve it. Shadow understands that sometimes, the people who serve 
him need time to become the best, and so he offers the chance to repair mistakes and 
grow stronger and stronger. He doesn't set a limit on the morrows that someone can wake 
up and try to fly better, or kill better, or teach others better. The Dark does, doesn't it?"
  "Yes, but that's only sense," said Nightstone. "It doesn't want someone 
incompetent continuing in its service forever."
  The skull made a motion with its gown-draped shoulders that might have been a 
shrug. "Shadow offers them a chance to become competent. Perhaps that is the 
difference. I am really not sure."
  Nightstone shrugged. "And so, if I made mistakes through ignorance in Shadow's 
service, then I would be allowed to repair them?"



  "Just so."
  Nightstone nodded. "Then I choose to enter Shadow's service willingly, in hopes 
that will mean I can leave this cave and your company. I find that I'm not as charmed 
with the cave's beauty as I was."
  The skull chattered its teeth again. "Then you must swear to Shadow, a simple 
oath, and accept a gift from me."
  Nightstone wondered what kind of gift a skull would have to give, and then 
shuddered as she thought of bones grown gnawed or green, and turned her mind firmly 
away from the thought. "I would be glad of a gift," she said, "if it will help me in the 
caverns below."
  "It might," said the skull, and then stood. Nightstone stood with it. The skull 
extended hands that, inexplicably, still lived. Nightstone clasped them uneasily, but the 
skin felt warm and normal. The skull held her eyes with its empty eye sockets, and said, 
"You must swear to serve the best interests of Shadow."
  "I swear to serve the best interests of Shadow," said Nightstone reluctantly. This 
would make it harder than ever for her to destroy the source of Shadow's power, but she 
knew that she had to do it. There might still be a chance for her to do something when she 
reached the source. If she refused this, then she would stay here in the cave with no 
chance to do anything ever again.
  "And you swear to accept the gift that I give you."
  "I swear to accept the gift that you give me."
  The skull stepped back, and went into the shadows once again. Nightstone 
watched its back in bewilderment. Was that really the only oath she had to swear? The 
ritual binding her to the Dark had been much more elaborate, full of solemn promises that 
would have killed her if she betrayed the Dark and broke them. The Dark deciding she 
was no longer useful was a different matter.
  She is letting me go down into the dark, near the source of her lord's power, with 
nothing but my word that I won't do anything to harm it.
  Nightstone was still thinking about that when the skull returned, holding 
something carefully cradled in its living hands. Nightstone reached out and took it, 
blinking when she saw her own face gazing back at her from it. It was a mirror, she 
realized after a moment, but highly polished and finely made; the frame must be ivory, 
and the glass itself true glass, not the imitations that Nightstone had seen hanging in some 
peasant cottages. The frame had a medley of animals on it, dolphin flowing into wolf 
flowing into dragon flowing into fox… It made Nightstone dizzy to look at them. She 
shook her head and looked up at the skull. "And what is this for? Is it a magic mirror?"
  The skull chattered its teeth. "That depends entirely on you. If you walk long 
enough in the ways of magic- which a great many of the tunnels are- then it will become 
magical. If you go out of your way to avoid magic, and above all to avoid keeping your 
oath to Shadow, then it will remain an ordinary mirror."
  Nightstone thought about that for a moment, but couldn't make sense of it, so she 
shrugged and slipped the mirror into a pouch where it would be cradled by her dried fruit. 
"Now what must I do?"
  "Now you are free to go."
  And as Nightstone stared, the skull turned and melted back into the shadows, not 
returning when Nightstone tentatively called for it.



  Nightstone might have stood, blinking, for even longer, but the gull on her 
shoulder gave a sudden impatient cry and took off for the far tunnel. Nightstone smiled at 
the fleeting wings and followed it. She was anxious to leave herself, just in case some 
other guardian came out of the darkness and made a demand of her that was much harder 
to fulfill.
  Then she remembered what the elves had said about there being no guardians, 
and scowled. Have they not been down here in so long that they really thought there were  
none? Or were they lying?
  She couldn't come up with any reason for them to lie, but then, that didn't mean 
there wasn't some incomprehensible elven reason. Elves did things because the gods 
knew why, and might have lied to her because of- anything. Nightstone couldn't imagine 
all of them.
  Abruptly, she was forced to pay a little more attention to the tunnel in front of 
her, and less to her own thoughts. The floor had started to slope down more steeply, and 
now it abruptly gave out under her, in a scattering of pebbles and bouncing rocks. 
Nightstone grabbed a projecting rock and held it, watching as the pebbles hurried down 
into a drop-off.
  She let out a breath. Perhaps she didn't have to take this way, she thought. 
Perhaps there was another tunnel back in the blue cave that she had missed.
  And then she looked up and saw the coiled dragon carved on the wall, the same 
one that had indicated the tunnel that led to the blue cave.
  Not that I am reassured, Nightstone thought, as she prepared to find some way 
over the drop-off. Perhaps those mark the route that no one but someone completely 
ignorant of Shadow would take.
   A loud squawk startled her, and she looked up to find the gull hanging over the 
drop-off and glaring at her in what looked like exasperation.
  "I can't fly," Nightstone said, "and if you want me to find some other way to 
cross, you'll hold off on expressing your mockery at just the right moment."
  The gull clapped his beak at her, and soared away. Nightstone sighed, and eyed 
the rocks along the walls. A series of them projected over the drop-off, but ended about 
halfway across. She didn't trust herself to leap the rest of the way while hanging from the 
wall. And she hadn't asked for any rope, not thinking that she would need it.
  I hope that the Cycle hasn't changed enough to make this impossible.
  She backed a step away from the pit, and then called on the Scarlet. It flared all 
around her, seeming as eager as ever, but Nightstone knew well enough not to challenge 
the limit that Change had imposed on the Cycle. She didn't want her magic to end 
halfway across.
  She closed her eyes and slowly blended into the Scarlet. The red grew brighter as 
she dreamed herself into it, and then the heat grew stronger, and then she was nothing but 
red and heat. And so, ensconced in the curls of flame, she drifted across the abyss. She 
kept going until the Scarlet felt the Crop and not the Gust around it again, and then 
opened her eyes. The red grew less, revealing the gray of the walls on the other side of 
the tunnel.
  Nightstone smiled as she fully reformed, then strode confidently forward.
  Her foot slipped, and she found herself almost careening back towards the pit.
  Nightstone cursed, turned her foot into fire without even waiting to see if that 



was against the Cycle now, and lurched forward. Her hands grabbed a pebble that slid, 
and then a firmer rock that stayed in place. She turned around to glare at the pit, which 
was now further from her than it had been, though one curl of fire from what had been 
her ankle still stuck out over it.
  The gull cried again, swooping back over her and down to look at her foot, then 
past her into the darkness again.
  Nightstone sighed and looked around cautiously. Yes, everything was still there, 
the crystal glowing beside her and the sword safely on her belt. When she had crawled 
further away from the pit and opened her pouch, she saw that even the mirror had 
survived the crossing.
  The gull swooped past again, clacking his beak at her in what seemed like 
impatience, though Nightstone supposed that he was doing things for his own 
incomprehensible animal reasons.
  "Don't you ever get tired?" Nightstone asked him in irritation, and then stood and 
began to walk into the darkness once more, holding the crystal up before her. She wanted 
to see any drop-offs long before she came upon them, this time.
  Maybe the elves didn't mention guardians because they knew I would have 
enough to contend with in the caves that guardians wouldn't matter.
  But they still should have told me.
  The gull screamed in her ear. Nightstone dropped the crystal, and winced, but it 
didn't break on the stone. She promptly picked it up again and tried to brain the gull as it 
flew past. The bird dodged her and landed on a rock again, head cocked whimsically as if 
to ask what he had done wrong.
  "Forget it," said Nightstone, and resumed her walk. "But if you don't stop 
screaming in my ear like that, I think I'll try roasted gull."
 



Chapter 27

 A Silvereyes In The Full of His Power
 "Until you have seen a silvereyes defending his pack, do not presume to talk to me 
of defensive fury."
  -Attributed to Princess Danna of Orlath, while fighting her sister, Princess Krylia.
  Olumer stared for just a moment at the thiria looming over them, its wings lifting 
to show the screaming faces embedded in its hide, its dragon-like head slewing around. 
Then he reached into the shining that touched the air all around him and wove a net that 
he flung at the thiria.
  It screamed, just once, and then turned to regard him. Olumer swallowed as he 
felt the impact of those eyes, the soul-draining fear that poured over him, remembering 
what it had done to him once before. Thiria drank memories, magic, power. It could take 
all those from him-
  And then Cadona screamed again, and Olumer lost his fear in the sheer rage of a 
silvereyes leader defending his pack. 
  He flung yet another shining net, this one big enough to encompass the whole of 
the thiria's body, and then summoned the spirits. They poured forward frantically, eager 
as always to drink blood, and eager to oppose something as unnatural as a thiria, in the 
same way that they would have opposed a filiferna. Olumer formed them into bodies that 
he had never chosen before, but which seemed appropriate.
  The fleeing Kings and Queens fell further back as dragons formed before the 
thiria, shooting outwards and sideways and upwards in seconds. Olumer formed mostly 
Scarlet dragons, wanting the thiria to wither in the fire they could call, but all of them had 
silver eyes, as the creatures formed by silvereyes magic normally did. He had five of 
them in seconds, and the thiria turned to regard them, its unnaturally black hide glowing 
now as if it had finally found something interesting to fight.
  One of Olumer's dragons loosed a blast of Scarlet, and sprang in the same 
moment that its kindred did. The silvereyes would usually form animals that ran in packs 
or swarms, like rats or insects. But dragons could fly together, and the natural instincts of 
the spirits overruled the instincts of the dragons they only resembled.
  The thiria vanished beneath a swarming mass of dragons. Olumer ducked the 
swing of a tail and reached out with senses he had forgotten he had, tightening the shining 
net around the thiria.
  The beast screamed. The sound was so awful that for a moment Olumer could 
hear nothing else, and the dragons surged as the thiria beneath them almost rose to its 
feet. But then they dug down with fierce paws, and breathed fire again, and this time, the 
thiria's scream held more of pain than of anger.
  Olumer tightened the shining net further. The thiria no longer flew this world; 
they were as unnatural as the twisted and corrupted dark fey. They had always killed in 
unnatural ways. He would destroy this one, and then the natural world would be clean 
once more.
  The shining net closed further and further, and then it bumped into something 
dark and strong, something that shed its shell like a dragon shedding its egg and began to 
fight back.
  Olumer felt the rage that had prompted him to spring forward diminish, and he 



staggered. The dragons vanished abruptly, and a voice began to speak to him. Surely he 
could not keep hold of the shining net, the coaxing voice in his head said. Surely he could 
not be blamed if the thiria claimed someone of Orlathian royal blood, a grudge that had 
lasted longer than he had lived. Surely he should step aside and let the beast have 
Cadona.
  He descended, spinning wildly, and loosing the strands of the shining net as he 
went. Surely it was better, since he wanted Cadona dead anyway and was no longer loyal 
to her. But he didn't want to kill her himself. Best to leave her to the thiria. No one would 
blame him-
  Floating towards him like a ghost came the vision of Lyli, pinned with a sword to 
the stone block in the evil hall, and still bleeding and alive, though the awful wound 
should have killed her long since. Could he leave her like that forever? What if the key to 
her freedom lay in having Cadona there at the moment he tried to free her, or in 
something only Cadona could tell him?
  And Cadona was pack. If he had to spill her blood, then he would do so with his 
own claws. Blood was owed that much.
  Olumer sprang out of the blackness and once more wound the shining net tight. 
The thiria had stood up again, but it staggered back once more, roaring, as the net coiled 
around its mind and heart. It turned its head towards him, snarling, trying to drink in his 
power.
  Olumer laughed. He had seen more frightening things than the thiria while 
running along the upper edge of the mountains. He had seen things that would have made 
a human crumple with fear, or a half-silvereyes. But he no longer believed himself half-
silvereyes, and the time of the thiria's eyes' power over him was ended.
  He tightened the net yet again, and the thiria screeched. Its head slewed back, 
breaking the contact that it needed to feed. Olumer clenched his hands in front of him and 
wound the strands in circles, until they were in a ball in his fingers. The thiria twitched 
and thrashed the while.
  Then Olumer pressed his hands together and cried out, "Cadona! Idona! Come to 
me at once, and put your hands on top of mine!"
  Idona ran towards him, and the cold be thanked, she was dragging Cadona with 
her. The Princess was kicking and struggling, perhaps at the thought of coming any closer 
to the thiria than she had to, but Idona held her firmly and made her put her hands on top 
of her ancestor's. Olumer had never known what strength was in Idona's living stone arms 
until then. Cadona would surely have been able to kick her way out of his grasp.
  "Hold it," said Olumer, watching Idona's face pale at the bucking of the web's 
strands. He turned to face the thiria, feeling his magic fill him. This was the magic that 
filled a silvereyes on the rare occasions that one managed to defeat a filiferna or some 
other unnatural creature, or- and he remembered this now- when one came into contact 
with an elf. "I break you, creature of nightmares," he said. "You are nothing more than an 
evil dream, and evil dreams vanish in the daylight."
  He closed his hands, and Idona closed hers at the same time, which forced 
Cadona's fingers, in between theirs, to clench as well.
  The strands twisted deeper and deeper, cutting into Olumer's skin. He cried out, 
but did not let go. Indeed, he could not have. The magic was driving him now, and would 
not let him go.



  The thiria screamed one more time, and then the strands pulled so deeply that 
Olumer thought they must have been cutting into its skin, too. It flapped oar-like wings 
and lunged for the sky, but the net pulled it back down. Then it coiled into a ball and was 
dragged towards Olumer.
  Olumer braced himself for the collision, grateful for the magic that denied him to 
the opportunity to run away and ruin this. But the thiria grew smaller and smaller as it 
approached them, and then disappeared as a black dot within the shining net. Olumer 
watched as the tangle vanished into his closed hands, and for a moment he felt nothing 
but a most unpleasant clamminess, not only on his hands but all over his body.
  Then it vanished.
  Olumer blinked for a long moment. He finally said, "I think that we can let go 
now. Idona, stand by to aid me just in case it does appear again. I think it's finally gone, 
but it's best to be sure."
  Idona stepped back from him, nodding. Cadona moved away, holding her arm 
where Idona had bruised her and crying, "How could you do that to me? Do you know 
who I am?"
  Idona didn't pay attention to the Princess, only gazing at him with trust and 
affection in her eyes. "I am ready, Olumer."
  Olumer opened his hands. Idona, and the rest of the Kings and Queens pressing 
in behind her, he noted, flinched as if they expected a monster to unfold from within his 
grasp like a flower.
  But nothing of the kind happened. There was no trace of the thiria, as there was 
no trace of the shining net that had swallowed it. Olumer blinked and looked at the torn 
stones of the street to convince himself it wasn't all a dream, then turned his gaze 
helplessly on Idona and the other monarchs.
  "No," said Idona to his gaze. "We all saw it. But none of us saw what happened to 
it." Others murmured behind her, echoing her.
  Olumer remembered the way the shining net he had used on the filiferna had 
grown to a tiny point, destroying the dark speck within. Perhaps this was something like 
that? Perhaps. 
   "I wonder who sent it here," he said, when he began to breathe again. "It seems 
quite a coincidence to find a thiria in a city where someone of Orlathian royal blood just 
happens to have entered."
  "I think it must have come with the Crownkillers," said Idona quietly. "They 
would have sought to eliminate all the Heirs who could possibly pass this way. Perhaps 
they left the thiria for Estora and not Cadona, but they must have left it for her. The thiria 
have slept in the hills of northern Rivendon for generations. There would be no reason for 
one to be in a city unless it had been deliberately disturbed."
  Olumer nodded his acceptance of the idea, though he wondered if the 
Crownkillers had known about Cadona after all; the thiria hated the Orlathian royal line 
alone. "Then I think that we can assume no more are here, and proceed in safety."
  "And if you find another one, then you will destroy it." Idona smiled at him. "I 
never knew you had that kind of magic."
  Olumer stiffened, aware of the predatory gleam in her eyes. "I always had," he 
said. "I simply had little occasion to use it on anything that I faced while we were mates."
  "Of course," said Idona, in a tone that proclaimed she didn't believe him but 



would allow him his little secrets.
  Olumer shook his head and turned to Cadona, who seemed content to keep on 
shouting until she was noticed. She became aware of his eyes on her at once, of course, 
and half-bounced towards him, hiking up the sleeve of her tunic to show him the bruise 
on her arm.
  "See!"
  Olumer nodded. "I do, Princess. But I could only have turned back the thiria with 
the help of my pack, since I was fighting for my pack. Would you have preferred that I 
not turn back the thiria at all?"
  Cadona hesitated. "I helped you in your victory over the thiria?" she asked at last.
  Olumer nodded again.
  Cadona sniffed and glanced towards the torn paving where the beast had stood. 
"Well," she said at last, "I suppose that one may sometimes drag a Princess." She turned 
and glared at Idona. "But only in a good cause."
  "Of course," said Idona solemnly.
  Cadona looked at Idona a moment more, but she hadn't been trained to look for 
mockery in expressions of respect, so after a moment she tossed her silver hair and turned 
back to the city. "Raid the shops for things we can use," she said to the Kings and Queens 
who clustered behind her. "The people who live here can't use them anymore, and who 
has a better right to claim spoils from Dartan than the Queen who would have ruled it if 
things were different?"
  Olumer left her to it, instead turning back to the place where the thiria had stood. 
He was still shaken by the power that had swept through him, no matter how briefly. Did 
that really come only from defending my pack?
   "Olumer."
  He looked up swiftly. Idona stood not far from him, and she wasn't smiling now. 
  "I know that you did not wield such power when we were mates," she said. "But I 
want you to know that you will have a greater value in my Kingdom now, and as high a 
position as you could wish."
  "Because I killed a thiria?" Olumer shook his head. "I had your help. And we 
may never face another thiria."
  "Well, that's true," Idona agreed, "but what you did here today will become a 
song. Never doubt it. And there will be many who will wonder what else you can do, if 
you can kill a thiria." She smiled at him now. "No need to tell them that the magic might 
be limited to fey creatures, or dangerous fey creatures. We will let them think what is 
best. And if someone attacks me, of course, then you will have the excuse to do all the 
magic you need. I am part of your pack. That was proved today, when you needed my 
help to defeat the thiria. What other proof do you need?"
  Olumer managed a smile, one that he kept while Idona turned and walked back to 
the other monarchs. Then he dropped it, and stared once more at the paving stones. The 
thiria had torn them in rising from beneath them, he thought, but surely a city street could 
not lie on the back of a beast like that for long. It would grow impatient, and rise and fly 
out of the city, even if it didn't attack anyone here. The thiria he had fought before had not 
struck him as a patient creature.
  They set the thiria here. They must have. But how could they have persuaded it to  
come along, except by offering it Cadona? And if so, how could they have known that 



Cadona would pass this way?
  Olumer had the feeling that he was missing something, something important, but 
he couldn't grasp it right now, and so after a moment, he turned away to find himself meat 
from one of the shops.



Chapter 28
 
 From the Flames Arising
 
 "From the flames arising,
 Like dusk in its arising,
 Comes the phoenix of gold."
 
 -From a prophecy for one of the royals of Arvenna; what one is now lost.
 
 "My lady!"
 
 Kymenos didn't even realize he'd shouted until he heard his voice echoing. The words 
sounded stranger even than they should have when he realized he was the only one 
shouting. The other people around the fire kept up their droning chant.
 
 Ishella was a goddess, he reminded himself, clenching his fists as he stared at the pyre. 
And even if she wasn't, why should he care? He only cared because she was a beautiful 
woman, and that was all. Which meant she had enchanted him even though he had tried 
to throw the spell of her beauty off.
 
 Very well, she enchanted me, he acknowledged grimly. I just wish that I knew what was 
going on.
 
 And then the chant surged, and the flames rose higher than they should have been able 
to. Kymenos started back, one hand over his eyes. The fires danced in agitation, and from 
them came walking Ishella, running with blood and yet unwounded, holding aloft a stone 
fang in each hand.
 
 The chant exploded into shouting, and now the people around the fire ran forward, 
clasping their goddess to them and touching the blood and the stone fangs as if they were 
holy relics. Kymenos stared. Perhaps they were holy relics, he thought numbly. Perhaps 
the world was madder than he had thought.
 
 There didn't seem to be much point to this ritual, though, unless it was intended as a kind 
of a worship he had never heard of. Ishella let her people touch her, caress her, stroke the 
fangs and blood, and smiled through it all. Perhaps she conveyed blessings in her 
murmurs, but if so, Kymenos couldn't hear or understand them. She was quite obviously 
driving her faithful mad, though.
 
 "Kymenos," Ishella said at last, when her people had gotten their fill of touching her and 
drawn back. "Will you not come greet me?"
 
 "I do not know if I should, my lady," said Kymenos, with a bow. "I do not know what 
your sacrifice means, or what you have come out of the fire wearing." He eyed the blood 
on her.



 
 Ishella shrugged. "The fangs are the royal Heirs who shall sit their thrones," she said, 
dropping them in front of Kymenos. "Of course, some of those Heirs are dead and some 
are not yet on their thrones, but they shall be in time." She smiled at Kymenos. "Would 
you stoop and read them, my Lord of Dalzna?"
 
 Kymenos ground his teeth, but did as she asked. The fang that Ishella had carried in her 
right hand bore a strange symbol, what looked like a rising sun intertwined with a pine 
tree. Norianna? Have you seen anything like this before?
 
 No, said the sword doubtfully. I think those symbols may be of fey tribes, but which ones 
I do not know.
 
 Kymenos shook his head and turned to the fang on the left. That symbol was even 
stranger, and he could make nothing of it. A pair of curved lines, it looked like, over a 
small oval shape. He shrugged, and straightened to look at Ishella. "Those symbols mean 
nothing to me."
 
 Ishella smiled. "Well, perhaps since you shall rule Dalzna, neither of them speaks of 
Dalzna. Your ascension is all but assured."
 
 You see? Norianna asked him with what sounded like manic cheerfulness. Someone else 
has a sureness of you! Doesn't that make you feel good?
 
 No, snapped Kymenos, and barely kept himself from saying it aloud as well, to Ishella's 
smiling face. Composing himself, he said, "Well, my lady, since you cannot know what 
they refer to, what good are they as prophecies?"
 
 Ishella laughed. "They reassure us, of course! They tell us of the victory of royalty. And 
it truly does not matter if it is royalty of the Light or Dark, of Dalzna or Arvenna or 
somewhere else. All that matters is that royalty will sit the thrones once more." Her lips 
curved as she smiled at him. "Even if one of the Heirs hates royalty. How will you deal 
with being royal yourself, Kymenos?"
 
 "Never you mind," said Kymenos, who was in fact worrying about that. "The important 
thing is that the ritual is done now, and you seem to have the blessing you wanted from 
me, whatever that is. May I leave now?"
 
 "Why would you want to?" Ishella asked, almost purring. "We are only just now getting 
started."
 
 "I would still prefer to leave, my lady."
 
 "Of course you would," said Ishella. "But it's not every day that a real, live Heir of 
Dalzna comes around the corner and turns out to have the unique powers of Chaos. I 
think you should stay in the village a little longer."



 
 Kymenos gripped his sword. Norianna?
 
 What about it? the sword asked. I think she's right. You could have a real chance to gain 
power here, Kymenos, if you think about it the right way. Perhaps, if she likes you well 
enough, she'll even offer to help you take back Dalzna. It won't be easy defeating all the 
Crownkillers.
 
 Kymenos would have drawn breath to argue with her about that, but he knew it was 
useless. He looked into Ishella's eyes and said, "My lady, of course I must leave, or how 
am I to take back my Kingdom?"
 
 Ishella's eyes grew soft, and she patted his cheek. "That's so sweet," she said. "But 
surely, you must have an army, or how are you to take back your Kingdom?"
 
 This grows tiresome.
 
 Kymenos, don't-
 
 Kymenos had been right in his judgment, though. Ishella thought she had conquered, 
with the oddly carved fangs in her hands and her people dancing wildly around her. She 
didn't expect him to suddenly strike out and punch her in the gut with his hand wrapped 
around Norianna's hilt. She gave him an extremely odd look, and then folded up around 
the punch and fell to the ground.
 
 Kymenos turned and ran past the fire. When Norianna tried to protest, he said, I wonder 
if throwing you in a goddess's fire would melt you?
 
 The sword shut up for a while, but piped up again as Kymenos dodged between the 
village's houses. We have pursuers.
 
 I know. Do something about them.
 
 Why should I? They wanted to help raise an army for you, and you have most 
ungraciously refused.
 
 They don't really want to raise an army for me now.
 
 True.
 
 A cascade of light struck out behind them, and some of the people who were chasing 
them cried and fell in their tracks. Kymenos nodded in appreciation. Norianna was 
involved in this, now. The people wouldn't be any more inclined to spare her than to spare 
Kymenos.
 
 Why didn't I see that coming? Norianna's words in his head were almost a bleat of 



surprise. I know every thought you have. Why didn't I see that coming?
 
 Kymenos didn't answer, just leaped over a low mass of stones being used for new paving 
and darted between two other houses. The cries were getting fainter now, but he knew 
that the villagers wouldn't hold back for long. And neither would Ishella's power.
 
 He heard her, then, whispering in his mind as though she wanted him to hear her 
huskiness. Kymenos, why run when you could have the crown? I would bring you glories 
undreamed of, wealth unknown. Your little sword may have plans. I have ambitions. I am 
ambitious beyond all dreams and knowledge. Come back to me, and I will show you.
 
 Kymenos clenched his teeth and ran as hard as he could. The road was clear ahead, and it 
might be kept clear. Perhaps the villagers would grow worried about Ishella and turn 
back. Perhaps a dragon would swoop down from the sky and rescue him. So much could 
happen that he was prepared to keep running and not worry about the hunters at his back.
  And then Ishella said, So you really do think that you can escape? No. That won't  
do. Having you play at escape is fun, but I can't have you thinking about it seriously.
  Kymenos braced himself for an attack, but for long moments, nothing happened. 
He was almost out of the village. If he could run past a few houses, then he would be out 
into the wild Mountains, and there was less of a chance that the villagers would pursue 
him there. If he made for the stream, then he could call on the Azure and turn them back 
even more thoroughly.
  Then he heard pounding hooves, and groaned. Had one of the villagers found a 
horse? That would explain why they didn't feel the need to run at his heels. He glanced to 
the side, wondering who it was, and if he might be able to threaten or trick the rider. One 
of the guards who loved Ishella wouldn't want to negotiate, but wouldn't want to bring 
Kymenos back alive, either.
  His mind changed when he saw Sykeen, with Talazh on his back, racing down 
the outer edge of the village. The horse neighed, and Talazh called, "Kymenos, can you 
jump on Sykeen's back if I guide him close enough?"
  Kymenos laughed in relief. "Guide him close enough, and I'll jump onto his back 
and ride standing up!" he yelled.
  You really shouldn't run away like this, Norianna fussed in her sheath. Ishella 
and her people were only trying to help you.
   Kymenos didn't consider that worth responding to, so he ignored it. He jumped 
into the air as Sykeen ran past him, and came down hard on the stallion's spine. He felt 
Sykeen stagger with the weight and the jolt, but it blended with the sensations that he 
himself felt, and he managed to put them aside. Whirling, he grabbed Talazh around the 
waist and pressed the boy down towards the stallion's neck.
  Talazh struggled for a moment, trying to keep hold of Sykeen's reins and 
Kymenos's spare robe that he still wore at the same time. Then he said, "Why did you do 
that?"
  An arrow whined overhead and shattered on the stone not far from them.
  "Oh," said Talazh.
  "Keep down," said Kymenos. "They'll use bows if they can. They won't want to 
come too close." He glanced over his shoulder, and saw a few archers standing on the 



roof of the closest house. Two others were aiming. Kymenos's eyes narrowed. 
  There's no reason to kill them, but I can cause them a little discomfort, at least.
   Kymenos trusted to the grip of his arms on Talazh's waist and Sykeen's vigilance 
where his safety was concerned, and flung himself into the world of the Azure, towards 
the two archers. They had blood in their veins, and they were Scarlet mages, both of 
them. Weak ones, though, and that would make it even easier for someone with a strong 
grasp of water to overpower them.
  Kymenos spoke to the blood in their veins, and it congealed, flowing more 
slowly from the limbs to the heart. Kymenos came back to himself just as his grip on 
Talazh's waist would have slipped, and smiled when he heard the two thumps behind him. 
The other archers would probably hesitate before sending more arrows, or send ones that 
went wide in fury and panic. And, indeed, two more arrows came arcing past them, 
neither of which Sykeen had any trouble in avoiding.
  "What did you do?" Talazh asked, without looking back at him.
  Kymenos chuckled. "Do you really think it was me?"
  "Of course. Whatever you did, I felt you almost fall, and no one else would be 
mad enough to try that on a running horse."
  Kymenos sniffed. "I think that you could be a little more respectful. After all, no 
one else could have done it, either. I congealed the blood in their veins, and that 
distracted them enough to make them forget about the arrows."
  Talazh nodded. "And who was the goddess in the village?" he asked. "Was she 
like the Masked One?"
  "She liked fire," said Kymenos, thinking again of the strange ritual that Ishella 
had undergone. There had to be a point there that he didn't understand. But he had never 
paid that much attention to religion, learning just enough not to offend the worshippers of 
the Dark, and then, when he arrived in Orlath, some of the doctrine of Elle. "But she was 
Ishella, Goddess of Royalty."
  For a moment, he thought another arrow had gotten through his precautions and 
hit Talazh after all. The boy stiffened in his arms and made a slight gurgling sound. 
Kymenos looked at him in concern, but he saw no arrow through either back or thigh. 
"What is the matter?" he asked.
  "There is a Goddess of Royalty?" Talazh asked, with a strange mixture of 
emotions in his voice. Kymenos identified the disgust that he would have expected of a 
Dalznan Crownkiller, but even more, there was fear.
  "Yes," said Kymenos. "And she thought I was the Royal Heir of Dalzna, so she 
was welcoming. She also conducted a ritual that she claimed showed that two Royal 
Heirs would reclaim their thrones." He smirked. "Of course, she couldn't tell what the 
symbols really meant, or which two Heirs they referred to."
  "Do you remember them?" Talazh asked.
  "Remember what? The symbols? Yes, they were simple enough, though I couldn't 
tell what either of them meant. Why?"
  "The Crownkillers must know of this at once," said Talazh. "None of us knew 
that we would face a goddess in our quest to find and kill the royal Heir of Dalzna. And if 
we can keep the other royal Heirs from assuming their thrones as well, surely that is all to 
the good."
  Kymenos grinned. "Is there a way that you can send the Crownkillers a 



message?"
  "No," said Talazh unhappily. "I did have a small coop of messenger birds that I 
kept in hiding while I spied on the villagers, but the ones who took me prisoner found and 
destroyed it. They didn't want the Crownkillers knowing who had dared to harm me." He 
rode in silence for a moment, and Kymenos could almost feel him scowling. "But there is 
one way to reach through the elements that I haven't tried. I could risk it, if I had your 
help and if you were there to guard me in case something happened by."
  "What element?"
  "Gust."
  Kymenos sighed. "I'm not that good with air magic, but I will try to help you. 
The Crownkillers must know of this; you're right."
  Talazh twisted to look back at him, his face pleased. "You are becoming more 
and more interested in the affairs of the Kingdoms, Kymenos. That is all to the good. I 
think that you should be more interested in them than you are. You were the guardian of 
the Princess Alliana, and you don't want to see an Heir on the throne of Dalzna, either."
  "Both of those are Destiny," said Kymenos, and waved a hand in the air, causing 
Sykeen to snort and curse him for the sudden imbalance. "Divine politics. Not the kind of 
politics that people like you play around thrones."
  "Most times, there is very little difference," said Talazh. "If you'll help me get the 
message to the Crownkillers, then that's all I'll ask for now."
  But there was a suspicious smugness in his voice. Kymenos scowled at his back. 
  He's right that you should become more interested in your own fate, said 
Norianna. But you should do it by raising an army to take care of the Crownkillers, while 
you make your way to the Lake of the Northern Winds to seek your crown.
   Kymenos rolled his eyes, and said nothing. 
  "This Goddess of Royalty must be powerful," said Talazh. "Another reason to tell 
the others about her as soon as powerful. I heard her voice in my head, whispering 
promises of thrones and crowns." He shifted uncomfortably in the saddle, though he 
couldn't hear Sykeen's curse as he did that. "Not that I was tempted, of course."
  "I heard her, too," said Kymenos soothingly.
  That's because you're the royal Heir, said Norianna, vibrating angrily in her 
sheath.
  Kymenos managed to smack her hilt with his elbow, and though the hit stung 
him, too, he was satisfied with the muffled exclamation of pain she gave out.
  "Really?" Talazh sounded relieved. "Then I won't think about it. It was so strange 
to hear someone reaching into my mind like that and presenting me with offers of a 
crown and throne I wouldn't want anyway, though."
  "The gods tempt us with gifts, because they're too crude to know any other way 
of asking for our service," said Kymenos.
  That led into a round of religious discussion that ended with no winners, although 
Norianna considered herself the winner, and thankfully (at least, Kymenos gave thanks) 
removed the debate far from thrones and crowns.
 



Chapter 29

 The Glowing Path
 "I can think of few places that I would rather be than in the forests where I was 
born, with the trees looming above me and perfuming the air with the scent of pine and 
spruce, the grass underfoot, the sun shining and bathing my fur with warmth."
  -The werewolf Starless, of the forests of Ilantra.
  "What is this place?"
  Elary shook her head. "I don't know, Your Highness." She couldn't take her eyes 
from the spectacle in front of her.
  "I'm Silar, Elary."
  Elary started and looked at Silar with a faint smile. "I'm sorry. I just get so used 
to answering the questions that Mitherill asks that I didn't react to the sound of your 
voice."
  "Understandable," said Silar. "But you really have no idea? I thought the ilzánai 
might have secret archives of knowledge. I know that the kinessi do not."
  Elary shook her head again. "By all the laws of nature I know, this shouldn't even 
be here. I can't imagine the amount of elven magic that it would take to sustain this, and 
we have seen no elves except in disguise. And no other group of fey I know would be 
powerful enough to do something like this."
  "Well, perhaps changelings did it," Silar murmured, her voice fading as though 
the enchantment of the place were gripping her again.
  Elary was more than willing to let her fall back into it, since she was falling back 
into it herself. The place shimmered and sang all around her, and who knew if they would 
ever pass through it again? 
  The place was a forest, the trees as tall and healthy as any that Elary had seen on 
the surface of the world. The leaves had a faint blue-green tinge, and the light that fell 
through them ran glittering up their veins and shone on their edges. The trunks 
themselves sometimes glowed with flecks of gold or silver that weren't quite natural in 
surface trees. The sunlight dropped from just above, from what looked to be blank stone, 
and lit the trees and the leaves that lay between their roots with living fire.
  It was a beautiful place, blue and silver and green and gold playing around each 
other and sometimes peeking out like shy children, and Elary knew that she could have 
stood and admired it for years. That, of course, was why Mitherill had to speak up just 
then and break their trances.
  "We cannot trust this place," she said. "Changelings must have created it, or other 
servants of Shadow. It lies along the route that Shadow would have blocked off from us, 
if he could. We will go around it."
  "How, my lady?" Melior asked. Elary didn't trust herself to speak at that moment, 
and Silar was gazing fixedly at the trees, wings twitching.
  "This way."
  Elary saw Mitherill raise her glowing hand, but had no idea what would happen 
before a sudden hole appeared in the wall next to them. Flying chunks of stone tore past 
her and slammed into the trees. They shook, leaves falling in great whirlpools from their 
branches, and one toppled over with a mournful crack.
  Silar screamed, and turned to glare at Mitherill. "How could you destroy 



something so beautiful?" she cried. "If you knew-"
  Elary still didn't trust herself to speak, so she reached up and touched Silar's arm. 
The kiness woman turned around to face her. "If you think that you can make it all better 
by smiling at me and shaking your head, then-"
  Elary nodded to the forest instead. Silar followed her gaze, and subsided, 
blinking. The tree that had toppled stood upright again, and the leaves that had fallen 
floated upward again, reattaching themselves to the branches they had come from. And 
then the back of the cavern moved away from them, and more trees appeared, as calmly 
as if they had always been there. Elary let out a slow breath of wonder. She still didn't 
know what magic was doing this, but it was damn powerful, whatever it was.
  "Oh," said Silar in a small voice.
  "Do you see?" added Mitherill. "It is an unnatural place, and someone is going to 
great expense of magic to maintain it." She glared doubtfully at the forest. "Its purpose 
cannot be of the Light, not in this place. I will create a tunnel that leads around it, and we 
will take it." She turned back to blasting stone out of the wall. More chunks flew, but 
none of them hit the forest or Mitherill's companions. The last was luck alone, Elary 
thought. Silar was once more so entranced that she wouldn't have noticed if a boulder had 
landed on her.
  Elary drew nearer to her while the noise of Mitherill's blasting covered their 
conversation. "What were you going to say, when you thought Mitherill had killed the 
tree?" she asked. "Something about beauty?"
  Silar started, then smiled at her. "Yes. I've heard the tales of the wide forests of 
Ilantra, but they can't be anything like this." Her gaze slipped sideways, as if the forest 
might have vanished like a shy creature while she was talking about it. "Arvenna is too 
mountainous to have forests of anything but pines. Even the Shelin Valley is given over 
to farms, and not to woods."
  Elary blinked, touched by a sudden and unexpected pinch of homesickness. "The 
forests of Ilantra are not like this," she agreed. "They are wider, and fairer, and more 
touched with sunlight."
  Silar gave her a sharp glance. "Do not joke," she said.
  "I am not joking," said Elary. "Why would I? I was raised in Ilantra, and I love to 
praise the beauty of my home country at least as much as you love these trees. The forests 
there are the wonder of the northern world. I have seen jungles in Doralissa to match 
them, the one time I went south, but those were too hot for my taste. The forests are cool 
all the seasons long, and deadly cold in winter. But then, few venture into them in 
winter."
  "I have never gazed upon expanses of trees," said Silar.
  "These are more than expanses of trees, as wondrous as those alone would be," 
Elary told her. "There are places in the forest where humans have never walked, or so I 
have been assured. But those places are under the protection of Shadow, the power who 
has always claimed rulership in Ilantra, and I have never been into them. But there the 
shapeshifters lived for more than two thousand years, and emerged unharmed. They 
contradict time and space, and I can only imagine what it must be like in the greener 
ones."
  Silar said nothing, but the yearning in her eyes was enough. 
  Elary smiled at her. "Someday, when our service to Mitherill is over, perhaps we 



can go to Ilantra and see those forests. Would you want to come with me?"
  Silar took her gaze from the trees at last, long enough to look at Elary and 
whisper, "More than anything in the world. There is no place that I want to see half so 
much, and no guide I would trust half as well."
  Elary blinked, a little startled, but flattered, by the odd compliment. "Well. Good, 
then. I hope that you will come with me."
  "If we are alive at the end of this."
  Elary glanced sideways at Melior. "Do your fears about the ceiling still trouble 
you?" she asked as politely as she could. Either Melior or Mitherill seemed compelled to 
break into whatever conversation she and Silar were having.
  "More than fears about the ceiling," said Melior. "This is a protected place. Or 
haven't you noticed all the unexpected servants of Shadow, and growing moss, and 
forests where no forests should be?" She gave the trees a dark glance. Elary stared. She 
hadn't thought it was possible for someone to hate the forest, but it seemed Melior did. 
"This is a perilous place. We might never emerge from it alive."
  Elary smiled as she remembered her own fears. They had lessened over the last 
few- days, or marches, or however they should measure the way that time passed while 
they were underground. "I once thought the same thing," she said. "But Mitherill's 
Destiny guards us. How can we do anything but trust to it?"
  "How indeed."
  Elary turned and quickly sank into a kneel. Mitherill was in one of her haughty 
moods, and speaking with the voice of Destiny besides. There was nothing for any sane 
woman to do but kneel, and hope that she would overlook her.
  "I'm sorry, Your Highness," said Melior, and bowed her own head. "I didn't mean 
to imply anything but complete trust between us. I was just noting the dangers of the 
place, and acting against what seemed to me an inexcusable love of these cursed trees." 
She stooped and picked up a stone to throw at the trees.
  A tree caught it in a branch and threw the rock back. Melior stared blankly as it 
sped past her ear and shattered on the stone behind her. Elary ducked the shards, and 
glanced up. Melior was swallowing, as though sobered by the results of her own 
impulsive act.
  "Yes," said Mitherill, who seemed determined to pretend that nothing had 
happened. "All of us must be careful. But we can all have more trust in Destiny than 
either of you has shown so far," she added, and started to turn away.
  Elary knew the moment when she stopped, and not by the sound of her walking 
alone. Suddenly, there was a tension in the chamber, the way that Elary had felt in the 
past while a storm built. She looked up, and saw Mitherill gazing directly at Silar, who 
had not bowed or knelt but faced her with her wings twitching.
  Elary groaned and stood. "Silar-"
  "Just a moment, Elary," Mitherill breathed. "I am talking to Silar right now. I 
believe that we have many things to discuss, my lady."
  "Such as?" Silar did not move, but held Mitherill's eyes as if she had nothing else 
to do in the world, as if she did not notice the building power, as if she did not know and 
did not care that Mitherill looked upon her with the eyes of Destiny.
  "You do not bow," said Mitherill. "You do not kneel. And only those who are of 
royal blood themselves do not need to bow or kneel to a Princess. Are you of royal blood 



and neglecting to tell me, Silar?"
  Silar's wings gave one violent twitch. "No, Your Highness. My line is fey, and 
none of us have ever been royal."
  Elary would have given her right eye to intervene, but neither of the two women 
looked at her, and the power between them would have made it dangerous. She had to 
content herself with watching and waiting.
  "Then why do you not show me respect?" asked Mitherill. "You should show 
more respect to anyone who is royal than you do."
  Silar's teeth flashed in what was not a smile. And Elary was seized with panic, 
knowing that Silar was about to say something that would make Destiny destroy her.
  "Your Highness," she said loudly, breaking the tension and making Mitherill 
swing on her. Elary flinched. The impact of those power-filled golden eyes was like a 
blow. But she kept her gaze as steady as she could. "Is it wise to stand here and argue? 
There could be predators pursuing us, and we should move as soon as possible."
  Mitherill looked startled, then thoughtful. "Have you sensed something, Elary? 
Something that makes you think we should move?"
  "Yes, Your Highness," said Elary, and gestured at the trees. "They are beautiful, 
but they are strange. They can protect themselves against harm, and they can grow more 
trees." Another one appeared as she watched. "It is possible that this is a special, sacred 
place of the changelings, and they might come back to it. We would be much better off 
getting the Diamond first and then coming back to fight them."
  Mitherill nodded sharply. "You are right. The most important part of the Quest is 
finishing the Quest. We can settle- other things- later." She glared at Silar, and then turned 
back to the tunnel she had carved around the trees. Since it was utterly dark, the golden 
light flared to life again around her hand. "Come with me, and do not follow too far 
behind, lest you fall out of the light. Who knows what lives in this darkness?"
  She walked into the tunnel, and Melior hurried after her. Silar stood there, wings 
quivering, until Elary came up and touched her arm. Then she whirled, glaring. "Why did 
you do that? We had almost settled it!"
  "Yes," said Elary, going for the simple words that she had sometimes used to 
soothe patients who insisted on complicating matters. "And then you would have been 
dead. Destiny would have destroyed you. We would never have visited the forests of 
Ilantra together. Promise me that you'll stay alive long enough for that, at least."
  Silar sighed and fanned her wings. "All right. You're right. I'll try to stay alive. 
But she makes me so angry…"
  Elary said nothing, but her head was full of dreams. 
 



Chapter 30

 Dragon and Elves
 "I have always wanted to watch a battle between a dragon and elves. Who knows 
how it might go? The dragons are the mightiest of all worldly creatures, but the elves do 
not come of this world.
 "Who knows how it would go?"
  -Attributed to Aluraen the Laugher.
  Ternora stared as the silvery dragon eclipsed the rank of flying elf-horses 
altogether. Would the elves scatter and flee? She would, if she were riding a flying horse 
and a dragon suddenly appeared in the sky before her, but perhaps the elves would be too 
arrogant to do that.
  Or brave.
   The dragon eclipsed the elf-horses' flight for only a moment. Then it staggered 
backward, all the silver metal glowing as though lit by fire. Shara cried out at the same 
moment, and then covered her mouth as if she had not meant to make a sound. Ternora 
glanced at her uneasily. 
  "My lady, are you well?"
  "Fine," said Shara, and so intent was the stare of her eyes towards the south that 
Ternora turned around again, reluctantly. The goddess seemed to be linked with the 
dragon, telling it how to fly, how to attack. Ternora hoped she wouldn't be hurt by the 
damage the dragon was taking. The beast appeared to have lost at least one rib of the 
metal that made it up, and it still staggered slightly as it circled back for another attack. 
Ternora thought the elves would defeat it in a few moments and fly on.
  But then the dragon opened its mouth and breathed out a complicated stream of 
flashing fire; Ternora saw silver and white in there, though no red. There could be no 
doubt of its being fire, though. Several of the elf-horses withered like moths in the 
flames, and the others fled from it across the sky.
  Shara shouted and clenched her fists. "This is for the scores that you have 
started," she whispered. "Killing my worshippers and destroying your own for the sake of 
a ridiculous belief. May you suffer!"
  The elf-horses flocked back together with startling swiftness, though, and Ternora 
shook her head. That would teach her to think that either side's victory would be so swift. 
Both dragon and elves were too formidable to die at the first touch of their opponent.
  One of the elves called something out. Ternora could hear her sweet, compelling 
voice from here, though not what she was saying. The horses separated into a neat 
vertical line, some of them above the dragon, some below it. Ternora swallowed, 
wondering if her heart was beating with excitement or fear, wondering what was going to 
happen next.
  "This is an attack they should know better than to try," said Shara, and then her 
voice slowed. "Unless they do know. Is this a trick?"
  Ternora thought it probably was, but since she didn't know for certain, she didn't 
presume to offer any advice to her goddess. She kept on staring at the line of elf-horses, 
glad that she need only watch the battle and not participate in it. The line met the dragon, 
whose head was slowly turning from side to side as though it were trying to decide which 
group of elves to burn first.



  The fire flew at the one above the dragon, and the lower line suddenly hurtled 
towards the dragon's belly.
  "My lady!" Ternora cried out, despite her intention to say nothing at all.
  "I know!" snapped Shara, her face and voice tight. "I must try to pull it into a 
spin- dangerous, but the best chance I have-"
  The dragon did spin, suddenly. Ternora hoped she never had to watch anything as 
deadly or graceful again, so that this memory could hold pride of place in her mind. The 
spin was a roll and a somersault combined, and it brought the dragon's tail around to 
smack several horses out of the sky. The rest pulled up just short of the dragon's belly, but 
the metallic beast had now curled around to defend it, head bowed and tucked in, paws 
curled over the vulnerable ribs. Ternora let out a noisy breath.
  And the survivors of his fire dived at his back.
  Shara cursed, in a terrifying voice that Ternora hadn't known she was capable of, 
and in a language that hurt Ternora's ears. Then she said in Doralissan, "They did this. 
They will pay for it," and closed her eyes.
  The dragon began to glow as though a star had fallen into it. It slowly lifted its 
head and turned to stare at the elf-horses. There came another sweet command, half-
singing, and the horses pulled up, hovering well short of the dragon's back. Ternora didn't 
think that would save them, though, not if the dragon echoed half of the anger that Shara 
had radiated beside her.
  "What are you doing, my lady?" she whispered, but she didn't really expect Shara 
to answer her, and the goddess didn't.
  The elf-horses continued hovering for a moment, both above and below the 
dragon. Ternora wondered if they were wary, or just as curious as she was to see what 
would happen. If they were elves, of course, that was possible. Ternora had seen even 
Light elves do very odd things for the sake of learning the answer to a question or just 
learning what it felt like to do something dangerous.
  Then the dragon spoke in a voice that Ternora thrilled to without understanding 
why. It was the voice of a Faerie elf, touched with that sweetness all of them used, but it 
was deeper and stronger and full of rolling echoes of amusement, as though the elf had 
spent most of his life laughing at the silly antics of his kind.
  "Did you think that you could escape?" he asked in Doralissan, though hearing 
the echo in his voice made Ternora feel oddly as though he might be speaking in many 
other languages at once, including the Faerie elven tongue. "You had your chance to help 
me long ago, and you denied me that aid. I have never forgotten that. I will not forget it 
now, when I have the strength and you can only cower before it."
  The sweet-voiced woman who had spoken before answered, and she, too, spoke 
in Doralissan with echoes. Ternora wondered if Shara was taking the trouble to translate 
for her, and then wondered why. Did the goddess want a witness to her victory?
  "We denied you that aid because what you wanted was foolish and dangerous, 
and would have harmed out people. You can forget that, though, can't you, Telemoranion? 
You can forget everything but what you want to remember."
  "It would not have been foolish and dangerous, save that you were convinced it 
would be," said the dragon, as if that made sense. Ternora struggled to remember the 
words, since she didn't know what was going on and hoped to figure it out later. "You had 
accepted a human's vision of an elf, and the world was dying because of it. You could 



have reversed that and reclaimed our home. You did not choose to."
  "We are here to settle new scores, and not old ones," said the elfwoman's voice. 
"You are a servant of Shara, did you know that? A goddess who let us die while she tried 
to negotiate a deal with Elle?"
  "She is a goddess," said Telemoranion. "Gods can do what they will. I never 
trusted them in any case. But I trusted elves, and I came to them for help, and you 
betrayed me for the sake of beautiful fear."
  "You cannot-"
  "I can speak the truth whenever I like," said Telemoranion, "and you shall not 
shut your ears to it, lest my voice pursue you to the furthest corners of time."
  "You know," said the elfwoman, "that you are going to die."
  "I died long ago," said Telemoranion, "and at the hands of those I still pitied, for 
all that they deserved nothing but my scorn. The scorn of humans would have been all 
they deserved. This is only my voice, left behind in one of my toys, to tell you that you 
chose the path you ride, and you cannot step from it because a goddess made mistakes. 
That is what gods do. They make mistakes. But elves are different. You had the chance to 
choose something different and repair the mistakes, and you didn't take it, because it 
would have meant leaving your comfortable city and world. I am the bringer of the 
choice. You will survive the fire that comes now as true elves, or you will remain false 
ones, and die in it."
  The dragon curled in on itself, and once again began to shine like a star. The 
sweet-voiced elfwoman called out, and the horses flew straight towards the fire. Ternora 
thought she could see the flames flash from metal, and decided that the elves had drawn 
swords and spears. Those weapons wouldn't do them much good, she thought, even 
though she couldn't take her eyes from them. 
  The fire grew brighter, and then flashed out from within the dragon's body. 
Ternora cried out as it nearly blinded her, and then Shara's hand was clasped over her 
eyes and soothing darkness was all that Ternora could see. She stood trembling in the 
goddess's arms for a moment, afraid to look even when she opened her eyes and found 
that she could see the backs of Shara's fingers through the flaring afterimages.
  "I didn't know that that would become necessary," said Shara after a moment, her 
voice eerily loud in the silence. "But I suppose I should have known. Faerie elves gone 
mad with grief will never listen to anyone else."
  She stepped back and lifted her hand from Ternora's face. Ternora stared in 
silence at the empty sky. The dragon was gone completely, but so were the elf-horses. 
There was no sign of a flock of black specks regrouping, or one flying away.
  "The dragon destroyed them?" Ternora asked at last, turning to look at the 
goddess.
  Shara nodded. "And itself. I am sorry to see him go, but Telemoranion had been 
long without rest, waiting in the dragon for a chance to talk to his people and try to 
persuade them. Or destroy them. And now he is gone, as are the others, to whatever fate 
awaits elves when they die." She closed her eyes.
  "Is what he says true?" Ternora asked. "Did he ask them for help, and did they 
refuse him?"
  Shara laughed, an unexpectedly painful sound. Ternora stared at her, and the 
goddess shook her head, reaching a hand up as if to wipe away tears. "I didn't mean to 



laugh at your question, my dear. But I am grown almost as human-hearted as Shadow, to 
think that I could face such things without consequences. There are so many stories now 
about what happened that someone could choose to believe almost any of them. 
Telemoranion did make a plea for help to the elves, but who knows what his motives 
were, or whether the elves refused for the reasons that he attributed them to or something 
else? It is all an old story as far as most mortals think, and tangled with other stories that 
are even older. Tangled with Elle and Queen Aneron of Orlath, I know, and the god 
Rennon, and many, many other things. Perhaps better to try to forget."
  "Because Elle is your ally?" Ternora asked.
  Shara smiled. "That, too, but I think there is nothing to be gained in brooding on 
old wrongs, unless there's some simple and easy measure to take in pursuit of vengeance 
or wealth or whatever it is that the brooder wants. And there is no simple measure here. I 
thought it was a simple matter to take vengeance on the elves, and instead it has brought 
me my first tears in this world in a long time." She turned abruptly away from Ternora. 
"Come with me. There is something else that I want to show you."
  Ternora followed Shara down from the heights, wondering. Was the goddess 
really human-hearted, like Shadow? Would she unexpectedly forbid Ternora from taking 
vengeance on Warcourage, when Ternora at last managed to find him?
  But she remembered that Shara hated the Faerie elves, and all her tears here 
hadn't made her pause in destroying them. Shadow might be willing to let an unknown elf 
take Warcourage away for unknown reasons, but Ternora had reason to believe that Shara 
would be more sensible.
  If I ever find Warcourage again, of course.
   "Here."
  Ternora looked up in surprise. She had almost forgotten that Shara was leading 
her somewhere. Now they halted in front of a patch of snow that looked no different from 
many other patches of snow scattered on the mountainside. Ternora looked around, 
wondering if someone had left a sign here, or was going to meet them here.
  Shara knelt and brushed the snow away. The gesture was so human that Ternora 
could only blink at her for a moment, even when she stepped back and said, "Here. This 
is what still grows here, left some years ago from a battle between elves."
  Ternora knelt to look at it. Impossibly, sprouting through stone, alive under snow, 
a flower grew there. It was a deep blue, gleaming like the stained glass of some 
Doralissan temples to Elle, save for the center. That was a deep and glorious green, like 
the underside of the ocean. Ternora reached out and touched it before she could stop 
herself.
  "Elves bleed this when they're hurt?" she whispered. "I never knew it came from 
Faerie elves, and I know that I've never seen it with Light elves."
  "You misunderstand," said Shara, and Ternora looked at her. Once again, her 
voice was high and tight, and she was glaring at the flower as though she would have 
liked to tear it to shreds. "This flower grows only from spilled Faerie elf blood when the 
battle was between Faerie elves. This was not like Telemoranion's meeting with his kin. It 
was more vicious, and there was a battle to follow." Shara looked up and met Ternora's 
eyes. "All she wanted was to speak once more with her kin, to try and let them 
understand the decision she had made to serve me. And they tried to slay her."
  "Who was that?" Ternora asked.



  "My elven Starwalker," said Shara quietly. "The only student Elnorth has had, 
save you, in the last hundred years." She closed her eyes and took a deep breath. "The 
Faerie elves are wise and beautiful, Ternora, but they do not know everything. And far 
more often than they should, they forget that, and try to order everything only as they 
would have it."
  Ternora waited a moment, thinking the goddess would tell her something else, 
but the wind and the soft brush of snow settling were the only sounds. "My lady?" she 
asked at last. "Why did you show me this?"
  Shara opened her eyes, and the sorrow had faded. There was only anger, strong 
and perilous, burning there now. "Because you should know that some elves will turn 
against you for becoming a Starwalker," she said. "You are half-elven, but they will still 
think that you are worthy of something better. Assassin's work, they call it, sneering and 
wrinkling up their noses." Her smile was colder than Ternora's fear. "And what do they 
call it when they fly around slaughtering my priestesses?"
  Ternora let out her breath carefully, not knowing what might anger the goddess 
further and drive her to attack. "My lady, they probably wouldn't care about me. I'm only 
half-elven, and Light elven at that."
  "You would be surprised," said Shara darkly, and turned away. "I wanted to warn 
you. Now, come with me. I want to do some more killing."
  Ternora carefully brushed the snow across the flower, then turned and followed 
Shara gladly down the slope. She'd had enough of thinking about things and having her 
violent impulses frustrated. This would be better, to be able to lash out at whatever she 
wanted and stop thinking for a little while.
  Of course, she wondered what had happened to Shara's elven Starwalker, but 
there were some things she didn't have to know.
 



Chapter 31

 The Beauty of a Princess
 "Before the throne of Rivendon, her people stand and kneel,
 With proud hearts and proud eyes, wills as cold as stone,
 And no one will ever bend them by what they sigh or feel,
 But only by what they think and by what they love alone."
 -Verse from the Calamba, the epic of Rivendon.
  "These are the first of my people that I have met. I want to make a good 
impression on them."
  Olumer studied Cadona in silence, trying to keep what he thought of that from his 
eyes. Cadona tilted her head back and examined her reflection critically in the mirror that 
the Kings and Queens had rescued from one of Dartan's looted shops. She was clad in a 
silver gown that she had also taken from one of the shops. The dress was so light that 
Olumer was surprised she didn't feel the cold, and it bore more than a passing 
resemblance to the royal robes that Rivendonian Queens were crowned in. With that 
resemblance and her silver eyes, there was no one of Rivendon who wouldn't know her 
on sight.
  "You're beautiful, Cadona."
  Olumer started. Idona had walked up beside him, pressing his shoulder as if to 
warn him to keep silent about something, and was smiling at their descendant. She looked 
perfectly sincere. She could have made even Olumer wonder if her ambitions towards the 
throne were only air, if he hadn't known her so well.
  "I know," said Cadona. "But I want to make sure the beauty is cutting enough. It 
should strike them like a sword or a hurled stone." She lifted her long mane of silver hair, 
which hung free down her back, and had been caressed by brushes and water until it 
looked as if it were made of polished metal. "Do you think I should wear this up, perhaps 
behind a coronet? I don't think my people will like to see so young a girl with her hair 
free."
  "The people of the Western Crescent do not care about such things," said Idona. 
"They will know what you are by your beauty and your dress and the air you carry with 
you, the truly regal air that makes you seem so much older than you are. Do not worry 
about whether your hair is down or not."
  Cadona looked at her. "Did you ride through the Western Crescent, when you 
were Queen?"
  "Yes. And the people had already decided to accept me into their hearts as Queen, 
so they cheered me when I was covered with sweat and dirt and dust from riding. If they 
hadn't decided to accept me, then any pretense I could have made would be useless."
  Cadona turned to stare into the mirror again. "And they don't know me," she 
murmured. "They've had no Queen on the throne for years, so they have no reason to 
think well of me." She scraped her hands through her hair, seeming satisfied by the way 
the silky strands fell through her fingers, but still frowning into the mirror. "It must be 
beauty. Will I strike them like a word, Queen Idona?"
  "Oh, yes."
  Olumer gave Idona an uneasy glance. Her eyes were narrow with her own 
amusement as she watched Cadona preen, and he had no idea if she was giving bad 



advice on purpose. But then, he wasn't sure what other precautions Cadona could take to 
make herself lovely. She looked that way to him, or at least lovely in the way of human 
women. Silvereyes women were rather different.
  "Good," said Cadona at last, and dropped her hands. "Then I will take my 
chances." She turned around and stared straight at Olumer. "I would speak with you, my 
protector. Walk with me." She glanced around at the Kings and Queens. "And none of 
you except Silverheart are to follow us."
  There came a murmur of assent, though Olumer thought it a good thing that 
Cadona wasn't looking at Idona's face at the moment. Idona hated to be shut out of 
anything, and she would think it especially important that she able to attend to her 
descendant's conversations. The rest didn't look happy about it, either, but they turned 
away and pretended not to be looking at anything as Cadona led Olumer away from the 
camp. Silverheart paced along with them, jumping on random humps of snow.
  "Am I a credit to the way you raised me, Olumer?"
  Olumer frowned. "I don't know what you mean by that, Your Highness." He felt a 
familiar weariness overcome him. He had felt much the same way at Idona's Court, where 
a murmured word could mean anything, where someone might ask a question and use the 
answer to tell something about him. And Cadona hadn't even set up her Court yet.
  Nor will she. I will kill her before that can happen, and see Estora on the throne. 
And then I will go back to the forests.
   "You raised me to become the Heir of Rivendon," said Cadona, smoothing her 
dress uneasily as she stepped over a small stone. "And I tried to be that. Have I 
succeeded?" She looked up at him suddenly, and her eyes were more vulnerable than 
Olumer had seen them in a long time. "Am I really a good Heir for Rivendon, or am I just 
a little girl playing at Queen? That's what I feel like, sometimes."
  Olumer's heart pounded. He still believed that Cadona was irredeemable, of 
course, but there was a chance that she might not be, and she was showing him that 
chance now. He stepped forward and knelt in front of her, taking her hands. Cadona 
glared at him and tugged, trying to get him back on his feet.
  "Don't get sentimental on me, Olumer."
  He shook his head. "I'm not, Cadona." But there were still tears in his eyes as he 
stared at her intently. "I truly loved you as a daughter, even though I knew that you could 
not be as a daughter to me forever. You would have to grow up and start ruling the 
country, and I would have to take my place as subject."
  "That's not what I asked you."
  "No, but I am trying to answer what you asked of me."
  Cadona narrowed her eyes. "Make it quick."
  Olumer spoke with fading hope, but still with as much hope as he could muster. 
"I spoiled you. I told you tales that made you think of yourself as a Princess even before 
you took the throne."
  "I am a Princess-"
  "Only by blood," said Olumer. "Not in the hearts and minds of your people. You 
do remember that people thought you mad in the first village we came to?"
  Cadona tossed her hair. "That village was where the girls lived who taunted me 
about having silver eyes. Of course they thought me mad. They were too backward to 
realize that someone could survive a Dark attack. But this isn't going to be like that." She 



glanced restlessly towards the rise in front of them, beyond which lay the village that she 
was planning to enter. "I'll dazzle them with my beauty, and they will accept me into their 
hearts, not having a choice."
  Olumer drew a slow breath, and tried to think of words that would make her 
listen to him instead of simply turning away in disgust. "Cadona, I am very much afraid 
that this is going to be like that, exactly like that, if you don't listen to me and try to turn 
back from the path you've chosen before it's too late."
  Cadona stared at him for a moment, then laughed. "Olumer, why do you assume 
that I chose my path? Destiny chose it for me. I was born into this life to fulfill a purpose, 
because no one else could have done it. And now I have to go on and fulfill that purpose, 
or it will go unfulfilled. Rivendon will remain without a ruler." Her gaze turned back to 
the village yet again.
  "Cadona, listen to me."
  "That's the third time you've called me by name rather than by title," said 
Cadona, swinging her gaze back to him. "I'm not sure that I like it. Must you be like that, 
Olumer? Must you decide that you won't gave me my title, for whatever reason, and then 
do it? It doesn't encourage others to be respectful of their future Queen."
  "Your Highness, then," said Olumer, "would it be such a terrible thing if 
Rivendon remained without a Queen? Your people have not suffered greatly under the 
dominion of the Dark, since so many of them are Darkworkers already. The royal family 
did little good for the land and people it ruled, at least in the last few generations. Would 
it be so bad if Light never ruled here again?"
  Cadona stared at him with her mouth open for a long moment. Then she shook 
her head slightly and said, "I know you've had some odd ideas in your time, Olumer, but 
this must be the oddest. Did you think I would ever consent to such a thing? Did you 
really think that I would just give up and follow you into the wilderness? I don't know 
what the Dark promised you, but I would never just abandon my throne."
  "The Dark promised me nothing," said Olumer. "I am doing this on my own, 
Cadona. Please. I raised you as best as I could, and still it wasn't enough. For that I blame 
myself and Destiny, and not you. You grew up spoiled, and you won't make a good Queen 
of Rivendon. I know that. There are many others who could sit on the throne and be 
better than you are." He almost told her that he had sworn to serve one of them, but she 
was looking shocked enough as it was. Better to leave that for later. "You asked me for 
what I honestly thought, and that is what I honestly think. You are a Princess in blood, but 
you aren't one in spirit, in bearing, or in merit, and your beauty isn't enough to make them 
accept you as Queen."
  He let go of Cadona's hands. She stood there, staring at him for a long moment. 
Olumer gazed back at her, and then saw something he would not have expected in a 
thousand years.
  Her shoulders shook, and her silver eyes appeared to shatter like a cracked 
mirror. Olumer could see beyond them, suddenly, into a coil of sorrow and defeat that 
Cadona must have carried inside her for years. Her shoulders shook more insistently, and 
then she let out a desperate little sob and turned away from him.
  "You really think that," she said. "You really think that I'm a spoiled child. I'm 
not fit to be Princess, let alone Queen."
  "Yes," said Olumer carefully, unsure where she was going with this. "I do. But 



you are still going to go on and fulfill your Destiny, I suppose."
  "Olumer, I don't want to!"
  Olumer stared at her as she turned back towards him. Her eyes were desperate, 
pleading, and she reached out towards him with shaking hands.
  "I suspected that I wasn't good enough," she whispered, "and Destiny always told 
me that I was, but never why. And now you've shown me that you don't think I'm good 
enough, either. Olumer, help me. Free me from this. I've tried and tried to think another 
way, but Destiny always shoves me back down again-"
  Olumer reached out for her hands, sorrow roaring like a rising storm inside him.
  And then Cadona's eyes dimmed again, and her hands dropped from his. She 
shook her head at him. "What were we talking about?" she asked, in the voice with an 
edge of snappishness that he was far more used to. "You told me that you think my 
beauty will conquer my people, didn't you?"
  Olumer stared at her. He could have been mistaken. There was nothing desperate 
in her eyes now as she stared at him, only impatience to hear what he thought.
  But he might not have been mistaken.
  Olumer closed his eyes wearily. He was tired of this uncertainty. He had sworn 
by the cold to destroy Cadona. That was simple.
  But if there was a chance that he had been wrong, and somewhere inside the 
Destiny-ridden Princess his true great-great-granddaughter was trapped, then he had to 
rescue her. He couldn't kill her, and destroy what was good in her along with what was 
bad.
  "Your beauty will conquer, of course, Cadona," he said quietly. "It always does."
  "Thank you, Olumer!" She sounded charmed as she kissed his cheek. "That is all 
I needed to hear."
  When Olumer opened his eyes, she was heading back down the slope towards the 
Kings and Queens, calling out instructions as she approached. They ran to do as she 
asked, and if Idona scowled in Olumer's direction, at least she didn't come over to ask 
them what they had talked about.
  Olumer turned around, and found the snow leopard's golden eyes on him.
  For a long moment, they stared at each other. Silverheart was growling low in his 
chest, his tail lashing. Then he opened his mouth, and a low, rolling voice spoke through 
it, thick and ancient as though choked with the dust of years.
  "You will not oppose me, silvereyes. Cadona is the instrument of the prophecy, 
and she must take the throne of Rivendon, lest something awful happen. You will stand 
out of my way, and then I might spare your life. This is Destiny who speaks. Dire are the 
consequences, do you oppose me."
  And then Silverheart turned gracefully away and stalked down the slope, towards 
the bottom and out of sight.
  Olumer let out a quick breath. Destiny was the enemy, then, and not Cadona. 
Which meant he had to figure out a way to help Cadona, when Destiny was aware of him, 
and then free Lyli and drive the army of unliving Kings and Queens away from 
Rivendon, back to the death where they belonged.
  So simple it is, he thought.
  But he had never hesitated to attack. He followed Silverheart and Cadona down 
the slope, already planning his first strike in his mind.



Chapter 32

 Reaching Out
 "To communicate by fire is a delicate task. You must speak through the flames, 
becoming one with them as you move. And to speak with water you must do the same, 
and to speak by earth you must learn what it is like to be solid and heavy and full of 
stones, prone to not moving, sunk deep in the earth.
 "To communicate by air is more difficult than all of these."
 -Bartan of the Star Circle.
  "Is this all you need?"
  "Nearly."
  Kymenos ground his teeth, and then decided not to complain. True, Talazh had 
sent him running on errands like a child, fussing about finding just the right pebble and 
just the right plant, but at least the errands had been simple ones. And Kymenos had 
agreed to help Talazh with whatever he needed, as far as contacting the Crownkillers 
went. They did need to know about Ishella.
  "Place the pebbles in a circle around the fire," said Talazh. "And then place the 
bowl of water to the right of me, and then stand back." He closed his eyes, and Kymenos 
could almost feel him reaching out towards the Gust. Then the sensation vanished. 
Kymenos had never been good with air magic.
  He shook his head and set up the pebbles and water as Talazh told him, around 
the lit fire and then next to Talazh. He had high doubts about the validity of this. He didn't 
think that calling on all the other elements- and there were elements of Crop and Scarlet 
and Azure here- and then trying to invoke Gust would work. The elements were jealous 
of their particular mages, and the Gust in particular would violently attack the Crop if it 
could. This might draw the air's attention, but whether it would be pleasant attention was 
chancy.
  "I know what you're thinking," said Talazh, his eyes still closed.
 "Do you?" asked Kymenos. "How marvelously strange that you should think you 
do. You can't know what I'm thinking."
 "I do."
 "You can't."
 "I do. You're thinking that this means of calling the Gust is very strange, and not 
one that you would be inclined to try."
 "Not the last," said Kymenos. "But the first, yes, I'll give you. You don't have any 
symbols of the Gust here, but you've surrounded yourself with symbols of the other 
elements. What is the sense in that?"
 "The Gust will be called in indignation and pride, because one of its mages is 
calling on the services of other elements in the Cycle- or so it will think," said Talazh, 
briefly opening his eyes. Then he added, as a wind blew through his hair, "It is already 
here. It may be incensed enough to let me use it to send a message to the rest of the 
Crownkillers, which it would not be otherwise. The Gust is a hard element to compel."
 Kymenos snorted, but said nothing about his opinion on that, with an elemental 
power so close and looking after its favored mage. The winds were everywhere now, 
stroking coolly against his own skin, blowing through Talazh's hair, stirring Sykeen's 
mane and even making Norianna sway in her sheath. The sword seemed to decide to start 



whining then.
 And why are you speaking with the Crownkillers? Talazh will tell them that he 
rides in the company of someone who could be the Heir of Dalzna, and they will come 
south at once to kill you. They have wanted nothing else for generations.
  Kymenos answered silently, since he didn't think it would be a good idea to speak 
aloud while Talazh was concentrating like this. Talazh will also tell them that I'm not 
really the Heir of Dalzna, if it comes up at all. That should be enough. They want the real  
one, not a fake. They've killed enough pretenders in their time.
  Norianna retreated to a light, uneasy grumbling in the back of his head.
 Kymenos ignored it, more intent on the way that Talazh was building up his 
magic. Kymenos's own skin stung with the Gust now as though he was calling it, and a 
high keening came from Talazh's lips, just barely audible to someone with ears not tuned 
to the Gust. Sykeen was tossing his head urgently, and Kymenos reached out and caught 
his bridle, cautioning him mentally to be still.
 How can I, with all the powers of wind singing in my ears? And they like to tease.  
One just bit me! The stallion's tail lashed out after a fly that wasn't there, and Kymenos 
winced at the same moment, feeling the bite on his own "flank."
 Hold still. The winds should turn to messengers soon. Then they won't bother to 
stay around here and bite you.
  Sykeen snorted, but stood still. Talazh opened his lips again, and this time human 
words broke forth from them. "O Great Gust, that rings the world, that flies on wings 
around the world swifter than the swiftest dragon that you bear, hear me speak to you. 
My words must now fly on the wings of those same winds. Will you consent to bear 
them? There is water here, and fire, and stone, but I call on you to serve my purposes."
 Kymenos could have sworn that he heard a wind simper. That was a most 
disturbing experience, he decided, and then watched in fascination as a tiny figure formed 
out of the air, clear outlines becoming a winged woman. She looked down at Talazh and 
smiled, not deigning to glance at the others on the far side of the fire.
 "You shall have what you wish, Talazh, child of the air," she said in a voice that 
sounded like the keen of wind through caves in a cliff. "And what message would you 
send the winds north to bear?"
 "I would send to the Crownkillers," said Talazh. "And especially the Lady 
Ravenseeker, who waits beside the Lake of the Northern Winds." The sylph bowed to 
him, as though the name of the lake were a compliment of sorts, and Talazh smiled, 
though his face still showed his strain. "She will know what I mean when I say that the 
Goddess of Royalty is returned, and that the Crownseekers must take care to guard 
against her." He hesitated, and glanced at Kymenos. "And say also that I have found a 
talking sword who is obsessed with finding the true Heir of Dalzna. That should delight 
the Lady, and somewhat lessen the impact of such grim news."
 "I will do as you say," said the sylph, and then spread her wings and swooped off 
across the little dale. She vanished halfway across, shedding her form back into the 
winds. Kymenos watched her go, and wondered if she was the one who had simpered.
 "I am not obsessed with finding the true Heir of Dalzna," said Norianna loudly. "I 
am the talking sword who has found the true Heir of Dalzna. She should have reported 
that to your Lady Ravenseeker."
 Talazh shook his head. "I would not tell the Lady anything that is not true," he 



said, voice still tight with strain. "And I trust the words of a fellow Dalznan over the 
words of a talking sword. Kymenos says that he is not the Heir, and that means 
everything to me. Now, Kymenos, if you could help me divert the attention of the Gust 
once more?"
 "How?"
 "What elements do you have the most control of?" Talazh asked. "Is there any 
way that you could use them to create a distraction? The Gust would fly to see what it 
was, what merited another element's attention enough to behave in such a fashion, and 
that would leave me free to let the power disperse."
 "Azure and Light," said Kymenos. "And Dust, to a certain extent." He reached 
out, finding the stream he had used to try and call rain down on Ishella's village. He 
called on it, and since it was always inclined to the action that he asked of it anyway, it 
rose in its banks willingly enough, briefly threatening a flood.
 Kymenos felt the Gust's attention move, darting off to the east so that it could find 
out what was wrong with the stream. He shook his head in bemusement as he let his hold 
on the water go. He had never heard of such a thing when he was being trained to handle 
Gust. But, of course, there was much that he hadn't learned before he left the Star Circle. 
Perhaps they had taught in some secret class at the higher levels how to create 
distractions that would send the Gust away for a while.
 He found himself smiling wistfully, which wasn't something that often happened 
to him. I would have liked to attend that class.
 "That's done it."
 Kymenos looked up sharply as Talazh sagged to his knees. The man was 
breathing harshly, and Kymenos hurried forward to catch him and ease him to the ground. 
"Are you all right?" Kymenos asked, even as he made his own, healer's inspection. Talazh 
seemed to be suffering from exhaustion, even though he hadn't appeared to do anything 
all that exhausting. Kymenos concluded, reluctantly, that there was nothing his plants 
could do for that.
 Talazh took a deep breath, then nodded. "Yes. Calling on the Gust is always more 
tiring than I thought it would be, but I believe that my patience has been rewarded, this 
time." He knelt, his head hanging, for some moments, then managed to force himself 
back to his feet. "I think that we should leave. Ishella will surely call her people out after 
us, and perhaps I finally don't have to ride Sykeen anymore."
 Kymenos laughed, but there wasn't much humor in his voice when he replied. I 
hate patients who act like this. "You're exhausted again. Of course you're going to ride 
the horse again."
 The horse may not want to bear him. Sykeen's tail lashed against his flanks. What 
if I would prefer to bear my true rider, or both of you at once, and I would only dump any  
other idiot who tried to ride me in the road?
   That will be useful when we meet an idiot, said Kymenos. "You are going to ride, 
Talazh," he said. "Even if I have to carry you myself. But you're in no condition to walk, 
and you can't-"
 
  "I don't see how you can act like you do," said Talazh unexpectedly. "Why are 
you taking all this time to worry over me? You didn't want me coming into the village 
with you either, or Sykeen. Why do this kind of worrying?"



  Kymenos blinked, then smiled tolerantly. I was like this as a boy, too. I thought I 
knew better than everyone, and I remember trying to walk on a broken ankle. The boy is 
entitled to a little demonstration of what his exhaustion means. "You're right," he said 
aloud. "You're right, Talazh, and I'm sorry."
  "What?" The boy eyed him.
  What? Sykeen echoed. I know that you're up to something, and I want to know 
what it is right now. You shouldn't be able to hide thoughts like this from me. I'm your 
bonded horse, and I can see into your mind! What are you hiding from me?
   Kymenos only smirked cheerfully at him. You can't see the thoughts because 
they're in plain sight, horse. He looked back at Talazh just as the boy started to repeat his 
question. "I should allow you to walk," he said. "You're allowed to act as you will. You're 
an adult, after all, and not a child."
  "Yes, I am." Talazh's eyes were still wary. "Why did you take a moment to 
answer me? Were you fighting back scathing words?"
  "I was talking back to Sykeen," said Kymenos. "He was no more eager to be 
ridden than you were to ride. He keeps insisting that he's my bonded mount and that I'm 
the only one who should be riding him." He patted the horse's nose. "So we'll see what it 
really does feel like to ride him when we're not running for our lives."
  Sykeen jerked his head away from Kymenos's touch. I know what you're doing, 
he said darkly. You're trying something. I don't know what it is, but I know that you're 
trying something.
   Why would I need to try something, when you are going to do all the work for 
me? Kymenos asked, grinning, and then glanced at Talazh. "Walk all you like. I'll make 
you both happy, and ride Sykeen for now."
  Talazh nodded, his eyes still wary. Kymenos sighed and climbed aboard Sykeen, 
who stiffened his legs for a moment as if he would dance sideways, and then seemed to 
decide that he was done playing. He opened the bond fully. Kymenos paused for a 
moment, concerned that he would tumble from Sykeen's back with the sudden flood of 
doubled visions, but then shook his head and concentrated. The doubling passed.
  "Why does everyone assume that I must be 'trying something' when I only want 
to help my friends?" he asked tragically. "That speaks of a very high cynicism that I am 
sure I do not deserve."
  "I couldn't even muster all the cynicism that you deserve," muttered Talazh, and 
started walking. Kymenos rode along, pouting at his back, and ignoring how natural it 
felt to move on Sykeen's back, part of the horse, as if he were a centaur.
  You are always trying something, said Sykeen. The fact that we can't tell what it 
is doesn't make it any less true.
  Kymenos did not dignify that with an answer.
 *********
  "Talazh?"
  It was a long moment before the reply, hoarse and difficult, came back from the 
darkness. "I'll- be there in just a few minutes. Go ahead and light the fire and scrub 
Sykeen down. I'll be thee soon, I promise."
  Kymenos shrugged and turned back to grooming Sykeen, though in fact he got in 
only a few strokes with the brush before Sykeen danced sideways away from him, flirting 
his tail. Enough of that; go help him.



   Kymenos shrugged and put the comb down, walking into the darkness until he 
found Talazh's sprawled figure. The boy lay draped on a rock, gasping as though every 
breath hurt him. Kymenos unhooked the waterflask from his belt and knelt so that he 
could hold it to Talazh's lips. The boy gulped greedily, then said, "Thank you for that. My 
throat felt like a saltpan."
  "Can you stand?"
  "I- think so, if you help me."
  Kymenos draped Talazh's arm over his shoulders, and supported the boy back to 
the camp, ignoring his complaints along the way. Halfway there, Talazh seemed to get the 
point, and shut up. Glancing at him as they came into the light of the campfire, Kymenos 
saw the heat echoed in the bright blush on his cheeks.
  "You were trying something," said Talazh.
  "Of course I was," said Kymenos, settling him beside the campfire and then 
fetching leaves out of his pack. Talazh was beyond fatigue now, and his leaves could do 
something for someone who suffered from magical exhaustion and pain. "I let you walk, 
to prove to you that you couldn't do it while you were still so weak." He crushed a few 
leaves in his hand and dropped them into the water. 
  "But you could have said that," said Talazh.
  "I was saying that," said Kymenos. "But you didn't listen to me then, and what 
good would it have done to state it again?"
  Talazh bowed his head.
  "It is nothing great," said Kymenos, softening his voice. "But acting before you 
are ready for it is silly. Causing yourself more pain when you're trying to prove how 
healthy you are just increases the time you'll have to spend in bed. You will ride Sykeen 
tomorrow, I assume, and no arguments?"
  Talazh nodded, then looked up. "Won't we run out of food soon? You were to 
pick up supplies in the village, and didn't."
  "I know," said Kymenos. "That is why I'm planning to get some tomorrow, and 
cause a little confusion for our enemies while we're at it."
  "What are we going to do?" Talazh asked, his eyes growing brighter.
  "Do you know what symbols the Crownseekers use among themselves?"
  Talazh began to grin.
 



Chapter 33

 Strange Signs
 "If you saw a blue-green leaf, a tree branch, and a stone lying next to each other, 
what story would you make from them?"
 -Question used on the bards' examination in Amorier.
  "I don't know what to make of this."
  "Then it must be puzzling indeed," said Elary, moving up beside Silar, who 
snapped her wings once or twice before turning her face away.
  "You flatter me."
  "I try," said Elary absently, examining the thing that had Silar had found. "You 
are a hard one to flatter, since you seem possessed of so many gifts already." She grinned 
at Silar from the corner of her mouth. "And you aren't shy about showing them off, 
either."
  Silar glared at her, but said nothing. Elary shrugged and attended to the strange 
thing Silar had found.
  It looked like a large clay ball, but the surface was smooth and brown, not a color 
that Elary had ever seen clay assume. She prodded gently at it, but it gave back nothing to 
her hand, save a faint stickiness. She prodded it harder, and then her hand broke through 
what must have been the surface and sank into the far more intense stickiness beneath.
  She couldn't stop a cry of disgust, and she jumped back and shook her hand hard, 
so that the sticky material flew off her fingers to hit the walls. Silar stared at her, and then 
wrinkled her nose as the smell hit her nostrils.
  "Is that-"
  "Yes," said Elary, clenching her fingers over and over again, to try and make sure 
none of the material remained. "This is half-dried shit."
  Silar stared in silence at the great ball of shit. "I don't know what it's doing here," 
she said, "but I'm more concerned about something else. What leaves waste that big? It's 
nearly as big as my head."
  Elary swallowed, feeling queasy, and not just from the smell that was filling the 
cave. "You're right. I don't know what made it, and we should get away from here as soon 
as possible."
  "The Princess says to stop making noise," said Melior, coming around a bend in 
the tunnel. Though she didn't like the moss, since they had passed out of Mitherill's 
makeshift tunnel and back into the glowing path, she did seem brave enough to leave the 
Princess's side for short moments. "She's trying to reason out the path ahead, and she 
can't do that if you're making noise and ruining her concentration."
  "She doesn't need to reason out the path," said Silar, who hadn't stopped staring at 
the feces. "We know which way it leads. The changeling was kind enough to show us 
that, for whatever reason."
  "She needs to know where we're going," said Melior, with what sounded like 
careful control in her voice, "so that we don't step into the way of a guardian that we're 
not prepared to handle."
  Silar laughed. "If we fight anything, then Elary and I will be doing most of the 
fighting. We did last time."
  Melior glared at her steadily for a long moment. Elary, while pretending to make 



sure her fingers were finally clean, watched in concern. Silar seemed to have given up on 
redeeming Melior from Mitherill's grasp, and seemed more intent on frustrating her, even 
driving her back into the Princess's embrace.
  "The Princess is trying to make sure that we all walk in the Light," said Melior. 
"Both in the light of the moss, and in the Light of her heart. Allow her to reason out the 
path, since she is working so hard to guard us all."
  Silar held up her hands. "I'll let her reason out whatever she wants. I'm only 
saying that she should expect to cower behind us just as she did last time."
  Melior turned and flounced off down the tunnel, managing to walk haughtily 
even though she slipped in one section and nearly went down. Silar waited until she was 
around the corner, then strolled up to the place where she had slipped and looked down. 
She chuckled, then smirked at Elary.
  "Shit on the bottom of her boot, now, too."
  "I thought that you wanted to reclaim her," said Elary, lowering her voice. Melior 
was probably going back to Mitherill to tattle on them, but just in case, Elary didn't want 
her hearing this. "Instead, it seems as though you're driving her further away than ever."
  Silar shrugged. "She's fallen to Destiny. I saw that same look in your eyes when 
you were too caught up in Mitherill's plans to look outside of them."
  "But we can still-"
  "How?" Silar asked calmly. "We freed you by taking you to the Crown, and that 
was a place of great power. There is no such place in the Caves Radiancia. Melior will 
have to serve Destiny until we find a way to free her." She smiled. "And you can say 
what you like about my driving her further into Mitherill's embrace, but I know that you 
enjoy it. You admitted that you want to slap Mitherill."
  Elary looked away from her and smoothed her robes. "I admitted to having that 
thought, but it was unworthy."
  "Why?"
  Elary shrugged. "I've dealt with troublesome patients before. I think I should see 
Mitherill as just another of them. I shouldn't succumb to the temptation to slap her, or the 
temptation to yell at her, or the temptation to tell her that she's acting like an idiotic adult 
instead of even a reasonable child. It's not something that a healer, and an adult, should 
do."
  Silar laughed. "But it's fun." She spread her wings and hit Elary lightly on the 
back with one of them. "Cheer up. I would go mad down in these tunnels if I didn't have 
someone sane to talk to. Melior and Mitherill look as if they expect to meet the beast who 
made that around every corner." She gestured at the dried ball. "You're the only one who 
can still laugh with me and act as though there are going to be other lives outside the 
Caverns."
  "Silar. Elary."
  Elary turned. Mitherill stood in the bend of the tunnel around which Melior had 
vanished, her face calm and stoic.
  "I know that you have laughed at me," she said, "and enjoyed yourselves doing it. 
But we must move now. I have scouted the path ahead, using my mind and my magic. It 
is not a good one. There are guardians waiting for us there that we will have to do 
everything to defeat. Come. We do not have much time to get into the best position, 
before the largest of them moves into it."



  She turned away and glided down the tunnel. Elary shrugged at Silar and 
followed Mitherill. "Perhaps the changeling did not show us the best path after all," she 
murmured to Silar.
  "Of course not," said Silar. "The changelings are fey, and a fey wouldn't show a 
whiny human who demanded the path from it the best one. But I don't think it would 
have shown us a deadly path, either. It really didn't seem to care. We should just fight the 
guardians and try to stay alive, not give up in disgust."
  "I didn't mean-"
  "Of course not," said Silar, and again thumped Elary on the back with a wing. 
"But don't start thinking of this the way that Mitherill does, or you'll fall back into the 
trap yourself."
  "You were never in danger of falling into the traps of Destiny, were you?" Elary 
asked, trying and failing to suppress the envy in her voice.
  Silar glanced at her curiously. "I don't think so."
  "Why not? I know that you accepted Mitherill as the true Princess of Arvenna at 
one time, and that you were teaching her."
  "Yes," said Silar. "And have you noticed that, since we came down into the 
caverns, she hasn't asked to continue the lessons? There are more important things on her 
mind, like ignoring all the obstacles in our path and thinking she can get through them by 
determination and Destiny alone."
  "She has had a lot to think about-"
  Silar snorted. "Language and history lessons can be done on the move. That was 
how I first learned the tongue of my kin. No, Mitherill doesn't care about the language or 
history of Arvenna. She cares about ruling it."
  "Then you never saw much hope in her to become the true Princess of Arvenna?" 
asked Elary.
  "I think that she did what she needed to do, to convince us that she could become 
the Princess we wanted," said Silar, and if there was bitterness in her voice, it was so 
well-hidden under the mockery that Elary could not really hear its presence. "She knew 
she couldn't escape from the Serpents, and you had renounced her claims as Princess of 
Ilantra, so she could expect no help from you. She turned to playing the role of simple 
and helpless girl, and then escaped from it as soon as she could."
  Elary tilted her head. "I can hardly believe that even you think her so 
calculating."
  Silar shrugged her wings. "It is less a matter of calculation, and more my simple 
belief that Destiny would do anything to have Mitherill take the throne, and so would 
Mitherill. So she pretended, and now she doesn't feel that she has to pretend anymore. 
She wants the Diamond of Ezudlos. She wants the throne of Arvenna in the same way, as 
a possession to have. I tried to make something of her. I failed. That is the way it is."
  Elary blinked. "Your words remind me much of Shadow's words. It's no wonder 
the door almost opened to your touch, where it wouldn't open to anyone else's."
  Silar laughed. "I have been offered service with him, but I have never chosen 
him. He doesn't care about Arvenna, or he would never have abandoned us to Destiny and 
Mitherill. I will never choose him."
  "What will you choose?"
  Silar looked at her for a long moment, then shook her head. "I don't know. I 



would like to see the forests of Ilantra that you speak of, and since that ambition depends 
on us emerging alive from these Caves, I hope that we do. But I can think of nothing else 
I want, nothing else that I would choose. Perhaps I will, someday." She tilted her head, 
her smile growing sharper. "And because, among the kinessi, no one who asked such a 
question would be allowed to go unquestioned, I will turn it back on you. What will you 
choose?"
  Elary bowed her head. For a long moment, ambitions collided in her head. She 
wanted to find out what Silar was thinking, so that she could prevent her from taking the 
throne of Ilantra if possible. She wanted to make Mitherill a good Princess. She wanted to 
feel the breeze and the sunlight on her face again. She wanted to go back to healing and 
see health return under her hands, a simple and clear victory.
  "I can't think of anything that I want more than anything else," she admitted.
  "Keep it simple," said Silar. "You always know what you want and whom you 
serve, then."
  Elary sighed. "Yes, but I don't think you understand. I want everything all at 
once. I want my old life back, and I want to fulfill the ambition of seeing Mitherill a good 
Princess, and I want to live, and I want-"
  "I understand," said Silar. "But we have to get out of the caves before you can do 
any of the other things, so you might as well concentrate on that."
  Elary opened her mouth to reply, and then heard a scream from ahead. Almost at 
once, she was running, not even pausing to consider if it was Melior or Mitherill who had 
screamed. 
  Melior, she realized, when she came around the corner and saw Mitherill lying 
motionless in the middle of the tunnel. Melior stood over the Princess, screaming, not 
even trying to help her. And not even thinking about what kind of guardians her screams 
might attract, of course.
  Elary gritted her teeth and shoved past the half-liadra woman, kneeling over 
Mitherill. The Princess's skin was flushed and hot, and her pulse was thready when Elary 
picked up her wrist. But that touch told her something else. The Princess had a fever, the 
kind of minor illness that would overcome those with ilzán blood at a moment's notice 
sometimes. When she recovered, then she would know the disease, and she would be able 
to take it from anyone she found it in.
  But, for now, she was definitely unable to fight or do anything else that required 
motion. She would have to be carried. Elary sighed and sat back on her heels, looking up 
at Melior. "Melior, can you turn into lightning and carry the Princess back into the 
tunnel? She'll need a secluded place to rest."
  "Why?" Melior asked. "Can't you cure her?"
  Elary shook her head. "I can't take a disease from someone who has ilzán blood 
and is suffering it for the first time. It will only make her more sick, and the disease could 
rebound on me and destroy me. This is natural, supposed to happen, and our magic will 
protect her from any outside interference."
  "But we don't know what kind of enemy we're facing!" Melior wailed. "She 
didn't tell me before she collapsed."
  Elary sighed and massaged her temples. "Then take her back to a secluded 
place," she said. "We must rest. There's nothing we can do for now. Silar and I will go 
forward and fight the battle."



  "Of course we will," said Silar, suddenly appearing beside her. "I told you that we 
would end up fighting her battles for her, didn't I?"
  Elary tried to ignore Silar while she gave Melior precise instructions. Keep 
blankets off her, since they would increase the heat, but keep her warm and feed her a 
stew made of the moss if she would take it. Then she turned forward with Silar, and they 
walked in silence down a few twists of the tunnel. 
  Abruptly, it gave out before them, and Elary found herself standing on the lip of a 
ledge above a very large dark lake. It rippled in the faint golden light of the moss, eating 
that light far too quickly for Elary's taste.
  "Ah!" breathed Silar. "This is more like it! I will fear no enemy I can face here." 
And she sprang into the air above the lake, flapping her wings hard as she went.
  Elary opened her mouth to say something cautious, and then a lean, sleek shape 
exploded out of the water and grabbed Silar, making her warning unnecessary.
 



Chapter 34

 Dreaming of Orlath
 "The tumult and the torment of the elves reached far and wide, the night that 
Queen Aneron destroyed their home and made their country into Orlath. I heard it, and I 
was miles from Orlath. It was years before I learned what had happened, and not even 
now am I convinced that I know everything."
 -Queen Doriss of Rivendon.
  Nightstone dreamt of Orlath.
  She had been expecting this for some time. It was the way of the Dark to show 
those who had left it what they were missing, whether that was glorious conquest or 
luxury or whatever they had first joined the Dark to achieve. Nightstone had first joined 
the Dark to escape Orlath, so she thought the Dark would send her dreams of the country 
prospering under its new ruler, probably Prince Artaen.
  But, instead, she saw a confused and shifting mass of colors, with only some 
familiar symbols appearing in them to anchor her. There was the castle, and there were 
the cliffs above the Lilitha Ocean on which the castle sat, and there were the glittering 
waves lapping at the foot of the cliffs. She knew this was Orlath. It was her birth country. 
It was impossible that she could mistake it, even in a dream.
  But the shifting colors kept coming back, and as they flowed and ebbed in her 
mind like a different ocean, they were mingled with the sound of soft sobbing. 
Sometimes the sobbing rose into a keen, and the third time that happened, Nightstone 
jerked herself awake, a cry of the same sorrow flying out of her mouth.
  The gull started out of his sleep on a nearby stone and sat up, looking around, as 
though to ask her what she was startled by.
  Nightstone shook her head and ran a hand through her hair. Her hair was soaked 
with sweat, she realized, and dripping down her back. She grimaced with distaste and 
rubbed her hand on the stone to get rid of the liquid. "Nothing. A dream. You can go back 
to sleep, if you want. I'm certainly trying to." She rolled over and buried herself more 
firmly in her blanket, not without difficulty. It simply didn't cover the stone with enough 
softness.
  The gull made a small sound and then flew over her shoulder, landing in front of 
her. Nightstone eyed it in wonder, not sure what it wanted, especially when it reached out 
and tried to peck her forehead.
  Nightstone instinctively grabbed for its beak, which earned her a horrible screech 
and a peck on one finger. She sat up, eyes narrowed, and clutched the finger until she was 
sure it wasn't bleeding. "Give me one good reason why I shouldn't eat roasted gull right 
now," she said. "The crystal is cold, but I could find something to burn."
  The gull made a sound that Nightstone was tempted to call a conciliating one, 
except that she still thought the bird couldn't really talk and didn't want to start believing 
it could. It hopped onto her shoulder and poised its beak near her face.
  "Bite me, and-"
  The beak darted forward, and hit her in the center of her brow. Nightstone opened 
her mouth to gasp a curse, and then gasped something else instead as the cave melted 
around her into the colors she'd seen in her dream. They shifted and then stabilized, and 
from them the castle on its cliffs emerged.



  Nightstone watched with yearning that she didn't want to admit even to herself. 
The castle had been her home when she was a child, and then again for twelve years 
while she tried to rule Orlath. If something had happened to it- though she had no idea 
what it might have been- then she would mourn.
  Another swirl of color tried to attack the castle, but a great hand appeared from 
nowhere and cupped itself around the towers. The swirl of color retreated, and the hand, 
glowing white, rose from the towers and beckoned to someone Nightstone could not see. 
She shifted her gaze, and saw a band of people running towards the castle. They looked 
like peasants, mostly.
  Biting and hounding at the heels of the peasants came another of those swirls of 
color. Nightstone tensed, certain that the strange magic, whatever it might be, would eat 
the Orlathians before they could get inside the castle.
  But the white hand struck out, and again the color retreated like an anxious beast. 
Then the hand scooped up the peasants and brought them inside the castle, retreating to 
hover over the towers like a great bird.
  And then the dream, or the vision, ended, and Nightstone found herself once 
again sitting in a tunnel with the gull perched on her shoulder, gazing at her anxiously as 
if to ask whether that was enough for her.
  Nightstone shook her head and found her voice. "I have no doubt that that was a 
true vision of Orlath. But what does it mean? Is the color a magical attack of some kind? 
And how could it affect the whole country?"
  The gull gave a sharp cry, as if to reproach her for her bad taste in asking the 
question, and then spread its wings and swooped into the darkness again. Nightstone 
started to lie back down, but more cries arose, and the gull swooped above her, moving 
its tail in a careful way. Nightstone just dodged the white splatter that would have 
covered her hair in a moment.
  "All right, all right!" she yelled at the gull in exasperation, sitting up. "I get it. 
You want me to move on. I will." She sighed and rolled up her blanket, not admitting that 
she had been ready to walk again anyway. She would not have slept easily while her 
mind was still full of the strange dream of Orlath.
  But what does it mean? I've never seen anything like it, or read anything like it. It  
could mean danger, and I'm stuck in a tunnel too far away from my country to do 
anything about it, on a mission for the elves.
   She thought about that as she pulled the pack over her shoulders and picked up 
the crystal again, and was surprised to find how much she missed Orlath. Of course, she 
hadn't had any choice about leaving; the Dark would almost certainly have destroyed her 
if she had stayed. Or Artaen might have put her away somewhere, claiming that she was 
mad and not to be listened to any longer.
  Nightstone grimaced. Yes, that sounds like something that would be more fun to 
him than just deposing or destroying me.
   But she would have liked to know what was happening in Orlath, and what those 
strange visions meant.
  Or who had given them to her.
  Nightstone paused. "Who are you?" she called to the gull in front of her. "Are 
you some messenger of the power that's destroying Orlath? Are you expecting me to 
despair? You might as well know that I don't despair that easily, and I'm hardly going to 



fall on the cave floor sobbing for your entertainment."
  The gull circled back and looked at her with inquisitive eyes, then turned and 
flicked into the darkness again.
  Nightstone frowned and continued walking forward. A dragon was carved above 
the next tunnel that she saw, and she took it without hesitation, more occupied in 
wondering about the gull. Yes, it was almost certainly a messenger from some power, but 
she didn't know which one. The great glowing hand that protected the castle and the land 
reminded her of a manifestation of Elle, but since when had Elle displayed such kindness, 
such care, for anyone but the royals of Orlath?
  Nightstone flinched, and her old scars tingled as though the priestesses who had 
made them were still alive. She had punished them for their crimes long ago, but the 
shame lingered. That she, a Princess of Orlath, should be bound to the racks and stretched 
and whipped for their amusement-
  The gull cried out suddenly, and came flying back to her. As Nightstone watched 
in stupefaction, it suddenly dropped to the ground in midflight.
  She didn't have time to think about what that meant before the gas engulfed her, 
too.
 *******
  "No. Don't move."
  The voice spoke from just above Nightstone, and a clawed foot came down on 
her when she tried to roll over and see who was speaking. Nightstone blinked at the 
ceiling for a moment, thinking it looked very strange, and then turned her head to meet 
the eyes of the thing that held her prisoner.
  She figured out in a moment why the ceiling looked so strange. It was the scaled 
bulk of the dragon who held her, and not a ceiling at all. The dragon was a white, a Gust, 
and it glared at her with blue eyes full of rage and hatred.
  "Tell me what I did," said Nightstone as calmly as she could. Dragons weren't of 
the Dark, but they were pragmatic. It was how she had managed to put the Dragon Queen 
in debt to her for a short while. It was possible that she would manage to bargain with 
this dragon, too, if it would only tell her her offense.
  "You are a servant of the power who imprisoned me," said the dragon. "Shadow. 
He couldn't get used to a dragon hunting the people and the wolves of his precious 
Ilantra, so he lured me into the caves and then left me here." His claw pressed her further 
down into the floor, and his tail was lashing somewhere, though Nightstone couldn't hear 
where. "All my magic, all my strength, will not avail to get me free when I am 
surrounded by the Crop. And I sink a little further into the stone each year. At least I think 
it is a year. I have not seen the sun in a timeless century that is far worse than a century I 
could measure." His head dipped towards her, and he breathed a puff of air in her face. 
"You'll die because you serve Shadow, and you're a part of the same force that confined 
me."
  "Are you sure that all you did was hunt some of his people?" Nightstone asked as 
soothingly as she could. "He couldn't have put you down here for some reason, some 
offense that he'll forget?"
  "It wasn't an offense!" the dragon roared at her. "I was only doing what dragons 
naturally do. And now you'll do what humans naturally do, and die of thirst under my 
claw, however long that takes."



 "That sounds unpleasant."
  "It is," said the dragon in some satisfaction. "I've killed a few others that way. It's 
my only pleasure now."
  "Then there is nothing that I could offer you to make me let you up from the 
floor?" Nightstone asked.
  "Nothing."
  "Too bad," said Nightstone, and called on the Scarlet.
  The flare of fire startled the dragon enough to make him pull his talon back, 
which was all Nightstone had wanted. She rolled at once to the side and started to stand 
and run back in the direction she supposed the tunnel entrance was in.
  The gull swooped towards her, warning her away with a cry, and Nightstone 
stopped as she remembered the gas. The bird flew around her, for a moment brushing her 
face with its wings, and then turned and flew straight at the dragon.
  The Gust dragon laughed. "You think to challenge me in this pitiful way?" it 
asked. "When I can defeat you in a moment with the blast of only my breath?" It drew in 
breath then, and let out a wind that knocked Nightstone to the floor and sent her skidding 
towards the tunnel. She breathed in the gas, and for a moment felt faint once more. Then 
she managed to turn around, thinking to see the gull smashed against stone.
  Somehow, though, it held firm, and it was moving its wings in complex patterns 
and muttering deeply in its throat. It reminded Nightstone of nothing so much as the 
Master of the Star Circle she had once seen bring down three elements at once. The 
waving of the wings was like the waving of hands, and the muttering like the chants that 
the Master of the Star Circle had used not to cause magic but to remember to correct 
order of the elements.
  The Gust dragon snarled. "Who are you?"
  Nightstone was wondering that herself. But when the stone opened up and 
swallowed the dragon abruptly, including all of its body to the head, then she stopped 
wondering and merely stared.
  The gull dropped to the ground, making weary little sounds. When it at last came 
back towards her, it was walking, not flying, and tilting from side to side as if it were 
drunk. Nightstone stooped and gently lifted it in her hands. The gull made a tired little 
noise yet again and laid its head against her neck, asleep at once.
  Nightstone looked slowly around the chamber, trying to decide what way to take. 
There was another door in the far wall, she saw, and this one also had a symbol carved 
above it. But it wasn't a dragon this time, only a spiral.
  The others were a simple warning after all, Nightstone thought as she trotted 
towards the door. Will this one lead us into a maelstrom, I wonder?
  ******
  A weak cry roused Nightstone just as she was nodding off to sleep. At once, she 
hurried to the gull's side and raised one of its wings. It cried out again, but more softly, as 
if it were content to find itself so close to the warmth.
  Nightstone sighed. She didn't want to admit she had been that worried for the 
bird, because, after all, it was a bird. But it had saved her life, though she didn't know 
how. Some worry was appropriate.
  "Can you lift your head?" she asked the gull, and then realized she was 
addressing it as if it could speak back to her.



  The gull lifted its head, though, and managed to haul itself to her shoulder. Then 
it looked at the fire, which Nightstone had kept burning on air and dried moss for a few 
hours, and glanced at her expectantly.
  Nightstone shook her head. "I'm not cooking anything," she said. "I was keeping 
the fire free for roasted gull."
  The gull tried to leap into the air, but came down in her arms. Nightstone pried 
the gull's beak away from her and laughed at it when it spread its wings as if it would 
escape from her.
  "I was only joking," she said. "I honor what you did for me. It was very brave, 
and now you may have some food. Though I would like to know what power you come 
from, and why any would care about guiding me through the tunnels. It can't be Shadow, 
since I am going to destroy the source of his power, but Dark and Light have no reason to 
favor me, either. So who do you come from?"
  The gull only watched her with bright eyes, and didn't respond.
  Nightstone snorted. "If you're smart enough to turn a dragon back by moving 
your wings and making little muttering sounds, then I think you're smart enough to 
answer the question, even if you can't talk."
 
  She paused. The gull just looked at her with bright eyes.
  Nightstone sighed, and gave the gull a piece of dried fruit from her pouch. She 
probably wouldn't have understood the answer even if the gull had given her one. That 
was the way the world was.
  That night she dreamed of Orlath again. Afterwards, she woke and stared at the 
fire for a time with wide eyes, wondering if that, too, was the way the world now was.
 



Chapter 35

 Meetings In the Air
 "What would any of us do if we suddenly saw a goddess walking towards us? 
Perhaps we would behave no better than children, after all, cowering on the floor and 
whining in a pathetic tone for the goddess to spare us."
  -Attributed to Lady Calona of Rivendon.
  "It is well, my children. I am here now."
  Ternora leaned against the wall and fumed. Watching Shara comfort her 
worshippers was no doubt interesting and instructive, and it did show her how human-
hearted the goddess was. But it did not content Ternora.
  She said that we were going to do some killing. Where is the killing, I wonder? 
All we're doing is sitting around and talking to people who are too terrified to tell us 
anything important.
   Shara was currently holding the hand of a pregnant woman and talking to her 
about the Faerie elves who had swooped down on her village. The woman had two 
children with her, and they had all escaped, because they had been in the fields and the 
elves didn't care enough to chase fleeing peasants. But all the rest had died.
  Ternora sighed. It was tragic, no doubt, but she still wished they were somewhere 
else. Shara had promised killing.
  "And who are you?"
 
  Ternora turned around to see yet another of the peasants staring at her. Unlike 
many of the other people around her in the Temple, he didn't seem inclined to cower at 
the sight of her elven features, or fascinated by Shara to the point of ignoring Ternora. In 
fact, he was staring at her quite hostilely out of those dark brown eyes that all Dalznans 
seemed to have. Ternora cheered up at once.
  "My name is Ternora," she said. "And I'm an assassin in Shara's service. Who are 
you?"
  The man fell back from her a pace, but then lifted his chin, as if he hated the 
thought of backing down from someone he really should back down from.
  "I am a worshipper of Shara," he said. "My name is Nazh. And you don't belong 
here. You look like the elves who killed our people."
  "I am half-elven," said Ternora. "It would be very strange indeed if I did not look 
elven."
  "And that means that you share the blood of those who killed our people," Nazh 
went on, his eyes narrowing. "You should be punished for that. How many chuckles have 
you had to yourself in secret, over the terrible things that the elves have inflicted on our 
villages? You dare to lean against the wall and look bored- bored!- while our goddess 
comforts the wounded. How dare you?"
  "I never liked that question," said Ternora. "It always implies that I wouldn't dare, 
and I assure you, I most certainly would."
  Nazh shook his head. "You use tricky words. I have heard that about elves, that 
they do not delight in anything but tricky words and stories." He narrowed his eyes. "And 
slaughter. They came from the sky on elf-horses, and they hacked our people down as 
they fled."



  "How did you get away, then?" Ternora asked. "Did you run faster than the 
others?"
  Nazh drew a dagger from his side. Ternora lifted her eyebrows. Her people must 
have created that dagger centuries ago; the power that beat from it startled her. It would 
have made even the Faerie elves think twice about coming in reach. That dagger could be 
used in cutting apart an elven body so that it would not rise again, one of the few ways 
that elves could truly die.
  "I had this," said Nazh. "And they would not come near me, and they even fled 
when I began to take them on. I think that I would like to cut apart an elf who does not 
run. Will you oblige me?"
  "I'm a half-elf," said Ternora mildly. "As you told me. How would you know that 
it was not human bravery keeping me here, instead of elven stubbornness?"
  "I never said that you were an ideal target," said Nazh, and there was rage behind 
the tears in his eyes. "But I want to strike at you. You are an elf in all the ways that 
matter. If I kill you, you might not harm any of my people."
  "Nazh."
  Ternora was startled to see that the mere sound of the man's name seemed to fall 
on him like a heavy weight. He turned towards Shara, sobbing, and cast himself on the 
Temple floor. The dagger spun out of his hand. Ternora picked it up and studied it 
curiously. Yes, there was a message in the Light elven tongue and alphabet on the hilt. 
This was made for danger.
   Ternora snorted slightly. All blades saw danger. The maker had perhaps thought 
he was being profound, but he only sounded foolish.
  "You should not threaten one of my Starwalkers," said Shara. "Of the two now in 
the world, one is an elf, and one a half-elf. They will help you, Nazh, but only if you do 
not threaten them."
  "They died!" Nazh sobbed, his hands clutching at the floor. "Our people died, and 
I could do nothing to protect them!"
  Shara's face softened, and she stooped and kissed Nazh's forehead. "Take my 
blessing," she murmured. "I must leave you now, but you will know peace all the days of 
your life when once the Faerie elves are defeated." She looked up at Ternora. "I have 
learned what I came here to learn," she added in the elven tongue. "We should leave."
  In spite of herself, Ternora narrowed her eyes. "Then you actually did come here 
to learn something, and not just to comfort your sobbing people?" she asked, also in the 
elven tongue.
  Shara gave her a sharp glance. "Mind where you are," she murmured, and then 
turned and looked kindly at Nazh. "You will find peace again," she said. "The future is 
too uncertain to see much of right now, but I can see that much." One slender hand 
reached out and stroked the top of the man's head. "May you rest easily until at last the 
nightmares fade, and you can find the peace within your heart as well as without."
  She turned away and gestured Ternora after her. Ternora followed, though not 
without some curious glances at Nazh. He was still crying, but he didn't seem inclined to 
get up and go after her.
  And he didn't seem inclined to notice the absence of his dagger, either. Ternora 
shrugged and tucked it into her own belt. Such powerful elven artifacts shouldn't be in 
human hands, she reasoned with herself loftily.



  "The Faerie elves are devoted to killing me."
  Ternora jolted, and came back to the point. Shara was walking ahead of her, and 
hadn't looked around, but her voice was as low and full of passionate anger as if she had 
seen Ternora pick up the dagger.
  "They know that one can slaughter a goddess by depriving her of worshippers. 
They are doing it with Elle. They are doing it with me. And the love my people bear me 
is growing more and more desperate, which weakens me further."
  "What are we going to do?" Ternora asked.
  "Slaughter them in return," said Shara.
  Ternora nodded happily.
 ******
  "There they are."
  Shara altered the direction of her flight at once. "You are sure?" she asked, and 
then saw for herself the flight of dark elf-horses making for them. "Of course you are," 
she muttered, and began to fly faster.
  Ternora closed her eyes and clung to the goddess's shoulder. When Shara had said 
they would fly, Ternora had imagined that she would call up horses of their own, or 
another dragon. But the goddess had just picked Ternora up and started flying. She 
wouldn't ordinarily have done it, she said, but it was the best way to meet the elves. She 
wouldn't let Ternora fall.
  Ternora was reassured of that, but since she was slung in so awkward a position 
on the goddess's body- carried under her, almost, with one of her arms around Shara's 
shoulders and one of Shara's arms about her waist- she couldn't help feeling that a rogue 
wind might still tug her free.
  "And they see us."
  Ternora opened her eyes at that, hopefully. She was looking forward to an 
opportunity to use the dagger on an elf, and this group would do.
  The elf-horses were indeed almost upon them, and now Ternora could see the 
glint of the light on the horses' silver manes and hooves. The face of the elf in the lead 
looked hard and cold. He pulled up his mount with a graceful motion not far from Shara, 
and said, "Why have you sought us out, Lady of Betrayal?"
  Ternora felt Shara tense at the name, but she said only, "I think you know. You 
have been slaughtering my people. You had no right to expect that I would not seek you, 
someday, and make you pay for it.'
  The elf laughed harshly. Ternora shivered. The sweetness was entirely gone from 
his voice. "You betrayed us first, and that brought about the slaughter of our people. We 
have the means and the right to claim restitution from you. Of course, if you would give 
us Elle, then we might call the score even."
  "No," said Shara. "You have killed my worshippers already. That means that 
there is no going back."
  The elf laughed again. "Then there is no going back," he agreed, and motioned 
with one hand. At once, several elves flew forward with nocked arrows, and aimed at 
them, shooting with the ease and deadliness that Ternora had feared even among her own 
people.
  Shara gestured. Silver light tore from the darkening sky, and crashed into the 
arrows. In seconds, they turned into light that fell towards the ground. The light of 



shooting stars, Ternora guessed.
  "Night is coming," said Shara, and her voice was cold and distant, the sound of 
the wind. "Have you forgotten who I am? I can command the stars and the darkness to 
take care of you, and no one would ever know."
  "We would know," said the elf. "Destroy us, if you can, and others of our kind 
will only come against you, until you are broken at last." His voice was growing colder 
and harsher, and Ternora once again shivered. She had never imagined that an elf could 
sound like that, so much like a human, and yet deadlier than any human. "Talinsha! Bring 
out the weapon that you intended to use against the humans."
 
  One of the elves drew forth something that shone through her clenched fist like 
gold in sunlight. Ternora narrowed her eyes, suspecting what it was, and wondering how 
in the world the elves had gotten hold of it. Then she reminded herself that they could 
enter Faerie, and felt stupid.
  "What is it?" Shara whispered to her. "I have never met this golden light before, 
and do not know what it can do."
  "It's Faerie dust," Ternora whispered back. "They can turn a small part of another 
world into Faerie. It won't hold for very long, but they will be stronger while they can use 
the magic of Faerie for longer."
  "Not in my country," said Shara, and abruptly raised her voice, making the air 
shake. "Dalzna is mine, and it will never belong to Faerie, not even for a few moments!"
  There was darkness everywhere, suddenly. Ternora shuddered in fear and looked 
up, expecting to see that the shadow of a great beast was sweeping across them. But it 
was only night, she realized, falling more swiftly than she had ever heard of it doing. She 
turned her head to see Shara smiling viciously.
  "That will anger the sun god, depriving him of part of his dominion," she said, 
"but Rennon is already angry at me. Now, will you face me in the full of my power?"
 
  She was growing colder as she spoke, so that Ternora felt she was gripping a 
corpse. She shuddered, and then felt something move in her belt. She looked down 
warily. It wasn't as if she needed any more shocks today.
  The dagger was stirring. Ternora grasped it with her free hand, and the dagger 
shone in her fingers, brighter and more eagerly than she had expected. Shara chuckled 
beside her.
  "It is good that you have that blade, even though you have stolen it," she said. 
"That will let you fly when I forsake human form, as I am going to do now."
  Ternora yelped in fright as Shara's support suddenly dropped away from her, and 
she found herself floating in the air, the whole weight of her body hanging from the 
dagger. She drew it hastily free, and it held her in the air, all the while glowing as the 
Faerie dust was, as the stars were, as Shara was. Shara was, in fact, growing more 
brilliant even as she faded into the darkness. Ternora looked away from that, as she didn't 
feel up to dealing with it for right now, and at the dagger.
  "Can you fight the elves?" she whispered.
  The dagger shone at her, and then abruptly dragged her forward, aiming straight 
at the arrogant elf on the lead horse. He narrowed his eyes as he watched her come, and 
called, "What is that weapon you have?"



  "A dagger made by the Light elves," said Ternora, and then twisted aside as his 
horse lashed out with one hoof, trying to knock her from the air. The knife twisted with 
her, then gathered itself again and shot straight up, cutting the Faerie elf's throat. His 
blood spurted over her hands, and Ternora laughed.
  "And it works, as you can see," she added, as the elf tumbled over the side of his 
horse. The beast kicked nervously, and then wheeled around and started to flee from the 
battle. Ternora caught its mane and hauled herself onto its back, then looked down at the 
dagger.
  "It's your battle," she said. "Lead me to the easiest targets, or however you pick 
them."
  The dagger glowed again, and then pulled forward. Ternora guided the elf-horse, 
which seemed perfectly willing to behave itself, after it. The other horses wheeled to 
meet her, some elves fitting arrows to their bows.
  But then the elf who held the Faerie dust, Talinsha, dropped it.
  And the night struck out at them.
  Ternora gritted her teeth, and prepared herself for a battle that would not be as 
simple as she'd thought at first.
 



Chapter 36

 Denizens of the Deep
 "Things live in the caverns below Arvenna. Their name and nature no one has 
catalogued, since so few have emerged alive from the caves…"
  -The Lord of the Star Circle, in the time of Klessa of the Nine Wonders.
  "Silar!"
  Elary yelled it without much hope, since she could see the creature that fought 
her now and didn't know how she could help. The giant snake had wound itself around 
Silar's middle and was dragging her steadily down towards the lake. Silar's wings beat 
just as steadily, fighting the pull and dragging her back into the air. Elary rejoiced to see 
it, since it meant that Silar hadn't just given up. But she didn't know how the kiness 
woman could win free.
  Then Silar reached up and smoothly drew her long curved sword. One slice, and 
the snake had let her go, roaring in pain. Silar immediately shot towards the ceiling of the 
cavern.
  Elary saw the snake gather itself, and knew what would happen next. "Behind 
you, Silar!" she called.
  Silar reeled to the side and then dived just as the head shot into the air where 
she'd been. Then she turned and cut the snake a second time across the back of the head. 
The snake hissed and roared and turned towards her with a horrible swiftness that 
reminded Elary of nothing so much as a dragon.
  "Can you do something?" Silar called back, her voice echoing in the cavern as 
she spun again, just ahead of the striking fangs.
  "None of the diseases I know affect snakes!" Elary yelled, unable to take her eyes 
off the combat or her mind off her own helplessness. If she could fly, if she could wield a 
weapon, there might be something she could do to help.
  She looked around, wondering if praying to Anakora would be better than just 
standing there, and paused. The upper lip of the cave, where Silar had first leaped into the 
air, had hanging stalactites as sharp as fangs.
  A plan formed in her mind- a hasty one, a too-simple one, but anything was better 
than standing there while Silar flew in circles around the beast and waited to be caught.
  Elary stooped and picked up a stone, perhaps heavy enough to hurt the snake if it 
hit. "Hey!" she shouted, and threw it.
  It smacked the snake's head just as the beast made another turn after Silar, and the 
serpent staggered. It turned towards her, head lifted and tongue flickering on the air. Then 
it moved smoothly towards her.
  "Elary, what are you doing?" Silar cried, diving at the snake to try and make it 
notice her. The snake snapped at her, but didn't stop moving in Elary's direction.
  "Luring it into the tunnel," said Elary. "The moment its jaw gets inside, dart at it 
and then up, all right?"
  "Why are you-"
 
  "Just do it!" Elary tried to put an authoritative snap in her voice, the kind she 
used when dealing with young healers who thought they knew better than she did, and it 
seemed to work. Silar flew behind the snake, keeping back enough to dodge if it made a 



snap for her, but still too close for Elary's comfort.
  The snake's head eased into the tunnel. Elary backed up, a little overwhelmed by 
the dark eyes so close and the flickering tongue, as long as her arm, that nearly touched 
her. The jaws parted, and the fangs eased towards her.
  "Now!" Elary shouted.
  Silar dived at the snake's head, and slashed it so deeply with her sword that a 
trickle of thin blood ran down the side of its face.
  The snake gave a hiss that sent something horribly like spittle into Elary's face, 
and then turned and looked for Silar. Silar hovered near the top of the cave lip, waving 
her sword and moving her wings slowly, as if she were hurt. Elary prayed to Anakora that 
that last was only a pretense and not truth.
  The snake paused, and Elary knew it was coiling its body for another strike. Silar 
smiled at it and went on hovering.
  Then it struck upward, and Silar folded her wings smoothly around her body and 
dropped in the same moment. 
  The snake was going too fast to halt. It hit the cave lip, and one of the stalactites 
pierced its head. The beast roared and thrashed, and another stalactite caught it. More 
blood flowed, and the snake backed off, roaring, wounded. Then it turned and sank 
within the lake, so quickly that Elary was left blinking, with only snake blood to remind 
her that it hadn't been a dream.
  Well, and Silar. The kiness woman landed beside her smiling, and then turned and 
grabbed Elary in an embrace of both arms and wings.
  "I am lucky to have you," she said. "Both my battle with the alnessi and this one I 
would have lost, if not for you."
  Elary let out her breath, and then grabbed Silar back. 
  "I was sure that you were hurt, when I saw you fluttering like that," she said, 
closing her eyes and letting her head rest on Silar's shoulder. "Don't scare me like that 
again- unless you're doing it to escape a snake, of course."
  Silar chuckled into her hair. "Birds will sometimes lure serpents from their nests 
by fluttering around them and pretending to have broken wings. I thought it was worth a 
try in this case."
  Elary nodded, and then sniffed. "We smell terrible," she said.
  "The snake's breath," said Silar. "It could poison anything. I wonder if there's 
anything else living in that lake by now?"
  It wasn't that funny, but Elary found herself laughing, and then shaking, and then 
crying. Silar eased her gently to the ground, and crouched beside her, one wing wrapped 
firmly around her shoulders.
  "You haven't seen many battles before, have you?" she asked gently, when Elary 
had finished weeping.
  Elary shook her head. "I've been at many deathbeds, but it's different when you 
know that you did everything you could and your patient still died. This- I didn't know if 
I could do anything to help you, and then when I thought of something, I wasn't sure it 
would work. When I thought you were going to start asking me questions-"
  "I promise I won't, in the future," said Silar. "At least, when it's a matter of life 
and death. When I want to know if you want to slap Mitherill, then I'll probably turn and 
ask, since I just couldn't bear to be without that knowledge."



  Elary leaned her head on Silar's shoulder once more and closed her eyes. "Do we 
have to go back to Melior and Mitherill right away?" she asked.
  "You'd be going alone, if you wanted to," Silar said, and stretched her wings 
wearily, and curled up on the floor of the tunnel. Elary leaned her head on her chest and 
sighed, and then they were both asleep.
 *******
  "Why didn't you come back right away? I was worried."
  Elary gritted her teeth and tried to smile as kindly as she could at Melior. Worried 
that she would be stuck down here caring for an unconscious Princess and fighting 
beasts, more like it. "We had to finish fighting the snake," she said. "And we have to 
discuss our route. There's a large lake ahead. We know that you can both fly over it, but 
the question is if we should keep on this route or not."
  "I saw no side passages," said Silar, who was standing behind Elary. She had said 
that coming too close to Melior might cause her to strike out, and by the twitching of her 
wings and her fixed smile, Elary thought that wasn't so far from the truth. "We do have to 
cross the lake. So Melior bears the Princess, and I bear you, Elary."
  Elary checked Mitherill one more time, and shook her head. The fever would just 
have to run its course. She glanced back at Silar. "But what do we do after that? Do we 
wait for the Princess to recover, or do some of us go ahead and the rest remain?"
  "No!"
 
  Elary snapped her head around at the whipcrack of Melior's voice, but the half-
liadra was backing away from her with wide eyes. "No," she whispered. "I wouldn't 
consent to stay behind with Mitherill again. It was unnerving enough with just the moss's 
light for company. I want to stay with you."
  "But we don't know how long it might be," said Elary as calmly as she could. 
"And we'll run out of food soon. We can't just keep eating the moss and the dried fruit we 
brought with us; we'll get sick."
  "There may be fish in the lake," said Silar. "I can catch some. That way, we 
would have some variety. I think that we should make camp beside the lake, Elary, and 
wait for Mitherill to recover. It shouldn't be long, should it?"
  Elary glanced back at her, and only then realized how much effort the kiness 
woman was using up to keep herself on her feet. At once, she nodded. I'm supposed to be 
the healer in the party, after all, and it doesn't matter how long bed rest is if someone 
needs it. "It shouldn't be a long time," she said. "Mitherill doesn't have enough ilzán 
blood to die of sicknesses like this. We'll rest."
  "Good," said Silar, with a sigh. "Then let me go scout one more time. I don't 
know if there's a tunnel high on the other side of the lake, or low on it, or if perhaps 
there's a place by the lakeshore itself where we can rest." She spread her wings.
  "Careful," said Elary.
  "Piffle," said Silar, but she flew carefully down the tunnel and around the bend 
towards the lake once more. Elary listened anxiously after her for a moment, even 
debated rising and leaving Mitherill, but in the end decided to stay where she was.
  "I've been wanting to talk to you, Elary."
  Elary glanced up at Melior. The half-liadra had a strangely serious expression on 
her face, and she was crouched beside Elary, darting her head around in little jerky 



motions, as though she thought someone would come up beside her and pounce on her at 
any moment.
  "Yes?" Elary asked, touching the Princess's forehead again. No change in the 
fever yet, and really, Elary scolded herself, she should know better than to ask for one. It 
was frustrating, though, to know that it was only Mitherill's illness that held them up from 
making good progress forward.
  But then, without the Princess, the whole Quest is hopeless, anyway. She is the 
only one who cares about her taking the Diamond of Ezudlos and assuming the throne 
the way she is now. Unless the Diamond of Ezudlos somehow shows her the truth about 
what kind of Princess she is, then it would be useless to us without her.
  "I do not trust Silar."
  Elary glanced up at her again and blinked. "What do you mean?"
  "Have you noticed that she always seems hostile to the Princess?" Melior asked. 
"She laughs at her, and more than once, I have had the feeling that Silar would like to 
strike her. That is not the way that a guardian should act. I think that perhaps she is falling 
prey to the traps of Shadow."
  "What traps of Shadow?"
  "It makes sense that Shadow would guard such a treasure as the Diamond," said 
Melior. "After all, it could provide the key to defeating him. So he's set traps that can 
catch us. I think that Silar may have fallen into one of them. She expresses impatience 
towards the Princess, and I do not think that is well-done."
  "She expresses impatience only because she finds in Mitherill a spoiled child, 
instead of the Princess that she was taught to expect," said Elary. "I don't think that's a 
result of Shadow-traps. I think it's just a result of Silar's natural disposition and the 
Princess's natural disposition colliding."
  "But she can't be allowed to say those kinds of things about Mitherill, or think 
them!" Melior cried with energy. "Why would you think that she could? Poor Princess, to 
suffer under the wrath of those closest to her!"
  Elary gave her a sideways look. Destiny has affected her more strongly than I 
thought. "Silar will do nothing to hurt the Princess, Melior, at least not as long as I am by 
her side," she said.
  "Do you have some measure of control over her, then?" Melior asked, her face 
relaxing. "I would be relieved to think that you do. After all, she is wild, and would strike 
Mitherill if she could."
  "Not a measure of control," said Elary. "But we have fought together, and I 
believe that that means she is learning to trust me. She certainly trusts me more than she 
trusts you or the Princess. Leave her to me. If I think that she is seriously in danger of 
striking the Princess, then I will speak to her."
  "But what about her thoughts?"
  "What about them?" Elary looked back at Mitherill as the girl stirred, thinking 
she was about to wake up, but Mitherill only rolled over and sighed a little and then 
dropped back into a deeper sleep.
  "They can't be allowed to continue existing," Melior fussed. "Thoughts that she 
shares with no one else, thoughts of violence to the Princess-"
  "If she shares them with no one else, then how do you know they're violent?" 
Elary demanded. "She has only spoken to me of impatience and fears that Mitherill 



would not rule well. No more than that." Surely a desire to slap the Princess is not 
enough to merit Melior's concern about violence.
   Melior shook her head. "No one can be allowed to speak or think ill of the 
Princess, Elary. It would devastate her! And it might devastate her chances of ruling, if 
Silar went and spoke of those ill thoughts to someone else- say, to the people of Arvenna. 
No, we must find a way to cure her."
  Elary felt a moment of bitter amusement. Both of them think the other needs 
curing, and both of them apply to me to do something about it. Of course, I am the healer.  
"When you can prove that she has the sickness," she said, rising to her feet as she heard 
the sound of Silar's wings coming back down the tunnel, "and not you, then we will talk 
about healing her mind."
  "I have a sickness?"
  Silar came around the tunnel again. Elary shook her head, and turned back to 
greet her with a smile. "Did you find a place?"
  "Yes, on the far side of the lake," said Silar. "Which is absolutely swarming with 
fish, by the way. I suppose that's the reason the serpent can live there. A low spot on the 
seashore where we can camp and keep out of sight from the cave lip or the lake while we 
search for a way out. Will that satisfy you?"
  "Yes," said Elary shortly, and then turned and looked at Melior.
  The half-liadra was biting her lip anxiously, glancing at Elary meaningfully, but 
Elary wasn't inclined to give in to the entreaties. At last, Melior sighed noisily, and said, 
"I suppose it shall have to do."
  "Of course it will," said Silar coolly. "And next time, you can fight the monsters 
and scout out the camping places, since you've done so little this time." She picked up 
Elary under the arms before Melior could say anything and flew back down the tunnel, 
adding over her shoulder, "Bring the Princess and the food."
  "That was ill-done," said Elary.
  "Why?" asked Silar. "Both of them are free to whine like spoiled children. I 
should be free to snap back occasionally."
  Elary shook her head, but said nothing.
 ********
  "Here we are."
  Elary had to admit it was a nice place, or at least as nice as could be expected in a 
cave like this. Something long ago had hollowed out a dell in the stone, and as Silar had 
said, it was concealed by boulders from both the lake and by someone looking down from 
the cave lip. No one would easily find them here.
  Silar bore down, lowered her, and then flew past Elary, almost crashing to a stop 
on the stone.
  Elary hurried to her side at once. "Are you hurt?"
  Silar lifted her head and shook it dazedly. "Not- badly," she said. "But I shouldn't 
do any more flying for a little while. I think I'll walk to get those fish." She stood up 
carefully, folding her wings to her back, and then froze.
  "What is it?" Elary asked, glancing around. She could see nothing that might 
have alarmed Silar.
  "Voices," said Silar. "Down."
  "What-"



  But Silar tugged her flat before Elary had time to object, and then stabbed a 
finger at the nearest wall of the cave.
  Elary turned her head, and stared when she saw a file of men and women 
emerging from a crack in the wall, speaking to each other in Arvennese.
  "We should-" Silar began to whisper.
  And then one of the people pointed and shouted. Elary didn't even have to turn 
her head to know she was pointing and shouting at Melior, bearing Mitherill across the 
water; the gleam and flicker of lightning was enough.
  "And that's torn it," said Silar grimly.



Chapter 37

 The Heart of Rivendon
 "I have heard it said that the King or Queen of Rivendon is the heart of that 
country, but few of the monarchs I have known would qualify for such a lofty title."
 -Queen Annilda of Orlath.
  "Look at her."
  "Who is she?"
  "I think I know."
  The murmurs gushed around them as Olumer guided Cadona down into the 
village. They had decided she should go alone for now, with only her silvereyes protector, 
since the villagers would not know what the Kings and Queens were, and might be 
inclined to become frightened. Olumer personally thought that Cadona, or Destiny, didn't 
want the Kings and Queens overshadowing her, but of course he didn't say that. He just 
helped Cadona down the last of the slope, and then turned and faced the villagers, a few 
of whom had silver eyes. He found himself relaxing, and nodded to them. 
  One of them, a woman, came forward at once, moving with a grace that 
proclaimed her to be at least half-fey. "I think I know who you are," she said to Cadona. 
"Our Destined Princess."
  Cadona looked up at her, a tiny delicate dark face in the midst of the floating 
silver of her gown. "That's right."
  "And your name?"
  "Cadona."
  The woman tilted her head. "That is the name of the Princess that the Dark 
destroyed when they conquered."
  "The name of the Princess that the Dark claimed they had destroyed!" Cadona 
cried, her voice swelling like a bugle. Whatever had closed her throat before- modesty, or 
uncertainty, or just Destiny waiting for the right moment- was gone, and her voice caught 
them all up in its glory. Olumer saw the faces of her people become rapt, and began to 
hope they would yet emerge from this alive. "They killed my parents, and my uncles, and 
my aunts, and my grandfather, and everyone who bore anything of a claim to the throne. 
But they did not kill me. I was carried away in the arms of my guardian." She turned and 
placed her hand affectionately on Olumer's arm. "This is my guardian. His name is 
Olumer, and he is silvereyes. He will stand behind me no matter what happens, and he 
will defend me."
  Only to save Lyli's life, thought Olumer, but he managed to smile at the woman 
who turned her inquisitive eyes on him. "She speaks truly," he said. "Of my name, and of 
my Destiny."
  The woman bowed to him. "Welcome, then. My name is Dirien, and while we 
must discuss what the entrance of a Princess into our village means, there are some things 
we need not discuss. Let us make you comfortable with refreshments. Will the Princess 
take wine?"
  "Yes, I will," said Cadona.
  Olumer, who hadn't raised her on wine since he wasn't able to afford it, thought 
that was a bad idea, but he kept his mouth shut. Cadona was unlikely to get drunk. 
Destiny would defend her against that as it did against so many other minor disasters.



  "And my lord will take meat, of course," Dirien went on, glancing at him and 
smiling when Olumer opened his mouth to show his teeth. "And then you may wish to 
join your brothers and sisters."
  "What?" Olumer asked blankly.
  "There is a pack of silvereyes in town," said Dirien. "They regularly visit about 
this time of year, to trade some of their meat for some curiosities we make and they find 
amusing."
  Olumer blinked, and wondered how to take that. Then he shrugged, grateful for 
once that he had an out that no one could expect him not to take. "I thank you for telling 
me, but I must attend my Princess. I am her guardian, and I should not leave her side."
  "Oh, do go on, Olumer."
  Olumer looked at her incredulously, but Cadona only smiled at him and waved 
him on yet again. He could see from the look in her eyes that she was no longer at all 
uncertain. She had conquered the people of this village, if no other, and did not require 
any help from him.
  He bowed his head. "As my lady commands, of course."
  "Oh, I didn't mean to order you," said Cadona, her voice playful. "But some 
acquaintances among your own people would be useful, I think. You've been shut up for 
twelve years taking care of me, after all."
  This time, Olumer didn't miss what he must have missed the first time. Cadona 
winked at him openly, and then nodded him towards the hut that Dirien was indicating, as 
though she couldn't wait for him to leave her and attend to his kin.
  She probably thinks that I'll persuade them to come with her and join her in 
taking back the throne, he realized. She had been talking lately about his contacts among 
the silvereyes and how he could persuade them to back her. Olumer wondered wearily if 
she thought there was a silvereyes nation somewhere near the peaks, and wanted him to 
earn her favor with its ambassadors.
  Even if there was one, I don't think that I have the power she thinks I do.
  *******
  "Welcome, brother."
  Olumer dipped his head, grateful that the pack leader had so far been courteous. 
"Thank you. And you are-"
  "Temer," said the pack leader, and sniffed at Olumer's neck and shoulders. 
Olumer permitted the investigation, since old memories were telling him it was the best 
thing to do, but he felt a little uneasy. For one thing, those memories were still faint 
compared to the human ones that said such a thing wasn't done in polite society.
  "My name is Olumer," said Olumer, when the sniffing was done.
  "And your pack?"
  Ah, yes. How do I explain this? "Most of them are dead," said Olumer carefully. 
"I travel with the two who remain."
  Temer flexed his claws, moving back so the rest of the pack, three women and 
one man, could crowd around him. "A recent loss? You have the apologies of a pack 
leader for raising their ghosts from the cold so soon."
  "No," said Olumer, and decided that he should say this much, since none of the 
story would make sense without it. "A recently remembered loss. My mind was caught in 
one of my own shining nets, and it was not until I untangled the memories that I realized 



what had gone from me."
  Temer stared at him. Then he said, "And the two members of your pack? Who are 
left?"
  "A distant descendant, mostly human," said Olumer. "And a mate I must hate and 
despise, for threatening my son's life- though I only recently remembered that she had 
done that."
  One of the women said, "Why do you keep him talking, Temer? Do you not see 
that he should sit down, and tell us this story while eating meat and drinking comfortable 
human wine?"
  Temer flashed his teeth at the woman, who didn't look intimidated, but flashed 
her teeth back at him. Temer sighed and looked at Olumer. "May I present my cousin?" 
he asked. "Helian is her name."
  Helian nodded and stepped forward, gripping Olumer's hand with her claws 
firmly sheathed. "And I will be pack leader someday," she said. "He's stronger than me, 
but what is strength against cleverness?"
  Olumer blinked. It was extremely bad manners for one member of a pack to 
speak badly of a leader to someone she didn't even know. But a glance at Temer showed 
that he was smiling tolerantly.
  "Are you hungry, brother?" he asked.
  Olumer nodded. He had found mostly dried meat in the shops of Dartan. Eating a 
fresh kill would be welcome.
  "Then do join us at table," said Helian, drawing him along. "You must be used to 
them, since you were among humans, but this is the first time I've been here. Why do 
they eat on wood, and not out of the snow?"
  Olumer relaxed. I do not think they are going to hurt me, whatever their other 
motives may be. "I suppose they cannot bear the cold, my lady," he said, and then paused 
and glanced at Helian. He had used the human title without thinking, and he wasn't sure 
how she would take it.
  Helian bared her teeth, but her claws were gently flexing in a way that showed 
she was pleased. "Do you hear that, Temer?" she asked. "Our newfound brother thinks 
that I am a lady. You should be careful in how you address me."
  Temer growled a little, and Helian growled back. Olumer smiled, remembering 
now how his own cousins had behaved when they were first learning their place in their 
pack. Olumer hadn't stayed with them long before leaving to lead his own, but the 
memories were still fond.
  "Is the story long?" Temer asked, pulling out a chair for Olumer. Olumer sat 
down gratefully, with an inclination of his head to show that he was sensible of the honor. 
Pack leaders didn't often do such things for their own subordinates, let alone for those 
they didn't even know.
  "Very," said Olumer. "I have been guardian of my descendant for twelve years, 
and bound in the shining net for a hundred and more."
  "Tell us," said Helian, sitting beside him. 
  One of the other pack members handed across fresh venison in the same moment. 
Olumer tore into it eagerly and began talking, kept alert during the long recitation by 
Helian's attempts to steal bits of meat.
  Long before the end, though, she had given up on doing that and just sat staring 



at him like the rest, her eyes bright as the moon.
 ******
  "You have had a strange life for a silvereyes, Olumer."
  Olumer turned. He had been standing outside the little house given over to the 
silvereyes and watching the moon, which now swelled back towards full again. His 
senses were keener than a human's, but still not keen enough to detect the light tread of a 
fullblooded silvereyes coming towards him. Helian nodded to him, and then tilted back 
her head and watched the moon in silence.
  Olumer grimaced. I have still not yet returned to myself. I could let such silences 
endure a hundred years ago, without the need for chatter. But now I find myself impatient  
to continue talking.
  He forced himself to look at the moon, and not be startled when Helian turned 
her head and looked at him more closely.
  "And I think that you should shed it," she continued. "I assure you that I do mean 
to stretch Temer full-length in the snow, just as soon as I get the opportunity. And that day 
is not far away. You would be welcome into my pack just as soon as I hold the post of 
pack leader."
  Olumer inclined his head to her. "You are gracious, my lady, both for a silvereyes 
and as humans understand it. But I cannot leave the Princess. I must try to rescue her, if I 
can, and the little girl I told you of, Lyli, who suffers for the sake of my descendant's 
raising an army."
  Helian snarled. Olumer glanced at her in surprise, and found her glaring at him 
instead of the moon. 
  "You think too much of human things, Olumer," she said. "Human courtesy has 
poisoned you. Humans made you weave a shining net around your memories-"
  "Actually, it wasn't-"
  "-And now you would give up a chance at being in a pack once more, among 
your brothers and sisters, for the sake of rescuing a human girl."
  "She deserves to be rescued."
  Helian bared her teeth. "Let others do it. That's what humans are for, to do heroic 
things and be happy with them. We were made to run in the forest, to hunt, to battle the 
filifernai, and to breathe in the cold and know ourselves happy. Can you say that you are 
happy, beside your descendant and your treacherous mate?"
  Olumer shook his head.
  "Then why stay?" Helian demanded. "You have no reason to stay, if you are not 
happy. I would strike out on my own from the pack tomorrow, were I not happy with 
them. Why do you stay with yours?"
  "They are my blood," said Olumer softly.
  "I went over the hill and saw the stone statues. Is one of them your mate?"
  "My mate living again."
  Helian chuffed. "That is evil magic, I know that much. You have no responsibility 
to her. Come with me, if you don't want to stay in the pack with Temer, and we will go. I 
think that you might make an excellent mate, and if not, then we can dwell side by side 
until we tire of each other."
  Olumer stared at her for a moment, then lowered his eyes. It is only among 
human women that this would seem strange. Among fey women, she is only doing what 



comes naturally.
   And still he could not say yes.
  "Olumer?" Helian pressed.
  "I must get back to Cadona," said Olumer. "Thank you for having me here, my 
lady." He backed away.
  "Nothing is preventing you from running into the hills, you know," said Helian, 
turning her head to keep track of him. "Nothing except a misguided human sense of duty 
and loyalty, towards people who do not deserve them."
  Olumer turned and fled a few steps.
  When he looked over his shoulder, Helian was watching the moon again.
 



Chapter 38

 Wild Horses
 "Have you ever ridden a flying horse? The bucking and twisting in the air 
thousands of feet above stone is no doubt exciting to some, but I find myself hard-pressed 
to care about the excitement of the flight as opposed to the fear of the drop."
 -Shiketh of Amorier.
  "Elzent!"
  Ternora heard the curse cried in so many voices that she truly wasn't sure where 
the first shout came from. She knew she shouted it, and that someone else shrieked it, and 
that a cry came from the darkness too. She turned to stare at the dropped Faerie dust, 
since that seemed to be what most of the people around her were cursing at.
  The dust had hit the ground, and grown a few trees with pale silvery bark and 
blue leaves, lovely enough that Ternora would have gone to them if she didn't have the 
anger of wanting to kill elves pulsing through her blood. The trees swayed in the wind, 
and lifted their leaves higher as she watched-
  And then they withered, their leaves drooping, as the air seemed to pounce on 
them and cut at them with serrated knives.
  Ternora chuckled and turned back to the elves aiming arrows at her. Even they 
had been distracted by the sudden death of the trees, but they turned back quickly enough 
when Ternora's horse charged at them.
  Two arrows went past her, probably because of the sure and swift motion of the 
elf-horse. Ternora saw the third one coming straight at her, and knew that she wouldn't be 
so lucky. She lashed out with the dagger, and it cut the shaft in half. Ternora laughed 
exultantly, and then bore down on her first victim, the woman who had shot at her and 
was so startled by the miss that she didn't get the bow up again in time.
  The horse snorted and pulled up short, but Ternora had been expecting that and 
was already leaning forward. The dagger cut the woman's throat, and she fell off her 
horse, which fled at once. Ternora didn't try to catch this one. Managing one horse was 
more than enough for her.
  She swung around to find that one of the elven men, smarter than his 
companions, already faced her with a sword. He cut at her, and Ternora ducked. For a 
moment, she thought he had missed, and then she felt the stinging pain and the flowing 
blood on one side of her head. The steel of his blade, if it was steel, was so sharp that she 
hadn't felt the first cut.
  She reached up and felt the side of her head. The elf seemed content to let her do 
it, watching her as if he were waiting for something.
  Ternora found it soon enough. He had chopped off the tip of her ear. When it 
healed, raggedly, she would look human, if someone managed to ignore her angular 
features and golden skin.
  With a shriek of rage, she drove the elf-horse forward. He fled, laughing, and 
then circled back on her just as another one dropped from above.
  Ternora gripped the horse's bridle, said a quick prayer to Shara that the straps 
would hold firm, and then swung off the horse's back. The dagger was still clasped in her 
right hand, blazing like a fallen star, so that she hung on only with her left. The diving 
elf-horse missed her, but the rider bent and immediately tried to claw her fingers free of 



their hold on the bridle.
  Ternora hadn't planned on it, but the dagger blazed and drove her forward, so that 
Ternora found herself swinging up in a smooth, sinuous motion and driving the blade 
deep into the elf's side. The elfwoman shrieked, and her horse flew away as fast as it 
could. Ternora grinned; she didn't think that getting away so fast was deliberate.
  She swung back onto the horse and looked around again for the elven man. She 
saw him at last, raising a bow.
  She would have driven the elf-horse forward, but abruptly, he vanished. Ternora 
blinked, and then blinked again as she saw the swirl of darkness that had apparently 
caught him up. When it vanished, bloodied limbs and a torso tore free, falling to the 
ground so far below. There was no other sign of the elf, and no sign of what had killed 
him, though Ternora knew well enough what it must be.
  "Thank you, my lady," she muttered, and then touched her heels to the horse's 
sides. It flew in a circle, which wasn't Ternora had intended. She was tugging on the reins 
when the next elf, Talinsha, attacked.
  This one Ternora evaded by sheer dumb luck, having told the horse to fly 
backward without knowing how she did it. When the horse stopped, Talinsha was floating 
in front of her and looking extremely angry.
  "You would run away from a battle, half-blood?" she called, and brandished her 
sword.
  "Is it fair that you have the sword against only my little dagger?" Ternora called, 
making a sincere attempt to appear as pathetic as possible. "You have the reach, and the 
experience. You must have lived hundreds of years. I have only my little dagger, and I'm 
still struggling to master my horse, as you see."
  "It is not fair," said Talinsha, her face flat and oddly calm, even as she spoke 
words that seemed to require barking and spitting. "But you have killed enough of our 
kind with that 'little dagger.' The grudge of the Light elves against the Faerie has not died, 
I see. You cannot forgive us for being more elven than yourselves, for remembering more 
of what we were."
  "Tell yourself that all you need to," said Ternora, and drove the horse forward 
again. Talinsha lifted her sword, and the mare pulled up short, to avoid being spitted on 
the blade. Ternora still managed to lean over her neck and give Talinsha a cut on the 
shoulder, which appeased her feelings a little. Granted, that was mainly the dagger's 
grinding pull on her and not any skill of her own, but it was still done, and she had still 
given Talinsha something to think about.
  The elf hissed at her, which was a sound that Ternora hadn't thought an elf would 
stoop to make, and then turned her horse in a wide circle around Ternora. Ternora guided 
the mare around, and then accidentally backward again. She was still fussing and trying 
to control the reins when Talinsha turned in the middle of the broad circle and descended 
at her.
  Ternora jerked hard and backwards on the reins, and her horse dived.
  Ternora caught a glimpse of the ground coming close, and panicked. She couldn't 
let go of the dagger, though, so she wound up trying to direct the horse frantically with 
her left hand and her knees, while she gestured with the dagger at nothing at all.
  The horse plunged straight down for a time, and then pulled up again. Hovering, 
Ternora looked up to see that Talinsha was still falling towards her, and that she had her 



sword out before her now.
  Ternora didn't have much choice. She threw the dagger, trusting to the glowing 
blade to guide itself.
  It did, and Talinsha looked very surprised when it batted aside her sword as if it 
wasn't there at all, and stabbed her through the heart. It then circled back to Ternora's 
hand. She would have sworn that she could hear it snickering, if she usually listened for 
things like that.
  She smiled and caught the dagger, then looked around. Most of the flight was 
scattered, she saw, and floating about two hundred feet away, as if waiting for something. 
The swirl of darkness had ripped apart another elf and was hovering as well, almost 
looking around for its next victim, Ternora thought. Some of the other elves were riding 
close to it, staring into it as if they wanted to see what the darkness hid. Ternora snorted. 
With many of her friends murdered by a goddess or a glowing dagger, she wouldn't have 
stayed around just because she was curious about what had murdered them.
  But it was convenient for continuing to kill the Faerie elves.
  She urged the horse forward, and at once the elves turned to look at her. Ternora 
hesitated a little, losing confidence at the sight of the poison in their concentrated gaze. 
Did I really cause them all to hate me that much? I didn't know that. But, of course, they 
caused Shara to hate them that much, and so they really deserve whatever they get.
   She set her shoulders and glared back at the elves. They only stared harder. And 
then one of them rode towards her, holding up a hand as though he thought it would 
command her attention. Ternora snorted. It commanded her attention, all right, but only 
because he was the only one riding towards her.
  "I cast you out from Faerie," he said. "You can never return to it, and you may 
not walk between worlds that are near Faerie-"
  The swirl of darkness floated towards him and tore him apart. Another spray of 
bloody limbs, and the rest of the elves pulled back, their faces closed and their eyes grim 
but no longer poisonous. Ternora laughed. It was something to see Faerie elves afraid, 
and think that she was paying them back for all the inconvenience they had caused her. 
Days in Erlande's realm, and taking Warcourage away just when she was about to have 
him. Ternora had no reason to love them.
  The darkness faded back into a woman, the form that Shara had worn since they 
stepped into Ternora's own world. "I will not allow this," said Shara. "You have no 
dominion over the worlds. You have no dominion over the worldwalkers who are not 
elves. And both of mine are Starwalkers."
  "One of them was our kin, before you stole and corrupted her," said a brave 
elfwoman, her eyes flaring.
  "Emrissa came to me of her own free will," said Shara, with a little sneer, as if 
she wouldn't trust the elves to win an argument with her, never mind a battle. "She knew 
what she wanted, and she accepted the gifts and the training from my hand. In return, she 
serves me. She desired what not all of Faerie could give her." The goddess paused. "And 
in return, she has the treasures of all the other worlds. How many of you remember what 
you used to be? How many of you walk bewteen Faerie and Faean, or from Faerie to 
other worlds? There are not many of you, and with every year that passes in Faean, there 
are fewer. You are pathetic, truly, to think that you could forbid Emrissa to do what she 
wanted. You cannot forbid anyone anything, including the Starwalkers from coming into 



Faerie when they want to."
  "We still have that power," said the elfwoman. "We can still forbid your 
Starwalkers Faerie."
  Shara laughed. "What is the loss of one world among the millions? And it shall 
not be yours forever."
  "If you intend to take it-"
  "I might do it," said Shara, her eyes glinting with a sudden flash like metal, "if 
you continue to slaughter my worshippers. You have paid a toll now. Not as many elves 
have died as humans, but given how few of you remain, the toll is paid."
  "The toll will never be even until you have paid for letting Elle kill us," said the 
elfwoman, and her voice was cold enough to make Ternora tremble, even given that she 
didn't think the elf could take Shara. "You should not have done this, should never have 
allowed her to go on killing when you knew her identity."
  "She struck at first before I was aware," said Shara, "and then, it seemed more 
expedient to let her go on striking at the chosen targets of her wrath than expose my own 
worshippers."
  "You chose your worshippers over us," said the elfwoman.
  Shara laughed, and again her voice was the sound of the wind blowing around 
stars. Ternora remembered the mystery that she had glimpsed in the goddess's eyes the 
night of her initiation, and thought that was the woman who floated before them all now. 
"Of course I did. I had no reason to love you, and no loyalty to you. It says something 
about you, that you cannot accept that someone of your kind might have come to me of 
her own free will, and that the only response you can think to the slaughter of your kin is 
vengeance. You are becoming human. You are sinking. So it will ever be, until you 
remember what you once were."
  The elfwoman eyed her for a long moment. Then she said, "We know that your 
worshippers are protected."
  Shara briefly turned into a giant black hand pointing down towards the fallen 
limbs of the elves. When she became a woman again, she was smiling, and the smile was 
almost human and cheerful. "Yes, they are."
  "So we will find another target," said the elfwoman. "There are other targets." 
For a moment, her eyes went to Ternora. "Targets that you do not care about, but who 
obviously retain a grudge."
  She wheeled her elf-horse, calling to her people in a sharp voice. Ternora shook 
her head. For all her elven blood, she still didn't know why the elves chose the leaders 
they did. The man had been the leader before, and now this woman was. But no one 
seemed inclined to dispute it with her, instead just wheeling after her. In moments, they 
were gone, swift as a blaze of dragons, to the south.
  Ternora breathed for a moment, then realized she was still clutching the shining 
dagger and lowered it. She glanced at Shara. "Do you know what they have gone to 
attack?" she asked.
  Shara smiled. "I think so. Probably Doralissa, and the Light elves who live 
there." She glanced at Ternora. "If you wish, then we can go to Doralissa and oppose 
them there as well."
  Ternora smiled. "I severed ties with my people long ago, I assure you. I would 
welcome only the killing of Faerie elves, and not the saving of Light elves that you seem 



to think I would."
  "I am not sure what to expect of you any more," admitted Shara, sounding even 
more human than she usually did. "You wielded the dagger with more strength and anger 
than I thought you would."
  Ternora shrugged. "It is a dagger made by Light elves for the killing of Faerie 
elves." She picked up the knife again and ran a finger lightly down it, being careful not to 
touch the edge of the blade. "It must be very old. I didn't know that any of them survived 
from the first war of the elves, long ago."
  "Then keep it," said Shara. "I did see you take it from Nazh, by the way, but it 
didn't seem worth it to dispute with you about it."
  Ternora snorted and tucked the dagger into her belt. "Humans shouldn't have 
elven artifacts, anyway." She turned the side of her head towards Shara and touched the 
ragged point of her ear. "The bastard cut this off. Can you grow it back?"
  Shara blinked at her, then said, "I can try," and reached out a hand towards her. 
Ternora felt the touch of a cool breeze, and the blood vanished. Then Shara sighed and 
said, "It seems that I cannot. The blade that the elf used to cut off the tip must have been 
powerful."
  "It was," said Ternora. She sighed and stared at the gleaming dagger in her belt, 
tempted to tell Shara that she wanted to go to Doralissa after all and kill some more elves. 
But at last she sighed again, and said, "I suppose that you might as well take me back to 
the Starwalkers' Hall."
  "I do not think that it would serve," said Shara carefully. "You seemed- rather 
irritated with Elnorth and Irande when I last saw you there."
  "I don't object to being taught," said Ternora moodily. "But they need to act as 
though they really want to teach me, and not as though they're going to shove the 
information down my throat against my will."
  "Quite." Shara didn't smile, but her lips twitched. "Then I will take you to 
someone who can teach you better than they can. I would teach you myself, but there are 
places I must go." She held out an arm. "I'll carry you."
  Ternora clutched the horse's reins. "I think I'll ride this, thank you, my lady."
  "You don't trust me?" Shara tossed her hair.
  Ternora chose her words carefully. "I trust you to carry me. Just not to throw me 
down and see if I would bounce."
  Shara brightened. "I did try that once, you know, and it did work. It doesn't 
happen very often, but the chances-"
  Ternora relaxed, and let Shara chatter on as they flew towards the north. She kept 
expecting the elf-horse to object, but it only flirted its tail and stamped a time or two 
when Shara came too close. Ternora shook her head.
  I will never understand goddesses, or elf-horses.
  



Chapter 39

 Old Cities
 "There were cities in those days, 
 But they are gone, are gone,
 The cities of underground Arvenna,
 Icy Dalzna, and southern Rivendon."
 -From a bard song mourning the death of beauty in the Kingdoms.
  "This can't be it," Nightstone murmured to the gull, whom she had become in the 
habit of speaking to. "I can't have arrived already. The elves would have dared this, 
cowardly as they are."
  The gull stirred in her arms, giving a weak little flutter of wings, but didn't look 
inclined to venture out and up. Ever since its defeat of the dragon, it had been staying 
close to her, and sometimes slept in her arms while Nightstone carried it and the crystal 
along, and complained to no one.
  Nightstone carefully laid the gull down on a stone, and ventured forward to 
explore the cavern. It flashed back dark and not the lovely blue of the first cave she had 
entered in the crystal's light, slightly disappointing her. But it did have most of the things 
the elves had told her to look for, including odd houses with round windows and low 
doors. They didn't look as if they had seen habitation in thousands of years, but they were 
like the buildings the elves had described.
  The crystal's light flashed from an etching on the wall, and Nightstone came 
closer to look at it. It was of a dragon with wings spread wide, claws curved back under 
it. Nightstone frowned. Was there another dragon here, and was it going to swoop out of 
hiding and attack her at any moment?
  She called on the Scarlet, and fire flared into dazzling life, making Nightstone 
squint. She was glad that she hadn't borne the fire with her all the way, and not just 
because she had grown used to the crystal's gentler radiance. It would have marked her 
coming to anyone in the tunnels, and ruined her vision in the dark.
  Nothing showed itself in the light of the fire that she hadn't already seen, 
however, save hundreds of other houses, and more etchings, some of them of the more 
familiar wolves and dolphins.
  There was a slight tugging at her waist, though.
  Nightstone looked down and removed the pouch full of the tugging from her belt. 
Her first thought was that insects had somehow gotten into the food, though she had seen 
no insects since entering the caves, but when she untied the pouch, she found the mirror 
that the skull had given her. It stopped tugging the moment that she drew it forth and 
rested quietly in her hand, sparkling back the fire at her.
  Nightstone held it up so that it reflected some of the houses, wondering if its 
hidden magic had something to do with the city. But nothing happened. She turned the 
mirror back to her face and looked within it. Nothing there, either. It calmly reflected her 
face back to her.
  And then it reflected someone behind her.
  Nightstone turned quickly, with a gasp. The mirror almost flew out of her grasp 
and smashed, but luckily she had her hand too firmly clenched around the frame for that 
to offer. There was no one there, however, near her pack and the gull who still rested with 



his head tucked under his wing.
  Cautiously, she turned the mirror in the same direction and looked at it again.
  It still showed the reflection of a man, clad in an ordinary tunic and trousers 
stained with traveling, a sword at his side. He stood with his eyes on the floor, which 
meant he couldn't be Kymenos; Nightstone couldn't imagine him in a humble position.
  Humiliated, now, that I could see. And I hope I will.
   But when she looked in that direction yet again, there was nothing there. 
Nightstone shook her head and put the mirror back in its pouch. Perhaps there was some 
kind of Illusion spell that protected the city, and called up images that were supposed to 
frighten people. As long as the images didn't actually attack, she didn't think the old spell 
was doing a very good job.
  She looked out over the hundreds of houses and sighed. She might as well start 
searching among them, though she didn't know what she expected to find.
  That, of course, was when she heard voices, all of them speaking in Arvennese.
  Nightstone dismissed the fire at once, and looked around. The voices seemed to 
be coming from the far side of the cavern, near the eastern wall. Nightstone dropped into 
a crouch near her pack and the gull, shielding the blue light of the crystal with her cloak, 
when she saw the torches. She didn't think she needed more concealment than that, 
though, given that they were passing a good way away.
  Idiots, she thought scornfully, carrying torches in a place like this. 
   The conversation was swift enough that Nightstone found it difficult to follow. 
Of course, her Arvennese was fragmentary now; it was long enough since she had spoken 
it. But she could make out something about "Basalt" and "Obsidian," enough to make her 
frown in bewilderment.
  Are they miners? Very deep, if so.
   They moved past her, chattering to each other, and didn't seem to pay attention to 
the city around them. Nightstone shook her head. She would be tempted to think they 
were too stupid to look around them, but given how effortlessly they were passing 
through the darkness, she thought they had probably seen it before.
  There is another way down, then. And these Arvennese probably don't serve 
Shadow. She felt a moment of irritation. I wish I had known where it was, so that I wasn't  
bound by this inconvenient oath.
  The chatterers had almost passed her when one said sharply, "Wait!"
  Nightstone grimaced. He was looking in her direction, and holding the torch 
higher, as if he would make her out where she crouched.
  If they want to do this, then I will do it.
   She stood suddenly, casting her cloak back over her shoulders and letting the 
light of the crystal show her face. "Who are you?" she challenged in her best Arvennese. 
"This is my domain, and I bid you be gone!"
  A few of them shrank back from her, but the one who had held the torch up only 
stared at her. Then a woman stepped forward and said, "Down, torches. I shall tell you 
when they can be used."
  The torches were lowered at once, leaving Nightstone and the woman in the light 
of the crystal. Nightstone studied her intently, seeing weary eyes and a face that looked as 
if it could have used several hundred hours more sleep. The woman leaned forward, as if 
she didn't know what to make of Nightstone.



  Then she shook her head. "Crownseeker or Crownkiller?" she asked.
  "I don't know what you mean," said Nightstone.
  "Are you for the restoration of the royalty to their thrones, including the Princess 
Mitherill of Arvenna?" the woman asked, laying her hand on her sword. "Or do you stand 
against it?"
  Nightstone narrowed her eyes. Ordinarily she might have lied just to save 
trouble, but she didn't like the woman's arrogant attitude. "I stand against it," she 
answered. "Why should they rule just because they are royal?"
  The woman smiled tightly. "Odd. You don't look Dalznan."
  "I'm not of Dalzna. But I do serve Shadow," Nightstone added, hoping that would 
spark some recognition among them. Surely they couldn't be passing through this place 
ignorant of the power that attended them?
  "Ah, that is too bad," said the woman. "We serve Light." She nodded to the others 
around her, who drew their swords. "And we are Crownseekers, and we will serve the 
Princess Mitherill when we find her."
  Nightstone laughed, feeling joy arise in her heart. She hadn't been able to strike 
back at anyone since the Dark had decided to get rid of her. Artaen had moved too 
quickly, and the elves were too powerful, and Kymenos had fled protected by that damn 
sword, and the skull had gotten what it wanted, and the gull had saved her from the 
dragon. 
  "Don't fight me," she said gently. "I would hate to have to destroy you." That was 
a lie, of course, but Nightstone had never gotten tired of Lightworkers' posturings when 
they heard words like that. "I am a legend, the Princess Nightstone of Orlath, and I will 
destroy you as I destroyed your ancestors, if I must."
  A few more shrank back at the sound of her name, but the woman only laughed 
eagerly. "Then I look forward to exchanging words with you," she said. "My name is 
Dolasson, and you are one of the attackers who tried to deprive my land of its Princess. 
Resist me, if you can!"
  Eager as Dolasson was, some of her followers were even more eager, and the 
torch-holder who had first discovered Nightstone flung himself forward.
  Nightstone filled his heart with fire, and let the flames explode outward and rip 
him apart. That was always a nice little demonstration. Of course, the flames burned the 
blood that would have spattered her, but the rest of it flying in other directions she left 
alone. 
  That done, the others backed away, and Dolasson looked at her with eyes gone 
grim and cold, though no longer tired. "You killed him in the most gruesome manner 
possible, didn't you?" she asked.
  "Of course," said Nightstone. "Sometimes the Light gets a bright one, after all, 
though I think you would have done better serving the Dark."
  Dolasson clenched her teeth in something that was not a smile. "You are right. 
We cannot win against you. But that does not mean that we will never come for you, and 
that you will never suffer from what you have done."
  Nightstone pretended to count on her fingers, then smiled at Dolasson. "I think 
that that's the first time I've received that threat in those exact words, but the tenth time 
I've received that variation."
  Dolasson shook her head. "You know nothing. In time, Arvenna will be what it 



was, and there is nothing that you can do to stop it." She smiled coldly. "Under the Light, 
in the name of the Goddess-"
  Nightstone laughed, silencing her so abruptly that Dolasson stared at her. "And 
you don't know what the Goddess Elle has been doing, either," said Nightstone. "I do so 
hate to be the bearer of bad news, but your goddess has betrayed you, and aligned herself 
with Shara of the Dark. The Light fights alongside Destiny still, but I would be surprised 
if it had any other allies."
  "You lie," said Dolasson, whose face had gone white.
  "No, I don't," said Nightstone helpfully. "I should know, since that's one of the 
reasons I'm here. There are Faerie elves riding at will across Arvenna, slaughtering Elle's 
worshippers. And Elle is expending her strength helping the country of Orlath, unless I 
am much mistaken. She doesn't care about you, and nor do any of the other gods or 
powers, unless they're trying to take you for something." She laughed again, while 
Dolasson swayed as if she would fall down, and threw the final punch. "And the Princess 
Alliana is dead, so that your precious prophecy is broken."
  "No!" Dolasson finally shouted in rage. Nightstone nodded happily, thinking the 
woman would charge her now, but Dolasson had enough control of her temper, just 
barely, to keep herself in check. "You lie," Dolasson proclaimed again, her teeth snapping 
off the words. "There is a fourth royal Heir, a Dalznan one. I have seen him myself, and 
though he turned against us all, he is still an Heir. He rides a telepathic horse and holds a 
talking sword, and-"
  "Kymenos," said Nightstone, surprised beyond measure. But then she felt a 
momentary surge of affection for Kymenos. You managed to drive her to distraction. 
Good to know it does not only work on me. "He's not the Dalznan Royal Heir. He told me 
so himself."
  "He must be," Dolasson insisted.
  "That's what I like about the Light," Nightstone remarked to no one in particular. 
"No one to convince but themselves, and even they must distrust their proclamations if 
they are sane, but they go on making and believing them anyway."
  Dolasson backed away from her, eyes staring like a wild horse's. "The world has 
not changed," she whispered. "The world could not have changed that much, and Light 
and Destiny snapped free of their control."
  "It has," said Nightstone. "If you run, then you might be able to find your 
Princess just before she dies."
  Dolasson gave her a look of hatred and hurried away down the tunnel she and her 
people had been making for before, motioning the rest after her. They went willingly 
enough, though a few of them dared to look back at Nightstone and finger their weapons. 
Nightstone destroyed those, but the rest she let go, despite the temptation. They would 
know despair enough when they finally found their Princess, wherever she might be. She 
didn't want to destroy that now, when she had gone to so much trouble to engender the 
despair.
  A soft sound made her turn. The gull was rousing itself, stretching its wings as 
though it wanted to make sure nothing was broken.
  Nightstone smiled. "Welcome back."
  The gull clacked its beak at her, then hopped up and flew out a different tunnel, 
leading west and slanting steeply downward. Nightstone frowned and glanced around the 



old city.
  "What about this one?"
  An impatient call came back from the darkness, urging her on after the gull.
  Nightstone shrugged. She had no proof that this was the city, and some kind of 
proof that it wasn't; it was too near the surface and traveled routes to remain undiscovered 
for long. The Light would surely have found Shadow's power and tried to destroy it 
before now.
  And she had no better guide than the gull.
  She scooped up her pack and followed, holding the crystal high to light her way. 
 



Chapter 40

 They Are Coming
 "When the Hunt comes riding, 
 Then better all humans flee into hiding."
  -Rivendonian proverb.
  "Kymenos."
  Kymenos opened his eyes at once. He disliked Norianna, but he had learned the 
different tones of her voice. When she said something like that, in a hiss on the edges of 
terror, he wasn't inclined to lie still and keep snoring.
  The clearing where they camped seemed quiet enough, though. Sykeen stood 
drowsing on one side of the fire, and Talazh slept on the other. Kymenos could hear the 
sounds of insects whirring around the fire, and the distant calls of wolves. Nothing 
abnormal.
  "What is it?" he asked.
  "They are coming."
  Kymenos fought to control his own terror at the dread in her voice, but he said, 
"Who are coming?"
  "The elves."
  Kymenos frowned, his assessment of the sword's alarm fading. Why is she 
worried? We faced and fought them once before. "And you can't fend them off this time 
for some reason?"
  "You don't understand," said Norianna tensely. "The last time, it was only a flight 
of elves that swooped down on us- harmful to someone without a talking sword, but not 
dangerous to me."
  "Yes, I understood that much," Kymenos muttered, sitting up. He moved as 
slowly and carefully as he could, despite Norianna's urgency. He didn't want to wake 
Talazh back up again when the poor boy had probably just gotten to sleep.
  "This is the full Hunt," said Norianna. "The Hunt that many mortals assume rode 
across the sky in ancient times, but didn't, truly, since they never considered humans that 
important as prey. That they have called out the Hunt for you- I do not like this. Someone 
must be doing them a great favor, if they are willing to rouse the horses and use this 
enormous an amount of Faerie magic."
  Kymenos shook his head. "I grew up in Dalzna. The legends about the Hunt are 
rarer there. What is the difference between a Hunt and a flight of elf-horses?"
  Norianna only had time to say, "They-" before the horn-call split the air.
  Kymenos closed his eyes. Suddenly, he thought he knew what it was like for a 
mouse when an owl sailed across the sky. There was that sensation of breathless terror, of 
crouching low so that the predator couldn't see him, and that certainty that they would see 
him anyway, and come down on him. Then there would be death. Death was inevitable, if 
they saw him.
  But he didn't dare move, because then they would be sure to see him. Best to 
crouch and not move.
  "Kymenos, get up!"
  Kymenos tried to force words past his numb lips, but he was shivering too badly 
to do so. 



  "Kymenos, listen to me." Norianna's voice was like a beam of moonlight in the 
terror, and Kymenos clung fiercely to it, listening to her with a dedication that he knew 
he would never have been able to manage ordinarily. "They do this to keep their victims 
trapped. We must run. We might not be able to get away, but we must run. Then they will 
slay us as we run, and we won't experience the elf-madness before we die. Crouch here, 
and they will break your mind and make you come crawling to their feet before they take 
your blood."
  That got Kymenos moving. He didn't relish the thought of crawling to anyone's 
feet; it wasn't even something he did for most women. He stood up, clenching Norianna's 
hilt. She seemed to send strength flowing up his arm, and from there to his heart. With 
her help, he was able to stumble over, wake Sykeen, and whisper in the horse's ear when 
Sykeen began to succumb to the terror.
  "It's all right. We must run, the way that we did when the first elf-horses came 
down on us. Can you manage it?"
  Sykeen's tail drooped, but he neighed uneasily. I will try. I do not know if I can 
outrun them this time.
  Try. Kymenos patted his neck, one of the few gestures he had given the horse 
since their bonding, and then turned to wake up Talazh. Norianna did it, though, shouting 
as loudly as she could.
  "Elves!"
  Talazh actually sprang to his feet, staring around. Then he caught sight of them, 
frowned, and started to speak.
  A second horn-call rang out.
  Talazh seemed to wilt in front of Kymenos's eyes. Suddenly he was on his knees 
and shivering, and Kymenos hurried over to put an arm around him, supporting him.
  "I know," he murmured, clutching both the boy and Norianna. "But we have to 
get out of here. Can you stand?"
  Talazh closed his eyes, and took a deep breath. Kymenos wondered if this was 
some ritual of patience or strength that the Crownkillers had taught him. When he at last 
looked at Kymenos again, his eyes were staring, but he nodded calmly.
  "I'm ready."
  "Good," said Kymenos, and then spoke privately to Norianna. Do you really 
think that we can outrun them?
  No.
  Kymenos nodded. Then do you think that Talazh and Sykeen might outrun them? 
Or will they chase anything that moves?
   Norianna hesitated for a long moment. Then she said, The Hunt is only meant for  
you, or Sykeen and Talazh would have awakened when the first horn-call rang out. If I 
didn't have other means to sense the elves moving, even I wouldn't have heard it before 
you did.
   Kymenos nodded again. Then I will send them and you ahead, and run in a 
different direction.
  You can't do that.
  Oh, yes, I can. Kymenos turned to Talazh with a smile. "We're going to try a trick 
to fool the elves, Talazh. Norianna tells me that they hunt in a solid group, and don't like 
to split up. So we'll send you in one direction, riding Sykeen, and me in another, carrying 



Norianna."
  Talazh narrowed his eyes. "But wouldn't they just chase one of us? And then what 
would become of the other?"
  "No," Kymenos said calmly. "They'll be too confused to do anything. Norianna 
told me." He shivered as another horn-call rang out, but managed not to crumple under it. 
"Ride, and I'll run."
  Why are you doing this? Norianna asked. It's wrong to let the boy think that 
you're both going to get away.
  I notice that you're not stopping me.
  It might be the first heroic thing you've done, Norianna admitted. But why?
  I would like to know that, too, Sykeen added in.
  Because I want Talazh to be safe, said Kymenos. And I know that Sykeen can 
carry him out of danger in time. I will send you with them, too, Norianna.
  No.
  I don't want to go, said Sykeen, dancing from hoof to hoof. Talazh looked 
uneasily at the horse.
  "Does he only want to bear you again?" he asked. "I don't want to ride a horse 
that will fling me off."
  "No," said Kymenos. "He's just getting a little agitated. The elf-horses can fly 
very fast, after all, and perhaps he won't be able to outrun them."
  Sykeen tossed his head up and snorted. I can outrun them, no matter how much 
magic from Faerie they're using!
  With one rider.
   Sykeen hesitated, then dipped his head. Yes. Two would slow me down enough so 
that they can catch me.
  Then go, my friend. Kymenos clapped his shoulder. I wouldn't ask this of you if I 
didn't know that you had to do it. I will keep Norianna with me, since she insists on it so 
much, but I have to ask you to carry Talazh.
  Sykeen turned his head away. Bonding with you is more full of sacrifices than I 
could ever have expected.
  I know, my friend.
  And now you're calling me that.
  Aren't you?
  Sykeen snorted, but Kymenos could feel the agreement, wordless though it was. 
He turned to Talazh. "I suggest that you mount up and ride, and then I'll start running. 
Make for the north, for Dalzna. I'll run east, towards the Shelin Valley. We'll find each 
other again- at the Lake of the Northern Winds, if nowhere else."
  Talazh managed to smile. "That's true. I have to make sure that you're not really 
the Dalznan Royal Heir, you know."
  The horn-call rang out again, stifling whatever Kymenos might have said. He 
nodded brusquely to Talazh and then snuffed the fire. Looking up, he could just make out 
a string of dark shapes moving across the stars. He took a deep breath, then turned and 
sprinted downhill, away from the camp.
  I can guide your body, Norianna offered in his head. I can see the way ahead, 
and I can make sure you don't trip.
  Good idea.



   Kymenos felt his feet take on a strange grace and speed a moment later, as if 
there were no possibility that he was going to stumble over anything. He glanced over his 
shoulder, and saw Sykeen already a distant hump in the hills. The horse could run, he 
thought, feeling the distant echo of hooves hitting the stone.
  And the elves were wheeling above the camp, and then coming after him alone.
 For a moment, confidence overtook Kymenos. All he had to do was keep ahead of 
the elves, and-
  Then he realized how fast the elf-horses were flying, and confidence deserted 
him again. They were playing with him now, some of the horses dancing ahead, others 
dancing back, others crossing in midair as though they were putting on a play. They could 
take him at any time they wanted.
  But at least he would make them kill him, and not become a gibbering toy for 
their amusement.
  What is this? Norianna said abruptly.
  Kymenos didn't know what she was talking about, and already had no breath to 
ask, so he kept running in that strange doubled manner. He moved his feet, but Norianna 
told them where to go. And blending through it all were the sensations of Sykeen's 
running, as though the horse were beside him in another body linked to the same mind.
  Something curved down in front of him, and Kymenos would have stopped if he 
could. A single elf-horse and rider awaited him, and the encouraging, sweet laughter of 
the elves came from all around him. But Norianna kept him moving, kept him running 
forward, and Kymenos resigned himself to the fact that she knew better than he did. If he 
was going to die, maybe it really did have to be on the run, and the elves would take any 
slowing as a sign of surrender.
  He wished he could think of better last words or last mental images than the ones 
that were coming to mind now, though. The thoughts he had at the moment mostly 
consisted of how hard the stones were, and how strange it was to run with the absolute 
assurance of not tripping over anything.
  The elf called his name, and Kymenos expected another surge of fear. But only 
annoyance came, and another moment later he knew why.
  "Pannerel?"
  "The same."
  Kymenos shook his head, though by now he was only about twenty feet away 
from the elf-horse and couldn't stop. "You can't be here. You don't have anything to do 
with this. I thought you liked me, or didn't want to have anything to do with me, or 
something like that."
  "Oh, I did," Pannerel agreed, and then looked behind him, into the darkness. 
"Now, my lady!"
  An explosion lit the air. It was an extremely uncomfortable explosion, and not 
because it was blinding. Kymenos found that his eyes wanted to flinch away from it, and 
he actually turned his head before Norianna snapped in his head, Don't do that! It 
interferes with the running.
   He heard the startled cries of the elves, and Pannerel laughing, and a woman's 
voice saying, "Is that enough?"
  "It should be," said Pannerel, sounding gleeful. "Come, Kymenos." An arm 
curved around his waist and lifted him into air. For a moment, Kymenos's legs kept 



going, since he couldn't quite seem to relinquish control, or perhaps take his control back 
from Norianna. "Up we go."
  He set Kymenos on the elf-horse's back, and when she pranced, Pannerel gave 
her the kind of absent-minded slap that Kymenos wouldn't have minded giving Sykeen 
on occasion. Then he looked over his shoulder, and called, "Come, my lady, unless you 
want to be left behind?"
  "In a Kingdom not my own?" said the voice. "No, thank you." And someone 
jumped up behind Kymenos, clasping him around the waist. He might have said 
something about that, but he was still trying to get his legs to stop moving.
  Pannerel jumped up in front of him, whistling and shouting and tugging on the 
mare's silver mane. In seconds, she cantered forward and lifted into the air, and began 
flying north at such a rate that Kymenos's words were whipped from his mouth when he 
tried to speak.
  The woman behind him said, as if she were used to it, "My name is Estora, and 
I'm the Heir to Rivendon. Pannerel tells me that you're the Heir of Dalzna. Very 
interesting, that."
  Kymenos glanced over his shoulder. The woman behind him was still somewhat 
hidden behind burning afterimages, but he could make out a dark golden face, and silver 
eyes watching him intently.
  We're on an elf-horse hundreds of feet in the air, and this woman just saved your 
life, Norianna reminded him. It would be a bad idea to start going on about royalty and 
how much you hate it now.
  I don't need you tell me that, Kymenos snapped, and was glad that his legs finally 
stopped moving. To Estora, he said, "Yes, I am the Heir of Dalzna. Kymenos is my 
name."
  Estora nodded. The afterimages had faded, and by now Kymenos could make out 
that she was an adult woman. He frowned. "I thought the Princess of Rivendon was much 
younger," he said, before he could stop himself.
  Norianna groaned in his head, but Estora only laughed. "Everyone tells me that," 
she said. "Of course, I am the rightful Princess of Rivendon. The one who thinks she's the 
rightful one is parading around my country right now in a silver dress, trying to make 
everyone love her. It won't work. I will take the throne at last."
  "Yes," said Kymenos, not caring to oppose the look in Estora's eyes. In her own 
way, she looked more dangerous than Nightstone. At least Nightstone had the weakness 
of her chastity and tried to compromise on the way that she ruled Orlath. Estora looked 
fanatically determined. Well, there's always the hope that she and the non-rightful 
Princess will kill each other off. "And where are we going?"
  Estora shrugged. "I'm going back to Rivendon. I don't know where Pannerel 
planned to drop you."
  "Near Talazh," said Pannerel. "And then I shall take you back to Rivendon, my 
lady, and then I shall come back and bear you to the Lake of the Northern Winds, 
Kymenos."
  Kymenos scowled at nothing in particular.
  "What is the matter?" Estora asked, her voice curious. "I would think that you 
would be happy to reclaim the crown at last."
  "Of course," said Kymenos, making his voice smooth again. "But it is somewhat 



of a conflict, my lady. I was raised to hate royalty, and to find out that I was what I hated- 
it was quite a shock."
  Estora patted his shoulder. "I can imagine. But you will make Dalzna a proper 
ruler, since I trust that you are not a man who forgets his obligations."
  Kymenos chuckled. "Of course not." I had better not be the Heir of Dalzna, 
Norianna. I don't want my country indebted to a mad Queen.
   Norianna, who was humming to herself, didn't appear to hear him.
 



Chapter 41

 Think and Be Still
 "If everyone always did sensible things, then there would be no history-tales."
 -Proverb from Doralissa.
  "Be still." Silar was whispering, but it still sounded as loud as a drum in Elary's 
ears. "They might hunt Mitherill and Melior, but still not find us."
  Elary stared at her for a moment, then decided she didn't want to wait to find out 
if Silar was serious or not. Melior and Mitherill was in danger right now, and she had to 
do something to save them. She jumped to her feet and ran towards the nearest intruder, 
who had bent his bow, aiming at Melior. He would strike through the lightning, but he 
could hit Mitherill.
  "Stop!" Elary cried.
  A few of them turned to look at her, and Elary noticed the crown patches on their 
shoulders. She hesitated. Did that mean they had some allegiance to the throne of Ilantra-
Arvenna? She thought she remembered hearing that the Crownkillers of Dalzna wore a 
similar patch.
  "Why should we?" asked the apparent leader, a tall man with a grim face, who 
looked as if smiling would cause him to flake to pieces. "We have been hunted and 
hounded through the tunnels. We have met with opposition in places where it never 
should have been. And this is another place where we should have found no one but 
ourselves, and yet others insist on intruding." He glanced back at the archer. "Shoot."
  "I am carrying the Princess of Arvenna!" Melior cried out just then, from her 
position above the lake.
  There was a long pause. Elary had the feeling for a moment that it could have 
gone either way. Perhaps the archer would shoot his arrow anyway, out of boredom or 
frustration or because he considered his leader's voice the more important one to obey 
than that of some unknown half-liadra.
  Then the leader smiled, and it didn't break his face after all. "Truly, my lady?" he 
called.
  "Truly." Melior reformed, and so they could see her as a half-liadra holding the 
Princess, who did, Elary reflected, look like a Princess at the moment. She was the pale 
and sleeping kind, the kind who had to spend centuries waiting for the proper time to rise 
and redeem their lands, but she looked like one. "This is the Princess Mitherill of Ilantra-
Arvenna. We are on a quest for the Diamond of Ezudlos. And who are you? Are you the 
Princess's loyal subjects?"
  "We are, my lady." The man's eyes were almost shining; he looked as if new life 
had come into him. He glanced at Elary, and then at Silar, who was rising to her feet 
slowly, as if unwilling to be associated with people like Melior and Mitherill. "And who 
are these? Your companions?"
  "Yes," said Melior, who looked as if she would have wanted to do some 
discounting of her own. She finally landed on the shore, and the Arvennese came 
crowding forward around the Princess. She let them, keeping her own eyes fixed firmly 
on the face of the leader. "This is Elary, the Princess's Destined guardian, and Silar, who 
is of the Serpents, as I am."
  "Lord Naldeon's people?" Now Elary was sure that the man would kill himself 



with smiling.
  "Yes, my lord."
  "The Serpent's Shelter is no more," said the man. "Something attacked and 
destroyed it. But it is good to see that you fled ahead of the disaster."
  Melior stared at him. Then she asked, "What happened to it?"
  The man shook his head. "Only the hand of a god or a power could have 
destroyed it so thoroughly, but we thought that none save friendly gods and powers knew 
of its existence. I do not know what it was, my lady." He paused. "We have been hoping 
against hope to find the Princess alive. There were rumors that said she would pursue the 
Diamond, so we came to the Caves Radiancia and resolved to wait until she arrived. And 
now we find you here, beyond all hope."
  Melior smiled and glanced at Elary and Silar. "We have had a great deal of help," 
she said.
  Silar smiled.
  "Destiny has been watching over us every step of the way," Melior went on, 
caressing the Princess's head, "and without the Princess, we would have been caught by 
several of the strange traps along the way. She is sick now, from her ilzán blood. She 
needs time and rest to recover."
  Silar snapped her wings open. Elary grasped her arm quickly, and the leader gave 
them a curious glance before he turned and bowed his head to Melior.
  "Then it shall be done, my lady. We have some healing supplies with us, and of 
course there is some healing in the moss. We can tend her." He reached out himself and 
finally stroked the Princess's hair back, his fingers trembling. "Is she real?" he asked, as 
of himself. "Can she be?"
  "She is real, my lord," said Melior, head up and eyes shining. "And she will be 
more real yet, when we set her on her throne and she rules Arvenna in the favor of the 
goddess."
  "Well-spoken!" laughed the leader.
  "Yes, of course it was," Silar muttered. Elary gave her a concerned glance, almost 
afraid that she would fly apart in front of everyone.
  "My name is Dassen," the man went on. "Come into our camp, and be welcome. 
This place is of use in a pinch, but it is too exposed. We will lead you further towards the 
Diamond, and then we will rest."
  "Too exposed," muttered Silar. "To what? Every attack from the lake would have 
to cover less ground, and I know that it's hidden from above. I took care of that. I was 
damn sure of that-"
  Two of the Crownseekers turned and looked at them, and Elary pressed down 
harder on Silar's arm until she shut up, then smiled at the two Crownseekers. "I am the 
Princess's guardian, and half-ilzán," she said. "Might I help? I have some healing 
knowledge, but I had no supplies."
  "Of course," said Dassen. "Come with us, and we will show you where we keep 
the supplies." The Crownseekers were already moving towards a fold in the rock that 
Elary hadn't even guessed might open onto a tunnel.
  Elary nodded, and then turned and gripped Silar's arm so hard that she knew she 
must be hurting her. But she would not let this go. "Silar, we have no choice but to play 
along for right now. Think and be still. Don't say something stupid just because you think 



you have something to prove."
  "They will believe that it was the Princess's fault she got this far," said Silar. 
"Instead of our courage and skill, which are impressive even if we are serving the wrong 
mistress."
  "Then let them think it," said Elary, hoping that none of the Crownseekers would 
seek to move near them and hear their conversation. "You don't need the credit, do you? 
You and I both know what we did."
  Silar breathed harshly, glaring over Elary's shoulder at Dassen. He looked back 
curiously, as though he wasn't sure how to take the kiness woman's glare.
  "All right," she said at last. "But when the proper time comes, then I will reveal 
my part in this."
  "I know."
  "And yours," said Silar, clenching Elary's hand in her own. "You undervalue 
yourself too much. I am remembering you, and I shall cause you to be remembered, even 
if you don't want to."
  Elary shuddered very faintly. She wasn't sure that Silar had meant that to sound 
like a threat, but that was what it sounded like.
  "My lady?"
  Dassen was standing next to her, looking at her expectantly. Elary shook her head 
and hurried after the Crownseekers, pulling Silar along with her. She had better things to 
do than argue about fame that they would probably never have anyway.
 ********
  "Nothing else you can do?"
  Elary shook her head and sat back on her heels. "She was reared among the 
disease-fey, but even there, she wouldn't have found all the diseases that could attack her. 
Let her work through the fever, and she will come out of it knowing how to heal it. If I 
tried to bring her out early…"
  As she went into the same spiel that she had given Melior, Elary studied Dassen. 
He was listening eagerly to her and nodding to everything she said, but he never really 
took his eyes off Mitherill. Neither did the rest of the Crownseekers. All of them knew 
where she was in a moment, and kept glancing at her while they built fires of moss and 
dried wood they had brought with them, or ate and lay down to rest. If Elary shifted one 
of her legs or her arms, they sprang to their feet, hands on their weapons. It was 
beginning to tire Elary.
  She added, while Dassen studied the sleeping girl, "There really is nothing that 
anyone can do, my lord. We'll have to wait until she comes out of it. Nothing more, 
nothing less."
  "She is a credit to her people," said Dassen, and this time he stroked Mitherill's 
hair as if she were his own daughter. "She's willing to suffer diseases just so that she can 
heal and tend us." A tear stood in the corner of his eye for a moment, then tricked down 
his cheek.
  Elary nodded. "Quite right, my lord." If she said what was in her head at the 
moment, neither she nor Silar would walk out of the Crownseeker camp alive.
  Speaking of walking out alive…
   Elary glanced over her shoulder at Silar. The kiness woman had accepted some 
dried fish and meat from the Crownseekers, and managed to smile at those who asked 



questions of her. But she ate by herself, and when she glanced at Mitherill, her face was 
brooding and angry.
  "A moment, my lord," said Elary. "There are others of my companions who also 
need attention."
  "But Mitherill needs it more."
  Elary turned back, frowning, to see that Dassen was glaring at her. "My lord, 
there is nothing more than I can do. I told you that. We can only wait until the fever 
departs from her."
  "That's not what I meant," said Dassen. "You should remain nearby, just in case 
she wakes and calls for you."
  "But she won't wake for a while," said Elary. "I know that much about this kind 
of fever."
  Dassen sighed. "Very well. But hurry back. The Princess's Destined guardian 
should never be far from her."
  Elary bowed to him, and then hurried to Silar's side. Silar snapped her wings 
open as Elary came towards her, and she said in a flat voice, "It hurts to hear that 
Naldeon's people are gone. Please, keep your condolences to yourself for now, and do not 
speak to me as I brood."
  "Silar. It's me."
  Silar blinked, looked up, and then smiled. "Oh, greetings. Isn't it fun to have only 
two sane people in the camp?"
  "Hush, Silar," said Elary, sitting down beside her. "I don't understand what's the 
matter. You were a member of the Serpents for years, and you must have heard people 
speaking lies about you then, or at least things that you didn't agree with and didn't want 
to hear. You managed to live with them. You could even create a smiling face for yourself 
with Illusion, if you didn't want to smile. Why are you showing your displeasure forth 
now?"
  "Because I loved and fought for Arvenna, and that isn't the way that Arvenna 
should be," said Silar, her voice sharp and bitter.
  Elary blinked and looked around the cave. "I don't know what you mean," she 
said at last. "Surely the Crownseekers are almost the same as the Serpents? Surely they 
want the same things?"
  Silar laughed. "Do you see the way they love her? She hasn't done anything, and 
they are in awe of her. They think that she's wonderful." She added, "Perhaps that's why 
they love her, and when she wakes up and shows them what she's really like, it will be 
different. But I don't think so. I think that they'll still adore her, and she hasn't done 
anything to merit it."
  "Silar," said Elary as gently as she could. "I still don't understand. Tell me, please 
tell me, what's wrong."
  "She hasn't done anything to merit it!" said Silar savagely. "All of us thought the 
Destined Princess would be special and pure and wonderful because- because that's the 
way that Destined Princesses are. But instead, she's a spoiled child and can't wait until 
she sits the throne and-" She buried her head in her hands. "I just can't believe that I 
waited," she whispered, "and that I was loving and serving and dreaming of that."
  Elary flinched. "She may get better," she said. "The Diamond may redeem her. 
And of course she's still a child, and she may become an adult over the next few years."



  "She's still a child," said Silar, "and she's twelve. She acts like she's six. What 
will she be like in a few years? Like a twelve-year-old?"
  Elary sighed. "I just don't know why you're giving up so quickly."
  "Because the history-tales are false," said Silar. "They didn't tell us to expect a 
spoiled child who would get better. They didn't tell us to expect someone I would hate to 
serve. They told us to expect a heroine. Mitherill's not a heroine. Someone who looks at 
the throne like that never could be."
  "We could try to teach her more-"
  "It won't work," said Silar. Her eyes were bleak. "We can teach her all we like, 
and still we won't get anywhere, because Destiny and those who really do love and serve 
her will be there, counteracting our teaching."
  Elary closed her eyes. "And how many years have you spent dreaming of the way 
Arvenna could be?" she asked.
  "Twelve years in the Serpents," said Silar, "and a century before that, when I first 
left the other kinessi because just living in the same world with humans didn't sit well 
with me. I wanted to do something to make it better. And the others laughed at me, and 
said it wouldn't work." She laughed. "I never knew that they were right, until just now."
  "There are other dreams," said Elary.
  For some reason, those simple words made Silar pause. She looked at Elary 
thoughtfully for a moment, then nodded. "You're right," she said. "There are other 
dreams."
  "Silar?" Elary asked, somewhat alarmed by the expression on her face.
  Silar stroked her face. "I'll be fine." She stood up and walked further into the 
tunnel.
  Elary sat still, and wondered why having cheered Silar up should make her so 
uneasy.
 



Chapter 42

 Drums In The Dawn
 "I have heard the drums of the silvereyes beating like a heart;
 I have looked on the birds that soar and fly high apart.
 I have sung all the songs that you would have me sing,
 And what am I, in the end, but a bird upon the wing?"
 -Song of Aressa the Bard to her lover, Durmorn.
  "Olumer!"
  Olumer opened his eyes at once. He had heard that kind of tone before from 
Cadona. She was always terrified when she used it, and he wanted to find out what was 
wrong before she flew into a temper or injured herself.
  But for a moment, he didn't know what was wrong. The villagers had given 
Cadona a small house, and Olumer was sleeping on the floor near her bed. He sat up and 
looked around, and saw nothing. He looked up at her and blinked when he saw that she 
was huddling near the far side of the bed, her eyes as wide as portals.
  "Cadona, what is it?" he whispered.
  "Listen," she said, managing an angry glance even in the midst of her terror, as if 
to ask him Can't you hear? "There are strange sounds outside."
  Olumer sat up and listened. Yes, there were faint sounds, but he was surprised 
that they could have awakened Cadona. He could barely hear them through the thick 
wooden walls, and he was silvereyes, with keener ears. But he sat up, and caressed her 
cheek, smiling at her to reassure her as best he could.
  "I will return," he said, and stepped out of the house, closing the door behind 
him.
  The sound was clearer now, but still muffled, still small. Olumer walked towards 
it, changing his mind about what it was with every step he took. Now it sounded like 
drums, and now a heartbeat, and now like a whispering or chanting where the words were 
run very close together.
  He came around the corner of the house, and saw the silvereyes pack playing 
drums in the early light of dawn.
  Olumer's breath caught. He should have recognized the sound at once, but the 
memories that dealt with the drums were even older than most of the memories in the 
shining net, and less often invoked. These were the drums that his people played when 
they celebrated the end of hibernation, or the coming of spring, or the defeat of a group of 
filifernai. Olumer didn't know what they were celebrating now, but he stood and listened 
to the drumming for long moments before Helian glanced up and noticed him.
  She transferred her paddle from one hand to the other, and held up the now free 
one in silent invitation.
  Olumer hesitated, but he was already moving forward, and he took his place 
behind the drum as if he had always known how to do it. And he had; he had just 
forgotten for a little while.
  He waited until the song curved back around to a familiar rhythm, and then 
touched the paddle to the drum. It made a soft sound, and Olumer heard the second echo 
behind that, the echo that spoke to the light in the air which made shining nets. 
Sometimes the silvereyes said that that echo told the world to do things. This was the 



song celebrating the return of spring to the mountains, and the second echo would tell the 
snow to melt and the grass to rise, supposedly.
  Olumer didn't know if he believed that. He had never met any human who did. 
But then, it didn't really matter if he believed it or not. He only had to join in the 
drumming, and he could, blending faultlessly with the music.
  Then Helian stood up before them all and began to dance.
  Olumer watched her in admiration, his hand moving the paddle without the 
guidance of his eyes. The drumming was old, and he knew it in his blood and his own fey 
heart. Helian knew the dance in the same way, and she was gazing at the sky as she 
leaped and spun and flipped, never glancing at the silvereyes pack who watched her.
  Temer began to sing, and the music and the drumming and the dance blended into 
each other. 
  Olumer spared a moment to wonder what Cadona must be thinking in her 
bedchamber, and then lost the thread of the thought. Coming slowly towards them now 
was a deer, which shied and tossed its head at the scent of silvereyes, but continued 
moving nonetheless, drawn by something old and savage. The second note of the 
drumming, maybe.
  Helian danced up to the deer, and reached out to lay a clawed hand on its neck. 
The deer stood, trembling, but let her stroke it, even turning its head to nuzzle gently at 
her shoulder.
  Helian bent under the deer, using a movement of the dance, and checked to see if 
she was nursing a fawn. She wasn't, and in a second Helian stood up and broke the deer's 
neck with an easy, graceful move.
  Helian laughed, and danced one time around the deer. Than the song stopped, and 
then the dancing, as Helian fell hungrily on the deer, and then the drumming. Olumer 
stood up and stretched. It was a long time since he had done that, of course, and his hand 
ached from the steady beat of the paddle. But he couldn't stop smiling. He could get used 
to this again.
  Temer bounded up beside Helian and snarled at her. Helian snarled back. Olumer 
stepped back and waited, wondering if the pack leader would get to eat first, or if he 
would yield to Helian.
  It seemed that Temer knew he couldn't back down without yielding the whole 
control of the pack at once to Helian. He continued to bare his teeth at her, and at last she 
looked away from him and made a sulky snarl in her throat. Temer growled in 
satisfaction and tore into the meat. Helian stood back, watching the others, and snarled 
when she met their eyes, save for Olumer. She only smiled in invitation when she saw 
him looking at her.
  Olumer looked carefully at the snow. Politics in a silvereyes pack flowed as 
much from eye contact and smiles as words. If he looked too polite to a silvereyes 
challenging the leader, then he would be implicated on her side. He kept his eyes on the 
ground until he heard Helian make a snarling sound and look away. She sprang on the 
deer the moment that Temer pulled back and started feasting on some of the choice meat. 
Helian tore viciously into the meat as if to show that her anger was justified, but she 
didn't take or spoil more than her share. Silvereyes were fair to their subordinates, if not 
their superiors.
  Olumer came forward after everyone else was done, and there was still plenty of 



food left. He stood over the deer for a moment, thinking of all the years he had spent as a 
human cooking meat. Such a waste, it seemed now, when the wound was open and 
steaming in the cold air, and the blood was lying fair and bright on the snow.
  "Are you going to eat or not, Olumer?"
  Olumer looked up to see Helian lingering near him, staring at him. She had blood 
on her claws, and was licking it off carefully, one claw at a time.
  "Eat," said Olumer, and knelt, using his claws to cut a haunch free. Hesitantly, he 
bit into it. Even most of the meat he had eaten on the march with Cadona's army was 
cooked or dry. What would raw taste like?
  Wonderful.
   He immediately started eating faster, and by the time that he paused to look up, 
he had devoured twice what he would usually have eaten. Temer and the other members 
of the pack were watching him with tolerant smiles. Olumer lowered his gaze and began 
to apologize, but the pack leader's laugh stopped him.
  "It does the silvereyes good to see that someone imprisoned by a shining net and 
human cruelty can awake," Temer said. "And there is hope that you will awaken fully, 
and leave behind these humans you insist on serving."
  "And the stone statues," said Helian. "They are evil. I could smell that on them. 
Perhaps you can leave them behind?"
  "Helian!" said Temer firmly. "I told you not to go near enough to smell them. 
Why did you?"
  Helian glanced up at her cousin and flashed her teeth. "Because I wanted to," she 
said. "That order didn't make sense. It didn't have anything to do with the safety of the 
pack. If they caught me, I certainly wouldn't have come back here."
  "But you disobeyed me."
  "Because I know myself the better," said Helian, standing up, still holding 
Temer's eyes. Olumer lay back in the snow, partially to rest his full belly and partially so 
that he could watch the contest without getting in the way. This was the only time he 
could stare at the pack leaders, and he wanted to make the most of it.
  "I could kill you where you stand," said Temer. "I am stronger than you, Helian. 
You know it." He began to pace in a circle.
  Helian wrinkled her lips back from her teeth, but stood still. "You beat me last 
time in a contest of strength, Temer," she said. "But you have always avoided the kind of 
contest that would prove you fit to be leader. Will you match me in a contest of poetry 
and wits?"
  "That does not prove more than strength," said Temer. "I won because I am the 
strongest killer, the fastest hunter-"
  "And that means nothing, compared to the hunter who can find the best place to 
spring out and break the deer's neck," said Helian. "You would never have thought of 
coming near the deer during the dance and breaking its neck. Admit it."
  Temer growled, and then said, "A contest of wits it is. I will begin."
  "Of course you will," said Helian, in a tone that proclaimed she fully expected his 
part of the contest to be short.
  Temer cleared his throat, giving Helian a hard look as if daring her to give him a 
hard time about them. Helian just looked at him. She seemed poised to Olumer, a sleek 
shape ready to spring.



  Temer began to sing. He was reciting one of the poems that most packs sang 
when they hunted. Olumer listened without moving, but it was only because he hadn't 
heard the hunting songs in so long. They were as he remembered, moons and mountains 
and snow and blood. The silvereyes voice did give them an added something, but even 
Olumer knew Temer's performance wouldn't be hard to better.
  Helian stood there, and smiled at him. When it became clear that her cousin was 
done, she cleared her own throat and began to sing the same song that he had used. 
Olumer thought she meant to show them how much better she could sing it. It was a 
valuable asset in a pack leader, so that the pack waiting below could hear her voice a long 
way down a slope.
  But it wasn't just the same song, Olumer realized a moment later. It was a parody 
of the same song. Helian turned the words backwards, and managed to convert at least 
half the lines into some pun about Temer. She glanced at him and then away again, as if 
too shy to meet Temer's eyes directly, but that only made Temer snarl more loudly. Helian 
kept singing.
  She reached the end of the song with a loud flourish, and then turned and faced 
Temer. The rest of the pack was half-sitting, half-lounging, waiting to see what would 
happen and whose side they should jump in on.
  Helian laughed.
  Temer sprang, roaring as though he would bring down the snow on top of them. 
Helian went down beneath the pack leader, but Olumer saw almost at once that she had 
planned this. She came back up with a subtle twist that Olumer had never seen a 
silvereyes fighter use before, and laid her claws against Temer's throat, panting and 
smiling lightly into his eyes.
  "You broke the rules," she said. "But I am inclined to spare your life, since we are 
fighting in a place between the rules. Will you yield the leadership of the pack to me, and 
accept the position of third-in-command?"
  Temer started to answer, and then frowned at her. "I do not know what you 
mean," he said. "I would not accept the position of third-in-command, but second. Who 
do you think would answer better than I would?"
  Helian turned her head then, and Olumer found her eyes on him. He flushed, and 
scraped his claws in the snow, uncertain of what to do. He looked away from her and 
down, as if that would clear him of having to answer.
  "Olumer." Helian's voice was almost painfully quiet. "I have found a silvereyes I 
want as my second-in-command for a time, and if I become pregnant, then the mate I will 
raise my children with."
  "This is very sudden, my lady," said Olumer to the snow.
  Helian laughed. "And you are very human, my lord," she said mockingly. Olumer 
felt the moment her gaze moved off him and back to Temer. "Will you accept the position 
of third-in-command?"
  "Only if Olumer takes the position as your mate and plans to stay with the pack," 
said Temer stubbornly. "It sounds to me as if he doesn't want it. And if he doesn't, then I 
will take it, since there is no one who is so well-fitted."
  A few of the other pack members stirred at that, but said nothing. They knew they 
couldn't win the contest.
  "Olumer will accept it," said Helian. "How could he not? Am I not someone 



whom he could not catch in most packs, and am I not willing to become his mate and 
bear his children?"
  "I cannot, my lady," said Olumer. "The obligations that I spoke of yesterday keep 
me bound to my descendant and my mate."
  "Someone who is more human than she is silvereyes," said Helian. "And 
someone who is a stone statue. You would forsake a living silvereyes pack for them? You 
would run with them, and forget about us?"
  "I would not, if my choice was free," said Olumer, and finally found the courage 
to look up and meet her eyes. "But it is not, and you must know that I cannot make a 
choice against blood and for a mate."
  "All of us make it," said Helian. Olumer had the impression that she was trying to 
be gentle, but her next words bit. "And not all of us are so cowardly as to prefer staying 
human to being silvereyes."
  Olumer snapped his teeth, unable to hide the sign of his anger, but lowered his 
eyes again. "My lady, I cannot accept. I will not run with your pack, nor act as your 
second-in-command, nor be your mate."
  He stood, bowed to them both, and then backed away further, not sure how they 
would take the human gesture, and especially sure that he didn't want to stay around to 
find out. He heard Helian call his name, but he didn't turn back. He was sure that she 
would either manage to persuade him, or he would at least doubt his course of action, and 
he couldn't doubt. He was going to stay with Cadona.
  But he had been purely silvereyes for a few moments, and Olumer thought about 
that as he walked back to the house that the villagers had given Cadona.
  It was so easy. I didn't worry about Helian killing a deer, or about eating raw 
meat, or about a contest of poetry determining the pack leader, once I stopped thinking 
about it.
  I wonder if I'm really more human or more silvereyes now. And if I have a choice.
  He slipped into the house, and at once Cadona pounced on him. "What was it?" 
she asked. "You were gone so long that I thought something happened to you. What was 
it?"
  "Drumming," said Olumer, sitting down near the bed. He was trying to keep his 
mind on answering her questions, but his thoughts and his memories kept sliding 
sideways, towards the idea of running in the peaks with Helian's pack. "They were 
drumming up the spring."
  "Who were?"
  "The silvereyes," said Olumer.
  "Oh," said Cadona. "And you stayed and watched them, I suppose?" But already 
her voice was losing interest, and Olumer looked up to see her rolling herself back into 
her blankets.
  "Yes," said Olumer quietly.
 



Chapter 43

 Legends In the Tunnels
 "Have you ever had the experience of thinking about a legend and realizing that it  
not only could be true, but must be?"
  -Friwona of Rivendon.
  "Hush."
  The gull cried again and flew around Nightstone with insistent wings, as though 
it could make her move on by batting her in the face. Nightstone only batted back at it, 
and it flew over and sat on a stone nearby, clacking its beak sulkily.
  "I want to look at this," said Nightstone.
  The gull turned its back on her.
  Nightstone shrugged. It was all the explanation the gull was going to get, and so 
she held the crystal over to the wall to see more closely without feeling any guilt. The 
gull could damn well wait.
  This was a carving that she hadn't seen before, and which was made so skillfully 
that she wondered if newer fingers could even duplicate it. The whole wall was incised 
with small cuts, most of them square but some tending towards oblong, and all of them 
fitting perfectly together. Nightstone ran her finger over the incisions, and smiled in spite 
of her intention to be serious and studious so that the gull wouldn't sulk at her. What had 
these incisions meant? What did they use them for?
  The gull cried again.
  "Hush," said Nightstone, and touched the nearest incision, one of them oblong. 
She started when she felt warmth beneath her finger. But when she drew back and waited, 
nothing came exploding out of the walls at her.
  Nightstone shrugged and went back to examining the tunnel, but only to draw it 
out and annoy the gull. At last, though, she couldn't pretend to be seeing anything new, 
and she turned and smiled at the bird, which just clacked its beak back at her and then 
jumped into the tunnel and flew forward again.
  If you can call it forward, Nightstone thought. The tunnel bent more and more 
steeply as it went further down, until Nightstone thought they were almost walking in a 
curve. Of course, that meant they should come back on their starting place soon, but so 
far she hadn't seen any sign of the city.
  She had tried to picture in her mind what the path should look like, what structure 
the caves should have, and every time she wound up having a headache. So she just went 
on walking, and hoped that the gull wasn't leading her the wrong way.
  The tunnel grew steeper and steeper, and once again Nightstone wished she had 
brought rope, and regretted having to hold the crystal in one hand, and all the other 
regrets that she had had many other times since coming underground. But she had 
nothing else to dwell on, and so she dwelt on them extensively.
  Perhaps it was that that caused her to miss the moment when the tunnel became 
so steep that it was a slope.
  And then, of course, she was almost begging to lose her balance.
  Nightstone tripped, and went skidding forward when she tried to recover herself 
on the stone of the floor. At once she slapped out her free hand to the side of the tunnel, 
but there was nothing there. No handy stalactites, no ledges, only smooth rock.



  Nightstone swore, and squinted ahead in the light of the crystal. The blue light 
abruptly ended, though, and she saw only black beyond.
  She closed her eyes and tried to form into fire, and that, of course, was the 
moment when she smacked her head on the one projecting stone in the tunnel and went 
dizzy. She shook her head, trying frantically to recover her wits. She didn't know what 
she would find at the end of the light if she didn't.
  It didn't come in time, and she skidded forward still further and then over the lip 
of the drop.
  Nightstone found herself turning slowly and majestically in the air at first, and 
then falling faster and faster, so swiftly that the wind sang in her ears. She reached for the 
Scarlet, and found nothing. The Gust was the strong element here, and it coiled around 
her and tugged playfully at her clothing.
  Nightstone lunged for the Scarlet once more, but she had never had to 
concentrate while she fell majestically through the air, and she kept losing the necessary 
peace of mind in fear. She closed her eyes and breathed hoarsely. She was almost there. 
She could reach the Scarlet if-
  And then water hit her like stone.
 **********
  Nightstone woke. Her first thought was that she was dead, since everything 
around her was darkness, the way that the priestesses of Elle were always telling her it 
would be when she died. And now that she had sworn an oath to serve Shadow without 
wanting it- who knew? Perhaps she would wake in darkness, or perhaps Shadow had an 
afterlife that was identical to the Dark's.
  Her thoughts were moving in such dreamy directions when she became aware of 
the ringing in her ears, and the body swimming around her, trying to help her. She stared 
absently at it. Was it human? Maybe. But down here, in a lake of cold dark water?
  A lake of cold dark water in which she was drowning.
  Hmmm. It did not seem very important.
  Someone grabbed her arm and pinched then, hard enough to make Nightstone 
wake from the daze of drowning. Someone hooked an arm around her waist, and began to 
swim for the surface. As hard as she could, given that she had never really learned to 
swim- Scarlet mages usually didn't- Nightstone lunged and kicked with her own legs. 
That was how other people did it, right?
  Then her rescuer hauled her up above the water, and Nightstone began to cough 
water as he pounded her chest. For one moment, as she caught a glimpse of him between 
the strands of her soaking hair, she thought he was Kymenos. The bastard turned up 
everywhere, and he might save her life just so that he could go on tormenting her at night. 
It would be like him.
  But she was sure that she had never seen this man before. His frantic eyes and 
shaggy hair said it, at least. Kymenos would have been laughing, not frantic, and his hair 
looked disordered but never shaggy.
  "Who are you?" she would have asked, but there was a great deal of inconvenient 
water in her mouth to be spat out. She spat it out, and then repeated the question, but 
there was still water in the way. And then the man flung her down on the ground and 
began pumping her chest.
  Nightstone took only a moment to react to that. She was free of the water now, 



and that meant that she could use her Scarlet magic. She lashed out with fire, intending to 
make the man stumble away from her.
  He wielded a blast of air, turning back the flames on her until Nightstone had to 
put them out. Then he said, "You nearly drowned. Do try to lie still for a while," and 
leaped to his feet, hurrying into the darkness.
  "Who are you?" Nightstone called after him. No one answered. 
 As she peered into the darkness, trying to see him, she became aware that she 
could see, which didn't seem as if it should be the case, given that her crystal was 
probably lost in the depths of the lake.
 Golden light, not blue, she finally realized; her mind seemed to stutter and 
hesitate, as though water logged her thoughts, too. And it came from the moss clinging on 
the walls.
 She stood up and crept a little closer to the moss, fascinated by the golden glow. 
She had never seen a plant that gave light so steady. She laid a hand on it, but could find 
no warmth. It was pleasingly like sunlight, though, and so Nightstone sat and shivered in 
it while she waited for the man to return. She did feel better, even though she knew she 
wasn't warmer.
 There came a loud sound, and Nightstone looked up, expecting to see her strange 
rescuer. Then she realized it was familiar, and relaxed as the gull swooped out of the 
darkness and around her, brushing its beak through her hair.
 "Of course you didn't think anything of the drop," she muttered, and scratched its 
head as it nestled on her shoulder, pressing its neck against hers. "You flew above it, and 
didn't think to warn me."
 The gull gave a little sound that Nightstone could interpret as an apology if she 
thought about it hard enough. 
 "Did you see the man who rescued me?" Nightstone asked, staring into the 
darkness. "I wish I knew where he came from."
 As if on cue, the gull gave a little call, as if to say that it didn't know what she was 
talking about, and there came a tug from her pouch. Nightstone reached down with 
fingers that still shook with cold and shock, and undid the ties. Once again, she drew 
forth the mirror, and it showed the man standing behind her, his hand resting on her 
shoulder.
 Nightstone glanced over her shoulder. Nothing there, of course. But when she 
looked back into the mirror, her rescuer was smiling at her as if he was glad she was 
alive.
 Nightstone shook her head. "So the mirror does have magic, but I can't imagine 
what it is," she said to the reflection. "Does it show what's really there, or does it summon 
you forth to protect me?"
 The man just smiled at her.
 Nightstone shook her head and lowered the mirror to the floor. The gull on her 
shoulder gave a sleepy little chirp, and then passed into a deeper slumber while 
Nightstone was still considering the best way to move him.
 She sat where she was for a moment before she sought a place to sleep, gazing at 
the far end of the chamber. There was a tunnel, she thought, and the golden moss led 
along and lit it. She could walk without the crystal. That was good.
 If that was the way she would go.



 She shook her head, aware that she wasn't thinking well. It was this damn water, 
she was certain. It got into everything, and made her brain slosh back and forth in her 
head. She would dream for a time, and when she woke, then perhaps the fire of the 
dreams would have burned her head clean.
 She stood, and winced, only then realizing how hard she must have struck the 
lake. Her muscles ached everywhere, and she could think only of slumber, when her mind 
cleared enough that she could think at all. She lay down on a patch of bright moss with a 
sigh, too tired even to try and take out the blankets.
 Did she still have the blankets?
 Turning her head, Nightstone saw them, but realized they would be just as 
waterlogged as her hair and her clothes. In fact, she might as well undress. No one else 
was here.
 Except the man, and the Arvennese, and…
 Nightstone dismissed the idea, her cheeks flaring hot at the thought of it. She lay 
down and closed her eyes, reaching out for someone she hadn't spoken with in a long 
time. Kymenos should be pleased to hear from her. Perhaps he could taunt her, or thought 
he could. Or perhaps he was already in the captivity of the elves, and Nightstone could 
amuse herself with the breaking of his mind. She smiled in anticipation and reached out 
eagerly.
 She met his mind, but the contact was fainter than it usually was. Nightstone 
supposed that it was daylight in the world above, or that Kymenos, though daydreaming, 
was mostly awake.
 He heard her, and his irritation came back to her. What do you want?
 I want to remind you that we shall see each other very soon, Nightstone 
responded. She wouldn't get irritated this time. She would remain as calm and still as the 
lake must have lain for centuries, and she would make him rage and froth at he mouth. 
The elves will come upon you, if they haven't yet, and then they will bring you to me. You 
will have to serve my pleasure.
 I would like to serve both mine and yours.
  Nightstone flushed at the image he sent along with those words, but kept her own 
voice smooth and reasoned. The elves will catch you. Do you really think that you can 
outrun elf-horses forever?
 I already did.
  Nightstone jolted, opening her eyes to the yellow glow of the moss again. But that 
made it harder than ever to communicate with Kymenos, so she hastily shut them again. 
Even then, her mental voice sounded weaker than she wanted it to. You could not have 
outrun elf-horses.
 On the back of an elf-horse, I did.
 Then the elves will not keep their word to me?
 It doesn't seem like it. Kymenos's voice became curious. What are you doing?
  Nightstone almost told him, so upset was she, and then remembered that she 
hardly wanted to reveal to him that she had fallen so far. She said haughtily, A Queen 
reveals only what her subjects should know.
 Kymenos laughed. And takes what lovers she will to her bed. Would you like me 
to describe what I will do to you, when at last we meet there?
 No!



 I shall-
  Nightstone shut him out of her mind, and herself out of his mind, and lay still and 
stared at the moss in anger.
  There must be some way of getting the better of him.
 But, quite obviously, the elves are not going to help me do it. 
 



Chapter 44

 Teachers
 "If you think that you can't learn anything from the bards and the history-tales, 
then you will never learn anything from the bards or the history-tales."
  -The Master of Lightning, Delos.
  "Here she is."
  Ternora stared in silence at the elf sitting before her. She was unquestionably a 
Faerie elf, with those angled features and the long pale hair that hung down her back. She 
was a statue, though, sitting on the peak and staring into the distance. Ternora studied her 
carefully, but could see no sign that her chest was moving.
  She glanced at Shara, who didn't seem disturbed by the thought that one of her 
Starwalkers had died out here amid the snow and cold. The goddess reached out and 
touched the elf's face, instead, softly speaking her name. The statue stirred at once and 
turned towards them. Ternora gasped. It was the most incredible transformation she had 
ever seen. At once her face flooded with life and health, and the elf began to breathe. She 
glanced at Ternora with eyes that didn't seem to see her, and then turned and stared at 
Shara, who still looked human.
  "You have come to wake me, my Lady?" she asked.
  "Yes," said Shara. "There is someone here who needs your help. She wants to 
become a Starwalker, since her target has fled between the worlds and she must have the 
skills that you possess to follow him. And Elnorth will not teach her correctly, and I do 
not have the time."
  The elf nodded, and this time her eyes saw Ternora. "What is her name?"
  "Ternora," said Ternora, annoyed that the elf would act like this. Perhaps she 
wasn't really less arrogant than her Faerie kin, after all, though Ternora had assumed that 
any elf who served a goddess would have to be.
  "And what can she already do?" the elf asked, as if she were talking to Shara.
  "Not much," said Shara. "She heard from Elnorth about dancing worlds, and she 
walked between once to Faerie. But that is the only worldwalking she has done. The other 
times, I brought her myself."
  The elf nodded once more. "My name is Emrissa," she said. "I am a Starwalker. 
And I will be teaching you."
  "I understand that much," said Ternora.
  Emrissa just nodded, and then turned to look at Shara. "You fought some of my 
kin, didn't you?" she asked.
  "We did," said Shara, who spoke in a patient, resigned voice. "How could you 
tell?"
  "Because you smell of elven anger," said Emrissa.
  "Of course we do," said Shara, and then spread her arms and vanished into a 
swirl of darkness, which moved quickly over the mountains in the direction of Dalzna. 
Ternora opened her mouth to object to being left alone with this strange elf, and then 
closed it again as she realized that Shara was already gone.
  She turned back to Emrissa, who was smiling at her as though she had noticed 
her for the first time. "You have fought my people, then?"
  Ternora braced herself. Would the elf attack her for attacking elves? "Yes," she 



said warily, her hand falling to the dagger at her belt.
  "Good," said Emrissa firmly. "They deserve to be attacked. They have become 
provincial."
  "They have?" asked Ternora. That was another word that she would never have 
used to describe elves.
  "Oh, yes. They had all the worlds at their feet, and they chose to live in Faerie 
and visit other worlds only to look at mortal things." Emrissa shook her head. "They 
could do so much more! They could conquer lands, if they wanted, and rule as Kings and 
Queens."
  "You mean they don't?" Ternora asked in wonder. She had always assumed that 
there were worlds- there must be- where elves did rule as Kings and Queens, and that 
they didn't want Faean because of Light and Dark, or because it wasn't rich enough for 
them.
  "No," said Emrissa. "And they say that they won't fight." She glanced at the elf-
horse. "If they've called out the horses again, then they are interested in fighting, no 
matter what they say. Of course they would deny it until the last minute, so that they can 
fill themselves full of virtue." Emrissa snored. "As if virtue weren't something they're 
prepared to sacrifice when they must."
  "Why did you start serving Shara?" Ternora asked. "You seem different from all 
the other Faerie elves I've met." She shifted her seat on the elf-horse, and it stamped a 
hoof on the air but didn't unseat her. It had learned the hard way what would happen 
when it tried to do that.
  "I wanted to do something," said Emrissa. "I have walked long in Faean, and 
watched mortals, and I know things about them that most of my kin have never bothered 
to learn. But the others told me it was wrong, or evil, or not in the nature of elves to do 
such things, and many, many other words."
  Ternora nodded. She remembered Warcourage saying much the same thing to her, 
again and again, as they trekked down the Triaga River. "Nothing wrong with wanting to 
rule a world, or wanting to have a throne and a gift of jewels," she said.
  Emrissa smiled brightly. "I can see that we will get along well," she murmured. 
She looked towards the sky, which was lightening. "You must have flown most of the 
night. Would you like shelter, and something to eat?"
  Ternora blinked. "That- would be kind of you," she said. "Most Faerie elves don't 
deign to notice those things."
  "Most of my kin don't know anything about mortals," said Emrissa calmly, 
walking downhill without seeming to notice the stone or rocks. Maybe she just walks 
through them, Ternora thought, steering the elf-horse after her. "They talk grandly about 
not killing them or not interfering in their lives, but the truth is that they would probably 
let mortals die just by not remembering that they need to feed them and give them water."
  "You make us sound like pets," said Ternora, bristling a little.
  Emrissa glanced over her shoulder. "To an elf, you are," she said.
  "But to you?"
  Emrissa smiled. "To me, you're a mortal," she said, and then turned forward again 
and kept walking.
  Ternora drifted after her, wondering if that was meant to be comforting or not.
 *********



  "Close your eyes."
  Ternora almost closed her eyes just because of the words, and then whipped 
around and looked hard at Emrissa. "Why? What are you going to do to me if I close 
them?"
  "I think," said Emrissa, who held up a knife that Ternora hadn't seen on her 
before, "that you should be more concerned about what will happen to you if you don't 
close them."
  Ternora swallowed nervously, but did obediently close her eyes. Emrissa 
laughed, and then the blade scraped against her cheek. Ternora flinched, but given that 
the elf's arm was right behind her, didn't flinch that far before she stopped moving.
  "Now," said Emrissa near her ear, "would you let me cut off the other ear-point 
that is left to you?"
  "No," said Ternora.
  "Keep your eyes shut," said Emrissa, as if she were reading Ternora's thoughts. 
Perhaps she was. Ternora had never known how much was impossible for a Faerie elf and 
how much was not. "That is what I am going to do. You look silly with one pointed ear 
and one torn one. If they're both torn, then it will match much better." The knife started to 
move against Ternora's cheek.
  Ternora flung herself down to the floor and then rolled; it seemed to be the one 
direction that Emrissa didn't have blocked off somehow. She came back up gasping and 
touching her unwounded ear.
  It was still pointed.
  Ternora looked back at Emrissa in confusion. The Faerie elf was certainly fast 
enough to cut off someone's ear-point, if that was what she wanted, and she would have 
had the chance while Ternora was thrashing about on the floor. Ternora didn't think she 
understood her at all.
  A moment later, she did. Emrissa was laughing, the blade lying on the floor 
beside her as she howled with mirth. When she looked at Ternora and tried to say 
something, she wound up shaking her head and rubbing at her face instead. 
  "You look so funny," she said. "You looked as though you thought I was really 
going to cut your ear off."
  "You weren't?" Ternora asked. She got cautiously back to her feet, but didn't walk 
any nearer Emrissa. The elf, who was still sprawled on her back and smiling at Ternora, 
didn't seem inclined to move, either.
  "Of course not," said Emrissa. "You should have known better than that. I didn't 
really threaten you."
  "A blade near my throat is threatening!"
  "No, it isn't," said Emrissa, waving a hand. "Not to someone who has a 
Starwalker's training."
  "I don't!"
  Emrissa paused. "Ah," she said at last. "I thought you had only to learn the 
walking from world to world. I didn't know that you didn't have the training in judging 
your enemies and killing them."
  "I don't."
  Emrissa nodded slowly, every trace of amusement gone from her face now. 
"Then you should learn from me how to understand mortals. Then you will know when 



someone is merely threatening you and when someone actually means you harm. You 
will be able to tell when I really plan to cut your ear off, which I might do someday, and 
when I will really do it."
  "You're an elf. How will learning about mortals help me with you?"
  Emrissa smiled. "I am not that much different from a mortal, now. Very powerful 
and immortal and more beautiful than they will ever achieve, yes." She paused for a 
moment. "And I can worldwalk, which most of them never will, and I remember events 
that are distant legend to them. And of course I can sing more beautifully. And my 
dancing would be remarked upon in any-"
  "Yes, I understand all that," said Ternora, who had decided that she didn't want to 
hear more of this. "But what about your mind? Do you still act like an elf, or do you act 
like a mortal?"
  And that, of all the strange questions, sobered the elf. Emrissa stared at her with 
narrowed eyes for a moment, then said, "I did something once, something that I 
understood and approved of, because I knew it was the only way to achieve what I 
wanted. And the other elves didn't like it, because they thought that we should stay distant 
from the world. But the mortal I meant the gesture for didn't want it, either, and rejected 
it.
  "I have distanced myself from the approval of elves. The approval of mortals is 
something that I still crave. And I think that by that, you may understand me more easily 
than you will ever understand any other elf."
  And then she stood and walked out of the cave, leaving Ternora alone with the 
fire and the goat she had put to roast above it. Ternora sat still, thinking for a moment, 
and then moved to rescue the meat from the flames.
  I know nothing of this gesture she speaks of, but perhaps she is right about 
wanting the approval of mortals. And she is certainly right about not keeping back from 
the world.
  Ternora formed the first question that she would ask her teacher that way, and ate 
the goat in silence. At last Emrissa came back in, smiling once more. "The moon is riding 
the sky," she said. "The heavens are bright and clear and full of stars. Come look."
  Ternora almost stood, and then narrowed her eyes. "How can those things be? 
The sun was rising, when last I looked."
  Emrissa smiled slyly. "Very good. I would have tried to push off a cliff if you had 
come outside with me." She sat down on the other side of the fire. "Now, I will start 
trying to teach you to understand mortals."
  "There's one thing I want to know first," said Ternora.
  Emrissa nodded. "Speak it."
  "Why did the elves think it was a good thing to stand as far back from the world 
as they could and let things happen as they would? Who would it serve?"
  Emrissa smiled, a hard and cruel expression. "They said it served mortals. They 
said it would be unfair for elves to rule over mortals, and that we could do so too easily. 
So they pretended they have better things to do than care about Faean, or the mortals who 
lived here."
  "And is that really the purpose of staying distant?" Ternora asked, a little 
disappointed. Other than thinking it was stupidly noble, she couldn't see much harm in 
the elves' decision.



  "It serves them," said Emrissa. "They stand back not only from harming, as they 
think of ruling, but also from helping. Mortals were meant to suffer and die, they say, and 
we cannot help them."
  Ternora swallowed too quickly in shock, and then had to cough as a piece of meat 
went down her throat in the wrong way. Emrissa offered to come around the fire and 
help, but Ternora shook her head and pounded her own chest. The goat meat popped out 
that way, and Ternora took a cleansing breath a moment later. "So they serve Destiny?"
  "Oh, no," said Emrissa. "They just don't want to pick a path among all the powers 
and all the gods, the path that mortals have to pick every day. They can stand back, so 
they do. And they pretend that it makes for a better life." Emrissa sneered. "Meanwhile, 
they sit in the cities of Faerie and look at the beauty around them and do nothing. There 
are some history-tales that speak of fey life as poor. Those tales about them are right. 
They play flutes and dance and look at the stars. There is nothing else for them, and they 
pretend that there cannot be."
  Ternora frowned at her hands for a moment. Then she said, "But they are 
interfering in the world now. One of them took the Heir to Doralissa away, and they are 
riding across the continent and attacking Shara's worshippers."
  "Of course they are," said Emrissa. "Their virtuous resolve is tossed aside when 
they think it convenient. They will take vengeance and kill mortals and poison the land 
with Faerie dust if they can, and they will consider it all justified because a few Faerie 
elves die."
  "That sounds so much like hypocrisy," said Ternora to her hands.
  "Of course it is," said Emrissa. "But you sound surprised. Why are you 
surprised?"
  "I thought elves were above such things," said Ternora. "I lived among the Light 
elves, and I could laugh at them, but I was taught to revere and fear the Faerie elves. They 
were beyond the reach of human emotions."
  "They think they're beyond the reach of human emotions," said Emrissa. "They 
believe they are. But they're not. And they simply turn their heads aside and refuse to see 
it when they're wrong."
  "Humans do that all the time," said Ternora, daring to look up, since Emrissa 
didn't sound angry. "The Lightworkers don't pay attention to how they make things 
worse, and the Darkworkers think they must conquer all the Kingdoms, and even 
Shadow's servants didn't pay as much attention to everyone as they claim they do."
  "Congratulations," said Emrissa. "You have completed your first lesson. There is 
hypocrisy everywhere, and unfairness, and injustice, and the world is a cruel and cold 
place." She stood up abruptly and paced to the cave entrance. "Get some sleep. We should 
leave here as soon as possible. There's a place that I want to take you to."
  Ternora considered whether that command was a test as well, but if so, she 
couldn't see any way that she would fail it by obeying it. She lay down near the fire and 
started to close her eyes, and then stared. The sky beyond the cave was dark, aglow with 
stars and the full moon.
  "You were telling the truth," she breathed.
  "What?" Emrissa looked at her.
  "Night has fallen. How, though?"
  Emrissa smiled. "Shara already knows that Rennon is angry at her, and she works 



best in darkness. So does Elle, since the moon is her province. Why not bring down the 
night early?"
  Ternora shut her eyes, and said nothing. Of course, she thought that perhaps the 
Faerie elves had a point about not interfering too much in the affairs of the world, but 
Faerie elves couldn't read thoughts.
  Probably.



Chapter 45

 Home Once More
 "Tears in mortals are sometimes the sign of sadness, and sometimes the sign of 
great joy. Who shall fathom the ways of mortals?"
 -Found in a fragmentary elven text in a Doralissan library.
  "Kymenos?" Norianna's voice was curious. "You're crying."
  "I know."
  "Do you want me to-"
  "No."
  "Do you want to tell me-"
  "No."
  Norianna was silent, and Kymenos was just as glad. He didn't want to continue 
the conversation with her, either. He wanted to be silent, and look about at Dalzna 
without having to explain the tears streaming down his face.
  He rode Sykeen, who trotted uneasily along above the ground on waves of Faerie 
magic, now and then snorting and shaking his head. At least he was complaining about 
the magic that bore him up, though, and not about Kymenos's emotions. He knew 
perfectly well what Kymenos felt, joined to him as he was in the bond, and Kymenos 
supposed that could have its uses.
  Beside him rode Pannerel and Talazh. Pannerel was watching him curiously, but 
Talazh had his face turned away. He knew something about why Kymenos was crying, 
and he might want to conceal his own tears.
  Below them spread the country of Dalzna.
  All of it was beautiful to Kymenos. The ledges were places where mountain goats 
could feast and bound, even if they weren't wide enough for humans to live on. The 
meadows that stretched sudden flashes of green light skyward and then faded again 
would have yet more animals in them, some who would walk right up to hunters in their 
curiosity. Here and there were stretches of forest, which Kymenos would have been able 
to see more clearly if not for the tears and the fact that night seemed to keep falling 
arbitrarily. It was daylight right now, but it might not be for long. Therefore, he wiped the 
tears away and looked his fill.
  Mountains, and barren stone, and few forests or meadows. But everywhere were 
cottages, the homes of Dalznans clinging proudly to the mountains' flanks and living out 
their lives. Kymenos was filled with pride whenever he looked at them. Dalznans had the 
most pride in the Kingdoms, said humans who lived in the other Kingdoms, but they had 
reason to have it. Their country had forged them into having it. The weak would die.
  How did I ever leave? How did I ever abandon this for the south, no matter how 
much I thought I had to make my fortune?
  Kymenos could barely remember back to the wishes of the child he had once 
been, and he was glad for that. He was home now. He wouldn't let the cloud he had left 
under ruin his return.
  They swooped low over one cottage, just as night fell again. There were two 
people outside the cottage, both men, and they looked up at the flying horses unafraid. 
One even raised his bow, but the other caught his arm and shook his head. Kymenos 
laughed. It wasn't fear that made them pause, but simple good sense. They didn't want to 



draw the attention of attacking elves.
  But they weren't afraid of aiming at them.
  Kymenos shouted down in Dalznan. "What do you think of the changing night 
and day?"
  The man who would have shot them only gaped, but the other grinned and said, 
"What price would you ask for my opinion?"
  "None," said Kymenos, "but a song."
  "I don't have the time to sing it right now," said the man, moving along beneath 
them as they passed over the ledge and towards the far side of the mountain. He stopped, 
head tilted up still to watch them.
  "I know," said Kymenos. "But I hope that I shall return for it someday. You are 
only the third Dalznan I have met in fourteen years!"
  The man nodded, but the expression on his face was hidden by the darkness as 
they flew on. Kymenos twisted back around in front, and found himself crying again. He 
once again wiped at his tears.
  "Why do you keep crying?" Pannerel asked. "I've brought you home. I thought 
you would be happy about that."
  "I am," said Kymenos. "It is because I am happy that I weep." Then he grinned at 
himself. A year ago, he couldn't even have imagined saying that. He would certainly not 
have admitted it even if it was true. And now it was, and he had this elf to thank for it, 
though he still wasn't sure why Pannerel had chosen to hurry them across the mountain 
range to Dalzna. 
  "But you can't cry both when you're sad and when you're happy," said Pannerel, 
cocking his head. "I thought that you only laughed when you were happy, for instance. 
You don't use it for both."
  "No," said Kymenos. "But tears can be used for both."
  "Why?" asked Pannerel, a little more insistently.
  "Because they can," said Kymenos. "It is the way that mortals are." That had 
worked with a few other obvious questions that Pannerel had insisted on asking him, such 
as why he had been uneasy in the air at first.
  Pannerel nodded. "Mortals are one way, and elves are another," he said. "I never 
realized how true that was, until I came into Faean again and rode with the magic of 
Faerie." He ran his hand over the horse's mane. "Do you know that I can feel this world 
fighting against us, trying to force us out? It doesn't like the magic that we bring to bear. 
It doesn't like us refusing to bind ourselves to this world. It doesn't like our riding above 
the ground more swiftly than its winds can go. It doesn't like-"
  "Is there anything that it does like?" Kymenos interrupted, more to get out of the 
endless recitation than anything else.
  Pannerel shook his head. "Not much. But it is very strange. I came here thinking 
that we would have to take the world, make it part of Faerie, to make our way in it. And 
now I think that we won't have to, after all." He glanced around, his eyes wistful, and 
probably seeing a great deal more than Kymenos's eyes did in the darkness. "The mortal 
world is a beautiful place. I would like to walk it again. We thought we had seen all that 
we could see. I think we were wrong."
  Kymenos thought about demanding an explanation for that, but if Pannerel gave 
him one, it would only confuse him, and the elf was much more likely to refuse to give 



him one and just go on muttering about the world anyway. Besides, he had said that he 
wasn't interested in conquering the world anymore. Kymenos decided that he would let it 
go. "Will we land soon?"
  "Why should we?" Pannerel asked. "We can keep flying like this for as long as 
the Faerie magic holds out, and we have no night or day to tell us when to stop."
  "I am hungry," said Kymenos. "So is Sykeen." The words slipped out of his lips 
before he could stop himself, and he frowned. He wouldn't have said them even a short 
while ago, though he might have been aware of the ache in the stallion's empty stomach. 
He and Sykeen were becoming more and more part of each other, and it seemed as 
though he couldn't stop it from happening.
  No, you can't, said Sykeen, with a tone in his voice that would have made 
Kymenos kick him if he hadn't been floating hundreds of feet in the air with Sykeen as 
his only barrier to falling.
  "I suppose we should land, then," said Pannerel, and gestured oddly with his 
hand. At once, the elf-horse began to fly lower across the peaks, curving down with 
precise grace. Sykeen followed, though not because he saw so well; instead, the waves of 
Faerie magic supported and carried him along.
  You must note that, of course, Sykeen said.
  Kymenos smiled. I must, and that means that I might as well have fun with 
something that I cannot change.
   Sykeen snorted, and then snorted again as his hooves touched grass that was 
suddenly blazing with sunlight. I do wish that night and day would stop changing 
positions this suddenly.
   "I know," said Kymenos. "I can't imagine what the flowers which usually open 
and close at certain times of day are doing."
  There was a moment's silence, at least inwardly, as the elf-horse slowed and 
Sykeen finished his trot. Then Sykeen said, You were making a joke, weren't you? You 
don't really care about the flowers.
  No, said Kymenos. There was hope after all, then. The horse could read his every 
thought, could feel his emotions, and wouldn't let him have any secrets or even the 
control of his own body, but he still couldn't believe some things about Kymenos, so 
Kymenos could preserve a little of pleasure and freedom.
  Sykeen shook his head so that his mane flew everywhere. It would have stung 
Kymenos's face, but Kymenos ducked away easily enough. You are a small being indeed,  
if you can only find your pleasure in making me disbelieve your awfulness, said Sykeen.
  Kymenos laughed. You are the one who loves this small being, he said, and then 
turned around. Pannerel had gone through one of the gates again to fetch food, and Talazh 
stood on the grass, stretching his arms above his head.
  "Talazh?"
 
  Talazh glanced around, lowering his eyes when he saw Kymenos smiling. 
"You've felt it?" he asked.
  "Of course," said Kymenos. "I am as much in love with Dalzna as you are. I like 
you because you are Dalznan. How could I not rejoice at such a homecoming, on flying 
horses though we are and with the sun and the moon changing places in the sky?" As he 
spoke, the sky darkened again. Kymenos rolled his eyes. Pannerel had tried to explain it, 



something about it being that Shara and Rennon were arguing.
  What, are they, the gods, standing in some secret place and saying, "Sun!" 
"Moon!" "Sun!" "Moon!" like children?
  "Here we are."
  Pannerel came through the gate holding a plate of bread and fruit, and Kymenos 
took his share hungrily. He was tired, but he didn't want to sleep, even though both 
Pannerel and the horses seemed content to stay here a little while. He wanted to look 
around and drink in the air of his beloved Dalzna.
  "Kymenos?"
  Kymenos looked up. "Yes, Talazh?" He was a little annoyed to be disturbed in his 
contemplation of the mountainside, even though he would normally never have paid 
more attention to the mountainside than to the grass. But this was Dalzna.
   "There was something I wanted to ask you," Talazh said, sitting carefully on the 
grass beside him. "Why did you send me off in one direction, on Sykeen, who would 
have been willing to bear you alone?"
  Kymenos sighed, and managed to pull his attention away from Dalzna and back 
to the boy. "You don't know?"
  "No." Talazh hesitated for a long time.
  "Yes?" Kymenos asked. He started to eat, mostly so that he could have something 
else to do while he waited for Talazh to answer.
  "Are you sure that you're not the royal Heir?" Talazh asked. "Perhaps Destiny is 
catching you, to make you think of such an action, something that someone who is likely 
to be a royal Heir would do?"
  Kymenos was in the middle of a bite of bread when the full sense of Talazh's 
answer penetrated his head. He choked, bit back the bread to prevent it from coming out 
his mouth, and then began to cough. Talazh leaned in close and pounded his back, staring 
with concern into his face.
  "Are you all right, Kymenos?"
  Kymenos nodded. When he felt he was fully recovered, he said, "Talazh, I was 
sure you understood why I sent you away, or I would have explained earlier." If I had 
known that he was thinking of Destiny, I would have explained immediately. My skin 
crawls at the thought of being coated with it. "I sent you away because I have to listen to 
enough complaining from Sykeen as it is."
  The stallion snorted in his head. Kymenos snorted back, and watched Talazh, 
confident the boy understood now.
  Talazh just looked blankly at him. Kymenos sighed. "I couldn't have escaped on 
Sykeen, with Norianna, and just left you there, without experiencing too much that I 
didn't want to experience," he said. "At the very least, Sykeen would have complained 
that leaving you behind wasn't the action of a hero. Norianna would have complained, 
too, I doubt it not."
  The sword vibrated in her sheath. Kymenos hit her hilt with his elbow, and 
looked intently at Talazh. "Do you see? I made a bad compromise because there wasn't a 
good one. Sykeen couldn't carry us both. He would have given me grief, along with 
Norianna, if I tried to ride off without you. And I would have felt guilty, too," he added. 
"The elves wouldn't stop chasing me and turn around just because I told them to. They 
would have broken me if I waited there, which I didn't want to happen. So I chose what I 



thought was the best course."
  Talazh licked his lips. "But you said the elves were chasing you in a single block. 
They wouldn't have looked at me. You could have left me-"
  "And done what?" Kymenos asked, raising his eyebrows. "I ran because I wanted 
a quick death, not because I really thought I could escape."
  "And Sykeen and Norianna?"
  "Would have been destroyed, too," said Kymenos, and then coughed again. He 
thought the bread was finally out of his throat. "So there you would have been, lost in the 
mountains of Arvenna and miles from Dalzna still. This way, we're both home and 
everyone's alive."
  "But you couldn't have known that would happen."
  Kymenos shrugged. "As I told you, I made the best compromise I could."
  Talazh looked at him for a long moment. Finally he said, "Would you have done 
as much for anyone else who traveled with you?"
  "Well, no. You're Dalznan."
  And that made Talazh, finally, smile. He clapped Kymenos on the shoulder. "That 
makes sense."
  And then he stood and left. 
  Kymenos shrugged and went back to eating.
  You did feel some guilt, said Norianna. You had to.
   Kymenos just laughed. You can't make me into a hero, sword. Now leave me 
alone. I want to look at my home some more.
  



Chapter 46
 
 Into the Fire
 
 "Do not go into the fire if you cannot emerge stronger than you have entered."
 
 -Attributed to Vamessen Du'maer.
 
 "Silar!"
 
 Silar looked over her shoulder at Elary's cry, and even slowed up a little. Elary sighed 
with relief and hurried up to her. Silar had avoided her all morning, pretending that she 
couldn't hear Elary when she called Silar's name, pretending that she had to walk at the 
front of the Crownseekers, and pretending that she could see straight through Elary to the 
rock on more than one occasion. Presumably she had only allowed her to catch up now 
because she hadn't recognized the voice.
 
 "Elary!"
 
 Elary frowned and slowed down. No, Silar must have allowed her to catch up for another 
reason. Her eyes were very bright, and she was smiling maniacally.
 
 "I have been looking for you," said Silar, chidingly. "Why did you avoid me?"
 
 Elary gaped at her for a few moments, and then her pride took over. "I? Avoid you? I was 
the one seeking you!"
 
 Silar shook her head. "You didn't seek me in the right mood. I could tell that you wanted 
to talk to me about Mitherill and how I should keep a low voice around the 
Crownseekers." She was whispering now, Elary noted, but her uneasiness still increased. 
Silar shouldn't be saying these things at all where Crownseekers might hear, no matter 
how quiet they were or how she phrased them. "But I have settled that in my mind now, 
and I shall tell you how I managed to settle it."
 
 Elary glanced over her shoulder at the marching Crownseekers. One of them in 
particular was close to her, and grinning, a man with dark eyes who looked as if they saw 
far too much. "I don't think this is a good place."
 
 "It's a perfect place," said Silar, and raised her voice so that Dassen, who marched near 
the back of the line with Mitherill and watched her every move, could hear her. "Dassen! 
The tunnel bends ahead. Shall I scout before we walk into the mouth of a guardian?"
 
 "Yes," called Dassen. He sounded distracted, but did add, "Make sure that you take 
Umerzh with you."
 
 "Umerzh?" Elary asked.



 
 "That's me," said the dark-eyed Crownseeker, waving his hand like an excited child.
 
 Elary turned to Silar, but she was already laughing and hurrying down the tunnel, 
towards the bend. Umerzh went after her. Elary gritted her teeth and followed. If she 
didn't get to talk to Silar on the way there, she would try to get her alone as they were on 
the way back. She wanted to know what mad thing Silar was planning now, so that they 
didn't lose her.
 
 Or so that I don't lose her, Elary had to admit to herself. Melior and Mitherill seem to 
have settled in.
 
 The Princess had recovered from her fever two marches ago, disappointing the ones who 
had carried her; they would have liked to go on bearing their Princess until she found the 
Diamond, Elary sometimes thought. And now Mitherill walked at all times beside Dassen 
and conversed with him, and Melior walked with her, shining with the light that Elary 
had once shone with. Destiny had chosen a new guardian, Elary thought, and she had 
been shoved aside and replaced.
 
 She couldn't be bitter, though, seeing what Mitherill had become. Her main concern was 
that Silar not get them both killed with her antics.
 
 She rounded the corner, and stopped in surprise. The tunnel continued on fully normally, 
with no sign of a guardian or falling rock or any other danger, but Silar and Umerzh had 
stopped walking and started whispering. Elary felt a dull flush run up her cheeks. Perhaps 
she had stumbled on a lovers' meeting. She began to walk slowly backward, placing her 
feet as carefully as she could. If she was lucky, then she wouldn't attract their attention.
 
 But Silar glanced up and saw her and smiled. "Elary," she said, making no attempt to 
disguise her voice other than lowering it a little. "I'm glad you followed us." She lifted a 
hand, and abruptly the tunnel filled with screams and thick darkness. Elary jumped and 
lifted a hand herself, wondering if the enemy was one that she could call disease on, and 
why Silar had betrayed her like this.
 
 Then the darkness and the noises moved past her, and Elary found herself standing in a 
clear space of light and silence beside the grinning Silar and Umerzh. The Illusions, for 
that was what they were, hovered behind them, near the bend of the tunnel. Elary could 
hear shouting and cries as the Crownseekers tried to fight their way to their comrades, but 
it seemed as if the darkness was slowing them.
 
 "They'll think we've been in some great battle," said Silar contentedly. "And then they'll 
be impressed when we come walking back without a scratch."
 
 Elary caught her breath and her temper. "And is this your idea of a joke?" she demanded. 
"You want some credit with the Crownseekers, and you're trying this tactic to see if it 
works?"



 
 Silar laughed and shook out her hair. It gleamed brightly now, as though she had put an 
Illusion on that too or perhaps removed one that was covering it. "Poor Elary," she said. 
"To have been left out of all our secret discussions." She glanced at Umerzh. "I would tell 
her, but I'm too excited to be coherent, and I have to keep the Illusions covering the 
mouth of the tunnel so that they can't get through. You tell her, Umerzh." And she turned 
and faced the darkness and screams, gesturing dramatically. The noises increased, as did 
the shouts of the Crownseekers.
 
 Left alone with Umerzh, Elary eyed him warily. He was grinning far too widely for her 
tastes, and he looked as mad as Silar. "What is it?" Elary asked, half-expecting that he 
would tell her he and Silar were god and goddess, and were going to rule over the world 
together, as in the tales of the old mad Dalznan Kings and Queens.
 
 Umerzh laughed. "You really don't know?"
 
 "There are any number of things I don't know," said Elary, controlling her exasperation 
with an effort. "What is this particular one?"
 
 Umerzh reached up and touched the patch on his shoulder that proclaimed him a 
Crownseeker. It bent and blurred as Elary looked at it, and she realized that he, too, was 
an Illusionist. And then the Illusion faded enough that Elary could see a pattern of three 
broken crowns underneath.
 
 Elary lifted her eyes to his face and gasped softly. Umerzh grinned at her. "I am a 
Crownkiller," he said. "And the role I have played, traveling with these people day in and 
day out and pretending to be as wild for royalty on the throne as they are, is almost 
done."
 
 "I don't-" Elary shook her head, trying to speak through the thickness in her throat and 
not being able to. "Why would you choose this particular group of Crownseekers to travel 
with?"
 
 Umerzh gestured, and the light in the tunnel increased. Elary could clearly see now the 
golden aura that surrounded his body. "I listen to Destiny," he said, "at least as far as 
Destiny has the good of Dalzna in mind. And sometimes Destiny will work with those 
who oppose royalty, especially if the royalty is made of spoiled brats and it can't choose 
anyone else. I knew that I had to join this group of Crownseekers. I did not know why, 
but now that I have seen Mitherill, I understand."
 
 "Be careful," Elary warned him. "Destiny might yet catch you and charm you into liking 
her. That was what happened to me."
 
 Umerzh laughed again. Elary took a step back. He was wild in a way she had never seen 
before in a human, only in a fey who would knock down buildings for fun. "Unless it can 
charm me by having me make plans to kill her and then change my mind dramatically at 



the last moment," said Umerzh, eyes glinting, "then I think I am safe."
 
 "You- plan to kill her?"
 
 "With Silar's help, of course," said Umerzh, with a little bow. "And yours, if you will 
consent to join us. Silar said that you would," he added, though he allowed a note of 
doubt to creep into his voice.
 Elary closed her eyes and wondered how she could explain it in a way that would 
keep her from screaming. "You cannot kill Mitherill," she said. "The Crownseekers 
would be upon you in moments. You would have no chance of surviving, and neither 
would Silar. I won't let you throw away your lives for nothing. Mitherill could be 
important, too, should she survive. She could become a good Queen. You are giving up 
on her too easily."
 Umerzh whistled softly. "Silar told me that you would be difficult to convince, but 
I did not think it would be this difficult. You would really let the world plunge into the 
idiocy of royals again, for the sake of Mitherill probably improving?"
 "You would kill her because you don't like her," said Elary harshly, opening her 
eyes again.
 Umerzh laughed. "If she were only a child who was going to do nothing but 
plague her parents for the rest of her life, then I would agree to leave her alive. But she is 
a Princess who would rule many more lives than her own, if she took the throne." He 
raised his voice a little, so that he could be heard above the yelling and screaming in 
Silar's Illusion. "You must be able to see that it is ridiculous to expect us to put up with 
this, and nod and smile, in the hopes that Mitherill will be able to improve."
 "I know that I cannot join you," said Elary.
 Umerzh shrugged. "Then you must die," he said, and drew the sword that hung at 
his side, moving with such assurance that for a few moments Elary just stood there and 
stared at him, not able to move.
 Then Silar came back around the Illusion and frowned at them. "I told you not to 
kill her if she refused, Umerzh," she said.
 "You were sure that she wouldn't refuse," said Umerzh, holding his sword above 
Elary's head like an executioner's ax. He seemed enamored of cutting her down, and 
scowled when Silar walked over and wrenched his arm down.
 "I hoped that she wouldn't," said Silar. "But there's nothing that I can do if she 
does." She glanced at Elary. "I only ask that you don't betray to Mitherill and the rest of 
the Crownseekers what we're doing."
 "How can I not?" Elary asked helplessly. "You know, Silar, what would happen to 
you if you killed Mitherill."
 "Only if the Crownseekers aren't sufficiently distracted by something else," said 
Silar, grinning like a wolf. "And I promise you, they will be."
 "By what?"
 Silar tilted her head and studied Elary minutely. "Does this mean that you would 
be willing to join us after all?"
 Elary turned her head away.
 "I thought not," said Silar, her voice quiet. "I cannot tell you our plan unless you 
join us, Elary. You know more than enough as it is. I can only trust that you won't betray 



us. Would you join us, and hear more of it?"
 "No," said Elary. "There must be a better way than killing Mitherill. There must 
be."
 "You can think that," said Silar, her voice kind. "I would expect it, since you're a 
healer." The gentle contempt in her voice stung Elary harder than scorn would have. "But 
we cannot think of the better way, and we must do something; we are the only ones who 
might be able to do something. I think that you should leave now, and go back to the 
others. May you find joy in Mitherill's service."
 She let Umerzh's arm go, and the darkness and the screams vanished. Silar sighed, 
shook out her wings, and walked back around the bend in the tunnel, to the immediate 
admiring cries of the Crownseekers who had waited behind. Elary hoped bitterly that she 
was enjoying herself.
 She turned back to find Umerzh watching her, his eyes hard and suspicious and 
contrary. Elary laughed sourly. "You don't need to worry about me. Your precious plan is 
in no danger. Who would believe me if I revealed it?"
 "That's true," said Umerzh, taking her irony as serious. He gestured, and Illusion 
covered the broken crown patch on his shoulder once again. "After all, both Silar and I 
command our magic well enough that we could contradict anything you say, just by 
putting the right expression on our faces." His eyes narrowed. "Or changing the words 
that come out of your mouth to lies. Remember that, healer, if you dare to oppose us."
 He strolled around the bend in the tunnel, and received his share of admiration. 
Elary was left alone for a moment.
 She dropped her head, closed her burning eyes, and whispered a prayer to 
Anakora, even though she knew the goddess was unlikely to answer. Tell me which way 
healing lies, Great Lady. Is there a way to cool their hearts and calm their bitterness? 
Could Mitherill survive, and Silar and Umerzh come to learn the error of their ways?
  For the first time in a month, she felt reassurance, then, as Anakora's warm hand 
seemed to stroke the back of her neck. Elary sighed, and relaxed, and waited until the 
hand lifted. No answers were in her mind, but her goddess had given her reassurance. 
Anakora was watching over Elary, as ever.
 Elary walked back around the corner, and was greeted in turn. She smiled and 
nodded and replied to the questions, though she kept her eyes on Silar and Umerzh. Both 
of them were basking in the attention from the Crownseekers, as though they didn't have 
secret plans to undo everything these people had ever worked for.
 Elary supposed that Illusion might help, but still, she could not understand it. Silar 
had seemed so torn earlier, still wanting to serve the Princess of Arvenna while aghast at 
the Princess she had to serve. Surely she could remember duty? Surely she had not put it 
all aside in the simple decision to kill Mitherill?
 "Listen!"
 Elary turned sharply. Mitherill had come to the front of the Crownseekers, and her 
face was transcendent with something that might be realization.
 "The Diamond of Ezudlos," she whispered, to everyone and no one there. "It is 
calling to me. I am on the brink of finding it." And of course she began to run into the 
caves then, her arms spread wide.
 The dramatic gesture was somewhat spoiled when she fell flat on her face, but at 
least she had shown the Crownseekers the tunnel to take.



Chapter 47

 The Face of the Beast
 "Perhaps the legends whose meanings we have lost had meaning, long ago. Or 
were they ever anything but the dreams of a lost people?"
  -Ponderings of the Mistaken Mage.
  Nightstone ducked under a low arch, and then gasped as she came up in yet 
another chamber that Shadow's servants must have carved out long ago.
  This room was a high and wide chamber, and oval, and surrounded her like the 
shell of an egg. The walls curved in protectively, leading Nightstone to wonder, of course, 
what they had been meant to protect. And directly in front of her was the carving of a 
beast she had never seen before. She stared in fascination, while the gull flew in and 
landed on her shoulder with a loud clack of its beak.
  The beast looked like a dragon, but it had a lion-like mane around its head, and it 
was surrounded by wavy lines that Nightstone supposed might be carvings of water. Or 
scratched lines, she amended, since she had passed some places where Shadow's servants 
were drawing on the walls for the fun of it. It faced her head-on, and the head seemed 
almost to project from the stone. It was so real that Nightstone reached out and brushed a 
fingertip down the scaled muzzle, smiling lightly at her own dreams.
  The muzzle split down the middle, and then the crack ran back through the head 
and into the wall, parting it in two. Nightstone stared a moment later into a tunnel so full 
of dust that no one might have walked there in centuries.
  She looked at the gull, but the bird was silent, tilting his head to fix one 
unwinking eye on the tunnel. Nightstone asked, "Do you think I should go in there?"
  The gull gave another chirp, but didn't move from Nightstone's shoulder to fly 
forward into the cave. Of course, that might have meant everything or nothing. 
Nightstone took a deep breath, plucked a bit of golden moss from the walls to have light 
in the darkness, and began to walk.
  It would almost seem sacrilege to open a secret tunnel, and then just back away 
and leave it secret.
  The tunnel continued only a few paces, a neat, smooth construction through solid 
stone, and then ended in another oval chamber. This one was much smaller, however, and 
Nightstone had even more keenly the feeling of being inside an egg. She stood tall, 
fighting the urge to crouch, and looked around.
  Not far away lay a curved piece of stone that might once have been an altar. 
Another curved piece faced it, but this had the appearance of a bench, if one avoided the 
jagged edges. Nightstone carefully worked her way forward and sat down on the bench, 
smiling gently at her own foolishness. Surely whatever holiness lived here had died out 
long ago, even assuming that Shadow had been worshipped here at all.
  Darkness abruptly descended. Nightstone tensed to spring to her feet, but she 
found herself constrained to sit. Something seemed to pin her legs. She fought her panic 
sternly and reached out for fire.
  The gull bit her on the ear.
  Swearing, Nightstone bent down to free her feet, and then froze as she saw a 
gleam of light in front of her. Had someone else come into the chamber?
  The light didn't appear to be from a torch, though. It was a slim line of dazzling 



diamond-white, and it grew wider as Nightstone watched, like an opening eye. Then it 
abruptly flooded over her, and Nightstone felt herself rise to her feet and shake her head, 
shedding clinging slime as she went.
  Yet it wasn't happening to her. She was still sitting on the bench, gripped by some 
magical force. She could feel the sensations as though they were echoing through her 
own bones and flesh, but they were in another body. She was sure of that much.
  The emerging creature shivered hard, and more of the slime flew away. 
Nightstone could feel the immense heaviness of its- her- bones, and its tread shook the 
floor. It had come from an egg, she reasoned as she sat there entranced with the feeling. 
But she didn't know what it was. She had never heard of a bird as heavy as this.
  The little creature cried, once, and then turned around and began industriously 
licking slime from its hide. Glimpses from the hide showed Nightstone that it was scaled. 
And something about it did look familiar, but she didn't know if it was the pattern of a 
dragon or something else.
  The small creature stretched its wings and cried again, a sound that made 
Nightstone wince. Then it moved towards the exit from the chamber, tail lashing and legs 
growing firmer and firmer the faster it walked.
  Then the darkness returned. Nightstone expected the grip on her feet to fade and 
the world to return, but instead the light broke again, and again she watched the creature 
hatch, lick the slime from its hide, and toddle out the entrance.
  By the third time this happened, Nightstone was getting annoyed. She said 
loudly, "All right, I understand that a dragon hatched here long ago. But what does this 
have to do with Shadow?"
  The scene faded at once, and so did the sensation in her bones. Nightstone found 
herself sitting on the bench- which, she knew now, was not a bench at all, but half a 
petrified eggshell- in the light of the moss.
  The gull bit her on the ear.
  Nightstone, in a temper, grabbed the bird and lashed it from her shoulder. It cried 
almost like the dragon as she swung it around in her hand and held it in front of her eyes.
  "What is the meaning of this?" she asked. "I know that you can understand me. I 
see it in your eyes. And there is the magic of the Shadow-mirror, and the oath that I 
swore, and this beast. Was I supposed to see it for a reason? And what is it? If you don't 
tell me now," she went on, positioning her fingers around the gull's neck, "then I will 
break your neck."
  Abruptly, her fingers sprang apart, and she found the gull falling on her as though 
it had suddenly gained weight. Nightstone rolled aside, and stood up with Scarlet blazing 
on her fingers, ready to kill the impostor who had assumed the gull's form.
  The man lying on the floor and looking up at her was familiar, though. He was 
the one who had rescued her from the lake, the man she had seen in the mirror. He stared 
up at her with dark eyes and said nothing.
  "Who are you?" Nightstone demanded.
  The man coughed for a moment, and then said, "This is awkward. It was never 
supposed to happen like this. I was supposed to stay a gull until I couldn't hide myself 
any longer, and then come out of hiding and persuade you of Shadow's gifts."
  Understanding sleeted over Nightstone. "You're a shapeshifter."
  The man picked himself up, giving her a measuring look as he did so. "You're 



smarter than I thought, given the way you slid down that drop and into the lake."
  Nightstone narrowed her eyes, the fire on her fingers flaring even brighter. "You 
will tell me who you are, now, or I will kill you anyway."
  "My name is Tern," said the man. "I serve Shadow, and I have for a long time, 
and I can spend any amount of time I like as a gull. I assure you that you could not kill 
me. I walk with the favor of my lord."
  Nightstone lashed out with fire. Tern calmly beat it back with a blast of wind. 
Nightstone narrowed her eyes further, until it felt as if she was squinting at Tern. Gust 
mages shouldn't be able to use their power at all, buried so deeply in the rock; they 
should be subject to the enmity of the Crop. That Tern could summon his magic at all, 
even if it was a weak blast, told her that he was more than he seemed.
  "All right," she said, dropping her hand and letting the fire burn out, "I can't kill 
you. But why are you accompanying me?"
  Tern rubbed his neck as though he had hurt it in the fall, made a little consoling 
noise like a chirp to himself, and glanced at her curiously. "You don't know?"
  "Of course not," said Nightstone, beginning to lose her temper. "You will tell me 
the reason, or I will at least burn your tongue out, even if I can't kill you."
  Tern blinked, then seemed to take her word for it as she scowled at him. "All 
right," he said. "Shadow wanted to save you in some way. He still thinks that you could 
be useful to the powers he leads, though of course not if you were rebelling against them 
with the elves. So he sent me to you, to follow you and protect you and persuade you 
back to the side of Shadow and Shara and Elle."
  Nightstone hissed. "I served Shara. She betrayed me."
  "She didn't betray you," said Tern patiently. "She was simply busy negotiating 
with Elle and trying to make sure that the Goddess of Light didn't upset all Shadow's 
plans. So, yes, she may have neglected your prayers, but she will still take you back if 
you serve her. You don't have to serve Dark if you don't want to."
  "I swore an oath to Shadow."
  Tern laughed, and it was the gull's laugh, mocking and cackling. "Why do you 
think you've never felt compelled to keep the oath? That was only a rite of passage. 
Shadow wants clever and willing servants. If you choose to serve him, he will welcome 
you. Otherwise, you can return to Shara."
  Nightstone stood and trembled for a moment, while the world spun around her 
and realigned itself, and her temper sputtered and fizzled out.
  Is this true? Do I have the right to forsake service to Shadow? But the oath didn't  
mean anything. But neither did Shara answer my prayers nor come to my rescue when I 
needed her. And I don't need to serve her, and the elves have not kept their promise to me,  
and what am I doing in the depths of the earth when the purpose I have come down for is 
nothing anymore-
   She sank to her knees, her arms wrapped around her head. Tern immediately 
came up and tried to hug her, seeming puzzled when she lunged away from him.
  "Nightstone?" he asked. "Are you all right? I assure you that you do not have to 
continue serving Shadow-"
  Nightstone heard nothing after that, as puzzlement and confusion enveloped her. 
She wasn't aware of what she might have said after that, or done, or thought. She only 
knelt there as the emotions danced through her head, and the choices spread around her in 



such a dizzying fashion that she couldn't distinguish them all anymore.
  She had so much to decide.
  She didn't want to decide it. She longed for the simple days in the Orlathian 
castle where she had dealt with nobles and zeyri and Elle-worshippers. She had had to put 
down intrigues and rebellions, but she had always known where she was, and who she 
was, and where she belonged. She had been part of the Dark, one of its highest 
lieutenants, and serving in the one place where she belonged more than anyone else.
  She wasn't that anymore, but there was nothing else she knew how to be, and she 
had somehow to make a decision when that was the case. The options spun and snapped 
around her, and she found herself crying.
  At last she came back to herself, and found Tern still holding her shoulders and 
saying her name in a worried voice. Nightstone stood, pushed his arm aside, and walked 
over to the far side of the chamber, where she intended to stand and take deep, cleansing 
breaths. Unfortunately, the egg chamber wasn't very big, so she could still almost feel 
Tern's breath on the back of her neck.
  She turned around to find him anxiously hovering, watching her. She said, "I am 
going to go on, to the door of Shadow's power."
  She expected Tern to oppose that, but he only nodded, eyes bright and sharp and 
gull-watchful. "And then?" he asked.
  Nightstone shook her head wearily. Her will wanted to crumble, and she was 
forcing it to hold her up on the shakiest of legs. "Then I will do what I must," she said. 
"My bargain with the elves is no more, and I am not compelled to destroy Shadow's 
power. I don't think that I could even if I wanted to."
  "Why not?" Tern asked.
  Nightstone stared at him. "You told me that you were among the highest of 
Shadow's servants. You would stop me if I tried."
  "No," said Tern. "I wouldn't. That's not the way that Shadow asks us to behave. 
He sent me along because he thought I could judge the situation best and give you the 
best advice."
  "And what is your advice?" Nightstone was tempted to cling to any words he 
spoke. At least it would spare her from having to make the decision on her own.
  Tern shook his head, a quizzical look in his eyes. "I couldn't tell you that until 
you told me if you were going to destroy Shadow's power or not."
  "Shadow deceived me," said Nightstone. "Dark betrayed me, but at least it never 
lied about what would happen if I stepped out of what it considered acceptable limits. 
And Shara didn't answer my prayers just when I needed them most. There is no going 
back to her."
  Tern watched her, but didn't say anything.
  "Well?" Nightstone demanded. "Aren't you going to tell me something about 
Shadow receiving and comforting me because he's the power who accepts everyone no 
matter what they've done?"
  Tern blinked. "But he doesn't. He tried to educate the Princess of Ilantra-Arvenna, 
but he failed at that. He does fail sometimes. And you haven't told me what you intend to 
do, so I can't offer my advice on it."
  Nightstone faced the tunnel that led out of the egg chamber. "I don't know what 
I'm going to do, either, so I'll just wait until I get there, and then decide." She glanced at 



Tern, expecting to hear laughter at that.
  Tern's eyes were shining. "Just the way that Shadow prefers to decide things!" he 
exclaimed.
  Nightstone gritted her teeth and walked out of the egg chamber. "Why did I have 
to see the dragon hatching?" she asked.
  Tern gave her no answer. Nightstone looked over her shoulder only to see him 
swooping past her in the form of the gull.
  She scowled at his tail. "You're not helping," she complained.
  Tern defecated neatly on the stone to show what he thought of that, and continued 
flying.
 



Chapter 48

 The Sign of the Snowy Owl
 "There may be many grand secrets hidden in the mountains of Dalzna. 
Undiscovered treasures, fantastic monsters, places where the sun falls upon a certain 
hidden rock at a certain moment of the year… All this and more may be there. We have 
only to find the courage to explore the heights."
 -Attributed to Kymesten Briant.
  "Here we are."
  Ternora frowned as she felt the elf-horse come down oddly underneath her. The 
horse seemed to grow more and more weary as they flew, though Ternora didn't know 
why. It had had a long rest in the cave, and they'd only spent a few hours in the air today. 
But the elf-horse staggered, and puffed, and blew, and turned its head towards Ternora as 
though pleading with her for something. Ternora stroked its nose, bewildered, and looked 
at Emrissa, who had walked comfortably through stone and snow, keeping pace with 
Ternora as she flew.
  "Do you know what's wrong with it?"
  Emrissa stepped up to the horse and stroked its mane. Then she looked at 
Ternora. "It wants to go back to Faerie. It drains it, to keep up with the magic here. The 
magic of Faean is different than the magic of Faerie, and the elf-horses must resist using 
it, or they become prisoners of this world."
  "Should I let it go?" Ternora asked, reluctant. As long as she had one of the elf-
horses, she wasn't dependent on elves or goddess for transportation.
  "Yes," said Emrissa. "Unless you want it to vanish beneath you while you're 
flying in the air."
  Ternora swallowed dryly. "Yes," she said to the horse. "Then I release you to go 
back to the stables of Faerie- or the meadows of Faerie- or wherever horses like you 
spend their time when they're not being ridden."
  The horse snorted in joy, then turned and began to run. In seconds, its hooves had 
lifted from the ground. Then, with a burst of silver light like dream-fire, it vanished 
through a door into the air.
  Ternora looked in wonder at Emrissa. "It really needed my permission to leave? I 
kept wondering why it didn't buck me off and fly for it."
  Emrissa was moving forward, eyes on the stone and snow as though as she was 
looking for something. "It couldn't," she said absently. "The elf-horses are obedient to 
those who ride them, as long as they have at least some fey blood or are in the company 
of those who do. But it's best that you dismissed it, anyway. A half-elf riding an elf-horse 
would attract too much attention, where we're going."
  "Where is that?" Ternora asked, glancing around. She could see nothing for miles 
but more stony peaks glittering in their mantles of silver and white.
  "Here," said Emrissa, and then took a step back and gestured oddly.
  Ternora gasped as the world bent in front of her, then sliced out into the shape of 
a sunburst and whirled around. When the dizziness cleared, she could see the building in 
front of her as though it had always been there, a stout cottage-looking building of white 
planks. The wood gleamed, and sometimes small lights sprang from it, whirled in the air, 
and dashed back into the corners. The door was a glittering curtain of what Ternora 



thought at first were beads. Only when she looked more closely did she realize they were 
stars.
  "Come," said Emrissa. "You can't go on foot all the time, and an elf-horse 
wouldn't do forever. But there will be someone here to sell you a mount." She stepped 
through the doorway of stars.
  Ternora hesitated for a long moment. Then she took a deep breath of clean cold 
air, in case it was the last she ever breathed, and followed.
  Passing through the stars meant a passage from silence to noise, from cold to 
heat, from quietude to wildness. Ternora felt herself whirling in the way that she did 
when she followed Shara down the silver-and-gold tunnel between worlds, and she burst 
out into a room large enough to stretch beyond sight, gasping and laughing. Her blood 
thrummed through her veins. Her eyes saw everything. She was alert and lively in a way 
that she hadn't been in Faean in years.
  Emrissa smiled at her and pushed forward through the crowd. "This is a fey 
place," she said, as though Ternora had actually asked the question that hovered on her 
lips. "It would be silly not to expect it to affect you. Come on."
  Ternora followed her, glancing around in wonder and only now realizing that the 
people they shoved past weren't human. She would have stopped and stared, but Emrissa 
grabbed her hand and pushed on. Ternora ducked past waving arms and shouting voices, 
pointed ears and long, elegant faces that that turned to follow her.
  They weren't human, but neither were they all elven, the one race of fey that 
Ternora was most familiar with. Some had pale skin, and some dark, and some golden, 
and others deeper shades that she didn't think were suitable for skin at all. All were at 
least vaguely human and beautiful, in the way of the fey, but Ternora thought some of 
them would trouble human nightmares. There was a small group of dark blue creatures 
that even Ternora found uncomfortable to look at, with silver hair that twined around 
their necks and faceted eyes. Seeing the chains they carried, she thought they were 
filifernai. She shuddered and resolved to stay as far away from them as possible.
  Emrissa reached one island in the crowded room at last, and nodded to the figure 
behind the bar, poking Ternora as she did so. Ternora nodded back, just barely restraining 
the urge to gawk. The figure was slender, muscled in a way that would have done an elf 
justice, and pale of skin- until the shoulders. It had a large head with an owl's face on 
either side, one a barn owl and one a snowy. The barn owl's face was turned towards 
them, but as Ternora watched, the head rotated on the neck with a weird sliding motion, 
and the snowy owl faced them instead, slowly blinking immense golden eyes.
  "Emrissa," it said. "I haven't seen you in here in, oh, three snowfalls."
  Emrissa nodded. "We need help, Otaken. Someone who can provide my friend 
with transportation." She prodded Ternora a little, so that Ternora stood up straighter and 
met Otaken's eyes as fearlessly as she could. "And, of course, I want someone to show 
her around the Snowy and help her learn some of the ways of the fey in Faean."
  Otaken studied Ternora. "Half-elf," he said, with a sigh like an owl's call in his 
voice. "It'll be hard."
  "I know," said Emrissa. "Do what you can." She prodded Ternora again, who 
stepped sharply away from her, since she was getting a little tired of all the prodding. 
Emrissa just smiled at her, and then looked at Otaken. "We'll be at one of the tables, when 
you find someone who's willing to sell."



  She guided Ternora towards a table that looked more like a small tree. As they 
approached, the tree's branches folded down into trays, and roots sprang out of the floor 
to offer them seats. Ternora sat down gingerly, trying not to look impressed. Looking 
impressed among the Light elves, for instance, was just occasion for them to try out even 
more wondrous magic.
  "It's- quite a place," Ternora said, looking from face to face. They were all varied, 
all interesting, but even so she surprised herself by longing for someone human to look 
at. She shook her head and sighed. I've been among fey and gods and powers for too 
long, she thought. I need to remember that not all humans are like Shara's worshippers in  
Dalzna. Some of them are worth looking at and lording it over. I even miss Warcourage.
   "Yes," said Emrissa, drawing Ternora's attention away from her gloomy thoughts. 
"This is one of the last refuges of the fey who really did decide to remain in Faean, 
instead of fleeing to Faerie and the other worlds. We can talk here, and chatter, and do 
business." Emrissa smiled at someone behind Ternora. "And eat, of course."
  Ternora turned, almost running into the figure behind her, who bent out of her 
way with snake-like grace. One arm put down a tray of blooming flowers in front of her, 
and another in front of Emrissa. Two more arms arranged a cup of colored liquid before 
each of them, and a fourth arm hovered in the air.
  "Payment?" asked a hissing voice.
  Emrissa smiled, reached into a pouch at her waist, and pulled out something 
small and squeaking. The fourth arm snatched it from her, and Ternora could feel the 
thing bowing, though she tried not to look at it. "Enjoy your meal, ladies," said the voice, 
and then the server turned and glided away.
  Ternora swallowed. "What was that?" she asked.
  "An'fee," said Emrissa, digging into the flowers with evident enjoyment. "They 
like mice as payment. Harmless enough, really."
  "And- they're fey?" Ternora asked, biting into a petal automatically. It tasted 
sweet, more like spun sugar than a flower, and that reassured her enough to begin eating 
more deeply. "I thought that most fey looked human."
  Emrissa glanced up at her in surprise. "No, most humans look like some fey," she 
corrected. "You did grow up with Light elves, true?"
  "Yes," said Ternora. "But I'm half-human." She took a cautious sip of the colored 
liquid, and blinked. It was cool and refreshing, just the way she had always dreamed 
snowmelt would taste in stories of her childhood and the way it assuredly did not taste. 
She sipped again, and sighed in contentment.
  "That would explain some things," said Emrissa contentedly. She was almost 
swilling down her colored liquid, and Ternora winced. Perhaps the tongues and teeth of 
Faerie elves were less sensitive to cold; at least, she hoped so for Emrissa's sake. "And 
that's why we have to find you just the right kind of transportation. Many of the beasts 
that will bear anyone fey would try to kill a half-elf."
  "Lady Emrissa."
  Emrissa looked up without surprise. "Ah," she said. "Ternora, this is Wellerand. 
He might have something to sell us that you can ride. That's right, isn't it, Wellerand?"
  "It is," said the figure, turning towards Ternora.
  Ternora glanced queasily away. The face was beautiful enough, in the way that 
she was used to fey faces being beautiful, with large golden eyes and a perfectly shaped 



nose and lips. However, the features were not in the right order. The nose stood out above 
the eyes, which in turn rested just above the mouth. She caught a glimpse of Wellerand 
smiling as if he enjoyed her discomfort, and the fangs were off to the sides, while flatter 
teeth showed up in the front.
  "It's all right," said Wellerand. "Yes, I have something she can ride. I don't know 
that it'll be as fast as you want, but the main requirement is that a half-elf can ride it, 
right, Emrissa?"
  "Oh, yes," said Emrissa. Ternora, staring at her so that she didn't have to look at 
Wellerand, discovered that the elf had her hands in plain sight on the table and was 
tapping them gently, as though she were waiting for something. Her eyes had turned 
golden, and she never took them from Wellerand's face. "We must have something that a 
half-elf can ride, and that won't kill her."
  "Good," said Wellerand. "And here it is." He turned and gestured with one hand 
that Ternora also had to look away from. The thumb and the forefinger, at least, were in 
the wrong places.
  There came a shrill squealing, and then several handlers, all of whom looked 
more normal than Wellerand, dragged a large animal forward. Ternora stared at the 
pointed muzzle and gleaming eyes, and found her tongue at last.
  "That's a ferret," she said.
  "A great ferret," Wellerand agreed. "And she'll let anyone ride her who can get on 
her back once- fey, half-fey, or even human."
  "Can she fly?" Ternora asked, leaning forward. She was feeling more courageous 
than she had expected, her stomach and her veins boiling with cold clarity. She wondered 
what else was in that drink besides color, and then the thought slipped away from her 
again as Wellerand gestured.
  The ferret hissed at him, but arched to the side, and delicate blue wings sprang 
out from her flanks into the open air.
  "I'll take her," said Ternora, staring into the animal's eyes. The ferret stared back 
at her, chittering softly in a way that could have meant anything.
  "You have to ride her first," said Wellerand, smiling contentedly. "And that is 
something almost no one manages to do. Been looking to get rid of her for a long time. 
Gentle as a human babe once you get past the teeth and the claws and the wings to climb 
on her back for the first time, but you have to get past them first."
  "The wings?" Ternora asked.
  Wellerand whistled. The ferret brought her wings around, singing softly as they 
sliced through the air, and Ternora saw how sharp-edged they were for the first time. She 
smiled and glanced at Emrissa.
  "You have the means to pay?" she asked.
  "You'll find it," said Emrissa, leaning back in her chair. The expression in her 
eyes was unfathomable now, though Ternora had thought it was anger the last few times 
she looked. "The payment is the blood that you shed trying to get on that creature's back."
  Ternora nodded and stood. The room swayed around her for a moment, but she 
righted herself by gripping a chair. She looked hard at Wellerand. "You give me your 
word that you won't try to trick me about this? I climb on the ferret, she's mine, minus the 
blood I've shed?"
  "I promise," said Wellerand, grinning.



  "What's her name?" Ternora asked, turning back to look at the cream-colored 
creature. She arched her head and hissed at Ternora.
  "Kitten."
  Ternora grinned. Of course it would be. She stepped forward, her hand out. 
"Greetings, Kitten-" she began.
  Kitten's wing came around, so hard and fast that Ternora knew it would have 
sliced her arm off if she stayed. But she was already springing into the air, over the blast 
of the wing, and dropping onto the ferret's head.
  The teeth snapped at her ankle. Ternora quickly pulled it up and rolled around the 
head, laughing all the way. She sounded drunk even to herself, but that didn't matter, not 
against mounting Kitten.
  The ferret's claws descended then, one giant hind paw lifting into the air as 
though Ternora was a flea she would scratch. Ternora slid down the side, clinging to the 
cream-colored fur.
  Kitten gave a shrill sound, and then one front paw seized Ternora and her down 
to the floor. The ferret half-turned, amid a chorus of shouts, and prepared to slice Ternora 
in half with a wing.
  Ternora caught a glimpse of Emrissa's face. It was as still and blank as time-
polished stone.
  She knew that meant she was on her own.
  She looked up into the wing as it came down at her.
 



Chapter 49

 Caution And Recklessness
 "Hesitating on the brink of war is a better idea than many people think. 
Hesitating before throwing your life away is always a good idea."
 -Arozza, Crowned Dark's Queen.
  "And of course you are going to help me with my war."
  Dirien smiled patiently. "Of course, my lady. But we must discuss terms." Her 
silver eyes moved to Olumer's face. "I think that we should discuss them with your 
guardian, while you walk about the village again. There are many people who would like 
to gaze upon their future Queen before you go."
  "Of course!" said Cadona, standing. "I should have thought of that. I would not 
deprive my people of a sight of their future Queen for anything in the world. Pray pardon 
me for not doing it before."
  "Of course," said Dirien, and waited while Cadona left the room. When she 
turned back to look at Olumer, her face was considerably cooler and stronger. "You know 
that we cannot give the Princess the army she needs to take back Rivendon?"
  Olumer bowed his head. "She already has the army that she needs to take back 
Rivendon, in her Kings and Queens. What she wants from each village is more in the 
nature of a symbolic commitment. That way, when she wins the war, she will know who 
was loyal to her and who was not."
  Dirien smiled at him. "You understand it very well. And you understand what it 
will mean for the villages who make that symbolic commitment if she does not win?"
  "She will," said Olumer.
  "But she may not," said Dirien. "I am not blind, my lord. I have seen the glow of 
Destiny around Cadona, and I have seen the glow of Destiny around the Queen who 
attends and watches her. The glow around the stone Queen is stronger still. She dreams of 
achieving the rule of Rivendon again. Which one is she?"
  Olumer fought the urge to lick his claws, always his gesture when he was 
nervous. "Idona," he said. "Queen Idona, who ruled in the time of your great-great-
grandparents."
  "I remember her," said Dirien absently. "Being half-fey has its advantages." She 
cocked her head at him. "You know what she did to Rivendon, what she wrought while 
she was on the throne. Would you have her back again?"
  "I would not."
  "Then you must do something to stop her," said Dirien. "You are the only one 
who does not have ambitions of your own, or who is not too enthralled by Cadona to see 
her for what she really is. You must stop them both. Better that we should have the Lady 
Renne on the throne of Rivendon forever than either of them."
  Olumer started to nod unhappily, and then stopped. "Who?"
  "The Lady Renne. The current ruler of Rivendon."
  "Prince Artaen was the current ruler of Rivendon, I had thought," said Olumer, 
trying to keep both his wonder and his fear out of his voice.
  "So he is," said Dirien, "and so the Lady Renne is very careful to say whenever 
she makes a speech or gives an order. This is done in the Prince's name, this will only 
hold until the day of his return, and so on. But he has not come back from Orlath, where 



he went to unseat the Princess Nightstone. Until then, Renne rules, and there are many 
who say she is not a bad ruler. Less harsh than the Prince, and certainly not the kind of 
Queen that either Idona or Cadona would become."
  Olumer nodded, keeping to himself the fact that he had certain things to fear from 
Renne that perhaps no one else in the world did. He had heard her confess her secret 
ambitions. As long as Renne needed Artaen's specter to keep her people from rebelling, 
she would not thank him for spreading her ambitions. "I will try to stop Idona. I am 
already committed to seeing another Queen rule Rivendon, in any case."
  Dirien's eyes lit with curiosity. "Who?"
  Olumer opened his mouth, and then the door of the hut opened and Idona stepped 
inside, smiling at him. Olumer fought the temptation to rise to his feet and growl at her. 
Ever since he had drummed in the spring with the silvereyes, his sensitivity to the 
unnatural feeling the Kings and Queens exuded had increased. He didn't like the way they 
made him feel, didn't like the explosion of ill-will that surrounded him when he walked 
among them, and above all didn't like the look in Idona's eyes now as she smiled at him.
  "Come, Dirien," she said, without taking her eyes off Olumer. "The future Queen 
of Rivendon is parading up and down the streets of your village. I doubt you'll see 
another such sight again, half-fey or not. You should go and look."
  Dirien glanced at Olumer. Olumer nodded swiftly. Idona wasn't stupid enough to 
miss the look, and her lips tightened, though she waited until Dirien had left the cottage 
and gone into the street before she said anything.
  "Can it be that she was concerned with what you thought?" Idona asked, walking 
closer to him. "And you not even of royal blood?"
  Olumer held those eyes of blue-green living stone, and said nothing. There was 
nothing he could say that wouldn't get him further into trouble, he realized. Better to wait 
it out and hope that Idona couldn't bear to think he would betray her.
  She reached out abruptly and clasped his hand, beginning to squeeze. Olumer 
closed his eyes against the flare of pain in the bone.
  "I could crush this," said Idona, her voice full of wonder at her own strength. "I 
am made of stone now. You know that?"
  "Yes," Olumer gasped. She would break his wrist in a moment, he thought. He 
had to fight the urge to try and wrench free, like an animal with its leg caught in a trap. It 
wouldn't help and would just make her hurt him more. Idona had liked to break a dog's 
leg and then set starving cats on it. She would think this was good fun, too, watching him 
hurt himself more in the struggle to break free.
  "I will," said Idona, "unless you tell me that you will grant me allegiance and 
help in my ascension to the throne, and stop whispering beyond my back."
  Olumer opened his eyes swiftly. He couldn't stop that, but he could stop himself 
from saying what he thought as he stared at Idona.
  She is just like Cadona. She thinks I can help her win the throne, for whatever 
reason, and if she can't have my loyalty out of love, she'll have it out of fear. She thinks 
that she can threaten me into obedience.
  She really thinks that.
   And fear left Olumer. Idona could powder his wrist, but not his will. The 
implication of just how much she needed him had freed him. He stood straight and smiled 
at her, and the lie came easily out of his mouth.



  "Of course I'll help you, Idona."
  Idona held his wrist a moment longer, then smiled and let him go, lifting the hand 
that had done the crushing to stroke his face. "That's a good silvereyes," she whispered. 
"You are my mate still. The father of my children. Such things matter to silvereyes, and in 
time to come, you might even teach me of them."
  Olumer stood still and let her kiss him. Idona drew back and looked at him 
thoughtfully. "Since I am made of stone, and am stronger," she said, "you couldn't really 
resist me if I wanted to do- well, other things to you, as well as break your wrist."
  That threat should have made Olumer cower. He knew it should have. The 
knowledge was whispering in his head, real, persistent. And for some reason it only made 
him stand the taller and bare his fangs at Idona, without even moving.
  Idona stared at him, then laughed. "Well, perhaps some other time," she said. 
"Come with me. You really won't see Cadona parading up and down the street of a village 
often, since it won't be long before we kill her." She took his wounded wrist, pressing just 
hard enough that Olumer felt the return of pain, and led him out into the village street.
  Olumer walked beside her, feeling himself breathe. His mind was distant from 
the festivities around him and the laughter and applause of the villagers as Cadona trod 
the street like a descended star. He looked around, seeking the source of the best scent, 
and found the silvereyes pack standing at a distance from him.
  Helian stood slightly in front of Temer, whose head was bowed in deferential 
reverence to- something. Perhaps her. The others looked in various directions, but the 
pack leader gazed directly at Olumer, and her eyes spoke for her.
  Olumer dipped his head and bared his fangs, the sign of challenge, or refusal to 
yield when pack leader met pack leader. Helian stared at him, then began to laugh. She 
turned away, shaking her head, and led her pack into the mass of humans on the streets. 
Given how many of the people were almost as tall as silvereyes and had the same dark 
skin, they were whirled out of sight in seconds.
  "What are you looking at?" Idona asked, turning her head. She shrugged when 
she saw no one there, and finally let Olumer's wrist go. "Is she not a pretty sight?" she 
asked, turning to look at Cadona once more. "Our blood runs strongly in her. Do you see 
her face? So much like Ulon's at that age."
  "Of course," said Olumer, without the tremor in his belly that she probably 
expected him to feel at the mention of his dead son. Ulon's tale was a tragedy; the boy 
had deserved better than to be born to such parents. But he was dead now, and Olumer's 
responsibility was to the living, or those, like Lyli, who were owed a better death than 
what they had. "And her eyes. They are much like yours, too."
  Idona blinked at him. "Not in color," she said, with a tone of old resentment in 
her voice. She had married a silvereyes partially to breed back in the silver color that was 
the mark of a Rivendonian royal. She had been sensitive all her life, Olumer remembered, 
about her own blue-green gaze, and obviously that resentment had lasted beyond death 
into this new kind of life.
  "But she looks much like you in spirit," said Olumer. "And while I am not going 
to assist her to the throne, I will say that there is much of her great-great-grandmother in 
her."
  Idona lowered her head, and for a moment the dark stone of her cheeks darkened 
further, as though she were flushing. "Thank you, Olumer," she said. "Those are the 



sweetest words that you have spoken to me since my awakening."
  Olumer dipped his head, and said nothing at all. He wondered how she would 
feel if she knew his resolve. 
  He was a silvereyes, and silvereyes were hunters. He would drive Idona as he had 
driven many better prey animals in his time, and send her into the snare that he would set 
up for her before he killed her.
  That sounded like a wonderful idea, at least to the silvereyes part of him. And 
while he could hardly feed on her flesh, he would gain more back that he could eat. 
Without her around to bully and threaten him, then he might find some peace from the 
memories. There would be no danger of being caught in a shining net again. And without 
a mate, then he could run into the hills and join any silvereyes pack he wanted to.
  Idona smiled at him uncertainly, and then turned back to the procession of one. 
Olumer watched it himself, and waited until Cadona had swung around again to smile at 
her. He caught and held her eyes, and turned his smile from one of approval and 
admiration to one of pity.
  He saw the surface of her eyes crack like a mirror again, and once again the 
desperation and helplessness flooded out. Cadona looked almost as if she would like to 
run to him, and then she smiled and dropped her arms and returned to the parade. Olumer 
watched closely, and saw the unnatural way that her feet jerked under the dress. He had 
taught her to wear gowns, since she would have to when she was Queen of Rivendon, and 
she knew how to move as gracefully and silently in them as she did through the woods. 
Her motions now looked unnatural. Destiny was having to grip her and march her like a 
puppet.
  At least it was a struggle. Olumer took pride in that, to know that he had raised no 
girl so enchanted by the romance of becoming Queen that she yielded without a struggle.
  "I must go and stand by her," said Idona abruptly. "She moves so awkwardly. She 
could use lessons in how to move." She looked pointedly at Olumer, and then went and 
stood next to the Princess, walking with her and crooning to her. Olumer shook his head. 
He supposed that she would continue the pretense of caring about Cadona until the time 
actually came when Idona wanted to kill her.
  Someone tapped him on the shoulder. Olumer turned, expecting to find Helian, 
since the tap had felt so self-assured.
  Instead, a hooded figure smiled at him, and then pulled back the hood far enough 
that he could look into Estora's face.
  Olumer gaped at her, feeling the song of kinship that bound them together 
beginning in his head at last. It had taken a long time to begin, though, and he had no idea 
how Estora could have kept him from hearing it.
  "How did-"
  "Oh, hush," said Estora, who was looking past him at both Idona and Cadona and 
smiling a little in contempt. "You do say the most foolish things sometimes. I helped 
Pannerel with a small matter, and then instructed him to put me down here as we returned 
from our journey. I came to find you." She turned her eyes back on him. "The messages 
have flown, and my people are waiting in every corner of the country, ready to rise. 
Thanks to you, we now have some idea of what we are facing, but we don't know all of it. 
I want you to come with me and tell me more about this army of Kings and Queens."
  "But-"



  "Yes?"
  "I have to stay with Cadona and figure out some way of freeing her," said 
Olumer. "She's not really going along with this because she wants to, just because she 
doesn't have a choice. And I have to find some way of freeing Lyli, and-"
  "You swore loyalty to me," said Estora. "And I'm not going to let someone who 
did that stay in company he must hate."
  "But if I go with you," said Olumer, stirring up the last objection he could think 
of, "then I'll reveal my real loyalty, and your existence."
  "No need to worry about that," said Estora. "I'm revealing that right now." And 
she stepped forward and yelled, "Hello!"
  Both Cadona and Idona turned to stare at her. Estora waved merrily. "I hope that 
you like having competition for the throne," she said. "My name's Estora. And I brought 
you a gift."
  Her magic exploded like sunrise.
 



Chapter 50

 The Lake of the Northern Winds
 "The lake is frozen half the year,
 And under the ice, a frozen tear
 Has more life than what lives here,
 In the Lake Crown of Dalzna.
 
 But sometimes there comes a stir,
 A hiss of cracking ice, a whisper,
 And then, rising like a conifer,
 There comes the crown of Dalzna."
 -From the song "Crown of the Northern Winds."
  "There we are."
  Kymenos lifted his head wearily from Sykeen's mane. He hadn't been able to 
sleep while night and day wheeled around him, and he had assumed that now day had 
apparently won and was sending the sunlight streaming across the mountains, he'd be 
able to rest at last. But Pannerel was staring back at him with fierce eyes, the elf-horse 
running beneath him as tirelessly as ever.
  "Where are we?" Kymenos asked, stifling a yawn with the back of his hand. A 
glance below showed him mountains that looked familiar. He frowned, trying to 
remember when he had last seen them. Just before he walked away from Serian, of 
course, but what about this particular part of the range?
  "The Lake of the Northern Winds."
  Kymenos's head snapped forward, and he squinted. Sure enough, a flash of light 
came back to him from beyond the peaks, harsh and dazzling as sunlight on snow. He 
raised a hand to shield his eyes.
  You didn't want to come here, did you? Sykeen asked softly in the silence of his 
head. You wanted to keep riding until we came to Serian, and then drop to the ground 
and never stir from the city again.
  Of course, said Kymenos. And if the interfering elf hadn't decided on this without  
me, then we would have stopped before we passed over Serian.
  "This is only nonsense," said Norianna loftily, speaking the conversation aloud 
without even giving Kymenos time to decide if he wanted Pannerel and Talazh to hear it. 
"It is time to face your destiny. You've come to the Lake of the Northern Winds, 
Kymenos, and the crown of the Heirs of Dalzna shall find you."
  Kymenos scowled. "It's only a legend that the crown was tossed into the lake," he 
said, even as his eyes strayed restlessly ahead to the flash of light. "Not reality."
  "Then why are you trembling?"
  Kymenos said a rude word. He was indeed trembling, and Norianna, sheathed so 
close to his side, could feel it. But she didn't have to speak it out like that, and make it 
obvious to Pannerel and Talazh.
  The elf-horse nudged close to Sykeen. "I'm sorry," said Pannerel, which made 
Kymenos stare in astonishment; he'd thought an elf was incapable of apology. Pannerel's 
face was serious, though, and his eyes flickered back and forth from Kymenos to the 
blaze of light from the lake. "Did I do something I shouldn't have?"



  "I wanted to stay in Serian," said Kymenos. "The capital of Dalzna," he added, 
when Pannerel gazed at him blankly. "Instead, it seems that I'm on my way to the Lake of 
the Northern Winds."
  "Yes," Pannerel agreed, glancing at the approaching water. They flew over a 
peak, and Kymenos could make out the broad valley that cradled the lake, a mixture of 
white and green as winter and spring fought each other. "But you would have had to 
come here sooner or later, wouldn't you?"
  "I don't know what you mean," snapped Kymenos, tensing despite himself as the 
horses began to slant down. He felt an odd relief, though, that he realized after a moment 
came from Sykeen. The stallion was looking forward to running on grass and snow 
instead of air. Kymenos shut the feelings out of his head, ignoring Sykeen's reprimanding 
snort.
  "Norianna would have nagged you," said Pannerel. "Your conscience would have 
nagged you. And you would always have wondered if you were the Heir of Dalzna or not. 
So you would have come north to the Lake someday anyway, to find and face what you 
thought was your destiny. You would have dreamed your days away waiting for the 
crown to really come to you, and then you would have come at last to ease the dread one 
way or the other."
  Kymenos stared narrow-eyed at Pannerel. "That's something to think about," he 
said. "Not something I really want to think about, but a way to do it."
  Pannerel nodded to him and pulled back, and then they were hovering above the 
Lake. Kymenos turned his head to look at as they proceeded lower and lower, towards a 
cluster of snow-covered boulders beside the lake.
  It was a beautiful place, flashing back sunlight so brilliantly that Kymenos found 
it hard to tell what was solid ice and what was rich, pale water, reflecting the icy sky. Pine 
trees loomed on the far side. The boulders were the closest landmark on the near shore, at 
least until one of them suddenly shifted and revealed itself to be an archer, standing in the 
midst of unfolding Illusion. She had a bow, and the arrow calmly followed them across 
the air as they wheeled once and then landed several hundred feet away.
  Other people stepped out of Illusions around them, and a crisp female voice 
called in Dalznan, "Identify yourselves."
  Kymenos looked up. The woman who had held the bow on them originally was 
walking towards them, her face locked in a frown as sharp as the jagged edges of the ice. 
Her arrow never wavered from its steady pointing, and Kymenos had to admire her aim. 
He did wish that he wasn't the target, though, so that he could admire it even more.
  She was a small woman, he saw, dark of hair and eye, neat and quick of hands. 
She halted a short distance away and turned her head from side to side, gaze narrowed as 
if she were looking for something.
  She found it quickly enough. Smiling, she said, "Talazh," and lowered the bow. 
"In strange company you come back to us," she added, as the young man flung himself 
from the elf-horse's back and knelt in the snow.
  "Lady Ravenseeker," said Talazh, his eyes bright with adoration. "I would not 
have arrived here so fast if not for the elf, Pannerel. And I would never have arrived at all 
without the help of my good friend Kymenos." He gestured to Kymenos, who had started 
to bristle a little at the thought that Talazh had forgotten about him in favor of the elf.
  Lady Ravenseeker lifted her head and glanced first at Pannerel, then at Kymenos. 



Kymenos caught his breath. Maybe he was giving Lady Ravenseeker extra credit because 
she was Dalznan, but he thought she was more dangerous than Nightstone, or Dolasson, 
or even Annalithiel and the other Faerie elven women. In her eyes burned the dark fire of 
a fanatic, and she stared hard at Kymenos for a long moment.
  "You mentioned him in your message," she said to Talazh, though she never took 
her eyes from Kymenos. "You said that he could be the Heir of Dalzna."
  "I think he is," said Norianna.
  Lady Ravenseeker jumped, and then tensed her muscles and lifted her chin as if 
commanding them to forget all about that. "And who are you?" she asked, looking just 
slightly above Kymenos's head.
  "Kymenos's sword and companion," said Norianna. "Sworn to defend him 
against those who would take his life. Destiny has great plans for him. He will become 
the fourth Heir of the prophecy, and rule Dalzna."
  "Not if we kill him first," said Lady Ravenseeker tranquilly, and she lifted and 
aimed her bow again without pause.
  "I have no desire to rule Dalzna," said Kymenos, quickly and roughly. If he could 
show them how much he despised the idea, perhaps they would accept that he was true 
Dalznan, and as committed to the freedom of the Kingdom as they were. He doubted it, 
though, and he stared at the arrow aimed between his eyes, fully expecting to die. "I don't 
think I am the Heir, and if I am, I would willingly die before I ascended the throne."
  Norianna began to complain, but Kymenos paid no attention to her. His gaze was 
fixed on the Crownkiller, who lowered her bow and studied him with understanding 
dawning in her dark eyes.
  "You are a freeborn Dalznan," she said.
  "Yes."
  "And you want to remain that way."
  Kymenos nodded fervently, not caring now that the arrow bobbed up and down 
in time to the movements of his head. He thought he was winning through, and if that 
was true, then he would go on persisting until he won. "I would never listen to or obey 
any monarch, and I don't wish to be one."
  "What makes the sword so sure you are one?" Lady Ravenseeker asked.
  "She's latched onto me in desperation," said Kymenos. "I was the guardian of the 
Orlathian Royal Heir, before I managed to flee when she was destroyed by Nightstone of 
Orlath. Norianna should have been Princess Alliana's sword. She isn't, of course, but she 
can't accept that the prophecy is broken. So she came to me, and she's been trying to 
convince me to fulfill what might be left of the prophecy ever since."
  A ghost of a smile brushed Lady Ravenseeker's lips. "I suspect that you would 
willingly be rid of the sword."
  "Yes. I was planning to toss her into the Lake after I faced the stupid test that she 
wants me to face."
  "And what test is that?" Lady Ravenseeker was tapping her arrow against her 
palm, her calm eyes fixed on Kymenos's face.
  "She believes that the crown that sometimes rises from the Lake will come to the 
hand of the Heir." Kymenos tried to laugh, and was relieved to find that his voice came 
free easily, instead of sticking in his throat. "I'll show her that it doesn't, and then toss her 
in the lake and go home to Serian."



  "It's true," said Lady Ravenseeker, "that we have been waiting here to catch the 
Heir when he came to claim his crown. And we had a message from Princess Nightstone 
warning us that one would try."
  "She has a grudge against me," said Kymenos. "I escaped her, after all. But I 
promise you that I am not the Heir."
  "Let us see, shall we?" Lady Ravenseeker asked. "I have studied the legends of 
the royals of all the Kingdoms. I know them by heart. And I believe that, yes, the crown 
will come to the hands of he who is Heir. Let us make the test that the sword designed for 
you, and then you shall be free of the suspicion forever, in some way or another."
  Kymenos squared his shoulders. His heart was pounding, but his mind was oddly 
clear. "Yes, let us make the test."
  Lady Ravenseeker glanced once at him, as though measuring his courage, and 
then turned and walked towards the Lake, calling out as she did so. More and more 
Crownkillers came out of hiding, crowding around her and watching Kymenos with eyes 
that he remembered well. There had been Crownkillers in Serian while he was still a 
child, though most of them had been driven out by the time he left; they were too intent 
on searching through the Star Circle's library for some hints of where they might find the 
Heirs. They were always a little different than anyone else, prone to staring too intently 
into strangers' faces and running to investigate rumors of a royal reappearing, which were 
usually just rumors.
  "This is the moment," said Norianna softly in her sheath, trembling and vibrating 
with eagerness. "This is the moment when you will become whole and complete, 
Kymenos, and finally find the destiny that you have been searching for throughout your 
life, often without knowing it. This is the moment when you will rise as the Heir of 
Dalzna, and I will rise as well, to get you out from among these Crownkillers intent on 
slaughtering you."
  "They would not be killing me," said Kymenos, in a voice that was almost too 
calm. He did feel that way, though, as though he were drifting underwater and none of 
this had anything to do with him. He would know in a moment, one way or the other, and 
as Lady Ravenseeker had said, he could then at least leave uncertainty behind. "They 
would be setting me free. Or they would be killing someone who was not Kymenos any 
longer, because I could not live with myself if I were the royal Heir."
  "You still don't think you are, do you?" asked Norianna, with an exasperated sigh.
  There was no answer Kymenos could give to that that wouldn't anger the sword, 
so he said nothing. He merely stepped up to the edge of the Lake, and waited. Behind 
him, he could hear Pannerel and Talazh crowding. Talazh actually came up next to him 
and glanced at him anxiously.
  "I will be here," he said softly. "They'll listen to me, Kymenos, when I tell them 
how you rescued me. I'll make sure that they give you a merciful death."
  Kymenos hardly heard him. He stared out over the lake's waves, and ice, and 
waited for the moment when the crown would rise.
  In a few moments, it came. There was a boom like thunder, the sound of cracking 
ice, and then the crown rose dripping out of the water.
  Kymenos tilted his head back to watch it ascend. It was a glittering silver image, 
larger than any crown could ever be, spread across the sky and rippling as though it were 
only light on water. That image was one of the main reasons no Crownkiller had ever 



tried to take it from the Lake. It would break apart and fracture like the water in the hands 
of anyone other than the rightful royal Heir of Dalzna.
  Kymenos's heart gave a painful bound. That Heir might be him.
  But, if I am, then I will end here, he reminded himself. The Crownkillers will 
slaughter me, and then I will have nothing to worry about, ever again. In fact, I will go to  
my death with a smile on my face, since I know that my country is freed of the threat of 
rulers for all time.
   For a moment, nothing more happened than their watching the crown, something 
that had happened since the fall of the royal family. For seventeen score years and more, 
Dalznans had come to the shore of the Lake and watched the crown, gazing at it in 
longing, fear, hatred, envy- what?
  Kymenos could not have said what he was feeling as he stood there, assuming 
that someone asked him. No one did. They all had their gazes locked on the crown, heads 
tilted back. Kymenos could see, from the corner of his eye, the pulses fluttering in their 
throats. Someone swallowed audibly.
  And then the crown spun, and shrank until it was no longer an image, but only a 
crown of solid silver. A sigh rose from the throats of the watchers, and some of them were 
even in admiration of its beauty. The crown looked like sculpted ice.
  It began to descend. Kymenos stood breathing shallowly, feeling as though 
someone had reached into his chest and laid a hand on his heart. It beat with difficulty, 
and his palms seemed to bleed sweat.
  The crown came nearer and nearer, and glittered like Destiny, like hatred, like the 
edge of a blade proclaiming the end of life. Kymenos watched it come as calmly as he 
could, knowing there wasn't much else he could do.
  Then the crown was hovering right above him.
  "I have never seen it come so close," breathed Lady Ravenseeker, her words 
hardly stirring the air, "and I have watched the Lake for years. The Heir is here. And in a 
moment, we shall have him." But there was no hatred or triumph in her voice; the tension 
and wonder were too strong for that.
  The crown skimmed back and forth for a moment, hesitating like a swallow not 
sure which branch to alight on. Kymenos clenched his fists, and the shroud on his mind 
shredded and tore. He was suddenly thinking, the words thundering in his head like a 
gong, Not me, not me, not me.
   The crown gave a delicate little shudder, and settled itself at last, on Talazh's 
head.
 



Chapter 51

 The Diamond of Ezudlos
 "Never could I have imagined what lay there before me, in the darkness, 
slumbering on a bed as old as the world…"
  -Supposed journal of an explorer who first ventured into the Caves Radiancia.
  "We are here."
  Elary lifted her head alertly. She knew that tone of voice. Mitherill had finally 
achieved something that she really wanted. The Princess sounded triumphant, and 
considering how many small disappointments seemed to attend her everywhere she went, 
only a great achievement could have erased them. Elary began to walk quickly, at last 
breaking into a run, until she stood at Mitherill's side.
  "What is it, Your Highness?" she asked, peering ahead into the arched cave that 
lay ahead of them.
  Mitherill turned a cool gaze on her. Elary dropped her eyes, wondering what she 
had done wrong now. Did Mitherill know that Elary knew of Silar's and Umerzh's plans, 
and hadn't told her?
  But Mitherill only said, "We are on the brink of discovering the Diamond of 
Ezudlos, of course, Elary- the reason that we came down into these caves in the first 
place. I should think that you would know what it is without having to ask."
  Elary murmured an apology, while trying to peer into the chamber ahead. It was 
impossible. The white light flooding from beyond the arch kept her from seeing anything, 
including the delicate curves of stone that she would have expected in such a place. The 
chamber seemed built to her, instead of carved out of the stone by natural forces like most 
of the others. Someone had once walked here, and laid the Diamond of Ezudlos down 
with reverent hands, and then never come back for it.
  Nervousness beat in her ears, or maybe that was the rush of her blood. And why 
did they never come back for it? I would like to know that. The Diamond is powerful 
beyond measure, say the legends, able to rouse the earth in every Kingdom to fight for its  
possessor. But someone laid it down and walked away. Why? Why in the name of the 
Light would anyone do that?
   "Elary."
  Elary nearly jumped when she felt the hand on her shoulder and heard the 
whisper in her ear. But she recognized Silar's voice a moment later, and let the kiness 
woman draw her away from the arch. Umerzh was waiting behind Silar, his head up and 
his brown eyes shining with a fire that made Elary glad everyone was too busy watching 
the white glow and murmuring to take any notice of him. He would have given himself 
away in a moment if they saw him looking at the Princess like that.
  "We're going to start the distraction soon," said Silar. Her own face was animated, 
but only in the way that it always was when she was about to fight a battle, Elary thought. 
"And I don't want you to worry. I know that you don't really approve of what we're doing, 
but I hope you know that we really do have Arvenna's best interests at heart."
  "And the interests of all Kingdoms," Umerzh added, "since there is none that 
would be safe, if the Diamond was in the Princess Mitherill's hands."
  Elary glared steadily at him. "And do you want the Diamond of Ezudlos for 
yourself?"



  His eyes blinked at her, fervent but guileless. "No."
  Elary sighed. The shame of it is, I almost believe him. "I agree that none of the 
Kingdoms would be safe," she said, "but I don't know how you can keep Mitherill from 
taking it. She is obviously ready." The glow of the Princess's Destiny had become 
brighter and brighter in the last few hours, until now she outshone the golden moss that 
still clung to the walls. "What is your distraction?"
  "You," said Silar simply, and grabbed her by the hair.
  Elary cried out, and that drew the attention of all the staring eyes. Mitherill took a 
step forward, frowning. "Silar?" she said, in the rounded tones of an adult Queen. "What 
are you doing to Elary?"
  "I'm going to kill her," said Silar, and then whispered in Elary's ear, "Sorry, sorry, 
I won't slit your throat if you don't struggle, just hold still damn you." Loudly, she said, 
"She insists on trying to redeem you, when anyone could see that you can't be redeemed. 
And she disappoints me extremely in that."
  Elary closed her eyes, trembling. Could she trust Silar to only use her as a 
distraction and not harm her?
  Even if I could, she realized abruptly, I don't want to. Silar would save my life 
only to make me the means of damning Mitherill's. I don't want her to die. I still don't, in 
spite of everything that she's done.
   She began to kick and struggle, and then stopped as she felt Silar's blade against 
her throat. She had had occasion to see how good the kiness woman was with that. She 
was still, breathing shallowly.
  "Elary has been loyal to me, then," said Mitherill, coming slowly forward. "And I 
should have realized before that she had no ambition to see me dead. It is you who has 
the ambition, Silar, because you want the thrones of Arvenna and Ilantra for yourself."
  Elary felt Umerzh's attention swing, going from the Princess to Silar. He was 
trembling, she thought, like a hound about to fight the leash.
  Silar shook forging-fire hair out of her eyes and frowned at Mitherill. "What are 
you talking about?"
  Mitherill smiled. "I had a prophetic dream," she said, "where I saw you ascending 
the throne of Ilantra, smiling and happy to be there. I had no doubt that you ruled 
Arvenna as well. Since then, I have known you as an enemy, but you seemed content to 
serve me and bide your time. So I bided mine as well. I was patient. I waited until you 
revealed your treachery beyond all doubt." Her eyes shifted to Elary. "I thought that you 
would join her in that treachery, and it seems that you have not. I'm sorry, Elary."
  Elary, overwhelmed by the idea that Mitherill had known all along about Silar's 
plans, hung in Silar's grip and said nothing.
  "Is that true?" Umerzh asked Silar. "Have you told me how much the Princess 
desires her throne, and how much we have to stop her, only because you desire the 
thrones of the Twin Kingdoms for yourself?" His voice was a bark on the last words, and 
Elary shuddered. Yes, a hound lunging against the leash, a very hungry hound.
  "That is not true," said Silar, her voice as pale as her face must be; Elary could 
hardly twist her head to see how pale it was. But the blade at her throat was trembling, 
causing Elary some high anxiety. "It cannot be true," she added, in defiance of all 
common evidence that, yes, it was true. "I have no royal blood in me, and I have never 
dreamed of rising to the throne of Arvenna."



  Mitherill laughed. "So all would say, if confronted with it," she murmured. "But 
desire for the throne is never far from any heart, human or fey. It is only those with royal 
blood who may rule successfully, but the desire is always there. Can you say that you 
have not gazed on me with distress, Silar? Can you say that you have not thought you 
would make a better ruler than I, when I make a decision that you think is stupid?"
  Elary closed her eyes. She knew that Silar thought that way; Silar had spoken to 
her that way often enough. And from the gasps the Crownseekers gave, all of them were 
seeing the truth written on Silar's face.
  Mitherill came slowly forward, shoes tapping against the floor. "That was your 
plan, then," she said. "You would use Elary to distract me, and this Crownkiller would 
do- what, I wonder? Try to kill me? Try to steal the Diamond of Ezudlos?" She laughed 
lightly, the sound almost the only one in the silence. Elary could hear her own heart and 
Silar's hoarse breathing, but in comparison to the Princess's voice, they made no impact 
whatsoever. "I do not think that he is loyal to you. See him trembling at the thought of a 
ruler! See him fearing that he might have become the ally of someone with royal 
ambitions!"
  "I am not afraid!" Umerzh cried, and then Elary heard the rush of his feet as he 
gave in to the murderous impulse.
  Mitherill laughed. And then there came the snap of rock, and a long scream. It 
lingered in the air just like the sound of Mitherill's voice, and then it faded. Elary opened 
her eyes a moment too late, thinking she should stand witness to Umerzh's death, but he 
was already gone completely.
  "There," said Mitherill, and then looked back at Silar. "You should have chosen a 
better target for your distraction, Silar. Elary is nothing to me now, since she forsook 
being my guardian for some vague notion of freedom. You should have chosen Melior, 
and then I would have lingered. But now, I have a Diamond to win, and a Destiny to 
fulfill. You will excuse me, I hope, while you kill Elary and I claim my prize."
  And she turned and walked through the glowing arch. Many of the Crownseekers 
followed immediately. The rest spared some small glance for Elary, and then ducked 
through the arch as well. None of them looked at the place on the floor where their 
comrade, Umerzh, had last stood in the living world.
  There was silence for a long moment. It was as though the light had swallowed 
all sound of the Crownseekers. Of course, Elary could still her heart beating, and Silar 
breathing, and could still feel the sword trembling against her neck.
  "Silar," she whispered at last, "do you think you could-"
  "Of course," said Silar, and the blade slipped away from her throat. Elary 
slumped to the ground in relief.
  And then she turned as Silar knelt and began to sob.
  Elary watched in astonishment as tears rolled down Silar's cheeks. The kiness 
woman seemed to be heartbroken, whatever she was sobbing about, but she had so many 
things to cry for that Elary didn't know which one this was.
  "Silar?" she whispered, and reached out and stroked her shoulder just above the 
wing.
  Silar jumped at her suddenly, and grabbed Elary close in an embrace. Elary let 
Silar hold her, leaning her head on the other woman's shoulder and closing her eyes. It 
didn't seem to matter that Silar had just tried to kill her. Together, they shared an embrace 



and the death of most of their hopes.
  Silar stood at last, dashing the tears from her eyes. "Come. We should see the end 
of the Quest, don't you think? Even if neither of us can stop her, there should be someone 
there who would have liked to try." She held out her hand.
  Elary accepted it, climbing up, but held Silar back for a moment when the kiness 
woman would have simply walked into the glowing chamber. "Did you think about it?"
  "The thrones?"
  Elary nodded.
  Silar shrugged wearily. "I think I would make a better ruler than she would, but 
Umerzh would have, too." She paused. "That vision that she spoke of. You had it too, 
didn't you? You saw me ascending the throne of Ilantra."
  Elary nodded again, throat too tight to speak.
  Silar laughed bleakly. "Well. It just proves that not all Destinies, or dreams, come 
true after all." She drew Elary along, and together they passed into the light.
  For long moments, Elary could hear nothing, and could see nothing but the light. 
It was like walking through clouds on a floor of glass. She kept hold of Silar's hand, 
though, and at last they emerged on the other side of the light.
  They were in a wide chamber almost filled with Crownseekers. The walls were as 
delicately carved as Elary had thought they would be, graceful sweeping curves incised 
with shining patterns. Elary brushed a hand curiously against the incisions, and frowned. 
There was a warmth behind them, as though trapped magma coursed and beat inches 
beneath the stone. But Elary didn't have time to think about what that meant, before Silar 
squeezed her hand and she turned forward to see Mitherill claiming her prize.
  The Arvennese Princess walked confidently towards a cove of black stone, all of 
it covered in the most delicate incisions imaginable. A long projecting bit of stone stuck 
out across the floor and then dived under it. Elary wasn't sure what that was there for, 
unless perhaps to provide an even more magnificent setting for the Diamond.
  The jewel clung to the middle of the black wall, shining with its own light. It was 
the size of a clenched fist, blue-white and clear, and naturally faceted. Elary felt her 
breath catch, and something like desire of her own trickle through her. Even if she would 
never use the Diamond in a quest for power, she would like to sit and gaze upon its 
beauty as long as she liked.
  Mitherill smiled at everyone in the chamber. "This is a tale to tell your 
grandchildren," she said in a sonorous voice. "This is the first step on the road to Ilantra 
and Arvenna claimed and redeemed. A year's time from now at most will see me on the 
throne, and the Diamond shining in my fist."
  A few of the Crownseekers murmured something that sounded like prayers, and 
almost all of them knelt. Silar stood, squeezing Elary's hand when she would have knelt- 
less to Mitherill than to the Diamond, Elary thought, but of course Silar couldn't know 
that. Elary shook off the spell and remained standing.
  Mitherill frowned at them for a moment, then smiled tolerantly. "You are not a 
threat," she said softly, and turned to face the Diamond. "Nothing is a threat now," she 
added, as she reached out to grasp it.
  A moment before her hand closed on it, the Diamond blinked.
 



Chapter 52

 All She Shall Know of Grace
 "I have heard before of a wide place,
 Where even a sinner might know of grace,
 Where the goddess's face never moves all day,
 And the voices sing praise in the name of Elle."
  -Shaldonia Essher of Rivendon.
  "This is the place."
  Nightstone didn't need to hear any comment from Tern to know that she spoke 
the truth. She could feel the power, hanging heavy in the air all around her. There was no 
sign of the city that the elves had told her to look for, but Nightstone moved confidently 
forward until she stood before the small round door.
  The power of Shadow whispered around her. It was a power of sliding, darting 
echoes. Sometimes Nightstone thought she heard the voices of birds that no longer sang 
in the upper world, and sometimes the noise of many waters, and sometimes the laughter 
of people she herself had killed. It was a power of Illusion and shadows, and Nightstone 
wasn't troubled by it.
  It couldn't stop her, not if she decided to destroy the power of Shadow.
  And she still hadn't decided that.
  Nightstone shifted the pack on her shoulders, and studied the door in the glow of 
the moss, as if she would see something there that would decide her one way or the other. 
There was no sign, however. There were shallow carvings around the handle of the door 
that formed a message, but Nightstone couldn't read them. She glanced behind her to see 
Tern sitting on a rock, his head bowed as if he were asleep.
  "You're bowing in reverence, aren't you?" asked Nightstone. "At least, you 
should be. If you've just gone to sleep, then I have no desire at all to wake you up with 
anything other than a stone."
  Tern lifted his head and then changed back into a man. Nightstone studied him 
thoughtfully. He didn't make her uneasy in the way that Kymenos did, though they were 
about the same height and had the same dark eyes. Tern was too mild and unassuming for 
that, about everything but his love for his lord. And now his eyes were alight as they 
fixed on the round door. "I never thought that I would come here," he breathed. "Many, 
many servants of Shadow never come down this far. The upper world is enough for them. 
But now…" His hand reached out, and he stroked the surface of the door as though it 
were an animal.
  The door made a faint clicking sound, and then opened towards him. Tern stared 
at Nightstone.
  Nightstone smiled a little. She had wondered if she could open the door, given 
her wavering devotion to Shadow, but Tern had done it for her, as she had thought should 
be the case all along.
  Tern slowly pulled the door open. He looked as if he was wondering, every once 
in a while, whether he should do this, but the wonder of seeing what lay behind the door 
overcame him. He tugged the door all the way open, and it fell to lie on the stone with a 
resounding boom that seemed much too big a sound for its small size.
  Nightstone stepped up beside him and peered into the chamber beyond. There 



was darkness there, but it seemed to clear, like- well, like shadows pulling away from the 
glow of the moss. And when she could see again, she noticed a descending flight of steps, 
the first undeniably made things that she had seen since entering the caverns. All the 
other caves, even if someone had sculpted them, looked natural. But these steps were as 
sharp and crisp as though someone had come along to make new edges when the old ones 
began to wear.
  Nightstone looked at Tern. The man tried to say something, and then swallowed 
and couldn't.
  "I'm going down," said Nightstone, and then stepped onto the first stair and began 
to descend.
  It wasn't long before she heard Tern behind her. Nightstone smiled. He could be 
coming to make sure she didn't do anything to the source of his lord's power, but she 
thought it was simpler, and deeper, than that. He was coming because he had no choice, 
after feeling the power whispering all around him. He wanted to see what was at the 
bottom of the stairs as much as she did.
  Nightstone stepped off the stairs, and the moment her foot touched the floor, a 
faint glow began to spread. It was a silvery light, faint and tricky as starlight, that left 
plenty of room for shadows to lie in the corners, but Nightstone could make out enough 
to leave her speechless.
  The walls were covered with carvings, all of them of animals and people, and one 
transforming into the other. There was one particularly skillful triptych of a man melting 
into a horse melting back into a man. Nightstone felt tears fill her eyes. She had always 
had a love for beautiful things, and these were beautiful beyond measure. There were 
faint colors on the lines of stone, too, that suggested they might once have been painted. 
She moved closer to a winged woman emerging from a spray of flowers, trying to 
imagine what it must have looked like when the flowers were colored purple, and the 
woman's wings blue and green.
  "Nightstone."
  Nightstone turned around. She would have turned around for Kymenos, if he had 
said her name in such a manner.
  Tern was standing before another carving, this time of a winged creature going 
through what seemed to be various cycles of its life. Nightstone gazed curiously. The 
creature was a dragon, she thought, but this was a particularly clumsy rendering in 
amongst all the finer pictures. It burst from an egg as she watched, crawled out through a 
cave, took to the sky and hunted, and then descended to the mountains again. There was 
something strange about the final picture, though. The dragon was drawn very large, and 
the mountains very small.
  "I wonder why?" Nightstone muttered.
  "Do you think that this is the dragon you saw hatching in the egg chamber?" Tern 
asked. "Perhaps it's important to Shadow, and he wanted you to see that image for some 
reason, as well as this one."
  Nightstone shook her head. "I don't know why. If it's important to Shadow, 
shouldn't you know more about it, as his servant?"
  Tern opened his mouth, then shrugged. In silence, they turned and passed among 
the carvings towards the inner part of the chamber, the part that radiated all the power.
  This was a small and bare place, compared to the outer room. Nightstone glanced 



around curiously. There must be something in here that could cause the sensation of 
sighing and beating wings, but she didn't see it.
  A moment later, she did.
  A creature trotted into view around the corner. It looked like a mouse, except for 
the delicate wings on its back. It halted on seeing them, and stared for a moment. 
Nightstone stared back, hearing Tern make a strangled sound behind her. She didn't think 
he was less surprised than she was.
  The mouse gave a soft squeak, and turned into a butterfly. Nightstone blinked as 
gold and green and richer colors flashed in the faint light. It flew towards her and landed 
on her shoulder, wings fanning in and out as though to the tune of breathing.
  Nightstone reached up and captured it, holding it on her open palm. The butterfly 
lay there, wings still opening and closing.
  "Tern," Nightstone breathed, without ever looking away from the butterfly.
  "Yes, Nightstone?" Tern asked.
  "Why is it doing this? If it suspects that I came to destroy it, why come to me and 
touch me like this?"
  Tern hesitated. Nightstone waited patiently, since she still thought Tern had an 
answer; he was just having to search for it for a moment.
  Then he said, "I think that you should let the butterfly go and take out the mirror 
that the skull gave you."
  "Why?" Nightstone asked. She had thought of closing her hand and crushing the 
butterfly in it. She hadn't done it yet, of course, but she could. And if she was going to 
destroy Shadow's power, then she would never have a better chance. Tern would probably 
recover from his wonder in a moment and move to stop her.
  "The mirror shows the other face of those blessed by Shadow," said Tern. "It 
showed me in human form as a gull; it should show me as a gull in human form."
  "And you want to gaze on yourself?" Nightstone asked dryly. The butterfly 
moved like a beating heart.
  "Just do it, please, my lady."
  Nightstone shrugged and tossed the butterfly into the air. It swooped around her 
and settled into her hair. Nightstone blinked, then shrugged again. Well, then she would 
still have an easy time destroying Shadow's power, if she decided to do it. She reached 
down and untied the pouch, taking out the mirror.
  It warmed at once to her touch, the ivory frame with its carvings of animals 
echoing many of the carvings that Nightstone had seen on the outer walls. She held it up 
so that it faced Tern, and sure enough, a gull hovered there.
  But the mirror also reflected her, or at least, a strange face where hers should 
have been.
  Nightstone stared. Then, her hands trembling, she laid the mirror on the floor and 
bowed her head.
  "What is this?" she asked.
  "My lady?" Tern asked, his voice gentle.
  "Is this a bribe?" Nightstone demanded, taking her hands from her face and 
glaring at the mirror. The face still looked stubbornly back at her. It was the face of a 
horse, long and narrow and graceful, covered with black fur. It shifted as she did, and 
Nightstone made out the delicacy of its legs, and the large feathered wings she had 



somehow known would be there. "He would give me the gift of assuming pegasus form. 
Does he mean to convince me, that way, not to destroy his power?"
  "No," said Tern quietly. "He trusts you, that's all. After all, the butterfly isn't 
flying away or turning into something else. It can't turn into anything dangerous. You 
could still crush it, if you wanted to."
  "I think I will!" Nightstone turned and caught the butterfly's body. It hung there 
in her grasp, wings still fluttering calmly. If its eyes were looking at her, Nightstone 
couldn't see them.
  She held it for a long moment, squeezing a little. The wings slowed, but never 
stopped fluttering.
  She could kill it. She could. There was no reason to hesitate, and every reason to 
do it, if Shadow had tried to bribe her with the gift of shapeshifting. At least the other 
powers that faced her had had the courtesy to challenge her outright, and not try this 
bribery.
  Such as the elves, of course, said her mind. They didn't bargain with you at all. 
And the Dark never did.
   Nightstone closed her eyes with a curse and opened her hand, letting the butterfly 
go. Maddeningly, it settled into her hair again, creeping closer on feet that tickled the bare 
skin of her shoulder.
  "Does he always do this?" Nightstone asked, without opening her eyes. "Trusting 
to the good will and sense of justice of anyone who enters this cavern?"
  "He risks more than his power," said Tern, with pride like a trumpet in his voice. 
Nightstone opened her eyes to see him grinning. "He risks the lives of his people, and 
sometimes many of his moves in the game of the gods, on the good will and strength of 
mortals."
  "It seems insane," said Nightstone. Without quite meaning to, she looked down at 
the horse's face in the mirror.
  "It hasn't failed yet," said Tern cheerfully. "Now-"
  The walls trembled around them, and Tern abruptly turned the color of old 
cheese. "Shadow is speaking to me," he said quietly. "He says that we must leave. Now."
  Nightstone nodded, and plucked the butterfly from her hair. It only flew back 
again, though, clinging to her with slender legs. She rolled her eyes and made another 
plucking motion.
  "No more time," said Tern. He was standing with his eyes closed and his head 
tilted as though he was listening to something. "Shadow says that we should fly, and let 
the butterfly come along."
  "How am I going to fly?" Nightstone objected. "I don't really think that a gull can 
carry a human."
  Tern, already changing, waved a limb that was partially wing and partially arm at 
the mirror on the floor as the walls trembled again. "You just change," he said.
  "Will my clothes change with me?"
  Tern shrugged. "No. I can do it because I have experience in changing. You'll 
have to strip." His mouth blended into a beak then, and his words into a gull's cry. The 
walls heaved, and a great wind blew past Nightstone, stirring her hair. The gull beat its 
wings impatiently and hopped up and down. 
  "But I don't know how to change!" Nightstone shouted back at him.



  The gull just made a circle around her. Now the butterfly was flying behind him, 
so that it looked as if she was watching a strange parade.
  Nightstone gritted her teeth and began to strip, wondering if she should pray to 
Shadow, or imagine pegasi, or…
  Well. How strange. She had never noticed that there was another direction, one 
different than east or north, west or south, or even up and down. She reached out towards 
it, wondering what would happen when she moved in it.
  She found out a moment later. Her body suddenly felt heavier, and yet lighter, as 
though she were made of bone with wind singing through her. She opened her eyes, and 
found herself gazing at dark forelegs. She snorted and backed up, and four legs instead of 
two tangled and tripped her. She went down in a pile of limbs, joined a moment later by a 
pair of wings.
  The gull screeched at her, and flew around her with the butterfly right behind. 
Already the butterfly was transforming, into something bright and jeweled that looked 
more like a hummingbird.
  Nightstone found that she was aware of another being stirring around them, 
perhaps the being who was making the walls tremble and crack. They would have to fly 
fast to escape before it woke up fully.
  She spread her wings and beat them. That helped to haul her to her feet, and for a 
moment, she hovered, her hooves just brushing the floor. She snorted in pride.
  A rock fell an inch from her.
  Nightstone shied, and the shying carried her right into the air. She ducked a rock, 
beat her wings far too fast, and almost hurtled into the wall. Then the gull flew past her 
and bit her on the ear, which hurt far more than a similar bite on her ear had when she 
was a human. Nightstone snorted angrily and gave chase.
  Once she was in the air, she found, the movements seemed to come instinctively. 
Perhaps she was remembering all the afternoons she had spent flying with the pegasi. 
Perhaps it was something given to her, along with the shapeshifting gift, by the butterfly's 
touch. Whatever it was, she soared easily back into the wide chamber, up the steps, and 
out into the vast cavern where the city should have been and wasn't.
  It was filled with swarming shapes, some of them animal and some fey, but 
Nightstone didn't have long to look at them. The gull and butterfly, or what had been the 
butterfly and was now a glittering hummingbird, had already turned in a different 
direction. Nightstone followed, though she wondered why they weren't taking the route 
back to the surface that they knew about.
  She found out soon enough. The opening of another tunnel gaped before them, 
and though it was long and dark beyond reckoning, Nightstone could feel fresh air 
sighing down it. It led directly from the surface, she realized, a long drop that no one who 
fell down it would ever survive. And it was utterly dark, with no moss to light it. 
Nightstone drifted backwards and flicked her ears.
  The gull flung himself up it without pausing, and the hummingbird followed, 
amid a swarm of other shapes. Nightstone snorted in despair and flew for it, while all 
around her the stone sighed and shook as with the rising of some immense beast after 
sleep.
 



Chapter 53

 South Again
 "The powers of the half-fey are strange and unpredictable. All half-elves have the 
ability to sing magically and put someone to sleep, for example, but why should they? 
The magic of the elves is not like that, and neither is the magic of humanity. But that is 
the way that it is."
  -Asondria, Queen of Ilantra.
  Ternora looked up at the descending wing and began to sing.
  The wing faltered in its fall. Then Kitten rolled her eyes back in her head, and 
gave a small sound that might have been a chirp or a squeal. Ternora never found out, 
because the ferret never completed the sound. She staggered backward, almost on the 
verge of sleep but not quite.
  Ternora stood. She kept singing as she walked towards Kitten and climbed over 
the thrashing paws calmly, as if she did this every day. At last, she settled into her rightful 
seat on the ferret's back, stroking the cream-colored fur and still singing. Then, at last, she 
quieted, and waited for something to happen.
  Kitten blinked and shook her head. Then she blinked again, and turned to look up 
at Ternora. Ternora tried not to look as if she were holding her breath, though actually she 
was. 
  Kitten gave a soft chirring sound, and then butted her head gently against 
Ternora's leg. Ternora let out her breath, and stroked the ferret's head, smiling as cries of 
approval broke out all around her. Of course most of the fey had been watching, even 
though they hadn't wanted her to know it. They would have loved to watch something 
like this, and put bets on whether or not the half-elf would survive. Ternora darted a 
glance from the corner of her eye, and saw something flashing as it changed paws. 
Perhaps money, but it looked more like a swarm of gaudy insects.
  She shook her head and looked away, in time to meet Wellerand's oddly 
mismatched eyes.
  "You shed no blood," he said. "I do not know how you are to pay for Kitten."
  Ternora shrugged. "What would you like?"
  She remembered all the old tales about the fey a moment later, and grimaced. She 
shouldn't have done that, but she hadn't been thinking. Now she was bound to give 
whatever Wellerand asked of her.
  Wellerand studied her closely for a long moment. Then he said, "I would like you 
to do a dance for me. An elven dance."
  "The only ones I know are Light elven," said Ternora, thinking he meant the wild 
ceremonies of the Faerie elves. If anyone had performed those on Faean in the last 
hundred years, she didn't know it.
  "One of those will do," said Wellerand. "It has been long since I watched elves 
dance. The Faerie ones have retreated inward, and the Light ones do not welcome 
someone as mismatched as I into their strongholds." For a moment, his face moved, as if 
he were struggling to smile and had failed. "Although I must own that I think myself 
perfectly handsome."
  Ternora bowed her head, not knowing what to say to that, and dropped from 
Kitten's back to the floor. She was half-afraid the great ferret would suddenly remember 



who she was and try to bite her, but Kitten just laid her head down and seemed content to 
wait. Ternora stripped off her tunic, saying, "I'll need the music of a carsa drum."
  It immediately began to beat, the light, wild tune that she remembered. Ternora 
decided not to look over and see who, or what, was playing it. She didn't think that she 
wanted to know. Possibly someone had just had a carsa drum on hand, but it was much 
more likely they hadn't. Perhaps they were playing some odd combination of wings and 
legs-
  Do stop thinking about that, she scolded herself, and then she tilted her head back 
and waited for a moment, until the beat of the drum guided itself to the first low note. No 
matter what the dance, there was always that low note. It was just part of playing the 
carsa drum. The instrument itself would guide the player there, if she didn't know how to 
reach it.
  Ternora heard it, and began to dance. She sprang into the air, and then landed and 
spun, spreading her arms out to slow the spin and then tucking them back in to make it go 
faster. It would look strange to a human, after a moment, as he realized that Ternora had 
never seemed to lose the momentum of her original spin. But to the fey, it only looked 
normal, and they roared and cried and sometimes sang snatches of their own tunes that 
almost lured Ternora from the dance.
  The drum went into a lively, springing series of notes, the magic of the dance 
compelling the right ones, even if whoever was playing it knew nothing about this 
particular dance. Ternora smiled a little. She wondered if the player knew what she was 
about, or if she was staring in amazement as the drum throbbed on under her hands, 
playing itself.
  Ternora began to dance in the bounds that sometimes imitated deer and 
sometimes gazelles, depending on where the Light elves in question lived. She moved 
around a central point, which would usually include a burning shrine to Light and now 
included Kitten. The ferret sprawled happily on the floor, and burbled when Ternora 
looked at her.
  Ternora inclined her head, and then went into the most difficult part of the dance, 
at least for her. She had to hold her body still while her limbs snapped around her as if 
they were made of string. A full elf could do it easily, but a half-elf, not as slender or as 
graceful, had a time of it.
  Even more when a real elf joined in the dancing, Ternora thought, as she saw 
Emrissa step into the circle she had described. She hadn't thought Faerie elves knew this 
dance, but Emrissa adapted to it as though she had been doing such things all her life, 
snapping her limbs around. And then she opened her mouth and gave voice to the lilting 
song that was truly needed to complete the ceremony. Ternora had never been permitted 
to join in the singing, since her voice would usually send everyone to sleep, and she 
couldn't sing as well as an elf, anyway.
  Now, Ternora just smiled. She had spent so much time insisting that she was a 
half-elf that sometimes she forgot the part of her that was purely fey. 
 She and Emrissa did the rest of the dance- bounding again, and leaping into the air 
while turning somersaults, and dancing on hands and knees- and then finished to the 
sound of singing and sobbing from THE fey. Ternora bowed to everyone in question and 
then put her tunic back on, turning to Wellerand.
 "Does that pay for Kitten?" she asked. "Or would you like to see yet another 



dance, my lord?"
 Wellerand was smiling, lips wrinkling oddly. "That is more than enough," he said. 
"I did not know that a half-elf could dance with such grace and flair. I wonder what else 
you can do."
 Ternora eyed him. He was still ugly, of course, but the dance had awakened what 
was most deeply fey in her, and she was tempted to show him what else she could do, for 
the sake of having a lover who was fey and not human.
 "There is no time for such things."
 Ternora glanced at Emrissa in displeasure. The elf had seemed a close companion 
a moment ago, and now Ternora did find her less strange than she had before. But 
Emrissa was standing and staring off to the south, her eyes glazed, her neck fixed in a 
posture that could not possibly be comfortable. Then she snapped out of it and turned to 
look at Ternora. 
  "We must go," she said. "Shara has summoned us. She has something important 
to tell us, and we must leave."
  "But-" said Ternora and Wellerand, at the same time.
  "No," said Emrissa. "I must pay Otaken, and then we will go." She began to force 
her way through the crowd.
  Ternora shook her head and glanced at Wellerand. "Perhaps some other time?" 
she asked.
  Wellerand nodded. "Now that you have found your way to the Sign of the Snowy 
Owl once, you will always be able to find your way back."
  Ternora bit her lip to keep from asking how the first fey to find the inn had ever 
found it. There were certain questions that she always wanted to ask and always quieted, 
no matter if she was among humans or fey.
  "Now," said Emrissa, returning from the bar. "We must go. Ternora, bring Kitten. 
The others will take care of themselves," she added mysteriously, and then turned to 
finish the last of the colored liquid.
  Ternora mounted Kitten. The ferret made a burbling sound and rubbed her head 
against Ternora's leg. Ternora patted her, and hoped that Kitten would still be fierce in 
battle. If she was that sweet to everyone who wasn't trying to ride her, then Ternora didn't 
see much hope for surviving a fight against the Faerie elves.
  "Farewell," said Emrissa to Wellerand and a few other fey in the crowd that 
Ternora hadn't known she was acquainted with. "I hope that we will meet again. If not, 
may the shadows and the stars walk with you, wherever you go."
  Ternora didn't know if she was supposed to nod to strangers, too, so she just gave 
Wellerand the farewell and nodded to everyone else in general, then rode Kitten after 
Emrissa out the door. It didn't occur to her until they were already outside that there was 
no reason that Kitten should have been able to pass that door. She glanced over her 
shoulder, but the inn was already gone. Ternora shook her head. In a place full of such 
marvels, she supposed that a door that adjusted its size was a small one.
  She turned to Emrissa to ask what was going on, but the elf was already staring to 
the south again. "A moment," she said, holding a hand in the air, "while I summon my 
own mount."
  Ternora kept quiet, though she blinked when the air stirred with the wind of 
immense wings and a great white bat suddenly coasted to a stop beside Emrissa. Emrissa 



chuckled as though something was funny and climbed onto the bat's back, turning once 
more to face the south.
  "It doesn't particularly want to serve me," she explained to Ternora. "But Shadow 
and Shara are allies now, and the bat is Shadow's servant. So it serves me." She gave the 
bat a familiar pat, and it gave her something like a hiss. Then it lifted into the air and flew 
south, so fast that Ternora wondered if Kitten could keep up.
  The ferret did, beautifully. In fact, she sprang after the bat and chased it as if 
determined not to let it win the race, and in just a few moments, she drew level with it. 
Ternora liked to fancy that there was a surprised expression on Emrissa's face when she 
glanced to the left and saw Ternora there beside her, but she didn't know for certain.
  "Now," shouted Ternora over the rush of the wind. "Where are we going? And 
why south?"
  "Because," said Emrissa, "something important is happening. So far, the effects 
of the war are being felt mainly in Orlath, Rivendon, and Arvenna. But it is about to shift. 
Soon the war will move into Ilantra and Doralissa."
  "Where are we going?"
  "Doralissa," said Emrissa. "Shadow will protect Ilantra with all his might. If 
anything gets past him, it will only be because something has destroyed him. But we 
must try to defend Doralissa. It is entirely unprepared for the kind of chaos about to 
descend on it."
  "Just us, alone?" Ternora asked nervously.
  Emrissa snorted. "Of course not. We will have allies. But Shara called on us 
because she knows that Starwalkers will serve as an inspiration to her priestesses, and 
because she thought that you would appreciate going back to your homeland."
  Ternora glanced at her curiously. There was a sly note in Emrissa's voice that she 
didn't understand. "I would," Ternora answered. "But how does that serve the purposes of 
the goddess?"
  "Two of the royal Heirs have been turned aside from their Quests permanently," 
said Emrissa serenely. "Shadow will deal with another of them, if she should dare to 
attack his beloved Ilantra. But Prince Warcourage will probably still try to find the Pool 
of Siliyonete and complete his Quest. My Lady thought you might like to go to the Pool 
and wait for him."
  "Do you know where it is?"
  "Of course," said Emrissa. "And if he had thought to ask Faerie elves instead of 
insulting them, they might even have shown them instead of turning him into a dolphin." 
She laughed. "Do pardon me, but I find that so amusing. How long did he spend as a 
dolphin, and how often did he complain about it?"
  Ternora was more than willing to share the story of her stay in Erlande's realm, 
and Emrissa made a gratifying audience, laughing in all the right places. By the time 
night was falling- with incredible slowness, as though the sun fought against it- she had 
finished the tale, and Emrissa was grinning.
  "He sounds like a spoiled child," she pronounced, "more concerned with the 
forms than the spirit of any laws that might prove his ascension to the throne."
  "That's exactly what he is," said Ternora.
  Emrissa clapped her hands like an excited child. "We simply must play with him 
before we kill him," she said.



  Ternora grinned.



Chapter 54

 A Battle of Queens
 "Of course Rivendon cannot have two Queens. Or three. Or four, for that matter. 
No Kingdom could. Why would you think that it could?"
  -Supposed words of Queen Idona before the coup that took her life.
  Olumer could hear the screaming, but thanks to the explosion of Sun magic 
almost in his eyes, he couldn't see who was making it. He tried to fight his way forward, 
and found a hand clamped on his shoulder, holding him in place.
  "What-" he tried to snarl.
  "Hush," said the Lady Estora's voice, almost in his ear. "They are scrambling 
around like mad rats at the moment, looking for me. But they can't find us as long as we 
stay still, and that is the best choice."
  "But-"
  "Yes?"
  "Someone is being hurt," said Olumer, wincing as he heard yet more screams 
from beyond the flashing barrier. "And we might get hurt ourselves, if we stay here," he 
added, thinking that that argument would carry weight with Estora, even if the cries of 
her own people didn't.
  "I can see through the magic well enough," said Estora, with a hint of amusement 
in her voice. "I know that the only ones being hurt are the servants of Cadona and Idona. 
Did you think that I would have been so careless as to plan something that could hurt 
those who have sworn loyalty to me?"
  "But the villagers haven't sworn loyalty to anyone, and they're in the middle!" 
snapped Olumer, trying to struggle out from under Estora's hand. It was incredibly hard. 
She must have strength from her morning-fey blood, Olumer thought. He had never 
fought a morning-fey himself to know.
  "Most of them are loyal to me," said Estora calmly. "As you might have 
discovered, had you concentrated on learning something about them and not on listening 
to Idona." A thread of disapproval found its way into her voice, and then unwound. "But I 
can forgive that, as long as you are loyal to me in the future. Come. We will leave my 
magic and my people to handle Idona, and-"
  There came a voice like cracking rock, and then the Sun magic shattered like a 
shield broken by a sword. Olumer heard Estora cry out, and then she was down on the 
ground, crouching behind him as if someone had slapped her, and shaking her head 
dazedly again and again. Olumer crouched over her, and looked up to see Idona striding 
down the street.
  And she was wielding a magic that Olumer had never seen before. He swallowed, 
in awe and dread. 
  Blades that glittered like obsidian projected from each of Idona's arms, and she 
was shearing down the people who stood in her way. Around her floated swirls of 
darkness that sprang as though they were guard beasts, attacking everyone who came too 
close to the former Queen. Olumer heard loud cries, saw heads separated from bodies, 
and saw others fall back as though they would have liked to harm the Queen but didn't 
quite dare. Idona was unstoppable, it seemed, at least by the villagers and the Sun magic 
that Estora had counted on to stop her.



  Olumer braced himself, and stepped into Idona's path.
  Idona pulled up, angry as a puffing bull and letting him know it. "You have done 
this?" she asked, not taking her eyes off Olumer. "You had a part to play in this rebellion 
against me?"
  "Against you?"
  Olumer glanced to the side. Cadona was hastening towards them, her silver dress 
torn and one arm bleeding, but her eyes as alight with hauteur as Destiny could make 
them. She was missing one shoe, but she seemed to consider it beneath her dignity to 
limp.
  "This is a rebellion against me!" she said, loud enough to cause pain in the ears of 
anyone not actually dead. "Of course this is a rebellion against me, since I am the true 
Princess of Rivendon, and the people here flung their might against me. Or have you 
planned something that you don't think I should know about?" she added, her eyes 
suddenly darting from Olumer to Idona and then back again. A line that Olumer knew 
very well formed between her brows, and she looked as if she were going to cry or 
scream.
  "My Princess, of course not," said Idona, and the swirls of darkness that lurked 
off to either side disappeared. The obsidian blades in her arms remained, though, even 
when she bent down to hug Cadona. Cadona took a step backward and eyed the swords. 
Idona sighed, and made them vanish, too. "I am loyal to you. But Olumer has turned 
against that loyalty."
  "You called it a rebellion against you," said Cadona, who didn't seem inclined to 
let that go. "A rebellion against me, or against the throne of Rivendon, would be one 
thing, but you didn't call it that. And I know you, Grandmother. You're careful with your 
words. You wouldn't have let that slip out if it wasn't true."
  Olumer grinned a little. He had always hated the way that Cadona would latch 
onto one interpretation of words and declare it true, but at the moment, he felt like 
cheering her on. Idona was flushing, though one would have to be as close as he was to 
her stone face to see that.
  Or as close as Cadona was.
  "I only meant-" said Idona, and then stopped. "Forgive me, my lady," she said, 
bowing her head. "The coup against me is still a matter of memory for me, rather than 
just history as it is for so many. The memory of my son holding a knife against my throat 
and bargaining with the people who remained loyal to me is very strong."
  As it should be, Olumer thought, his heart pounding painfully. He was only 
repaying what you had done to him.
   "But you would have said rebellion against Rivendon if you meant rebellion 
against Rivendon, wouldn't you?" Cadona pursued.
  "Your Highness!" Idona protested, touching her chest as if she thought the 
gesture would gain her something. "Would you really decide that I am not loyal because 
of a poor choice of words?"
  "Yes," said Cadona stubbornly.
  Olumer edged backward while they went on bickering, the Princess and the 
Queen, and then felt a tugging on his ankle. He looked down to see Estora gazing up at 
him, her face almost gray with pain.
  "Help me," she whispered.



  Olumer stooped, and gathered her in his arms. She was strong, yes, but she 
weighed little, in the way of most fey. At once he began to thread his way down the 
street, and through the weeping and staring villagers.
  And, almost at once, he was confronted by someone unhappy with what he was 
doing. A sword came to rest in the hollow of his throat, and Dirien's voice said sharply, 
"What are you doing with our Princess?"
  "He's helping me, Dirien," whispered Estora, her head resting on Olumer's 
shoulder and her eyes closed. "Nothing else can help me now. Just get me to a place 
where I can rest, and recover from the shattering of my magic." She shook her head 
dazedly. "I never knew how strong a Queen could be, even if she's made of stone and 
dead, standing on the soil of her native country."
  "Let me take her," said Dirien, stepping forward and glaring at Olumer as if she 
thought that Olumer would try to harm Estora just on general principles. "I will help her, 
where you can't."
  "No," said Estora. "He would find some excuse for slipping back to the Princess 
and the mate that he thinks he has to serve. Let him come with me. My great-grandfather 
should be welcome in my company, I think."
  Dirien stared at Olumer. Olumer grimaced, shrugged, and followed her down the 
street, glancing over his shoulder. He could hear Cadona and Idona shouting, but nothing 
of what they were shouting.
  Then he saw a flare of Scarlet, and knew that meant that Cadona had attacked. He 
walked faster, while Estora jounced on his shoulder and Dirien fussed along behind him, 
saying things like, "Don't jounce her."
  "Leave him alone," said Estora, without opening her eyes or raising her voice, 
and yet Dirien quieted as though someone had thrown a stone at her. Olumer risked a 
glance at her, and saw that her eyes and mouth were wide with awe. He shrugged. He 
supposed he would find out later what Estora had done to awe someone who was half-
silvereyes into serving her.
  They made it out of the village at last, and the first thing that Olumer saw was a 
group of Kings and Queens moving towards him. He grimaced, and prepared to call on 
the shining nets, wondering even as he did so if they would work.
  He was saved the pressure of testing them himself. A shining net wove itself out 
of the air, and around the unpleasant King who had always liked to stand at Cadona's side 
and tell Olumer off. He reached a hand up to grasp it, and the light simply melted through 
his fingers, though it seemed solid enough as it tightened around him. In seconds, he was 
on his knees, gasping, and then the light spun inward. He vanished, leaving only a small 
crumbled pile of stone behind.
  Olumer stared, blinked, and then reminded himself that he shouldn't be so 
surprised. After all, if the nets can destroy filifernai and thiria, why shouldn't they destroy  
something as unnatural as a walking statue once more infused with strength and life and 
the memories of a dead monarch?
   Only then did he think of looking up to see who had cast that shining net. Helian 
lowered her hands and smiled at him, shaking her head slightly so that her silver hair 
would show up to advantage.
  "Surprised?" she asked him.
  "Very," said Olumer. "Though of course I thank you for the rescue, too." He 



watched in curiosity as the rest of her pack wove shining nets, dispatching the Kings and 
Queens without pause. He wondered what Cadona would think, to know that her army 
could die so easily- or perhaps what Destiny would think, to know it had chosen 
champions that any silvereyes could easily dispose of. "But why did you come back and 
help me? I thought you'd had enough of human politics."
  "Oh, the rest of the pack had," said Helian, walking up beside him and looking 
Estora in the face. "But I hadn't. What is she? She has the look of a morning-fey about 
her, but she also has some sense in her face, too, that could only come from a silvereyes."
  "She is another of my descendants," said Olumer.
  Helian laughed. "That's a good reason never to mingle your blood with a human. 
Your descendants are always showing up and ruining what could be a perfectly good life 
with a pack."
  "I thank you," said Olumer. "But we must be moving, now." He looked at Dirien. 
"Where?"
  "The Lady Estora has many camps," said Dirien. "And the nearest one will take 
us in without question. But are you sure that you really serve the Lady, and that you're not 
just pretending to in order to do something devious for Cadona's sake?" Her eyes told him 
which choice she would make.
  "I am sure," said Olumer. 
  "I am sure," said Estora, in a faint voice that nevertheless commanded everyone's 
attention. "He swore to serve me, and considering how much he has to lose, I believe 
him. Take him, Dirien."
  "Yes, my lady," said Dirien, with the awed tone back in her voice, and then she 
turned and led the way over the hill. Olumer glanced back one more time at the village, 
and grimaced when he saw it was burning.
  "I'm sorry about your village," he said to Dirien's back.
  She looked back and shrugged at him. "It wasn't home to many people, only a 
way to pass the time while we waited for the Lady Estora to rise and begin her march to 
the throne. And most of my people will have escaped." She smiled, showing teeth nearly 
as sharp as those of a full silvereyes. "And, of course, the ones who didn't will take 
vengeance on Queen Idona."
  Olumer nodded, though he couldn't keep from glancing back. Cadona was still 
there, still under the control of Destiny. Was he wrong to abandon her?
  Destiny will undoubtedly save her life, he reassured himself. And that will mean 
that I do not have to.
  But still the question nagged him, nearly as much as the question of why Helian 
and her pack were pacing behind him, catching up with him easily enough and sometimes 
making rude comments in the silvereyes language. Olumer tried to ignore that, even 
when Estora roused herself enough to begin making rude comments back. He knew what 
Estora would say to him the moment that she had had some rest and woken up enough to 
sit by a fire.
  And he knew what he would have to answer.
 ******
  "Are they your pack?"
  Olumer shook his head and took a seat on the other side of the fire from Estora. 
The Lady looked much better, but her face was still lined with weariness, and her hands 



shook as she lifted the bowl of broth to her lips. "No. Helian just thinks that I would 
make her a good mate."
  "You would," said Helian, coming out of the darkness and dropping beside him to 
lounge. Olumer was very aware of her presence, but he didn't shift away. That would only 
encourage her.
  "Ah," said Estora. "So you cannot use them to pull the silvereyes to my side and 
accept me as monarch?"
  "No."
  "Nothing could do that," said Helian. "I care about human things because 
Olumer's in the middle of them, but most of my folk don't. They'll run in the mountains 
and never fight you as long as you leave them alone, but they won't fight for you, either."
  "Then that means they are not loyal," said Estora.
  "As you will," said Helian, and then curled up, and went to sleep.
  Estora looked sharply at Olumer. "You must find some way of convincing the 
silvereyes to join me," she said. "It may be underhanded, it may be impolite, it may be 
many things, but you must find a way to convince them. I saw them destroy the Kings 
and Queens. They will be invaluable in the front lines."
  Olumer opened his mouth to repeat Helian's argument, but Estora was strong 
enough to stand now and walk off to consult with her officers, and so she did. Olumer 
swallowed a sigh and lay down in the snow to watch the fire burn away.
  "You can't convince the silvereyes to fight," said Helian, without opening her 
eyes or appearing to wake up at all. "And if you did, they would only fight to defend their 
territories. But you could run away with us to the mountains and there live as a silvereyes 
should. She would never find us in the high peaks. I don't care how many spies she has."
  Olumer closed his eyes in exasperation. Now he had a living embodiment of 
temptation beside him, too.
  A moment later, when she shifted and slung an arm over his waist, Olumer 
decided that he had more than one kind of temptation to worry about. He lay awake, 
hearing the song of his blood in Estora's veins and in Cadona's, and used that to keep 
himself from turning over and giving in.
 



Chapter 55

 Damned By His Blood
 "The people of Dalzna are most unreasonable about hunting down the Heirs of 
their royal line. I wonder sometimes that they ever have time for anything else."
 -Queen Alaronde of Doralissa.
  "It is him," whispered the Lady Ravenseeker. "Talazh, who lived among us all 
along and pretended to be a loyal Crownkiller, wears the Crown of Dalzna." She stepped 
forward, but it seemed that she could still not shake off her wonder, despite the 
murderous look growing in her eyes. "All along, he hid here and expected us not to notice 
him."
  Talazh shook his head, eyes closed. Tears still leaked out from under them and 
down his face. Kymenos, his own heart churning with strange and unexpected emotions, 
wondered if he was listening to the crown or Lady Ravenseeker, and which one he was 
shaking his head to.
  "We must kill you," breathed the Lady Ravenseeker. "You know that, don't you? 
And anyone who shares your blood. They could live to spread the seed of Dalznan 
royalty." She paused. "I never thought I should be so saddened to discover the hidden 
monarch of Dalzna, but then, I never thought I should find that terrible face hidden 
behind a comrade's."
  "I didn't know," whispered Talazh, slumping to his knees. "I will swear by 
everything free and holy that I did not know."
  "Of course you didn't," said the Lady Ravenseeker, "or you would never have 
come here." She stroked his hair for a moment, and then her hand bumped against the 
crown. She snatched it away from him, grimacing. "We will now begin the torture," she 
said, her voice soaring and acquiring more and more strength as it went on, "which we 
have long planned."
  Kymenos snapped his gaze away from Talazh. Norianna was bucking in her 
sheath at his side, straining to go to Talazh, and he took off the sword and flung it at the 
boy. But he found that he couldn't look away from the Lady Ravenseeker. "Torture? What 
do you mean?"
  Ravenseeker glanced at him, her face alight with triumph. "We always knew that 
we would have a legitimate reason to use torture, when we found the hidden monarch of 
Dalzna," she said. "We have waited, and our torturers have honed their techniques on the 
Crownseekers we captured. And now we will satisfy at last the oath that we swore. The 
violence that Queen Bel and her kin exacted on the bodies of our ancestors shall be repaid 
in kind on the body of her descendant."
  Kymenos shook his head. "That's not just," he said, his voice sounding too loud 
in his own ears. "My mother told me about the Crownkillers, again and again from the 
time that I was a small boy, along with other tales of how freedom came to Dalzna. She 
said that they would find the Prince or Princess, and then kill him or her with a single 
thrust to the heart, because justice was owed even to someone who might one day sit the 
Dalznan throne."
  Lady Ravenseeker smiled. "Well, of course we encourage the spread of legends 
like that," she said. "But did you really think that we would keep to that tale? We have too 
much to claim vengeance for. All the Crownkillers who died against the Crownseekers, 



and all the worries that we endured, of someone simply appearing again and taking the 
throne. Can you blame us?"
  Kymenos was trembling now, and he recognized the emotion that caused the 
trembling. Not fear. Never that. "Oh, yes," he said. "Torture is not justice, and never will 
be."
  Lady Ravenseeker shrugged. "You do not have to watch," she said. "Since the 
crown came to Talazh and not to you, you are free to go." She turned back to the boy.
  "You will not harm him," said Norianna, "while I am with him."
  Lady Ravenseeker shrugged again. "That is what you think," she said. "But we 
knew about you, and we have prepared someone who can handle you." She looked up 
and nodded, and from among the Crownkillers stepped a woman clad in the green robes 
of a Master of Nine Wonders. "There are some pieces of magic that can confine even a 
talking sword, and we shall use them."
  Kymenos took a deep breath and closed his eyes. The Master was the most 
dangerous enemy, then.
  "We will hold a ceremony-" Lady Ravenseeker was continuing, and Kymenos 
knew that she wouldn't be looking around, certain as she was that everyone in sight 
except Norianna would yield.
  Kymenos wove his fingers in Falto's Pattern, and struck hard and swiftly. The 
Master of Nine Wonders would have mastery of Azure and Dust. Unless he could get rid 
of her right away, then she could figure out what he was doing and turn the attack aside, 
or back against him.
  He was in time. The Master, who must have been a Crownkiller, seemed to have 
been listening raptly to Ravenseeker's words. She gave a cry, and when Kymenos opened 
his eyes again, she was falling to the ground, her heels drumming, her skin suddenly dry 
and papery and clinging to the bone. The Crownkillers turned to stare at her, and even the 
Lady's confident speech faltered for a moment.
  Kymenos moved. He darted forward and grabbed Talazh's collar, swinging him 
up into the air as he bellowed, Sykeen!
   The horse was already there. Kymenos had the dazzling feeling that Sykeen had 
heard him shout before he even began- which of course was possible, given the tight 
bond that connected him.
  Talazh was heavy, and fussing and kicking as well, trying to get free. Given 
strength by his fear and fury and confusion, Kymenos heaved him across the stallion's 
back and then jumped up behind him. Norianna floated into the air and hovered in front 
of them, glowing with such fierce light that some of the Crownkillers, who were readying 
their swords, hesitated.
  The ones who were readying bows did not, but lifted them and shot. The arrows 
shattered off the silver shield around Norianna, who laughed and said, "They want to kill 
the Dalznan Royal Heir? I shall show them-"
  "No time," said Kymenos. "Come with me, Norianna." He gave his mind to 
Sykeen, who was already snorting and dancing in place. They began to run, and tore 
away from the Lake of the Northern Winds with the same graceful speed that Kymenos 
remembered when they had run from the elves.
  Talazh was swearing and trying to pull himself up so that he could get at 
Kymenos. The crown clung to his head, sparkling with silver light. Kymenos could hear 



Norianna's laughter and the shrieks of Lady Ravenseeker behind him.
  "Get him! Kill the traitor who killed our Lady Altan and then get the Heir back 
from him!"
  Nobody is very happy with you right now, said Sykeen in his head, voice light and 
amused.
  I'm not very happy with myself right now, said Kymenos, and struck Talazh hard 
on the back of the head. The boy gave one final kick, and then hung still. Kymenos 
thought about pulling him up, and then discarded the idea. He would have enough to do, 
trying to guide Sykeen with reins and with thoughts at the same time. He couldn't deal 
with a slack Dalznan Prince.
  Because that was what he was.
  Poor bastard, Kymenos thought, a sentiment he would never have considered 
expressing for the Prince of Dalzna. Damned by his blood to something that he's just as 
horrified about as they are.
   He looked over his shoulder, and saw some of the Crownseekers mounting horses 
of their own. They couldn't catch up with Sykeen right now, but if they kept on his trail, 
they would catch up when the horse's legs began to tire.
  And Kymenos knew that wouldn't be hard for the Crownkillers. They would keep 
going, vengeance and hatred for the royal line driving them long past the point where 
they would have given up any other enemy. Kymenos gritted his teeth and turned forward 
again, once more convinced he was going to die.
  The confusion warring in his head just added to the babble of things that he had 
to remember.
  Why are you rescuing him? He's a royal Heir. He could sit the throne still, and be  
as bad as Queen Bel. You like him the way he is, but who knows what will happen when 
the crown and Destiny get hold of him? 
  Kymenos shook his head. Against all of that, he had only the look in Lady 
Ravenseeker's eyes to reassure him. She was a fanatic, and she would have done what 
Nightstone had done, in the name of the cause she served. If there was any justice among 
the Crownkillers, it resided in someone different. Kymenos had seen no trace of it in her 
eyes.
  "Kymenos."
  Kymenos looked up, and saw Pannerel riding above him on the elf-horse. The elf 
gazed down at him calmly, even as the horse lashed out and kicked an arrow from the air. 
He might have been considering the answer to a complicated math problem, for all the 
concern that he showed about Kymenos and his mad ride.
  "Are you going to help me?" Kymenos asked, reaching out for the Azure. The 
Lake of the Northern Winds could help him, but only for a little while. It was falling 
rapidly behind, and the strain of trying to call on the Azure and join his mind with 
Sykeen's both at once would fell him if he tried to keep it up for too long.
  "I don't know," said Pannerel. "It really depends on why you're helping this royal 
Heir of Dalzna, doesn't it? I thought that you hated the Heir, that you would hate him no 
matter what or who he was."
  "I would let them kill him," said Kymenos, and then wondered if that was true. If 
it was, why not just kill Talazh himself? "But they want to torture him, and make a 
spectacle of it. I won't let that happen. It is a wrong thing, to let that happen."



  "Why?" Pannerel asked.
  Kymenos sneered. "Because pain is unbearable. Pain is terrible. Just killing 
someone can be borne with, even if I love the person who dies." He ducked as an arrow 
passed overhead, and then gave up on finesse, just dipping his mind into the Azure and 
coming up with a general splash that he flung on the Crownkillers. He heard some of 
their horses slipping and going down under the lash of the water, but he didn't dare look 
back to see how many it had been. "But this- I would always remember that I gave Talazh 
to them, and I would like awake at night hearing his screams. I don't want that to 
happen."
  "You're rescuing him for the sake of your own conscience."
  "I suppose you could say that," said Kymenos. It didn't satisfy his conscience, of 
course, since his conscience was also saying that no monarch of Dalzna should ever sit 
the throne again, and scolding him for this. But it was a string of pretty words that would 
settle his mental stomach for the moment.
  "Then I will help you."
  Kymenos shook his head in mild disbelief. If he hadn't said that, then would 
Pannerel have helped him?
  He didn't know, and he still didn't when Sykeen's hooves left the ground and he 
trotted into the air once again on waves of Faerie magic. The stallion snorted, and then 
just accepted it, which Kymenos was grateful for. He would have hated to try to convince 
the horse in mid-run, and have yet another thing that he had to concentrate on.
  The Crownkillers screamed and cursed behind him, and called him not a true 
Dalznan, and an enemy of freedom, and many other things that Kymenos feared were all 
too true. He set his shoulders against it and just kept riding, not looking behind him even 
when someone pronounced a long and complicated curse on his family. The gist of it was 
that he would serve the Royal Heirs in the future, no matter how much he tried to break 
free.
  He hoped it was not true, though. He hoped it with all his heart.
 ******
  "Is he all right?"
  Kymenos glanced up at Pannerel. The elf had remained absent for so long after 
the Faerie magic had dumped them outside this cave that Kymenos had assumed he 
wasn't coming back. But there he stood, his eyes calm and golden in the light of the fire, 
his face fixed in an attentive expression.
  "I don't know," said Kymenos, looking down at his patient. Talazh was moaning 
and tossing his head sometimes, as though he could ease the pain in his head by the 
movement, but he hadn't yet awakened. "I suppose that he could be. When he wakes up, 
I'll know for sure."
  Pannerel strolled across the cave floor until he could look down on Talazh. For a 
moment, he stood there, just contemplating the boy. Then he knelt and pinched Talazh on 
the ear.
  Talazh sat up with a gasp, and sat looking wildly around for a moment. Then he 
dropped his head into his hands, and began to sob.
  Kymenos closed his eyes. He had been afraid that something like this might 
happen. He waited until the sobs calmed from wild to just under the level of hysteria, and 
then said, "What's wrong, Talazh?"



  The boy said nothing. Kymenos opened his eyes, and winced. The stare that 
pinned him was full of hatred, and it seemed as though Talazh was just barely holding 
himself back from attacking Kymenos with his bare hands. They flexed, at least, and the 
fingers crooked like claws.
  "I should have died at the lakeshore," said Talazh. "I would not have minded that. 
I would have died to serve my country, to save them from having another monarch. Why 
did you rescue me?"
  "I don't know," said Kymenos. "Except that they would have tortured you, and 
that would have been wrong."
  "No, it wouldn't have."
  "And I say it would have," Kymenos snapped, his temper fraying. "Accept that 
I'm right."
  Talazh lay still, and glared at him. "I never will," he said. "I never will. And I will 
sneak away as soon as I can, and go back to the Crownkillers, or just find the first ones 
that find me, and announce who I am." His hand rose and toyed with the silver crown that 
still clung to his hair. "I do not ask you to guard me."
  "I never shall," said Kymenos. 
  "You didn't rescue me to fulfill the dictates of Destiny?"
  "Of course not!" said Kymenos. "I rescued you because- because torture is 
wrong," was all he could end with.
  "Then what are you going to do?" Talazh challenged him, smiling for the first 
time. "You have me and the Crownkillers trying to get rid of the monarch. You have 
Destiny and Norianna wanting to put me on the throne. What are you going to do, in the 
face of such opposition? What can you even try to achieve?"
  "I don't know," snapped Kymenos. "But I am going to think about it." He turned 
and stomped out of the cave.
  "That went well," Pannerel observed from behind him.
  "Shut up, elf."
 Kymenos, and then sat down and stared at the east, watching the stars come out.
  What in the name of Chaos am I going to do?
  



Chapter 56

 The Rising of the Beast
 "Some things no one can prevent, and some things no one wants to."
 -Common saying of the Mistaken Mage.
  "Back."
  Elary started when Silar hissed the word, and fell a step back, though she couldn't 
take her eyes off the Diamond. Surely it hadn't blinked, had it? But Mitherill's hand was 
covering it now in any case, and so she couldn't tell.
  Mitherill tugged, her face glowing with triumph. Elary knew that she would hold 
the Diamond aloft in a moment and make a speech about triumphing over adversity or 
something similar.
  The Diamond didn't come loose, though, and a moment later, a cracking and 
roaring echoed through the cave. Silar swore, and then began to pray softly to a goddess 
named Neeri, whom Elary had never heard of before. Elary shook her head, not 
understanding what was going on until she saw the Diamond blink again, and then the 
immense cove of black stone move, shaking Mitherill to the ground as though she was a 
doll. Mitherill began to cry at once, and some of the Crownseekers moved forward, their 
swords raised.
  They could not fight this enemy, Elary realized, as her eyes sorted the puzzle out 
at last. The Diamond was an eye, the cove of black stone a head- or part of one. The 
projecting bit of rock that dipped under the floor and had so puzzled Elary was the first 
edge of an immense muzzle. And the incisions in the walls-
  "Scales," she breathed.
  "It is a dragon," said Silar. "And we have passed through the gods know how 
much of its body. The tunnels- some of them must have been its bowels." Her voice was 
quiet, numb, as though she could speak the words and not let them touch her because this 
had really nothing to do with her. She had her head bowed when Elary looked at her, and 
her eyes closed.
  "But-" said Elary.
  "That means that the tunnels are not real," said Silar quietly. "They are only 
chambers in the body of the beast, and who knows how far they extend? And when the 
dragon wakes-"
  "Mitherill!" Elary called, and lunged forward. The Princess didn't deserve to be 
destroyed like this, and neither did the Crownseekers. And none of them appeared to have 
any idea of what they were facing, yet. Some of the Crownseekers were sprinting 
forward, hammering at the muzzle with their swords as if that could stop it. The stone 
shocked their swords out of their hands and sent them spinning, but still the stubborn 
warriors were drawing weapons and shouting at each other to get the future Queen out of 
the cave.
  "No, you don't," said Silar, and seized Elary around the waist, bearing her off her 
feet. Elary gasped, and then turned back to look at Silar.
  "What are you doing?"
  "Getting you out of here," said Silar. "At the very least, you are going to survive. 
I might not, and Mitherill probably won't, but I can make sure that someone I care about 
escapes this disaster."



  She began to beat her wings, and then she swooped under the arch of the cave 
and out into the main tunnel, which, judging by the position, might be the dragon's ear or 
something similar. Elary closed her eyes, since the sight of the tunnel walls flashing past 
like that was too much for her, and tried her best to speak in a calm voice.
  "Silar, we have to do something about Mitherill and the Crownseekers."
  "No, we don't," said Silar. "They'll figure it out, or they won't, and if they do, 
then Melior can fly the Princess out as I'm doing for you." Her voice had a very slight 
edge of a pant to it, as though she was already finding it hard to fly while clutching Elary. 
"I don't care about them right now. I told you that I could save one person, and that's what 
I'm doing."
  Elary started prying at the arms wrapped around her waist. There had to be 
something she could do, and she was going to do it, damn it.
  "A moment," said Silar, her voice tense. "Something's going to happen, I think-"
  And then there came the blast of warm breath from behind them, and Silar beat 
her wings frantically, catching the outer edge of it. Elary could feel the pressure hurrying 
them forward, and tried to lean back over Silar's shoulder, for one last glimpse of the 
dragon's eye.
  She had her hair singed and her face burned for her efforts, and Silar said harshly, 
"If it's scorched them, then it's too late anyway, Elary."
  Elary shook her head. She found that it was hard to think of Mitherill and Melior 
as dead, even though they almost certainly were. "Destiny wouldn't let them die," she 
said. "Destiny would make sure they escaped, the Princess and her guardian."
  "And are they the only ones who matter?" Silar asked harshly, her wings pulling 
hard against the air.
  "Of course not! But-"
  "Then don't talk about them as if they are."
  Silar tumbled abruptly around a corner, and Elary looked up sharply. There was 
fresh air from somewhere overhead, she was sure, and that was an unusual thing to feel 
even in the middle of crunching and shifting rock.
  "Silar? Did you feel that?"
  "Yes," said Silar shortly. "Hang on." And something in the way she said it made 
Elary sling her arms around Silar's shoulders and waist and close her eyes. She was sure 
that she didn't want to see whatever was coming next.
  She never knew what route they took through the cracking stone, the torturous 
and winding path Silar must have flown as the dragon bucked out of its prison of rock all 
around her. Chunks of stone fell past her; she knew that, since she could feel them 
scraping against her arms, and feel blood flowing free. And there was fire behind them, or 
warmth all around them that was perhaps the living warmth of the dragon. But she 
couldn't have any choice over the route, so she had to hang on and trust to Silar's wings 
and wisdom.
  Silar sometimes muttered something to herself like, "Not there," or, "Can't take 
that way, now," but mostly she concentrated on silently flying. And then she let out such a 
string of curses that Elary dared to open her eyes.
  They were hovering before a strange barrier, made of whorls of stone with 
something like a gong in the middle. Elary looked for something to hit the gong with, 
wondering if it was a trap that would let them through if the right tune was played, but 



she could see no hammer. She frowned. "Do you know what it is?" she asked.
  "I fear I do," said Silar. "We're in the dragon's ear, and we have to tear through 
the eardrum."
  "That will make it even angrier," said Elary, wincing as she thought of what the 
dragon's rising would do to Arvenna.
  "Yes, it would," said Silar. "But it's the only way to get out of here- and the only 
way to open up a passage for anyone coming behind us," she added, though Elary thought 
she had mostly added that only to placate Elary.
  Elary hesitated for a long moment, still thinking of Melior and Mitherill, but 
thinking, too, of the people she knew in the upper world of Arvenna, Lorianna and Palant 
and Hanever and the Serpents who might still be alive.
  "Never mind," said Silar, and hurled herself at the eardrum.
  Elary expected them to rebound, if only because the bones looked so much like 
rock. But Silar tore through, though the tunnel beyond was so full of goo that Elary 
thought they were underwater for a moment. She set her mouth shut, and pinched her 
nose, and made a determined effort not to breathe.
  They broke through at last, and Silar shook her head and flapped her wings, slime 
flying everywhere. She was going on before Elary could scold her or ask her what had 
happened as a result of that, and flying faster than ever.
  There was only silence for a long moment, and then came a roar of pain that 
overwhelmed them like wildfire. Elary laid her head on Silar's shoulder and sobbed, 
wishing that the flight would end.
  Even death, she thought, would be preferable to the terrifying uncertainty that 
rode beside her as Silar swerved and ducked and wove through tunnel after tunnel, or 
canal after canal leading to the ear. She wanted to be out in the upper air again, free of the 
descent that it had taken them so long to make.
  Silar grunted abruptly, and Elary felt the impact a moment later. A falling chunk 
of rock, or perhaps dragon-bone, had struck Silar in the shoulder, and then Elary in the 
head. She felt herself sag in Silar's arms, her own eyes rolling up, and fought to cling to 
consciousness. If Silar needed her for healing, then she couldn't abandon the woman now.
  But the kiness woman kept flapping, and after a moment, Elary was cautiously 
ready to believe that her wings had not been wounded. She continued to soar upward, and 
Elary clung on as grimly as ever. In moments, they burst into the open air, and wheeled 
above the cracking ground.
  Elary clung, and looked down.
  She had never imagined anything like the sight that greeted her. Hills and 
mountains were flexing and cracking, sliding as though they were nothing more than 
piles of mud. A black spine was rising out of the ground, sometimes splitting the ridges 
down the middle, sometimes simply shouldering them aside. Elary found that she 
couldn't look at the whole thing, that her mind simply refused to comprehend the vastness 
of it. She locked her eyes on the nearest part of the spine, and swallowed when she 
realized that the body beneath it could easily rival a mountain in size.
  Then Silar spun, and they began to hurtle to the south. Elary went along with it, 
not knowing where else they would go. Arvenna was no sanctuary now, that much was 
certain.
  And the villages…



  They passed Arvennese villagers fleeing wildly, sometimes north towards the 
spine of the beast, sometimes south, sometimes west or east into the trembling mountains. 
Elary tried to yell warnings to them when she could, but half the time Silar's arms gripped 
her so tightly that she could do nothing but wheeze. Silar seemed not to believe that they 
had really gotten out into the open air and away from danger, and she continued fleeing 
until her wings spasmed and almost dropped them from the air. Elary insisted that she rest 
then, and Silar at last grudgingly agreed, spiraling down onto a hillside that seemed 
destined to hold firm. The spine was still rising, but a long way to the north of them, 
among the Dalorth Mountains and not the foothills of the Shelin Valley.
  Elary stood, recovered her breath, and then stood gazing at the rising dragon until 
Silar said, "Elary? I could use a little help."
  Blushing, Elary turned at once and knelt next to Silar, wincing as she poked at a 
swelling wound. The stone had struck Silar not on the wing, but just above it, and she 
would have trouble flapping her wing in a short time. Already she had trouble folding it, 
and it was held out awkwardly, away from her body. Silar hissed beneath her breath and 
flexed it gingerly, then tucked it back as much as she could, panting.
  "You can't just heal it, can you?" she asked.
  Elary shook her head, still occupied with the wound. "The gifts of the ilzánai are 
only related to disease," she said, "and not injury."
  "Half-useless things, then," Silar muttered, and went on hissing beneath her 
breath as Elary began to clean the injury with water from a stream that flowed within 
trudging distance. Elary tried to pay no attention to the complaining, even when it seemed 
to concern her personally. If Silar needed this to cleanse her mind, then Elary would let 
her do it, and have no complaints.
  Silar did say, "I was so sure that we wouldn't get out of there. You don't know 
how sure I was."
  "Then why did you fly out of there at all?" Elary asked softly, occupied with 
cleaning the last bits of grit and dirt out of the wound.
  Silar didn't answer for a long time, and by the time Elary had looked up, the 
kiness woman had turned away, hiding whatever expression had been on her face until 
then.
  "I couldn't let you die," she said, in a voice that sounded oddly muffled. "And I 
couldn't let myself die, of course, without trying to do something to save us. I knew that I 
could carry you, since I'd done it before. I didn't know if I could save anyone else, and I 
didn't want to try."
  Elary said nothing. She had suspected the last was true, although she wasn't that 
sure about the rest of it.
  "Do you think I should have tried?" Silar asked, turning to look at her. "Risked 
both our lives for the sake of possibly rescuing Mitherill or Melior?"
  Elary laughed in spite of herself. "When you phrase it that way, there's no doubt 
about what you want me to say. I know that I wish they had lived." She clenched her 
hands. It still hadn't really occurred to her that they might be dead. Destiny had defended 
them from everything else. A dragon should be no problem, even a dragon the size of a 
mountain range. "But I don't know that you should have stayed behind and tried to rescue 
them, especially since Mitherill would probably have disdained the rescue."
  "At least, with her dead, she can no longer threaten Arvenna or Ilantra with an 



unsuitable ruler," said Silar.
  Elary tried to answer, and found herself crying instead. Perhaps she was weeping 
for Dassen and the other Crownseekers, she tried to convince herself as Silar reached out 
and drew her into her arms. Surely they hadn't deserved such a fate, even if Mitherill and 
Melior had.
  But at least some of her tears must be for the Princess. Mitherill could have 
learned better. Elary clung to that statement of faith so sternly that she thought she would 
bruise her hands in doing so. Surely Mitherill would emerge into the light, or would have 
if she had lived, as a stronger Princess, more wary about grasping power now that she 
saw what it could do.
  "We have to move."
  Elary didn't understand what Silar was talking about at first, but when she looked 
up from the other woman's shoulder, she saw a ripple of movement traveling across the 
surface of the earth towards them.
  "I don't know how much further it's going to spread," said Silar quietly. "And I 
don't think we should wait until it gets to us to flee."
  Elary stood, wiping her eyes free of tears, and nodded. "Then we should move," 
she said.
  "Quite," Silar murmured, and then spread her wings and grasped Elary around 
the waist again. They flew, with Elary looking backward and wondering what would 
happen to Arvenna, in the end.
 



Chapter 57

 When the Dust Settles
 "If I hadn't lived all the years of my life in such a place, I would never have 
believed it, either."
  -Words of Queen Dassaronde to her advisers, on first venturing into the jungles of 
southern Doralissa.
  Ternora and Emrissa watched the destruction of Arvenna from high in the air, 
atop Kitten and the bat that Emrissa had called up. The elf's face was quiet and cool. 
Ternora had no idea what she was thinking.
  She knew what she herself was thinking, though. First of all, it surely had to be 
the result of something an Heir had done. She knew that Prince Warcourage would have 
brought this kind of devastation and destruction, if he could. Whether he would really 
have achieved it, of course, was something else to consider, but he would have liked to do 
it.
  Certainly to me, at least.
   Second, she wondered what would happen when the dragon was finally free of 
the ground. She glanced at Emrissa, but the elf seemed content to stay on the bat's back 
and watch every fall of a mountain.
  "Emrissa?"
  The elf glanced at her. "Yes?" she asked, without much interest, since her eyes 
soon went back to the collapsing Kingdom below.
  "Will the dragon fly into Doralissa, or Orlath, and start causing trouble there?" 
Ternora asked. "I know it's almost ruined Arvenna, but won't it just go on ruining 
Kingdoms until it's stopped?" She almost expected Shara to step out of the air and 
demand they kill the dragon, since she seemed to have so much faith in her Starwalkers 
to stop every other villain.
  "It should just fly away again," said Emrissa. "If something hadn't stupidly 
disturbed it, then it would never have awakened again, just become part of the rock. I 
think it'll open the way to another world, one where it can sleep without mortals coming 
along and waking it up all the time. Perhaps Silinde. No one should disturb it there, 
unless there's someday masses of Starwalkers coming to be trained."
  She sounded light, concerned, almost amused. Ternora turned to look back at the 
dragon, and saw one immense wing unfold. She swallowed.
  "Shouldn't we do something?" she asked.
  "What could we do?" Emrissa asked, using the same light amused tone. "We have 
a mission from our goddess, and while I delayed because it's not often that I get to see a 
world-dragon arise, we should be going." She touched the bat, and it jerked under her 
hand the way it always did when Emrissa moved, as though she were shocking it with 
lightning. But it turned and began to fly strongly to the south.
  Ternora glanced one more time at the rising bulk of the dragon, and reluctantly 
turned away. The sound of rending rock chased them across the sky. Ternora winced, and 
glanced at Emrissa.
  Emrissa was riding as calmly as ever, her eyes gold with that calmness as she 
peered ahead.
  "Doesn't it affect you at all?" Ternora burst out angrily.



  Emrissa turned to look at her, blinking. "Doesn't what affect me at all?"
  "The rending of Arvenna. The death of trees and people. The knowledge that a 
Kingdom is gone, and it will never be back the way it was." Ternora waved a hand at the 
mountains beneath her, and then stopped talking and shook her head, since she didn't 
have practice in speaking words like these. A human would have known what she meant 
without asking. So would most fey, though they might have chosen to mock her for it. 
But Emrissa was looking at her with those calm, curious eyes.
  "Is there a point to the question?" she asked.
  "Yes, there is!" said Ternora heatedly. "How can you ignore what's happening? It 
seems as if you don't care."
  "What should I care about?"
  Ternora ground her teeth. "Consider it a lesson in my understanding of elves," she 
suggested, since suggesting that it applied to Starwalker training was a good way to make 
Emrissa pay attention. "Why don't you care about the Kingdom of Arvenna, when a 
human would?"
  "Ah!" said Emrissa happily. "Then you can make a contribution to my 
understanding of humans. Why do you care?"
  "Because people are dying. And much that is good and beautiful is being 
destroyed."
  Emrissa waited a moment, then said with disappointment showing clearly in her 
eyes and voice, "That's it?"
  Ternora glared at her, then turned away.
  "It just seems so tame," Emrissa pursued. "Those are the same reasons that 
humans give when anything dies. I thought you would care about the death of a Kingdom 
in a different way than the death of a horse, for instance, or the smashing of a glass. But I 
was wrong." She sighed.
  "Why don't elves care about it?" Ternora challenged her again. She had to have 
something to think about, to keep her from lashing out and trying to knock Emrissa from 
the bat's back.
  "Shall I tell you what I see, when I look upon Arvenna?" Emrissa asked, 
gesturing at the heaving mountains below.
  "Yes."
  "I see a place that was named and cultivated by humans," said Emrissa quietly. "I 
see no division between this Kingdom and the one to the west- Rivendon, isn't it?- or the 
one to the south, Orlath. All of them are lands. But humans give them special names and 
favor some and not others, as if that could change the essential nature of the lands. I see 
the rending rock now, and I see it as it will be in a hundred years, with the hills once more 
settled and green, the songs of birds in the air, and the humans dwelling there as they 
always have."
  "But what will be doesn't change what is being lost now," Ternora argued, though 
there was less heat in her voice than she knew there should be. Emrissa's argument didn't 
really make sense, but at the same time, Ternora was seeing how futile it would be to 
argue with someone who held that kind of view.
  "Doesn't it?" Emrissa shrugged. "You mourn trees and villages. There will be 
other trees and villages. Some of the fleeing humans will survive, and probably come 
back and build new houses- humans love to build on the sites of disasters, I have noticed- 



and sing brave songs about how they fled and lived. And then their descendants will sing 
them, and go on singing them when no one is alive to mourn the fallen trees and 
mountains any more. It is the way of things."
  Ternora said nothing for a moment. Then she said, "So you think the songs are 
worth the mountains shattered and ruined?"
  Emrissa shook her head, eyes gone golden again, gentle and distant. "I said 
nothing about the songs being worth anything. I know that the humans who sing them 
think they are."
  "But what do you think?"
  "That mountains will rise again, and crops will grow again, and humans will go 
on singing songs until the end of time," Emrissa answered. She paused. "And that half-
elves ask annoying questions."
  Ternora retreated into silence, but her mind kept asking the question again and 
again until they had at last settled in the slowly falling night.
 *******
  "Up."
  Ternora shook her head dazedly. She had been asleep, she thought, just a moment 
ago, and couldn't figure out why Emrissa seemed to be hauling her to her feet now. "What 
is it?" she whispered groggily, wondering if someone was attacking their camp and how 
she would fight them with her feet dangling off the ground in Emrissa's grip.
  "You will now start to understand mortals," Emrissa declared. "Come." She 
dropped Ternora and turned towards the mouth of the cave.
  Ternora followed, rubbing at her eyes. She stepped onto the ledge and looked 
around, expecting to find Emrissa on the bat. Kitten stirred and looked towards Ternora 
as if expecting her to mount, too.
  But Emrissa stood at the edge of the cliff and stared out to the west for a long 
moment before glancing at Ternora. "Come, look," she said. "You should see this. It will 
help answer some of your questions."
  Ternora stepped up beside Emrissa, frowning when she saw a great number of 
fires moving over the Shelin Valley. She thought they had traveled far enough south that 
the cracking and rending of the dragon hadn't pursued them. And the Shelin Valley hadn't 
seemed to be as affected as the mountains, either, since the dragon's bones were made of 
rock and not grass. But there were fires wavering and moving over the grass now, and 
many of them seemed to be spinning around a central point not too far away. "What are 
they doing?"
  "Dancing to the Masked One," said Emrissa.
  "Who?"
  "A goddess," Emrissa said. "One of the many who were once part of Elle, and are 
now released. They will sacrifice animals and a human to her, and then she will give them 
a magical weapon."
  Ternora said nothing, watching the gesticulating fires for a moment. Then she 
said, "And why do they want the weapon?"
  "I don't know," said Emrissa. "Perhaps there are evil invaders waiting to take over 
their village."
  Ternora flinched at the bite in the elf's voice, though she really didn't know why. 
Emrissa was fey. She couldn't really know or understand the world as humans did, and 



Ternora shouldn't let it get to her, that Emrissa didn't know or understand much of 
anything in particular. "And what do you think is more likely, since you doubt that?" she 
asked.
  "Humans always want magical weapons of one kind or another," said Emrissa, 
not looking at Ternora. "Perhaps they want it because they think it might keep them safe 
from the dragon. Or perhaps they want it just to have it, to touch it and look at it and 
think that it will keep them safe."
  "It won't?"
  "No. The Masked One's weapons must be used, and they will be, since they fill 
their possessors with the desire to use them. And they often kill those they were made to 
protect as much as the enemies they are directed against."
  "The goddess lies about that?" Ternora asked in appalled fascination.
  "Of course not," said Emrissa. "The Masked One considers honesty amusing. She 
tells the villagers beforehand what is required, and what will happen when they use the 
weapon." She glanced at Ternora, eyes gleaming still in the light of the moon. "And they 
perform the ceremony anyway."
  Ternora swallowed and said nothing. The fires swirled together all at once, and a 
great cry arose from the throats of the dancers. Then Ternora heard a low chanting that 
seemed to be coming from many more throats than could possibly be gathered in that 
village. It spread out into the darkness in expanding ripples, gradually dying. It had lasted 
too long already for Ternora's liking, though, and she swallowed and bowed her head.
  "It seems strange and terrible," she said softly.
  Emrissa said nothing.
  "And what would you have me learn from that about mortals?" Ternora went on, 
lifting her head. "That most of them are greedy and wrong and not worth the attention 
you pay to them?"
  Emrissa smiled at her. "You are a perceptive student," she said. "Yes, most of 
them are greedy and wrong and not worth an elf's attention."
  "How are elves better?" Ternora asked. "The Faerie elves I fought with Shara 
certainly weren't."
  Emrissa laughed cheerfully. "That's because they've allowed themselves to 
become like humans- forgotten the length of their years and yielded to vengeance. I won't 
know that they've fallen completely until I see them praying like this." She nodded to the 
fires in the village, which were now still around the central point, as though the villagers 
were examining their new weapon. "But they are falling. They are greedy and impatient 
and willing to do something, anything, even if it's ultimately useless, as long as it gets 
them what they want."
  Ternora was silent, thinking about that. She didn't like the picture it painted in her 
mind. But then, she hadn't liked many of the pictures that she had seen in her life, longer 
than most mortals would ever know.
  She thought about Warcourage, torn hand and all, and still dreaming of ruling his 
Kingdom. There was Viridian, who had suffered at Erlande's hands and yet returned to 
serve his god. There was Alami, playing around with Destiny and sacrificing those who 
annoyed her, just for the sake of feeling important- or maybe giving the alnessi 
something; Ternora hadn't quite worked that out.
  And there were these stupid humans, going to use a weapon that they knew could 



harm them.
  "What do you think makes elves different?" she asked into the night. She would 
have been as happy for the wind to answer her as Emrissa, given that she thought she 
would find the wind's answers less destructive.
  But Emrissa was just as happy to answer, and rushed in to fill the gap. "Humans 
can blind themselves to their mistakes, because they know that in a few months or years 
they will have forgotten about it. They usually say that time makes them forgive, that 
they can look back on foolish things they did and smile about them when a year has 
passed. But why should the foolish thing stop being foolish because a year has passed? 
They forget about it and its consequences; that is all. They convince themselves it doesn't 
really matter. It still does, but they just forget about it.
  "Elves have the chance to remember what they did, and they live long enough to 
see all the possible consequences spin out. Of course they remember. They would be 
blind if they did not." Emrissa laughed, a sound as harsh as a crow's call. "Or human. 
That is what has happened to my people. They rush into vengeance without thinking it 
through. It might make them feel better for a few moments, but ultimately it will rouse 
the gods against them, and the gods can make them pay the price that mortals cannot. 
Elves are not invulnerable."
  Ternora listened, and watched the fires, and said, "The war between Shara and 
the elves won't end, will it? Shara will destroy them, and they will become more and 
more impatient to see her destroyed."
  "Now you understand," said Emrissa gently. "And in understanding elves who 
aren't acting elven, you learn a bit more about mortals, don't you?"
  "It's bitter knowledge," said Ternora, who was trying to decide if she really had 
learned something new or not. It seemed to her that she had, but her own mortal memory 
could be confusing her. "I don't know if I can live with it."
  "A Starwalker must." Emrissa gripped her shoulder. "Except when she falls into 
dreams. Go back to sleep for a while."
  "Are you going to?"
  Emrissa shook her head. "I will remain out here and watch the villagers. I have 
always found the stupidity of humans enlightening."
 



Chapter 58

 Outlines of War
 "Never could I have seen so clearly
 As when I looked into her face,
 And realized she was the bane of that place,
 And she could not help but fear me…"
  -Supposed song of the Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
  "Up, Olumer."
  Olumer sprang to his feet at once, eyes darting, mind feeling painfully alert. 
Estora gave him a strange glance and then shook her head, almost sending herself 
staggering from her feet. She grimaced in pain and managed to turn it into a smile.
  "You should be ready to move soon," she said. "We will be leaving the camp to 
join up with my main army."
 "What about Cadona?"
 "What about her?" Estora had started to turn away; now she turned back to him, 
eyes alight with curiosity. "Do you think that she could be useful to us in some way? If 
so, say the word, and I'll send a few of the more curious to collect her. They did want to 
see what the Princess who thought she could rule Rivendon looks like."
 "I only wondered if she survived," said Olumer softly.
 "Oh." Estora shrugged. "I think she did. I would probably have felt an easing in 
my Destiny if she died. While she lives, she's always tugging at it, since she might still 
become Queen of Rivendon if she's crowned before I am." She turned away. "Now, up. 
We need to move soon, and I need your advice on how to recruit more silvereyes so that I 
can deal with Cadona's Kings and Queens."
 She moved away. Olumer sat back down, sighed shakily, and only then realized 
there was an irate silvereyes behind him. He turned his head slowly.
 Helian looked up at him, then grinned and patted his leg, having sheathed her 
claws. "It is well," she said. "I know that you felt the need to wake up at your Queen's 
summons, and that you shall not do that again." There was a bite in her voice, a hardly 
concealed warning.
 Olumer contented himself with bowing and wondering how he had gotten in the 
middle of so many powerful, important, and above all impatient people. By lying down 
with Queen Idona in the castle gardens, he supposed.
 He sighed again.
 "You are sighing too much," said Helian, and rose to her feet, stretching so that 
her muscles rippled in a pleasant way. Olumer looked away before she could see his 
admiration and make too much of it, but there was a grin in her voice that let him know 
she probably knew her affect on him. "Let us run, and hunt breakfast."
 "Estora's soldiers will bring me some," said Olumer. "And I shouldn't keep her 
waiting long, just in case-"
 Helian bit him on the shoulder. Olumer was so startled that he only sat there and 
watched her run away, laughing, and then became angry enough to chase after her. They 
caused a few lifted heads as they ran among the fires, but not many. Most of Estora's 
command was still asleep.
 Helian reached the far edge of camp and began to run full-out. Olumer settled as 



best as he could into the same kind of breathless pace. It had been long and long since he 
had done this. Humans didn't hunt deer down by running, but by hiding and stalking, and 
it was that method he had shown Cadona. He was panting and blowing in a few minutes, 
but he refused to give up on Helian.
 She led him around a large outcropping of stone, with piles of slushy snow still 
lying in its shadows, and Olumer followed her. Almost at once, he found his shoulders 
pinned to the ground by the hands of someone above him, and he looked up to see Temer 
smugly flashing his fangs.
 "And why were you chasing our leader, hmmmm?" Temer asked, while Olumer 
struggled to get his breath back. "Perhaps to tear chunks of flesh out of her and eat 
them?"
 "I was not planning on eating her," said Olumer. "But she told me we would hunt 
for our breakfast."
 "And you believed me?" Helian came to look over Temer's shoulder, her eyes 
bright and full of laughter. "You shouldn't have done that, Olumer. For all you know, I'm 
someone evil and full of temptation, just waiting to lure you to your death. A filiferna, 
maybe."
 Olumer gaped at her. In almost any other silvereyes pack he knew of, that joke 
would have been in such bad taste that not even the leader would have dared to utter it. 
But the other pack members, and Temer, simply laughed as if it were the jolliest thing in 
the world. The others appeared around Olumer and lounged in the snow, and he managed 
to nod to them, while keeping his eyes on Helian.
 "I trust you," said Olumer, when the laughter had quieted enough to let him be 
heard. "But I don't think that I can simply run away with you and join your pack, if that's 
what you're suggesting."
 Helian leaned closer to him. "That is exactly what I am suggesting."
 Olumer shook his head. "I must remain with Estora. I have abandoned so many 
loyalties-" He paused for a moment to try to count them in his head, then shrugged as 
best he could with Temer's hands pinning his shoulders to the ground. "Enough of them. I 
have chosen to accept Estora as the Queen. She is the only one with royal blood I know 
of who might actually make a good one."
 "She is arrogant, rude, and believes only in the good of the people she leads," said 
Helian firmly.
 "Yes. She's rather like you."
 Olumer felt Temer tense, and prepared to lash out if he had to. But the moment of 
dangerous tension passed, and then Helian was laughing merrily. She stopped as 
suddenly, though, and leaned down towards Olumer, her face serious. She touched his 
hair with her claws out, and Olumer winced as they prickled on his skin.
 "If you think that you can bring us along as recruits to get rid of the Kings and 
Queens," she said, "you should think again."
 "I never thought that," said Olumer, startled at the very idea. He knew that Helian 
and her pack were only staying nearby because Helian was fascinated by him, for 
whatever inexplicable reason. It had never occurred to him to ask them to fight under the 
Lady Estora.
 "Good," said Helian. "But the Lady Estora might."
 Olumer shrugged, then grimaced as Temer's claws pressed into his shoulders. 



"Then I shall disabuse her of the notion."
 "Good," Helian repeated, but now she sounded rather uncertain. She glanced at 
Olumer, and then away again. Olumer waited patiently- not that he could do much else 
when surrounded by the pack members and held down by one of them. He saw Helian 
lick her lips, and still continued waiting. She would have to speak what she wanted 
sooner or later.
 Then Helian turned back to him and said, "You may have become unaccustomed 
to the ways of the fey, so long have you lived among humans. But be assured that my 
offer is true. I do want you to become my mate and run beside me."
 "I have never doubted that."
 "Then why do you refuse?" Helian leaned over as she spoke and gazed deeply 
into his eyes, as if she could see the secret of his refusal there.
 Olumer sighed, and tried to think of some way to explain. At last he said, "I 
believe that I am still caught between being human and being fey. That is the only way to 
explain it. I have the heart of one and the mind of the other, and they fight. I wouldn't 
make you a good mate, anyway, until the conflict has settled," he added, hoping that 
would calm Helian.
 "Then I will wait until then," said Helian, and turned away with a sharp whistle. 
Temer and the others sprang after her. Olumer lay where he was for a moment, breathing 
deeply of the cold air and grateful for the absence of weight from his chest, and then 
stood up.
 He could see their track easily, leading away across the snow, and he could have 
followed it by scent or sight. But Estora was calling for him, and the determination not to 
betray another Lady lay heavily on his chest, even if Temer didn't.
 He turned back to the camp.
 ******
 "Tell me more about the silvereyes. I was raised among the morning-fey, and 
there is so much I don't understand."
 Olumer shook his head and tried to think. Estora was leading the soldiers who had 
been in the camp steadily away to the north, where, she said, they would join with 
another company who had accepted her as Queen and were only waiting until their true 
Queen showed up to rise up in war. Olumer kept wanting to look over his shoulder and 
see what had become of Cadona, of course, but all he saw were hills. No sign of what 
might have happened to the people of Dirien's village, and no sign that anyone around 
him was concerned about it.
 "You were raised among the fey, though, my lady," he said, hoping that would 
somewhat calm Estora. "You must know that they don't care all that much about human 
things."
 Estora glanced at him curiously. "My mother cared very much about human 
things," she said. "Since the day that my father was murdered, she has pined for him, and 
taught me to take vengeance on the Princess who was the cause of his murder."
 Olumer still thought that it would have been better to take vengeance on the Dark 
who had killed King Glangon, but he said nothing.
 "I want to know about the silvereyes," Estora persisted. "The morning-fey care 
about the throne. They care that a woman who was raised among them, who is half their 
blood, will someday sit the throne. Why don't the silvereyes care? And how can I make 



them care?"
 Olumer blinked, then admitted to himself that at least she was honest. Cadona or 
Idona wouldn't have spoken those last words, though Olumer would have heard them 
lingering in the air easily enough. He shrugged. "You cannot make them serve or fight for 
or obey you, my lady. That is all. They care about the snow and the mountains and 
hunting. You might be able to make them hate you, if you hunted them down and killed 
half their kind. But you can't make them love you."
 "You have chosen to serve me."
 "I have been among humans too long," said Olumer. He didn't think he meant to 
turn his eyes to the mountains, but he did, and Estora noticed.
 "And will you abandon me, to go hunting with the silvereyes once more?" she 
asked, in a voice that was far too soft.
 "No," said Olumer, wrenching his gaze away from the mountains.
 "You will not?"
 "No." This time, he could speak the words with more confidence, and he gazed at 
Estora, hoping that she could see that confidence in his eyes. "I started out with simple 
loyalties, and had to complicate and at last break them. I will be loyal to you, so long as 
you rule Rivendon well. There is really no other Queen I can serve."
 Estora smiled softly, and, to Olumer's astonishment, looked as though she pitied 
him. "If that is what it takes to make a silvereyes care about human things," she said 
softly, "then I am glad that there are no others who do. I cannot imagine the suffering you 
must have gone through."
 Olumer bowed his head in wonder, even though his good sense was warning him 
that this couldn't possibly be true. "Thank you, my lady."
 "But that just means, of course, that I must use the silvereyes I have," Estora went 
on. "Do you think that you can destroy the Kings and Queens who march at Cadona's 
back as easily as your kin did?"
 "I don't know," said Olumer, thinking of the way that Idona had marched down 
the streets of the village with obsidian blades emerging from her arms. "They may have 
magic I never knew they had. Perhaps the shining nets only worked because they were 
surprised."
 "But you can try?"
 "Yes."
 Estora nodded. "Good, then. I don't know that we will fight them right away, but 
you must be beside me when we do."
 Olumer frowned. "What is your plan, my lady? You said that you have many 
small armies all over the country, but where will they join up?"
 Estora smiled, but said nothing for a long moment. Olumer thought he recognized 
the look in her eyes. When Cadona was debating some prime piece of mischief that she 
wanted to tell him about and yet didn't want to spoil as a surprise, she often looked the 
same way. Olumer waited patiently.
 At last, Estora said, "I have learned that symbols have a more powerful impact on 
people than I would have believed. You saw how many of the people in the village, even 
the ones who were only pretending, flocked to Cadona. You saw how they treated her, 
how they desired to know something about her even though she was only a girl in a silver 
dress." Jealousy drifted into her voice, and drifted out again, to Olumer's relief. He was 



not sure how he would have defended Cadona if Estora had launched into a tirade. "And 
all she had was the silver dress and the confidence."
 "You want a silver dress?" Olumer asked, now thoroughly confused.
 Estora laughed. "It did sound as if I did, didn't it?" she murmured. "But no, I have 
one. The coronation robs are waiting for me to claim them as Queen of Rivendon."
 Olumer, having heard similar fantasies from Cadona many, many times, 
obediently nodded his head.
 "You don't believe me, do you?"
 Olumer thought about not being blunt, then decided there was no point. Estora 
was intelligent enough to work out what he really meant anyway. "It will be a long time 
before you can come to them, given the immense stretches of country between here and 
the palace, and the fighting you'll have to do with both Cadona's forces and the Dark's."
 Estora laughed at him, but gently, her eyes shining. "I don't intend to fight, when I 
can fly," she said.
 "I don't understand," Olumer admitted. He would never have dared to say such a 
thing to Cadona, but then, she had expected him to understand every move she made and 
every emotion she might feel. Estora just grinned at him, as if she liked him all the better 
for his admission.
 "I have allies who can fly," she said. "They'll bear me south, and I will become the 
crowned Queen of Rivendon. In spite of, as you say, Cadona's forces and the Dark's. And 
then my armies will converge on the palace and fight for me. Quite simple, really."
 



Chapter 59

 Sanctuaries of Shadow
 "Name me a place where the shadows lie long,
 And I'll show you a sanctuary renowned in song."
 -From one of the history-tales of Ilantra.
  "Nightstone, wake up."
 Nightstone stirred reluctantly. Sometimes she thought she had liked it more when 
Tern was only a gull to her, and she was the one talking. At least she hadn't awakened 
herself from what felt like much-needed sleep.
  Then she rolled over, and realized that she was naked beneath a small drape of 
blanket. She sat up at once, her face flaming.
  "I didn't look," said Tern, who was in human form, but sitting with his face turned 
away.
  Nightstone closed her eyes and moaned softly. She didn't really think this would 
be enough to break her magic and make her unchaste in the eyes of the unicorns, but it 
came close in a way that she didn't like to think about. She had been taking too many 
risks lately, with her constant thoughts about Kymenos and constant nakedness of one 
kind or another near men.
  She managed to shake the thought away, at least long enough to say, "And do I 
have any clothes nearby?"
  "No, I'm afraid not," said Tern carefully. "We left your clothes on the floor of the 
cave, if you remember."
  "I remember. I also remember that it wasn't really a cave, but the inside of some 
gigantic beast."
  "Well, yes." Tern's shoulders twitched as if he would like to look at her just to 
make himself feel better, but he controlled the impulse, to Nightstone's relief. "And it's 
half-destroyed Arvenna. Which is why we must go south, either to Ilantra or Doralissa, 
where Shadow rules unopposed so far. I thought I would let you choose."
  Nightstone only shook her head. She had never spent much time in either of the 
two countries, since they were both so close to Orlath and filled with the Light or people 
claiming to worship Elle until twelve years ago. She saw no reason to bring up more bad 
memories.
  "Which do you choose?" Tern pursued.
  "Why don't you choose?" Nightstone asked tiredly. "Which would give us more 
time to rest and figure out what Shadow wants us to do now?"
  "Doralissa," said Tern without hesitation. "But Ilantra will be safer, I think, since 
when the rebellions do start- and the refugees fleeing from Arvenna into Ilantra will 
provoke them- Shadow will expend all his strength there first. And it is a stronghold of 
shapeshifters," he added softly. "You could use some help in trying to control your new 
gift, I think."
  "What made you think that?" Nightstone muttered, though mostly under her 
breath.
  Tern didn't seem to hear her sarcasm. "The way you flew," he said seriously. "I've 
never seen anyone so awkward about handling a new body in the air."
  "I've had my human one for four hundred years," said Nightstone, irritation 



finally overcoming the need to lie down under the blanket. She sat up enough that she 
could almost see Tern's averted face. "Give me time to get used to this one."
  "You may not have time," said Tern calmly. "We are in the middle of a war. 
Shadow reached out to you because you have become important enough to change things. 
But you can't change things if you randomly transform from human to pegasus and back 
again. You must have some kind of control so that you can be an ally, an asset, to 
Shadow, instead of just one more being that he must protect."
  "Won't going to Ilantra make me that?" Nightstone argued. "Besides, it sounds as 
though Shadow will be too busy to train me."
  "That is why you will be trained by other shapeshifters," said Tern, and actually 
spun around to face her. "I can help you. So can the others, particularly the werewolves of 
the northern forests. They can show you what it means to serve Shadow, and particularly 
what it means when you have the gift of shapeshifting. Without asking for it," he added.
  Nightstone studied him for a moment. There was a yearning tone in his voice on 
the last words, but she had no idea what he could possibly be yearning for, so she decided 
to ignore it for the moment. "How am I going to travel without clothes?"
  "We will be flying. Fur will cover you well enough." Tern suddenly smiled. 
"Think of the flight as training, if you will."
  "I might fall."
  "I will be there to save you," said Tern. "As I was with the lake, and the Gust 
dragon."
  Nightstone ground her teeth at the reminder, then sighed. She was back out in the 
sunlight, and she didn't have much choice, for now. She would yield and go along. 
 And then she would find Shadow when she got to Ilantra, and complain to him 
about having someone like Tern on her tail.
 ******
 Shadow hadn't even tried to save Arvenna.
 Nightstone shuddered as they flew over broken hills, shattered trees, and more 
mud and fallen stone than she could have imagined even if someone had asked her to 
think about Arvenna ruined. They saw some villagers, but most of them fled madly from 
anything in the sky. Nightstone wondered if they had seen the dragon flying, and was 
glad that she hadn't been awake to know for certain.
 Tern flew ahead of her, back, around, and behind her in less time than it took 
Nightstone to manage a few comfortable flaps. Quite often, he screeched at her as if 
trying to force her to hurry up. Nightstone snapped at him when he circled by, but she 
was never quick enough to catch his tail feathers. And she had so little balance in the air 
that she wobbled horribly, forcing her to pay more attention to the flying than she liked.
 Altogether, she was in a foul mood when the winged fey decided to attack.
 The first Nightstone knew of the attack was a shadow slicing across her and Tern 
suddenly letting loose a screech that sounded more serious than the others. Nightstone 
started to turn towards him, flapping her wings in patterns that still felt awkward even 
after she had practiced them for an hour this morning, and then someone hit her and 
nearly knocked her out of the sky.
 Panic at falling and not any remembrance of how pegasi fought made her lash out 
with her hooves. She hit something solid, and almost as big as she was. That made her 
feel a little better, since with her luck it would have been a dragon. Nightstone turned, 



saw a wing in front of her, and bit.
 There came a curse in a language she didn't know- given the tone, though, it 
couldn't be anything but a curse- and the wing flapped. Nightstone didn't feel like letting 
go, so she clung. The wing tore free at last, but Nightstone found a chunk in her mouth as 
well as simple feathers. She spat it out and caught a good glimpse of her opponent at last, 
as he pulled away to hover in front of her.
 He was winged, heavy in the chest and shoulders, and naked. Oddly, that last 
didn't seem to bother her as much as Nightstone thought it should. Perhaps it didn't affect 
a female pegasus. A stallion, now-
 The man dived at her, and Nightstone realized she would have to think about such 
things later. She reared and lashed out with her hooves, but he pulled up just short of her, 
drawing a curved blade from what was apparently the middle of his back. Nightstone 
flapped frantically backwards, and fell.
 She recovered herself almost at once, but fear drove her blood through her in 
pumping fury. She promptly attacked the winged man again, since that was the only good 
use for the fear, and this time managed to catch him in the middle of the chest with a 
hoof. He made a weird grunting sound and fell a short distance before turning and fleeing 
away from her.
 Nightstone turned to see several of the winged fey encircling Tern, none of them 
actually poking him with their blades, but watchful. Nightstone neighed a challenge and 
circled at them, wondering why Tern was so calmly making the rounds of his prison. 
Surely he didn't expect them to let him go out of pity, when they had attacked for no 
reason in the first place?
  No, Nightstone.
  Nightstone blinked. She hadn't known that Tern could speak telepathically. But 
certainly it had to be him speaking to her now, since the voice was male, calm, and 
amused in the way he had been since they emerged from the tunnels into the light of day 
once again.
  Leave this alone for a moment. I have a plan.
  Uneasy, Nightstone circled around the winged fey instead. They watched her with 
the same amused eyes, but made no attempt to stop her motion. Nightstone hoped they 
didn't know about Tern's plan, whatever it was.
 Then she saw something small and jeweled glide past her, and she had to fight 
against following it. The colors blazed and shimmered, seductive as the glimpses of 
Faerie she had seen when she was there, without the sharp and frightening edge. The 
creature seemed to be a bird.
 Shadow's source of power, she realized.
 The jeweled thing flew around the winged fey, all of whom turned their heads to 
follow it, until they floated with their backs to Tern and watched the bird as if 
mesmerized. Tern soared smoothly out of the ring, and motioned with one wing to 
Nightstone, before turning and resuming the flight south. Nightstone hesitated, but none 
of the fey seemed willing to hurt or touch the bird. One had reached out a hand, and had 
to retract it hastily when another slapped her wrist. A few others fluttered after it, but 
never seemed to come close enough to touch it. The awe on their faces said they 
wouldn't, probably.
 It was more the swords at their belts and not the awe on their faces that made 



Nightstone follow Tern, though. She didn't want to be involved in a battle with them 
when she was still learning how to fly.
 As they once more began their flight over the mountains, Nightstone tried to 
speak to Tern. Did you plan that? And did you know that Shadow's source would stay 
with us instead of fluttering off to seek a new sanctuary elsewhere?
  Tern didn't respond. Nightstone reached out again, and got the same frustrating 
silence. She snapped her teeth, and promised herself that she would have a meal of at 
least tail feathers tonight.
 ******
 "You must know much about the winged fey, to be able to plan that escape from 
the attack."
 Nightstone thought she managed to speak the words with dignity, though she was 
half-lying on the stone where she had collapsed on changing back, but Tern only glanced 
at her and smiled. Nightstone tucked the blanket around herself a little more firmly and 
listened to Tern's explanation. 
 "I didn't know that much about them," said Tern. "But I know that we could not 
have escaped them without Shadow's help."
 Nightstone paused. She had wondered why Tern had never spoken to her 
telepathically before, and hadn't responded when they did have time to communicate. 
"That was Shadow who spoke to me?"
 "Oh, yes. He sent his source to entrance the alnessi. They are creatures of Faerie, 
and they miss it constantly when they are in Faean. He knew the jialtra would lure them."
 "The jilatra?"
 "The bird the source transformed itself into." Tern glanced at her curiously. 
"While I am flattered that you would think it is my plan, I don't really know why you 
would. After all, I cannot control Shadow's source, and I didn't know enough about the 
alnessi to insure the plan would work."
 Nightstone frowned. "Why did Shadow care enough to spare our lives, and yet not 
Arvenna?"
 "We are his. Arvenna is not. Ilantra is his, though, and he is preparing to protect it 
with all his might." Tern smiled, a small, tight smile. "I am almost sure that it is the Heir 
of Ilantra-Arvenna, a Princess who could not find her crown except by sitting on it, who 
was involved in the destruction of Arvenna. I am also sure that she will come south, 
thinking that she can claim Ilantra as her Kingdom. She will be surprised. Shadow would 
let Light swallow the other Kingdoms before he would yield the one he loves."
 Nightstone shook her head. "I don't know why Shadow didn't simply kill the Heirs 
of Ilantra and Doralissa off. The Dark wouldn't have interfered."
 "He tried," said Tern. "Destiny saved them. Destiny has probably saved the 
Princess Mitherill yet again, and she will come south, and we will have to contend with 
her in some conflict that will end up being worthy of history-tales."
 Nightstone smiled in spite of herself. Tern had lied to her for a good long time, 
but the disgusted tone in his voice was almost like-
  Kymenos's.
  But Nightstone shook her head a moment later. No, Kymenos wasn't like this. He 
was liable to complain just for the sake of complaining, and he had actually tried to guard 
his Princess instead of strangling her. Nightstone supposed she could be comfortable 



around Tern, though she would be even more comfortable when she found some clothes. 
Kymenos would have started her screaming and trying to strangle him at least seven 
times by now.
 "You called them the alnessi," she said. "I have never heard of them. What are 
they?'
 Tern began to tell her the story, while Nightstone listened. It was strange that she 
had never heard it before, but she supposed the gods and powers- even the Dark- would 
have liked to keep that kind of rebellion a secret, rather than encouraging it in all the 
humans and fey in sight.
 He finished when night was falling, and Nightstone lay beside the fire he had lit 
and watched the stars come out. Some more enemies, she thought, and perhaps they 
wouldn't be enemies if her loyalties hadn't shifted. She would have fought beside the 
Faerie elves, and the Faerie elves must be working with the alnessi, or at least know 
about them and not oppose them. Then she wouldn't have to fly through the air and be 
randomly attacked by winged fey.
 But she would haven't been flying through the air at all if it weren't for Shadow.
 Nightstone closed her eyes, and thought about the aching muscles in her back. 
Those drove the wings when she was in pegasus form, and she knew they would probably 
hurt as long as she flew this hard for months- maybe years. She couldn't speak when she 
was in pegasus form, and not having any clothes when she turned back into a human was 
getting to be a nuisance.
 But under all the irritation ran a light thread of joy.
  If this was Shadow's bribe, he made a good choice.
  



Chapter 60

 Brooding
 "Tragic heroes must brood. Not that brooding ever really does anything but give 
the bard a place to pause while he gets ready to sing the next stanza, but the audience 
likes a bit of brooding now and again."
 -Alilla the Bard.
  You're being unreasonable.
   So deep had his bond with Sykeen become that Kymenos was almost certain that 
that was his own thought for a moment. Then he turned and scowled at the stallion, who 
had drifted towards him and now stopped to watch him with wide, innocent eyes. Sykeen 
snorted and looked away to the east, which was still pale with reflected, lingering light; 
night had taken forever to fall.
  "In what way?" Kymenos asked wearily. At least if he was speaking aloud, then it 
might be easier to keep his own thoughts separate.
  You should know that Destiny wouldn't let you go. Sykeen nibbled at a small 
shoot of green growing through a crack in the rock. Even I could see that, and I never 
believed that you were the Heir of Dalzna. It wants to use you as a guardian, though only  
it knows why. So why don't you stop fighting and accept the rewards that it wants to give 
you? Sykeen turned his head to look at Kymenos from just one eye, flipping his ears as if 
he thought the gesture was cute.
  Kymenos shook his head. "So long as I'm Dalznan, I could never do that. I could 
never serve royalty."
  Sykeen snorted. Being Dalznan gets you a cave in the mountains. Being with a 
King would get you a position behind the throne at least. I think you could learn to live 
with yourself if you joined Talazh. You've learned to live with a surprising amount of 
other things, Sykeen added sourly.
  "You've never been in favor of my giving up my principles before," said 
Kymenos, scowling at the horse. "Why now?"
  Sykeen swished his tail and hemmed and hawed in Kymenos's mind until 
Kymenos was almost ready to throw things. Then he said, I am tired of racing about the 
mountains, plunging through snow, and running again to no discernible end. I was 
patient at first. I do love you, Kymenos, even though the bond had to take root in your 
mind by force. I thought we would end up somewhere soon enough, listening to the drums 
play as inspiration for the war or listening to the bards sing their tales in a royal hall. 
But we are still in the mountains, still racing through snow, and still running again to no 
discernible end. You should have a Quest, a neat journey. It shouldn't be disrupted like 
this all the time.
  Despite everything, Kymenos found himself grinning. "You said that you knew I 
would never be a hero," he said aloud.
  Yes, I did.
   "And yet you are lamenting because I didn't follow a hero's path." Kymenos 
shook his head. "That's rather sad, Sykeen."
  Sykeen snorted at him and turned his back. I just wish that you could have 
chosen a hero's life, even if you thought you didn't want to follow it.
  "To make things easier for a horse I didn't want in the first place? Why?"



  Sykeen just snorted in disgust and wandered downhill, cropping at the green 
plants as if they had personally offended him.
  Kymenos went back to watching the night, and brooding, though his thoughts 
kept wandering away from what he should do. There seemed to be no solution to Talazh's 
problem but the knife, and that led him to wonder how sharp his own blades were. He 
drew them out and tested them on his fingers, satisfied when most of them made him 
bleed.
  Must you do that? Sykeen asked from further down the slope. I can feel them like  
flies biting my hide.
   Kymenos grinned. He could feel the gritty taste of leaves in his teeth, too, and 
didn't really appreciate it. But he put the blades away when he was done with them and 
went back to staring at the moon.
  Thank you.
   He didn't want to kill Talazh, of course, which was why he had rescued the man 
in the first place. And now he especially didn't want to kill Talazh, since he had gone to 
the trouble of rescuing him at all. Turning him over to the Crownkillers would just be 
wasted effort. Kymenos hated wasted effort.
  But saving him so that he could go off and become King of Dalzna certainly 
didn't appeal to Kymenos, either.
  I always said that I would kill or die before I would let royalty seat itself on the 
Dalznan throne again.
   Until, of course, he actually came to know the man he would be killing, or dying 
for.
  Kymenos scowled. He couldn't kill Talazh, he couldn't help him, and he certainly 
couldn't keep fleeing into the mountains forever while the Crownkillers hunted for them. 
They knew the ground better than he did. Sooner or later they would find the pair, or 
Talazh would slip off on his own and go to find them. No possible way to keep ahead of 
them forever.
  Talazh must go away, then.
  But where to? Was there any place in the Kingdoms far enough away to escape 
the pull of Destiny?
  Not in the Kingdoms, perhaps.
   And then, of course, he had a solution. But it wasn't one he liked. Kymenos 
decided to sit and scowl a bit more, and see if he would come up with one he liked better. 
  After he had discarded the thoughts of asking Pannerel to change Talazh into 
something else, dumping Talazh on his relatives, and making some sort of wild bargain 
with the Crownkillers in which they would agree to squirrel Talazh away instead of 
killing him, he returned to the original idea.
  I've heard all the tales about the Green Isles. Everyone has. Destiny has no pull 
there, and Chance rules instead. If there is any place in all the world that would be safe 
for Talazh, it's there.
   And there was a seaport, too, in northern Dalzna, where the Green Isle ships 
sometimes stopped and let their strange sailors off, while collecting their equally strange 
cargo.
  And it was a hundred miles to the north, past hundreds of mountains.
  Kymenos stared at the sky, where the moon was finally moving at something like 



a normal pace, and whined inwardly.
  I don't want to go there! Gods only know how long it would take. Gods only know 
if we would survive. I want to go back and settle in Serian and thumb my nose at the Star 
Circle. I don't want to go to the Green Isles.
   But, of course, going back to Serian now would do no good. The Crownkillers 
were exiled from the city, but they still had influence. And the story of a returned Royal 
Heir would have more influence. The city would divide itself in two just like the country. 
The royal palace still stood in Serian, with the statues of the Queens outside, Death at 
their heels in the form of a great black dog. It was supposedly a monument to the victory 
of the Dark, which didn't need to tear it down, but it could too easily become a dwelling 
place for royalty again.
  And to prevent that, the Crownkillers would hunt him down and tear him apart 
before they would let him live peacefully in Serian.
  I didn't ask for this! he wailed in the silence of his mind.
  He supposed that he should wait for Destiny to reply that no one ever did, or 
something similar, but he couldn't wait. He stood and began pacing around the cave 
entrance in agitation. Sykeen lifted his head to watch him, but lowered it again when 
Kymenos sent him a hard glare.
  He shouldn't have rescued Talazh, of course. He had been weak, a fool, an idiot. 
Let him only have the chance again, and he would never do it.
  But Talazh was sleeping in there, head aching but still alive. And not having his 
guts ripped out, or his tongue torn out, or his eyes gouged out…
  Kymenos shook his head to get rid of the distressing torn-out turn his mind had 
taken, and returned to the problem at hand. He could make it to the seaport. He had no 
doubt that he could, even though the Crownkillers knew the country better. If nothing 
else, he could ask Pannerel and his elf-magic to whisk them along through the sky. But 
what happened once he put Talazh on the ship for the Green Isles and waved a farewell?
  Then he turned around to find hundreds of angry Crownkillers behind him, of 
course, and all chance of a happy, peaceful life in Serian still irrevocably gone.
  So his choices then were going to the Green Isles with Talazh, or trying to 
disappear somewhere else in the Kingdoms, where the Crownkillers wouldn't or couldn't 
pursue him.
  No, damn it. I fought too hard to get here. I am not going to let those who should 
be heroes instead of torturers chase me out again.
   But he didn't see any other choice.
  Pace, pace, mutter, mutter, and Kymenos was so deep into his brooding that he 
was startled when Pannerel spoke from the cave entrance.
  "Have you decided what to do?"
  Kymenos scowled at him. "If you'll help me get to the port of Nafair, then I think 
so."
  Pannerel blinked. "You're going to put the Heir of Dalzna on a ship for the Green 
Isles?"
  "Do you really think the Heir of Dalzna would survive for long in Dalzna?" 
Kymenos snapped, rubbing at his head. Talazh could not possibly hurt worse than he did. 
"The Crownkillers will slay him, or he will commit suicide."
  "I was under the impression that he wanted to commit suicide," said Pannerel. 



"That by holding him back from this, you are denying him what he really wants."
  "Because I already spent enough time and effort rescuing him," said Kymenos, 
walking back into the cave. Talazh showed signs of stirring, and he would probably grab 
a knife at once and try to put an end to himself in some dramatic way. Pannerel would 
probably stand by and watch and smile, and Sykeen would only bewail the loss of 
comforts. "I don't want to stand by while he-"
  He heard a long clang of steel, and blinked as a knife flew past him and 
rebounded off the wall. When he could see, he grinned a little. It seemed that he had an 
ally after all.
  Norianna floated in front of Talazh, who was holding the silver crown in his 
hands and playing the most perfect rendition of a melodramatic hero from a history-tale 
that Kymenos had ever seen. "But you must let me die! Otherwise, Dalzna will have a 
ruler, and I don't want that."
  "But I want that," said Norianna, who was now casting a sheath of silver light 
around herself and Talazh as if she thought the boy would pick up a rock and try to brain 
himself to death with that. She paused for a moment, then added, "That is, I want you on 
the throne of Dalzna. Not dead."
  Kymenos sighed. Perhaps not such an ally after all. "And how would you 
propose to put him on the throne, Norianna?" he asked, walking forward. "Do you really 
think that he would go tamely along with you, the way that Alliana would have? He's 
younger than me, which means even more stubborn. I don't think you can do this."
  Norianna turned to point at him. "I will not let the Crownkillers have him," she 
said. "I thought we were in agreement on that."
  "We are, of course," said Kymenos. "Of course. But I have a plan instead. We 
will go to the port of Nafair, and put Talazh on a ship for the Green Isles." He turned to 
the boy, who just started at him as if he had proposed taking Talazh back to the village 
where Kymenos had rescued him and giving him to the Masked One. "That way, he will 
go to a place ruled by Chance, not Destiny, and there is at least the hope that Destiny 
might leave him alone."
  "He is the Heir of Dalzna," Norianna protested.
  "And?" Kymenos asked, more interested in watching the way that Talazh's eyes 
narrowed and his lips tightened. He didn't like the suggestion. Of course he didn't like the 
suggestion. Kymenos hadn't really expected anything else. But at least he wasn't 
screaming out in protest yet.
  "You cannot take the Heir from his country," said Norianna. "It was one of the 
reasons I was so sure you were the Heir." A tone of embarrassment touched her voice for 
a moment, and then faded very quickly. "You were so eager to get home. We should not 
remove Talazh from Dalzna, or who knows what might happen?"
  "I know what will happen if he stays here," said Kymenos brightly. "A few 
hundred swords or arrows through his body." He glanced at Talazh, who had now bowed 
his head as though to hide his disgust. "What do you say? Will you agree to go with me to 
Nafair?"
  "Only as far as Nafair," said Talazh. "And then I will wait for the Crownkillers to 
find me, and die for love of my country."
  Kymenos nodded and smiled pleasantly, while dreaming of slinging the boy 
aboard a ship- in ropes, if necessary.



  "But how are you going to pay for a ship?" Norianna asked, her tone so shrill that 
Kymenos said what he did next mainly to annoy her.
  He nodded at the silver crown that Talazh held. The boy kept running his fingers 
over it, even though he seemed to hate it at the same time and would snatch his hand back 
the moment he looked down. "That. I don't know about the symbolic value, but melted 
down, the silver should be worth enough."
  Talazh stared at him in amazement, then began to smile. Norianna let out another 
shrill wail. "No! Not the crown of Dalzna! There is no one in all of Dalzna who would 
accept such an heirloom being melted down!"
  "Perhaps not," Kymenos said. "But I think the sailors from the Green Isles will 
accept it without complaint."
  He turned and took the crown from Talazh before either of them could react, 
except for more wailing. The thing felt heavy and slimy in his hand, like a rock from the 
bottom of the lake. Kymenos just barely kept from handing it back, instead wrinkling his 
nose and looking at Talazh.
  "You won't mind if I put it away in Sykeen's saddlebags, then?"
  "No." Talazh smiled at him. "Just as long as you realize that when we get to 
Nafair, I will face the Crownkillers chasing me and die like the hero that I think a royal 
should be."
  Kymenos nodded and smiled and kept from erupting into curses. Then he went 
outside to look for Sykeen and Pannerel. The horse sulked at him, but flipped his tail and 
came trotting over when Kymenos told him they would be leaving soon.
  Pannerel and the elf-horse were gone.
  Kymenos stood there a moment, then closed his eyes wearily.
  A hundred miles to Nafair. Over the mountains. Into the heart of lingering winter.
  I wonder if I have some more time to brood?
  



Chapter 61

 The Pool of Siliyonete
 "Like mud on the rock, the spring slides away,
 And reveals Doralissa in glitt'ring array.
 Ah, the summer has come again, to sing in the trees,
 And dwell on the Shining Isles with my heart's ease!"
 -Elven song of Doralissa.
  "There it is."
  Ternora started, a little surprised that she herself wasn't speaking those words. 
But when she looked at Emrissa, she saw the signs, and wondered how she could have 
mistaken it before. The elf's eyes were bright, her cheeks gently flushed. She looked just 
like a Light elf in love with Doralissa, if one ignored the color of her skin and hair and 
the bat she was riding and the smile that followed a moment later.
  "Doralissa," said Emrissa.
  But that smile, though it was cruel, couldn't hide the elf's love of the land. 
Ternora turned back around with a slight grin and started watching the jungles slide past. 
At least it was better than glancing to the east, where colored light played in the sky like 
the forerunner of a silent storm. All of Orlath was like that now, Emrissa had told her 
casually yesterday, a shifting and flowing mass of colors and shapes and forms as the 
goddess Elle fought to hang onto it.
  Ternora remembered the goddess's bleak eyes, her words about trying to protect 
Orlath in order to keep a promise to a mortal who had mattered to her.
  She thought she understood now.
  She shuddered slightly and kept her eyes on the jungles, opening into vivid 
emerald and golden splashes. The jungles were her home, and not too fey for her to look 
at, as Orlath seemed to be now. She would take them.
  Spring had already blossomed into summer here, or so it seemed. Ternora 
shuddered to recall the snow on the mountains of Dalzna, and then smiled as she gazed 
on the flowers that were visible even at this height. The colors might look gaudy to 
someone who lived in Dalzna, she conceded, but to her they were simply beautiful. She 
would have taken Kitten down closer to the flowers in order to smell them, but the great 
ferret had the distressing habit of chasing birds when she did. Ternora thought of birds as 
sources of music. Kitten quite obviously thought of them as sources of food.
  "And here we are."
  Ternora started. She had become so absorbed in gazing down at the jungles that 
she had forgotten they were so near the sea. The next instant, they were indeed moving 
out over the waves of the Lilitha Ocean, and the waters danced and sparkled and shone in 
the sun. Ternora eyed the surface nervously for a moment, then relaxed. Yes, Erlande 
undoubtedly still dwelt there, but as long as he kept his bargain with Viridian, then 
Ternora had nothing to worry about.
  "To the west, now."
  Emrissa swung the bat as she spoke, serenely ignoring the stares from the sailors 
riding on a ship below. Ternora followed her, though she couldn't resist grinning at the 
sailors and telling Kitten to make a mock dive. The men immediately tumbled down and 
hid, and Ternora laughed.



  "You should not have done that," said Emrissa, keeping her eyes fixed on the 
Islands they were nearing. "Most of the sailors on the Lilitha worship Erlande. I do not 
think that you wish to draw the god's eye again."
  Ternora frowned at her back. "I have traveled on the ocean before, and made such 
jokes, and the sailors laugh it off."
  Emrissa laughed aloud. "Of course they do!" she cried. "And of course you are 
not worried about Erlande when you have Shara to protect you. Come!" She touched the 
bat's fur, it jerked as if at an electric shock again, and then they flew ahead in a storm of 
wings towards the island.
  Ternora followed her, frowning. Perhaps I can understand a Faerie elf if I 
consider the silliest thing possible and then add a flourish.
  *******
  "That's it?"
  "That's it."
  Ternora stared silently at the pool appearing through the trees in front of her. It 
wasn't large, but it shone more brilliantly than even the water around the island did in full 
sunlight, as though a second sun were burning beneath the surface to reflect the first. It 
was blue and green and gold and all the colors that Ternora had heard water was 
supposed to be but never actually seen.
  And it was lying almost in the open, just a mile's walk from the shore, in a place 
where anyone could have found it.
  So…
  "Why hasn't anyone found it?" Ternora asked.
  Emrissa glanced at her curiously, then went out of the trees and scooped up a 
handful of water from the Pool, sliding it down her throat. "Ah, delicious," she said, and 
held out another handful of water invitingly to Ternora. "Cool despite the sunlight, and 
sweet as rain in Faerie."
  "That's not what I meant," said Ternora, although she found herself eyeing the 
water longingly. It did look good. But there had to be a reason for this. Amidst all the 
silly things that Emrissa did, there still had to be a reason for mortal silliness. "Why 
hasn't anyone found the Pool before now? It is hidden, say the legends, not lying in plain 
sight."
  "Because humans tell the legends, of course," said Emrissa. She stooped and 
started to float in the Pool, which must have been deeper than Ternora thought; that light 
beneath the surface looked very close. "Elves and half-elves can find the Pool without 
trouble. If your Prince Warcourage comes with an elven guardian, then that guardian will 
lead him here without pause."
  "I was in the Shining Isles before," said Ternora. "I searched a little for the Pool, 
and never found it."
  "Then you didn't look on the right island, obviously," said Emrissa, and closed 
her eyes, sighing as she tilted her head back and let her hair float around her. 
  Ternora eyed the Pool. She could go, get a drink, and perhaps even look for a 
vision of her own while she waited for Warcourage.
  But she still didn't trust Emrissa. For all she knew, this might turn out to be an 
Illusion-disguised pool of urine.
  "Have you ever looked into the Pool and found what you Quested for?" she asked 



instead. At least she might hear something amusing from the answer, if not really 
enlightening.
  Emrissa turned and gazed at her, almost glaring. "Of course not," she said. "I 
would not be so foolish."
  Ternora blinked. "Why would it be foolish to want something the Pool can give 
you? Warcourage deserves nothing less than death, of course, but I never thought his 
Quest was particularly foolish. A weapon made for taking back a Kingdom sounds like a 
good Quest object to me."
  "The Pool gives you what you want," said Emrissa.
  "And?"
  "What is the fun of that?" Emrissa shook her head. "Mortals should seek and 
strive for what they want. It's part of their glory."
  She promptly dived into the Pool, leaving Ternora to scowl at the surface.
  She must think of mortals the way I think of birds. We're pretty, and we're here to 
sing for her amusement, and then we die and she finds a new amusement.  
  But Emrissa had said she turned against her people in the first place because of 
something she had done to a mortal.
  Ternora scowled some more, and when nothing was forthcoming, either elf or 
explanation, she strolled slowly forward. Surely even Emrissa wouldn't dive into a pool 
of urine and stay there for that long just as a joke. Ternora had noticed that Emrissa was 
fairly fastidious as they proceeded south, picking out every flea on the bat's fur and 
shaking it off. She had even looked disgusted when the bat hung itself upside down in a 
tree not far away and went to sleep, as if she thought that her mount should sleep in a 
more dignified position.
  Ternora drew up a handful of water from the Pool and sipped. One taste melted 
the last of her fears. The water was every bit as cool and sweet as Emrissa had promised 
it would be.
  She sipped quietly at it for a long moment, then took a deep breath, knelt, and 
gazed into the Pool. As far as she knew, that was all she had to do, and the Pool would 
show her a vision of her heart's desire.
  Perhaps.
  All it showed her was a cluster of flowers hanging from the tree overhead. 
Ternora let out her breath and sat back, disappointed. Yes, she liked flowers, but she 
didn't think that the Pool meant anything by showing them to her. Or, at least, it wasn't a 
message she could decipher.
  Then she realized that there were no flowers hanging overhead, and the Pool had 
not showed her her own face.
  Interested, Ternora leaned forward again, making out the true shapes of the 
flowers this time. Only the bright colors had fooled her. In reality, she saw a clutch of 
jewels lying there.
  Ternora licked her lips in spite of herself. Jewels were beautiful, of course, and 
she treasured the deep shades just as she treasured bright birds or flowers or sunsets. But 
they also meant that she could have wealth and peace when she chose to go into hiding at 
last. Perhaps she would be safe from the madness that overtook most half-elves, or at 
least wealthy enough to pay someone to care for her during the madness.
  But the jewels only shone at her, and then faded when Ternora reached out to 



scoop them up.
  Ternora blinked, then sat back on her heels. So the Pool had only tried to tell her 
that she desired jewels? Of course she did. She had known that about herself when she 
was a girl, thanks to watching an older half-elf die an agonizing death of mind long 
before the death of the body claimed him. But it didn't strike her as a very stirring or 
useful revelation now.
  In irritation, she kicked the water, and her foot almost smashed in Emrissa's nose 
as the Faerie elf rose from the Pool. Emrissa reared back and looked surprised for the first 
time since Ternora had met her.
  "What are you doing?" she asked, then glanced at the Pool. "You looked for your 
vision, didn't you?" she added.
  Ternora tried to pull herself up and answer with some dignity. She was an adult 
half-elf, and shouldn't have to become frightened just at the look in some angry elf's eyes. 
"Yes, I did. But all it showed me were jewels. I've known since I was very small that I 
wanted jewels."
  "Jewels." Emrissa sat on the bank of the Pool, wringing the water out of her long 
pale hair. Ternora thought briefly that she looked like an undine, but no undine would 
have looked so disapproving. "And why do you want them?"
  Ternora shook her head. She didn't feel like explaining, and, more, she knew it 
would be useless anyway. Emrissa was sure to do something to indicate that she didn't 
understand. "But nothing came out of the Pool," she added, just to be sure that the elf did 
understand that point. She wouldn't put it past Emrissa to ignore it entirely in favor of 
complaining on and on.
  "Good," said Emrissa. "I prefer the company of an unspoiled mortal."
  Ternora snapped before she could think about it, "You are the most selfish person 
I have ever traveled with."
  "Worse than Warcourage?" Emrissa asked, raising an eyebrow.
  "What about Warcourage?"
  Ternora turned quickly. She knew that voice. After the last time she had heard it, 
she was hardly about to forget it. The elf who stood watching her from the edge of the 
jungle was the one who had taken Warcourage away from Faerie when Ternora had last 
tried to kill him. Reweren, he had called himself, and he had the same lines of weariness 
and mortality in his face, but his eyes were bright and curious as they traveled back and 
forth from Emrissa to Ternora.
  "What about him?" Reweren repeated. "He is here, behind me, if you would like 
to speak to him. I think he has stopped to pray to Elle, but he should be along in a 
moment." He started to turn around.
  "Do not call him," said Emrissa, standing. "Not yet. I want to know why you do 
not recoil at the sight of me."
  Reweren turned to gaze at her curiously. "Should I? We were comrades in 
Doralissa for a long time, Emrissa."
  "But the others have determined that I am no longer a true Faerie elf," said 
Emrissa, grinning humorlessly. "I thought you would turn away from me as well, given 
how much you have danced with our people of late."
  Reweren winced. "No," he said softly. "I spent too much time with humans to 
ever think of them but as friends again." He turned and called Warcourage's name again. 



"And my descendant must be helped," he added when he turned back. "He must find his 
weapon and take back his Kingdom."
  Ternora stood up cautiously. Reweren looked at her casually, then blinked. "You 
again?"
  "Yes," said Ternora. "Now, where is your grandson? Please bring him up, so that I 
may kill him."
  "No!"
  Ternora knew that stupid voice, and she made a dive for Warcourage, but he was 
too fast for her. He slid by her almost at once and dived into the Pool of Siliyonete, 
showering Emrissa with water.
  The Faerie elf leaped to her feet and began yelling what Ternora assumed were 
curses, all the while making motions at the Pool that could be the beginnings of a spell or 
just her way of strangling Warcourage prematurely. Reweren stared at her, then shook his 
head and paced to the shore of the Pool.
  "Warcourage?" he called. "Are you well?"
  The light beneath the surface of the Pool abruptly began to glow, and then 
Warcourage burst into the air, holding a gleaming sword and gazing at it in awe. One look 
at the sword, a slender blade as smooth as ice, and Ternora felt her mind sliding into soft 
clouds. She could easily see now that nothing could be wrong as long as the true ruler of 
Doralissa held that sword. And of course the one who held the sword must be the true 
ruler of Doralissa.
  It was so simple!
  She almost knelt, but Reweren said, "Warcourage, where did you get that? You 
should have chosen something else," in a mildly disapproving tone, and that snapped the 
spell. Ternora stepped back, blinking, and then Warcourage's familiar whine brought her 
completely out of it.
  "I wanted it. And now we have to go back to the mainland and win an army to 
take back my Kingdom and avenge Savior's death. We must, Grandfather!"
  "Not if I can help it," said Ternora and Emrissa at the same time.

 



Chapter 62

 Melting Through The Morning
 "Show me the beauty of morning-fey,
 And I will steal your soul away,
 Go dancing and singing by your desire,
 Across the plains and fountains of fire…'
 -Last song of the Bard of Orlath, not generally considered very coherent.
  "Are you all right, Olumer?"
  Olumer shook his head and attempted to recover his balance. "I'm well," he said 
shortly. "I just never knew- I didn't suspect that we were going to travel that way. I 
thought we would be riding on the back of a dragon instead, or perhaps carried by winged 
allies of yours."
  Estora laughed. "I am not lucky enough to have winged fey allies. But, of course, 
the morning-fey will come for me, since they are so eager to have me sitting on the 
throne."
  Olumer swallowed, and then nodded politely to the morning-fey woman who 
stood at Estora's side. This was Estora's mother, he had been given to understand, Lilami. 
She was beautiful, golden of skin and green of eye and black of hair, with the usual 
pointed ears and angular features of the fey. But she had a gaze that was too direct, 
Olumer felt. When she was looking at him, she seemed to be considering how much 
effort it would be to kill and burn him. Her gaze followed everyone in the same way, but 
Olumer didn't think he should have let it get to him so much. He was fey, after all.
  Who had spent too much time around humans to be really comfortable with the 
morning-fey, or the way they had just traveled. They had melted into the rising sun and 
melted out again when its beams first touched the walls of the palace. Olumer was still 
trying to adjust to the heavy feeling of heat in the air. The castle of Rivendon wasn't in 
the most extreme south, where jungles flourished, but it wasn't in the mountains, either. 
His skin felt too heavy, his mouth too full of juice. He shook his head and tried to forget 
about the way they had traveled so that he could concentrate on the reason they were 
here.
  "Do you know where the throne room is from here?" he asked Estora.
  Lilami immediately looked at him again, as if she thought that he was threatening 
her daughter. But Estora's smile was patient and knowing. "I don't. That is one of the 
reasons I brought you with me, to lead."
  "And the other?" Olumer asked, as he looked up. He knew where the throne 
room was, just two floors overhead and slightly to the right. He had lived in the castle 
long enough to know that. But he was also very aware that Renne, with reason to want to 
kill him, was probably sitting on the throne right now and plotting her revenge.
  "Because I wanted a witness," said Estora.
  Olumer looked at her mother, then away again. That silent stare, which now 
seemed to be fixed on his throat, really was very disturbing. "The Lady Lilami wouldn't 
do as a witness?"
  The stare got sharper. Olumer winced. He could almost feel it drilling into the 
back of his skull now.
  "She would more than do," said Estora, and then said something soft and rippling 



in what Olumer assumed was the language of the morning-fey. He thought he felt the 
stare on the back of his head get weaker, though that could always be his imagination. 
"But she has determined that she must stand back and watch as a mother would. The 
legends of Rivendon say that if the only witness is a parent, the coronation is not 
legitimate, or otherwise monarchs would have been privately crowning their favorite 
children all the time. Therefore, I need you with me to assure others that, yes, indeed I 
will make a good Queen of Rivendon."
  Olumer nodded obediently, and refrained from telling her that he thought she 
would make a good Queen of Rivendon only in comparison to Idona and Cadona, and not 
on her own merits. He had broken enough loyalties. He wouldn't break this one, if only 
because he was so tired of running.
  "Let us go," said Estora softly.
  Olumer put aside thoughts of delaying. This was what he had come to do, after 
all.
  Besides, Lilami would probably tear him apart if she suspected for a moment that 
he had less than perfect thoughts about her precious daughter. Olumer had had parents 
like that himself. He led the way up the first set of stairs and into the wide hall called the 
Ocean Hall without looking back.
  The Ocean Hall was supposedly the easternmost part of the palace, and since the 
ocean was closer in the west than in the east of Rivendon, it was supposed to balance the 
mystical forces. Or something. Olumer had never been quite sure how much of what the 
Rivendonians told him was real and how much an attempt to make themselves sound 
more special and intelligent to an ignorant silvereyes.
  Estora slowed to admire the blue glass panes in the windows and the blue-green 
drapes and the constant quiet paintings of dolphins and sea urchins, and ignored Olumer's 
motions to hurry on. Olumer didn't know if she was waiting for something to happen, or 
if she really didn't realize how much danger she could be in here, walking into the middle 
of a Queen's highly-guarded palace. Lilami seemed to, and grabbed her daughter's arm, 
but Estora shook her off and walked over to a painting of a sea urchin, leaning in as if she 
wanted to see every detail of the rocks.
  "Halt, intruders!"
  Olumer turned around with a sigh. And yes, there were the guards, all of them 
human, their bows bent and their expressions grim. They blinked when they saw a 
morning-fey and a silvereyes, but most of them were pointing their weapons at Estora, as 
if sensing instinctively that she was the most dangerous threat.
  That was a mistake, as Olumer learned a moment later, more profound that any 
Estora might have made.
  Lilami gazed at the guards, and then stepped forward. They turned their gazes 
towards her, one by one, as if they couldn't help themselves. Then they shuffled forward, 
though they seemed to be trying to control their legs and stop themselves from doing so, 
and they kept their arrows raised.
  Lilami held out her hands and closed her eyes. The air in front of her turned as 
gold and pink as the strange path that Olumer had walked with the others to come here. 
The guards entered it, bows and all, and then Lilami lowered her hands and turned that 
direct green gaze back on Olumer.
  "They are gone," she said.



  Olumer waited a moment, but Lilami seemed to think that staring directly at him 
mattered more than just explaining herself. He glanced at Estora, who was smiling, 
though she also looked disturbed. Olumer could persuade himself of that if he just looked 
a little harder, he thought.
  "She sent them away," said Estora. "The morning-fey can freely walk or ride the 
sunlight when it is still close to dawn, and she has sent the guards to another place. It may 
be in Rivendon, it may not be. But they will not be back here to trouble us unless she 
wills it so."
  Olumer nodded shortly, and then turned to lead the way from the Ocean Hall. He 
could still feel Lilami's eyes on his back, and now, knowing what she could do, they 
made him more nervous than ever. He almost made a wrong turn when he stepped out of 
the Ocean Hall, but remembered that the stairs lay to the east, not the west, and moved in 
that direction.
  Estora was chattering as they went, exclaiming over the tapestries and the large 
windows, the grace of the palace and the way that the stones were fitted together. Olumer 
kept his eyes straight ahead, and hoped they wouldn't meet any more guards, and trusted 
that the royals hadn't decided to change the location of the throne room since he had last 
been here.
  Of course, there were many painful memories playing in the back of his mind, 
tugging for his attention. Not far away was the room where he had first looked into 
Idona's eyes and seen a stranger looking back at him. She had proposed her plan that he 
weave a shining net around his own memories a few days later, and when he had refused, 
she had held a knife to Ulon's throat and made him do it anyway.
  Olumer grimaced. He could play with those memories later, when he actually had 
some time to concentrate instead of having to think about leading Estora safely.
  There were the stairs, and at the end of them came the throne room. Olumer 
paused, listening intently, but heard nothing from the roof. He sighed in relief. Old 
gryphon eyries were up there, but the gryphons had mostly fled when the monarchy of 
Rivendon turned to the Dark in Idona's time. The Dark sometimes kept other flying 
beasts in that place, though, and Olumer was just as relieved to think that they wouldn't 
have to deal with those.
  "When we go up the stairs," he whispered to Estora, "the throne room doors will 
be a short distance down the hall in front of you. You should probably pause just to make 
sure that no one is there-"
  Estora laughed in delight. "Why should I? This is my palace, and I like very 
much what I see of it so far! I think I should have the right to indulge myself a little."
  Olumer grimaced. "My lady, you don't understand. Artaen always liked to play 
Court. I think that the Lady Renne probably does as well. She might be sitting on the 
throne when you run in."
  "That doesn't matter," said Lilami, in her chiming, echoing voice. "I can send her 
away on the sunrise if I wish."
  Estora laughed at him and patted his arm. "She can," she said, voice ringing with 
exultation. "Now is the time for us to confront our fears, Olumer, not start yielding to 
them. If this Lady Renne is on the throne, then my mother will send her away, and then I 
will don the coronation robes and perform the ceremony of descending to my place. Then 
I will be Queen of Rivendon."



  Olumer's frustration burst out then. He knew it wasn't the best thing in the world 
he could have done, but it had been building so steadily since he first saw Lilami send the 
guards away that he thought it would have been fatal to try and contain it any longer. 
"And then what will happen? My lady, do you really think that our enemies will give up 
and stop fighting just because you've warmed the throne once? They won't. I know 
Renne. She's ambitious, and she wanted to act against Artaen even before he left, though 
she was terrified of him finding that out. You must realize this won't be as easy- it can't be 
as easy- as your mother just sending Renne away. We must prepare ourselves for a fight, 
and bursting through the throne room door- it doesn't do that."
  He stopped, then, mostly because Estora was gazing at him with an expression of 
calm amusement, and not the anger that he would have expected from her at all. Once 
again, she reached out and patted his arm.
  "Thank you for telling me what you really think, Olumer," she said, not without a 
hint of dryness. "I know you wanted to all the while we walked through the halls. But you 
have underestimated how important the crown, the throne, the silver gown, are, especially 
to those who have never seen the Queen as anything but a distant figure sitting one and 
wearing the others. They will come to believe that I must be Queen of Rivendon, simply 
because I hold the symbols that would make me so in due time. Of course, they'll be 
wrong if they think that it's as simple as that, but most of them won't pause to consider. 
They will only yield."
  Olumer shook his head slowly. He hoped she was right, but feared that she was 
not, and was about to find out by her death.
  Estora winked at him, patted his arm again, and then strode forward and flung the 
throne room doors open.
  Renne looked up at them. Olumer blinked, a little startled at the change in her. 
Her face had grown prouder and stronger and more cruel, and her eyes blazed with 
something that might have been plans or fever. She looks almost as he imagined Cadona 
would after a few years on the throne. Olumer shook his head. Is the Rivendonian throne 
a disease that infects everyone who sits on it?
   Renne's gaze went uncomprehendingly past Estora and Lilami to fix on Olumer. 
She at once stood up, her eyes narrowing.
  "I knew that if I ever had the power, I would punish you for what you did to me, 
Olumer," said Renne. "And now I do. Guards, seize him and take him to the Whispering 
Dungeons. We will leave him there until his mind dies from the whispers of the spirits." 
She laughed.
  Olumer opened his mouth to explain to her why that wouldn't work, but Lilami 
was already moving, calling on the sunlight. The guards shuffled towards her. Olumer 
turned away, not wanting to watch the jerky movements of their bodies and the barely 
controlled panic in their eyes.
  Estora laughed aloud. "My mother will leave you to me," she told Renne. "I had 
hoped she might, though I hardly dared expect such a boon."
  "Who are you?" Renne demanded.
  "You are not very high in the Councils of the Dark after all, not to know me," 
said Estora, and her voice rose and boomed across the throne room. "I am Estora, Lady 
and Queen of Rivendon!"
  Renne's eyes widened. Olumer always wondered afterwards if she had seen the 



truth, perhaps recognizing the silver eyes, or the madness behind them. He always 
wondered what she had meant to say.
  But Estora struck then with her Sun magic, and Olumer learned what it could do 
beyond blinding people. Renne burst apart into silent, molten light and heat. Olumer felt 
a brief premonition of the heat on his skin, but Estora considerately stopped it before he 
was burned alive. Olumer turned to see her glowing, the golden tint to her dark skin 
standing out more than he had ever seen it before, her smile turning just slightly up at the 
corners.
  "I do love a good meal," she said softly.
  Olumer decided that he wasn't going to ask. He turned to see Lilami lowering her 
hands, and the last of the guards just fading on the sunlight to who knew where. Lilami 
immediately turned her head and stared at him again, and Olumer turned back to see 
Estora calmly lifting one hand.
  There came a rustle of something more expensive than silk, and the silver 
coronation robes of the Queens of Rivendon soared out from behind the throne. Estora 
laughed as she caught them.
  "I knew they would come to me, but I did not know they were so close," she said, 
as she stripped and slipped the gown on. "Renne must have planned her own coronation 
in the near future, as soon as she could get everyone used to the idea that Artaen wasn't 
coming back."
 "And the crown?" Olumer asked, still blinking at the place where Renne had been 
and trying to believe that she had been destroyed so easily.
 "Near enough," said Estora calmly, mounting the dais that led past the throne and 
reaching down behind the uppermost step. She emerged with the crown in her hand. 
Olumer stared hard at it. It was smaller than he remembered, but still looked like the 
crown of Rivendon, mostly silver and spiky. Estora laughed as she settled it on her dark 
hair. "Perhaps Renne was playing with the robes and the crown after all. Why else would 
she have it so conveniently here?"
 And then she turned around, and her face went still. Olumer felt his heart begin to 
beat faster without knowing why.
 Estora calmly descended the steps of the dais, her silver dress floating around her. 
She took her place on the throne with a little sigh, and nodded at Olumer. Once again, the 
golden tint was shining through her dark skin, making her look exotic and beautiful.
 "You are witness," she said. "Rivendon once again has a Crowned Queen. I claim 
the throne in the name of my blood, as daughter of King Glangon."
 



Chapter 63

 The Forests of Ilantra
 "There are places in the forests of Ilantra where no human has ever walked, and 
deepened places where the footsteps even of wolves are rare. Of course, many visitors 
would make them less radiant than they are, and so they are best appreciated at a 
distance, even as one hungers for their beauty…"
  -Ashretta of Ilantra.
  "I have never seen anything like them."
  Elary took the whisper as a sign that she could come back to Silar now; the 
kiness woman had asked for some time alone after she first glimpsed the wide forests 
spreading out below her. Elary walked back and knelt beside her, drinking in the sight of 
the trees herself before she glanced at Silar.
  She found herself smiling, though in wonder and not in amusement. Silar had the 
stunned, awed look of someone who had just seen a phoenix fly, or a shapeshifter change 
for the first time. She looked at Elary, and then away again. She tried to open her mouth 
to speak, and had to close it.
  But at the same time, she flushed as if she were troubled at not finding anything 
to say, so Elary gently prompted, "Yes?"
  Then the words came.
  "I would have given my heart to be reared in a place like this," said Silar softly, 
still staring at the forests. "The mountains are high and cold, and unfriendly to any 
creature whether winged or not. The Shelin Valley is mild and tamed and too boring for 
my tastes. But this!" She gestured out with a clenched fist in a wide sweep, as though the 
motion would say something that words could not. "I can feel the wildness here, and I 
can feel the friendliness. The forests really do teem with game the way that I've been told 
they have, don't they?" She looked at Elary.
  Elary nodded.
  "And more animals live here than live in the Dalorth Mountains?"
  Elary nodded again, thinking of the way that she saw sparrows, squirrels, wolves, 
swans, foxes, and wild boar even when she tried simply to go for a walk by herself in the 
woods. They seemed to know when she wasn't hunting food, and would follow her 
fearlessly. In contrast, the only animals Elary remembered seeing in the Dalorths were 
those who bounded away, like the mountain goats, or those hunting for food themselves, 
like the eagles. Distant and unfriendly, just as Silar had said.
  "I never knew there were places like this," said Silar, and now tears filled her 
eyes, but she didn't let them fall yet. She reached out and brushed her fingers against the 
nearest stone, then stretched them out towards the forests. Elary didn't think the pine tops 
looked all that soft from this distance, but they were compared to the rock that they 
crouched on. "To think that I have dwelt in the world for hundreds of years, and never 
knew there were places like this!"
  Elary still kept silent, not really knowing what to say.
  Silar continued staring for a few minutes, then seemed to shake herself awake. 
"We should go down to them," she added, holding out her wings and her arms to Elary.
  About that, Elary had no trouble agreeing.
 ******



  Silar was singing more paeans to the forest in the camp they chose to make, 
mostly out of weariness; Silar had been flying steadily south across the ruins of Arvenna 
for the past three days. Elary was grinding some of the dried meat in her pack into a more 
palatable meal and thinking about hunting for some herbs to flavor it with. The forest 
around them was green and cool and full of birdsong.
  And then the wolves came out.
  Elary heard a low growl, and then a sharp curse from Silar. She turned at once, 
afraid that Silar had somehow irritated a bear and would need help in handling it. Instead, 
though, she found the kiness woman falling respectfully back before a pair of huge white 
wolves, not even attempting to draw the blade that she carried on her back. Perhaps she 
knew that any sudden move would make the wolves spring, and that they could probably 
reach her before she cut them down.
  Elary stood up, and then froze as something growled behind her in turn. She met 
the eyes of another wolf, as large as the first two, when she turned her head, and decided 
that she didn't really need to move right now.
  The growling went on, a chorus in the way that Elary had sometimes heard packs 
sing. The wolves seemed to be talking to each other, but Elary didn't know that for 
certain, and could only remain still while they prowled around her and Silar in a tense, 
stiff-legged circle, sometimes snapping at each other. In the end, they all stopped moving 
and sat down in a ring, waiting for something.
  The something came soon enough. A large gray wolf trotted into the center of the 
circle and examined them. Elary stared. Even for a wolf, his coat was fine and sleek, as 
though he never had trouble eating. This was probably the pack's alpha.
  But, more than that, he looked familiar to her.
  She found out why in a moment as his form blurred and shifted into a moving 
mass of shadows, that in turn became a man-shaped mass of shadows. Rior bowed to her, 
and then to Silar, and then smiled wearily.
  "Shadow thought you would be along soon," he said. "I'm your official welcome. 
Shadow is rather busy at the moment, preparing his country for the influx of refugees 
from Arvenna and war with the Dark."
  Elary found her tongue then. "Shadow didn't try to protect Arvenna at all, did 
he?"
  Rior shook his head. His eyes showed sadness, but Elary didn't think he was 
about to listen to recriminations. "No. He knew that he would need all his strength to 
protect Ilantra, so he pulled back early on and sank his power into the forests and the 
farms. If anyone in Ilantra dies, I will be surprised. He will let himself be destroyed 
before that happens."
  "I thought he might have been destroyed anyway," said Silar, with a loud, 
arrogant roll to her tone that made Elary wince. "Since the source of his power was in 
Arvenna, after all."
  Rior smiled at her, but the smile didn't have much humor in it. Elary shivered a 
little, for the first time seeing what made Rior a lieutenant of Shadow instead of merely a 
servant of it. "The source of his power escaped along with someone who has chosen to 
serve Shadow and whom you should meet soon. But that is not the point I am most 
interested in. I must ask you what you intend in Ilantra." He turned to look back at Elary. 
"Especially since I last saw you in the company of the most shallow mind I have ever 



known, trying to put her on the throne of Arvenna."
  "I do not know where the Princess Mitherill is," said Elary. "She could have died 
in the collapse of Arvenna, which was caused by her trying to take the Diamond of 
Ezudlos."
  "The eye of the earth dragon," said Rior.
  "Yes, exactly." Elary stared at him. "If you knew about that, why didn't you warn 
us against completing that Quest? It would have saved the lives of many." Though she 
thought the destruction of Arvenna was still too overwhelming for her to feel much 
emotion about it, she could sense anger stirring now.
  "I did not know that this would happen," said Rior. "And the legends that tell of 
the earth dragon are old enough that they are confused." He shrugged. "I don't think even 
the powers knew of the dragon, not clearly, or Light and Destiny would surely have 
chosen a different Quest for Mitherill. Shadow has remembered much that he said he had 
forgotten, or thought better to leave unspoken, and told it to me in the past few days."
  "Then he could have prevented-" Silar began.
  "But he didn't," said Rior. "And now you stand in the Kingdom that has belonged 
to him since its founding. Will you make peace with him and accept his protection? If 
you are here for vengeance, then I will not bother to trouble him. I can kill you easily 
enough myself." He raised his hand, and the wolves all around the clearing, whom Elary 
had almost forgotten in the wonder of what Rior said, tensed and growled.
  Silar tensed herself, but actually eased her hand away from her blade. Elary, 
amazed, wondered if she was learning good sense at last. "We are not here for 
vengeance," she said, "so much as to see the forests of Ilantra. Even if the Princess 
appears, I will not help her." She paused and sent a hard glance at Elary.
  "Nor will I," said Elary, severing responsibility as best she could. She waited for 
some enormous sense of reprieve or loss, but nothing came. She was still too shocked, 
she thought, to feel anything clearly. "She will have to try to take the throne of Ilantra on 
her own."
  Rior snorted softly. "Even that she will not be able to do, not with Shadow using 
the castle as a center of his power. But it is well if you are not allied with her any longer. I 
should have hated to have to destroy you."
  He meant it, Elary realized. His gray eyes were kind now, and he looked back 
and forth between them as if he were thinking about trying to make them laugh. She 
shook her head. She was too tired from everything that had happened to try and 
understand a servant of Shadow now.
  Rior fixed his eyes on her, and Elary realized her thoughts must have shown on 
her face. She tried to begin an apology, but Rior gestured her to silence.
  "I did not know how weary you must be," he said. "I must beg your indulgence a 
little longer, while we wait for the one who now comes, but after that, we will go to a 
place where you may sleep as long as you like."
  Elary glanced uneasily at Silar. But Silar only nodded, as if that were something 
she would ordinarily agree to, and settled down under a tree to fold her wings around 
herself and gaze into the branches. Elary followed suit, coming near one of the wolves. It 
just wagged its tail at her and lay down in a patch of sunshine to drowse. So did most of 
the others, except for two who chose to keep Rior company and stare upward.
  Elary closed her eyes. Shock and terror and grief were melting at last into a warm 



relaxation that would probably make her weep or scream when she woke up. But she 
could sleep a little, at last, and more when Rior took them to whatever refuge he planned. 
Perhaps in a few days she could begin to forget the sight of shattered hills and act like 
herself once more.
  A chorus of growls woke her, and she looked up to see a pair of birds coming 
down through the trees. One was an ordinary gull, the other a brightly jeweled thing that 
flashed and sparkled and seemed to shift form. Shadow's source, Elary supposed, and 
contented herself with staring at the sparkle and not paying that much attention to the gull 
until he fell to the ground and shifted in front of her.
  "Tern!" she exclaimed despite herself, starting up.
  The man gave her a glance that was more confident than she remembered it, 
though still quiet. "Hello, Elary," he said, and turned to look into the sky as though there 
was nothing unusual in them meeting this way.
  Silar sat up, one hand on her blade. "Enemy?" she asked Elary out of the corner 
of her mouth.
  "Only if Shadow is."
  "Shadow isn't," said Silar, taking her hand off her sword. "Perhaps one day, I will 
be forced to try and take revenge on him, but I would like to delay that day as long as 
possible."
  Elary's rejoinder faded when a naked woman fell out of the treetops. She hit the 
ground on a pile of soft branches and immediately began to moan. Elary hurried to her 
side, though she stopped when the woman thrust up a hand glowing with fire and glared 
at her.
  "Are you going to hurt me?" she asked in badly accented Arvennese, her voice 
hoarse with strain.
  "No," said Elary. "You look as if you were hurt enough already." The pain in the 
woman's blue eyes was entirely physical, she judged, and that meant that she could be of 
some help as a healer.
  The woman laughed, also hoarsely. "Good," she said, and dropped a hand. "Bring 
me a blanket first, and then something warm to drink, and then something to massage my 
muscles where those wings worked, and everything will be well."
  "Who are you?" Elary asked, mildly impressed. Most of her patients couldn't 
sound that commanding when they were hurt, let alone naked and lying among strangers.
  "May I present Her Highness, Princess Nightstone of Orlath," said Tern.
  "He keeps calling me by the title. I don't know why," said Princess Nightstone, 
and passed out.
 



Chapter 64

 The Throne of Shadow
 "Anyone coming before the throne of Shadow would do well to bow, only because 
you don't know what he might do to you if you didn't. He is said to be the most human-
hearted of the great powers, the least likely to strike down a mortal for doing something 
stupid. But perhaps that is because no human has ever really done something stupid 
enough in front of him."
 -Jewelbright, Princess of Doralissa.
  "Here she is."
  Nightstone, after a lot of struggle, managed to open her eyes. She was lying on a 
costly bed. She knew that almost at once, from the touch of silk against her back. She 
turned her head as much as she could, thinking that perhaps they had brought her back to 
the castle in Orlath, or the bed in Faerie. She hadn't had this much luxury since then, the 
Dark knew.
  Instead, though, she found herself lying in a small, pleasant room filled with 
sunlight and the scents of flowers from the open window. The walls were polished stone, 
and Nightstone could hear a song somewhere under them. She frowned and reached out, 
trying to figure out what it was, then recoiled. There was an immense river flowing just 
under the window, and now that she thought about it, the scent of water and fish almost 
blocked out the scents of the flowers.
  "I'm sorry," said a quiet voice on the other side of her. "But all the windows in 
this part of the castle look out over the River, since most of the Ilantran royalty are- were- 
Azure mages. Can you bear it? I thought you would want the sunlight more than you 
wouldn't want the river."
  "I can bear it," said Nightstone, turning her head. "Although if you could tell 
whoever brought me here that-"
  She stopped in a moment. The figure facing her was one that she knew, even 
though she had never seen him before. She knew him because she had to know. It was 
part of surviving as what she was, or had been. A servant of the Dark had to know the 
great powers or the gods who might come along in human guises to try and trick them 
into a show of disrespect, so that they could destroy them.
  But in this case, he wasn't even trying to disguise his true nature. He was made of 
shadow, his entire body gray, with only the golden eyes to betray him. He smiled at her 
and held out his hand.
  "Welcome," he said, as flesh filled his body. The gray faded, until he looked like 
an ordinary human man, except for those eyes. Then those eyes turned blue, as though he 
wanted to show her that he could disguise them as well, and he grinned at her. Nightstone 
shook her head. She wouldn't have thought the man sitting across from her as anything 
other than human, despite her long training, if she hadn't seen the transformation herself.
  "That- is disconcerting," she said, when she felt that she had her breath back.
  "I am sorry," said the man, seeming sincere about it, as he stood. "You can call 
me Shadow. And I wouldn't have brought you here if I thought about it," he added, 
looking out the window and frowning at the Isiluin River. "But I don't draw on elemental 
magic, and so I didn't think about it."
  "It's fine," said Nightstone, swallowing. She didn't think that she could stand to 



be in a room without a window right now. "I- I have something to ask of you, my Lord 
Shadow."
  "Shadow, please," said Shadow, sitting back down in the chair that he had risen 
from. "I rescued you, saved you, and you serve me now, but you don't have to give me 
the title unless I ask for it."
  Nightstone started to ask about that, then peered at him closely. The eyes turned 
golden and sparkled at her again.
  "You're joking about that, aren't you?" she asked in wonder. She tried to think of 
Dark joking, or Light for that matter, and couldn't imagine it. She shook her head to clear 
it, and that made her gasp loudly.
  "Careful, careful," said Shadow, grabbing her and easing her gently back into the 
pillows. "You tired yourself out and have a head wound, and you'll want to rest for a 
while longer. Tern really shouldn't have let you fly so long."
  "There was no other way to get here, and I wanted to get here," said Nightstone, 
letting him help her. She hated the humiliation, but at least she was clothed this time. The 
healer she had seen in the last moments before passing out of consciousness had helped 
her there. "I think," she added, as she watched Shadow and wondered what he wanted her 
for.
  "I think you did," said Shadow, sitting back in the chair. "Of course, some things 
are given. You'll have to learn how to control the shapeshifting, so that you can learn to 
change when you want to instead of in midair. And change with your clothes on, which I 
suspect is important to you."
  "It is." Nightstone hesitated. "Do unicorns ever come here?"
  "Most of Ilantra is the Corlirin Plains, even as Orlath is- was," said Shadow. 
"Yes, they will come here, and especially if someone they have blessed calls them. I've 
known a few other Blessed in my time."
  Nightstone shook her head. She'd never heard a name for it before, and she 
wondered if she was really Blessed or not.
  Well, I would have known in a moment if the unicorns retracted their blessing, 
what with crumbling into centuries-old bones, she thought wryly, and then looked back at 
Shadow. "So I'm to have help and training."
  Shadow nodded agreeably. "Some from me, but more from the werewolves and 
the other shapeshifters. Some, like Tern, will show you how to better control the wings, 
which is always hard for those who weren't flyers before. Some, like Rior, can show you 
how to stretch your muscles and move more easily on four legs than on two. But what 
you want to do other than that is your choice."
  Nightstone lay on the bed and thought about that. It wasn't something she'd have 
considered just a few days ago. Just a few days before that, she wouldn't have thought 
about having the freedom even to consider it ever again.
  She found, to her shock and shame, that she was crying. She expected Shadow to 
leave the room or stammer, but instead he simply pulled out a cloth and held it to her 
nose, while supporting her with one arm. Nightstone tested cautiously, but could find no 
give in the arm that would indicate anything other than flesh. She shook her head. 
Shadow was so different from anyone she'd ever known before, in every way.
  She finished crying with an angry sniff, and Shadow took the cloth away. Then 
he sat there, just watching her expectantly.



  Nightstone shook her head. "I don't understand what you want me to say. That I 
don't really know what I'm going to do, that I don't understand anything at the moment, 
that I'm confused beyond reason?"
  "If all of those are true, then that just means that you need a little more time to lie 
still and think about it," said Shadow, and stood. "I'm going to send the healer, Elary, to 
you now. And then I'll send a map."
  "A map?"
  Shadow looked at her with kind eyes. "I think that you should see what Orlath 
looks like right now. Elary objected, but then, she objects to most things when she thinks 
that she should be in here and I shouldn't. I thought you would prefer to wake up and 
immediately talk to me."
  Nightstone scowled. "Do you read minds?"
  "Oh, no," said Shadow, stepping out of the room, and moving aside a little so that 
the healer could come in. "I deprived myself of that freedom a long time ago. But I know 
those who choose to serve me very, very well."
  "Not well enough to learn that he shouldn't have been in here that long," said the 
healer, loud enough for him to hear. She sniffed as the door closed, and for a moment 
Nightstone thought she would continue complaining. But she just shook her head and 
moved towards Nightstone's head. "And how are you?"
  Nightstone stared at her for a moment. Surely the healer could see the tracks of 
the tears on her face. But the woman just looked at her, so Nightstone shook her head. 
"I'll recover. You're Elary?"
  "Yes," said the woman, turning away to pick up something from a bedside table. 
Nightstone looked more closely at her, and sighed in relief when she realized that the 
woman had the pale hair of a half-ilzán. She was probably a few hundred years old 
herself, which meant certainly old enough to be sensible. "I understand that we have a 
few things in common, and I'll tell them to you if you won't get upset about them." She 
turned Nightstone's head firmly to the side and looked at the wound on the back of her 
head. "Not too bad. A few more days, and it should heal completely. Shadow's magic did 
some good after all."
  "How can I know whether or not I'll get upset about them until you tell me what 
they are?" asked Nightstone, blinking as her head was turned back. Elary's manner was 
hard and almost impersonal, but not so much so that Nightstone felt upset about it, only 
startled.
  "True," said Elary, which was more of a concession than Nightstone would have 
expected. "Very well. I understand that you are Princess of Orlath-"
  "Was."
  Elary shrugged. "Were, and that you had to try and wrestle with Princess Alliana 
when she came back to claim her throne."
  Nightstone laughed, then winced as that sent her head wound rolling across the 
pillows. "Well, she tried. But she did end up in a dungeon and then dead, so that I 
suppose I won that round."
  Elary raised an eyebrow. "I almost wish I had chosen the course that you did."
  Nightstone blinked. "You're Ilantran royalty?"
  Elary laughed. "You startled me," she said, as if she needed some kind of 
explanation for the laughter. "No, that's the kind of burden that I wouldn't wish on 



anyone, because that would mean that I was related to the Princess I had to try and guard 
to placate Destiny. I was guardian to Princess Mitherill while she got herself captured by 
Shadow, captured by Serpents, and then tried to take the eye of the earth dragon and 
roused it to destroy Arvenna." She reached down into a basin of water that Nightstone 
hadn't known was there and moistened the cloth she held. "One more time," she 
murmured. "Please turn away."
  "You didn't stop her from taking the eye of the earth dragon?" Nightstone asked, 
rolling over and letting Elary untie the laces of her dress. She tensed a little, but the 
healer's hands as they moved over her muscles, massaging them with the warm water into 
flesh that didn't ache as much, were entirely impersonal. She relaxed.
  "I never said I was a very good guardian."
  Nightstone snorted in spite of herself, and then winced as the hand closed hard on 
her shoulder for a moment. "Sorry about that," said Elary. "But I'm not entirely used to 
hearing others laugh about it yet."
  Nightstone waited until the cloth was done and her dress laced-up again, then 
turned around. Elary was moving over to the set of cabinets in the corner of the room, 
and glanced back at her curiously when she cleared her throat. "So what was supposed to 
be your role as Mitherill's guardian?" she asked. "I met two other guardians, and I never 
really understood that."
  Elary shrugged. "Destiny thought that we would make good advisors and 
councilors to the Princesses, from what little I could make out."
  Nightstone's voice cracked. "Councilors?" The thought of Kymenos offering 
advice to anyone, and having the advice be serious and heeded, made her want to laugh 
until she was sick. But Elary just kept looking at her with curiosity, and Nightstone 
subdued her mirth. It would take too long to explain now, anyway. "And you stayed with 
your Princess?"
  Elary nodded. "I'm not sorry to be separated from her now. I tried to redeem her; 
I still think I could have done it, and now I'll never know. But at least I don't have to go 
on trying."
  "One of my prisoners seemed devoted to his Princess, as well," said Nightstone. 
"The other hated her and would have killed her himself if he could."
  Elary blinked. "I can't imagine why Destiny chose him."
  "Nor can I," said Nightstone, shrugging. She was pleased to note that the middle 
of her back didn't hurt by now from the wings. "But then, who can fathom the minds of 
the great powers?"
  "Not I," said Elary dryly, as the door opened and Shadow once again walked in, 
clutching a map. The healer glared at him and then swept out the door, carrying the basin 
of water with her.
  "You're not staying?" Nightstone called after her, thinking that the healer would 
want to watch so that Shadow didn't "tire her out" or some similar nonsense.
  "No," said Elary. "I'm not compelled to observe the stupidity that my patients get 
involved with."
  Nightstone looked at Shadow. "Do you have any idea why she doesn't want you 
to show me this map?"
  "She still thinks of you as fragile," said Shadow patiently, unrolling the map 
across the bed and blowing gently on it. Nightstone blinked, thinking that she saw the ink 



drying under his breath. "And she doesn't think that you're quite ready to face the news of 
what's happened to Orlath."
  "It's gone back to the fey country it was originally, hasn't it?"
  Shadow looked up at her, surprise and respect in his eyes.
  "Yes," he said after a moment. "Elle is doing what she can to hold it together. A 
promise to Queen Aneron, I believe, since she was the one who helped you grandmother 
create the Kingdom out of the fey country in the first place."
  Nightstone nodded, grimacing. There hadn't been a day of her childhood when 
she didn't have to hear some tale or another of the greatness of Queen Aneron. She was 
just as glad that Shadow didn't mention the name again, instead tapping one border of the 
map. She looked at it and saw the familiar golden blurring that was used to represent the 
Corlirin Plains on every map she knew of. She blinked when she realized that it ended at 
the border of the Kingdom marked "Ilantra," and what was beyond that-
  It was a mass of colors, shifting reds and greens and blues. As Nightstone 
watched, they actually altered on the map. She swallowed, and looked up at Shadow.
  "The fey are fighting to win their country back, aren't they?" she asked.
  Shadow nodded. "In some ways, it will be good. At least the Faerie elves won't 
have much to fight for," he added cryptically. "But soon the only places left under Elle's 
control will be the castle and a few miles of solid ground around it."
  Nightstone stared at the map in silence and thought of the Corlirin Plains, and the 
peasants' houses, and the nobles' homes. It wasn't that she had ever loved the Kingdom of 
her birth, she thought. But it did seem strange to realize that something she had taken for 
granted for centuries would soon be no more.
  And maybe, when you're as old as I am, that feeling is love, or can pass as it.
   She looked up at Shadow again. "You didn't show me this map just to tell me 
what was happening to Orlath."
  "I didn't?" Shadow's eyes widened in supposed shock. "I thought I did."
  "No," said Nightstone calmly. "You didn't. You want me to do something about 
the situation in Orlath, swear some crazy vow."
  Shadow looked at her calmly.
  "I am going to," Nightstone added. "I just thought that I should let you know I 
understand your motivation."
  Shadow smiled.
 



Chapter 65

 The Way to Nafair
 "Across the mountains, across the lakes, across the snow, across the pines… To 
the north lies the stronghold of the Dark. And many other things, of course, but the 
stronghold of the Dark is the first one that any sane person would think of."
 -Attributed to the Bard of Orlath.
  "Come on, Talazh."
  "I thought we would be riding the elf-horse," said Talazh, stepping back as 
Sykeen bared his teeth at him. "Or that I would, at least."
  "Pannerel's gone," said Kymenos shortly. "And I doubt that you're well enough to 
walk down the trails yet, without stumbling. Sykeen won't do anything to you as long as 
I'm on your back."
  I protest that, said Sykeen, stamping a hoof.
  "What does that mean?" Kymenos asked, aloud, but bending in close so that the 
horse was the only one who could hear him. "Are you really going to tip me over a ledge 
or buck while Talazh and I are riding you? If you are, then I might as well trip you off the 
trail right now. I can't ride someone who won't bear me willingly, someone I can't trust."
  Sykeen snorted, and his eyes rolled over so that he could see Kymenos. You are 
serious.
  Oh, yes, said Kymenos, more to spare Talazh's feelings than Sykeen's. The boy 
was eyeing him curiously by now.
  This is terrible, said Sykeen. I am your bond-animal, and I have been with you 
longer than Talazh. By anything that is right, I should matter to you more. 
   You might have, if you didn't insist on acting as if you could just claim my 
affection, said Kymenos, cinching the saddle tighter under Sykeen's belly. He wasn't 
about to let it "accidentally" slide off and let Talazh tumble to his death, or whatever else 
the horse had been planning. I didn't choose you, you chose me, and you chose to take all 
that I am along with that.
  I didn't know cold mountains were part of the bargain.
   Kymenos just radiated back cold silence and shut Sykeen out of his mind as 
much as possible. There was some compensation to the bond that he shared with the 
horse after all, he'd found. He could ignore him, and that hurt Sykeen far worse than 
talking to him and arguing with him ever could. Kymenos wouldn't have bothered to 
argue now, except that he really did want Sykeen to know the consequences if he tried to 
take a false step on the trail or tip Talazh off on purpose.
  He turned to the boy, who was standing and looking at the trail, his hands playing 
with the air as if he still held a crown.
  "What is it now?" Kymenos asked, in complete exasperation.
  "I'm a burden to you," Talazh whispered. "I should have let the Crownkillers take 
me."
  Norianna said, "You're not going to be a burden. You're going to be a hero." The 
sword was drifting behind Talazh now, in another sphere of silvery light. Kymenos had 
seen her ensconced in it so often that he wondered if the sword had to use it to keep 
Talazh from hitting out at her, or for some other reason. "I will make that so, if no one 
else will."



  Talazh lifted his head enough to give the sword a look of loathing, then looked 
back at Kymenos. At once his face contorted, and he dropped his head and began to sob 
into his hands.
  Kymenos stared at him. He supposed that he should feel some sympathy, but all 
he could feel was his growing rage, quickly nearing the dangerous levels. He stalked back 
up to Talazh and said, "Are you going to go on about being a burden and getting on my 
nerves?"
  Talazh nodded, sobbing.
  Kymenos punched him in the jaw. Talazh reeled and blinked at him, barely 
managing not to slump to the ground. Kymenos was glad enough of that. He didn't want 
to have to carry Talazh on Sykeen again, half-draped like a sack of potatoes. It had been 
bad enough when they were running on the waves of Faerie magic.
  "I was guardian to one whining, sobbing royal Heir," said Kymenos. "I won't be 
guardian to another one. Whine, and I'll toss you down the deepest abyss. Pout, and I'll 
break your legs and leave you for the snow leopards. Sob about being a burden, and I'll 
make sure that your own body becomes a burden to you." He spoke all the words in a 
cold, smooth voice, and saw Talazh flinch. Kymenos exulted. Those were all the things 
that he would have liked to say to Alliana, and couldn't. "Do you understand?"
  Talazh went on staring at him. Then he shook his head. "I don't understand. If 
you hate me this much, why keep me with you? Why not just turn around and give me to 
the Crownkillers?"
  "I don't hate you," said Kymenos. "At least, not the Talazh I traveled to Dalzna 
with. I hate the way you've become, weeping and sobbing and thinking that your life has 
ended. If I were the Heir, I wouldn't let the Crownkillers take me. I would make them kill 
me with a single thrust to the heart, or I would have run away and gotten myself on a ship 
for the Green Isles. You're making someone else do this for you. I think it's cowardly. But 
I remember that sometimes you can be brave. Now, get on Sykeen and stop whining, or- 
well, I already told you what I'd do."
  Talazh stared at him a moment longer, then bowed his head and walked over to 
Sykeen, still rubbing his jaw. At least that should stop him talking and chattering for a 
while, Kymenos thought, and then mounted up behind Talazh and touched his heels to 
Sykeen's sides.
  Norianna settled back into the sheath at his side. 
  Kymenos blinked, and then said to her, Talazh has a scabbard, or could get one. 
Don't you want to be with him?
  I find that I'm used to you.
  Kymenos shrugged. After everyone's performance that morning, he had given up 
on really understanding any of them. He told Sykeen to go, and the horse snorted and 
stepped forward.
  You could have easily given me any other kind of ultimatum, said Sykeen sulkily. 
You didn't need to threaten death.
  It got you to believe that I was serious, didn't it? Kymenos took one hand off the 
reins to rub at his eyes.
  Then you weren't?
  I was.
  Then you should do something about Talazh. From the way he's sitting on my 



back, he's going to-
   Kymenos lunged then, and caught Talazh as he tried to lunge off the horse's back. 
Talazh dangled for a moment, then kicked and pushed sideways, trying to slide over the 
edge of the trail. Kymenos cursed, then curled his free arm around Sykeen's neck and 
leaned forward further, so that Talazh was dangling over empty air now.
  "What are you doing?" he yelled, loudly enough that the boy had to hear him, 
wind or no wind.
  "I thought you said-" Talazh kicked once, and Kymenos closed his fingers 
sharply on skin as well as cloth. Talazh gave up and just hung there, killing Kymenos's 
arm but thankfully making it no harder than that. "I thought you said that you thought I 
was cowardly now," he said. "So I was trying to show you that I'm not, by giving myself 
a quick end. And you're right that a fall, or a blade to the heart, would be quicker than the 
torture that the Crownkillers would give me. I thought this was the best way to prove my 
bravery and at the same time show you that Dalzna won't be plagued with an Heir for 
long."
  "It's not the best way," said Kymenos, hauling him up. "It's still cowardly."
  Talazh flushed and turned around the moment he had his legs over Sykeen's back 
again. "Then I don't understand what you want me to do!" he shouted. "This is cowardly, 
that's pouting, that's whining, that's doing something or other that you don't want me to 
do. Tell me what you want me to do!"
  Kymenos cocked an eyebrow. Unexpectedly, his anger was fading, and 
something like hilarity was creeping in. Perhaps if Talazh hadn't looked so unwontedly 
silly, then he would have been able to keep it down, but instead he snorted. Talazh stared 
at him a moment longer, then turned sharply away.
  "I want you to live," said Kymenos, keeping his composure with an effort. "And I 
want you to make sure that you don't take another dive like that, and I don't want you to 
whine and pout like a child. In other words, act like what you are. You're an adult you 
will live, and who just happens to be the Heir of Dalzna." He paused and shook his head. 
"Do you realize how unnatural those words sound, coming out of my mouth? I hate this."
  "Then let me go," said Talazh.
  "No," said Kymenos. "I've already used a lot of my strength's, and Sykeen's-"
  Thank you for remembering. 
  "-in running away from the Crownkillers and saving your pitiful life. I won't 
waste that now."
  "I won't stop trying to get away or kill myself," said Talazh.
  Kymenos laughed. "Then you are a child. I suppose I should have known that, 
really, based on how easily you cried when the villagers inflicted a little pain on you, or 
the way that you went on walking even when you ached. But I never expected to have it 
proved to me this way. Should I leave you in a cave for a bear to nurse, then? That's what 
the royal Heirs are supposed to do, I believe."
  "Shut up!"
  Kymenos patted his shoulder. "That's all right," he said. "Quite often, babies can't 
understand what their parents say to them until they're at least a few years old."
  Sykeen sensed what was going to happen even before Kymenos did, and stepped 
neatly so that Talazh's punch went wild. Kymenos caught his arm and held it still, glaring 
into the young man's eyes.



  "That could have hurt me," said Kymenos quietly. "That could have knocked me 
off Sykeen's back."
  "I don't care!"
  "But you would have," said Kymenos. "And then you would probably kill 
yourself anyway, and sob your heart out to me in whatever afterlife we went to. I am 
getting very tired of this. Are you going to behave like an adult, or like a child?"
  Talazh was silent, and panted.
  "Well?"
  "You're not making this easy," Talazh muttered.
  Kymenos snorted before he could stop himself. "You think that it's easy to put up 
with you?"
  "I mean- I mean that there were other things you could have done," said Talazh. 
"You could have treated me with more dignity. The Crownkillers would have done that. I 
know they would have."
  "No, they wouldn't have," said Kymenos patiently. "You wait until you're on the 
rack with your guts half out of you, and then if you think that you have dignity, it's proof 
that the torturers have driven you mad."
  Talazh blinked at him. "Have you been on a rack, then? Is that why you hate 
torturers as much as you do?"
  Kymenos snored. "Nightstone didn't quite dare to use the rack on me, though she 
used plenty of other things." He tapped Sykeen's sides with his heels, and the horse began 
slowly to move forward along the trail. "But I have hated pain since the early days of my 
life. Someone who kills his enemy with a thrust through the heart is being kind and 
honorable. Someone who lingers to enjoy the enemy's pain is doing a disservice to 
someone who faces him. I don't want to be that kind of person, or give anyone to that 
kind of person. Not even," he added, as Talazh opened his mouth, "if the person is being 
particularly childish at the moment."
  Talazh shut his mouth and thought about that. Then he said, "But why do you 
hate pain?"
  Kymenos shrugged. "I had a strange childhood; most of the students who can 
control more than one element do. One of the things that happened, besides the usual 
incidents with Scarlet and Azure both trying to come to me at the same time, were 
dreams. The dreams were always of people dying in pain, usually on the rack, but 
sometimes with their guts out of their bellies, or their toes torn off, or their eyes torn out, 
and so on." He shuddered a little. He hadn't had one of the dreams in years, since he 
began his training with the Star Circle, but he remembered them well enough. "I didn't 
like to watch them, and even though I never really felt what they were feeling, I could 
hear their screams well enough. I didn't think that I should have to experience that, or 
have to give someone else up to experiencing that."
  Talazh was silent for a long moment. Sykeen continued along the trail, snorting 
with relief as his hooves touched the level ground again.
  Then he said, "All right."
  "All right what?" Kymenos asked, starting. He had been lost in memories of the 
dreams. It was strange, really, how he had hated torture from the time he was a child 
because of those dreams.
  "I won't act like a child," said Talazh. "But I can't make any promises for when 



we arrive at Nafair."
  Kymenos clapped him on the back and said nothing.
  Norianna did, though. You really did dream of people being tortured in those 
ways as a child?
  Kymenos tried to make out the tone in her voice. If it was pity, he would toss her 
over the edge of the trail. But she was adept at keeping her emotions from showing in her 
voice, and so he at last shrugged. Yes.
  Hmmm.
  Kymenos shook his head. Do you think it means something? You probably do, 
don't you? But you have your Heir now, and you can start thinking about him and his 
Destiny instead.
  Hmmm.
  



Epilogue

 Moving
   "You understand?"
  "Yes, my lord."
  "You understand as well?"
  "Yes, my lord."
  Lady Ravenseeker was a little upset with the number of times she had been 
forced to say that simple sentence, but it was worth it. The Dark would start moving 
soon, and it would crush the Light out of the world this time. The Dark had promised 
them that, when the word came that the Light was still struggling to set up royals in the 
southern Kingdoms. And then the Heir of Dalzna would become no more than a memory, 
too, when the forces found him.
  And not only the Dark.
  Ravenseeker shifted her gaze to the other great power who stood on the other 
side of the room, listening with burning attention. The Dark would be moving through 
Amorier, Panolth, and Gazania for the most part, leaving Dalzna to the Darkworkers who 
lived there and to this force, in the shape of a great black hound.
  Death wanted its Kingdom back.
 *******
  "She's come back."
  Palant jerked awake. The little boy- Hanever- had said that enough in the past 
few days, and it was always a false alarm. But because Palant couldn't quite keep his 
heart from leaping, he sighed, and stood, and went to the entrance of the cave that they 
had found after the earth dragon shattered everything.
  In a few moments more, he was shouting, and then he was racing down the trail, 
and then he was swinging his love, the Princess Mitherill, around and around in his arms.
  She gazed up at him with golden eyes, and kissed him, and murmured that she 
was now the Princess of Ilantra and could he love her?
  Palant knelt to her, casting a curious glance at the woman who seemed to be half 
made of lightning behind her, and swore his vow. "My heart has been yours since I first 
saw you, my lady."
  Mitherill's smile lit her face like sunrise.
 ********
  "I'm sorry it has to end this way."
  Pannerel looked up along the blade that lay in the hollow of his throat, to the 
hand and eyes of the one that held it. "It doesn't have to end this way, Annalithiel," he 
said. "You know what it is to respect mortals. We have respected the Orlathian mortal line 
for quite a stretch of mortal time."
  Annalithiel shook her head. "Even they have failed us. Nightstone has joined 
Shadow, when she should have stayed with us."
  Pannerel cocked his head curiously. There was quite a lot that Annalithiel wasn't 
considering, and given that she was one of the older elves and remembered centuries on 
centuries, she had the time to consider. "But you failed her. When you couldn't take 
Kymenos. Isn't that failure?"
  Annalithiel glared at him. "Don't try to change my mind, Pannerel. It's made up. 



We kill the mortals, and take back Faean for our own. I will be sorry to lose some of 
them, such as the Orlathian royal line, yes, but it's for the best. We can have the fey world 
back again-"
  The next thrust would have slain Pannerel, he was certain, and sent him slumping 
most inelegantly over his elf-horse, but the earth dragon flew by just then, and 
Annalithiel's mount, which wouldn't have panicked at almost anything, took exception to 
that. It stamped and snorted and shrilled and flew in another direction. Pannerel raised a 
hand to his throat, caught the drop of blood there on a finger, and watched it shining in 
fascination for a moment until the shine dimmed and it was no longer interesting.
  Then he turned and sent his elf-horse after the earth dragon. It might be 
interesting to see where it went.
 


